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TEXT AND IMAGESHARPENING OFAJPEG Co
‘ g D - N THE EREQUENCY DOMAIN

.C’l 7 RELATED APPLICATION DATA i

This application incorporates subject matterdisclosed in commonly-
assigned application entitled I METHOD , FOR SELECTING JPEG
QUANTIZATION TABLES FOR Low BANDWIDTH APPLICATIONS,

_Ser. No._ §[',7file.d on even date herewith.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This ‘invention relates to data compression using the JPEG

compression standardvfor continuous -_tone still images, both grayscale

and color. V V _ I I _ g

A committee known as "JPEG," which stands for "Joint
Photographic Experts Group," hasestablished a standard for compressing
continuous-tone still images, both grayvscale and color. _This standard

represents a compromise between reproducible image quality and

compression rate)" To achieve acceptable compressionrates, which refers
to the ratio of the uncompressed image to the compressed image, the

JPEG standard adopted a lossy, compression I technique. The lossy
compression technique was required given the inordinate amount ofdata
neededto represent a color i‘mage,:on the order of 10 megabytes for a 200
dots per inch (DPI), 8,5" x 11" image- By carefully implementing the
JPEG. standard, however, the loss in the image can be confined to
imperceptible areas ofthe image, which produces a perceptually loss less

. uncompressed. image. The achievable compression rates using this
technique are in the range of 10:1 to 50:1. L _

Figure shows a block diagram of a typical implementation of the
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JPEG-compression standard._ The block diagram will be referred to as a
compression engine"; The compression engine 10‘ operates on source image

' data", which represents a source image in a givencolor space such as

CIELAB. Thersource image data has a certain resolution, which is
determined by how the image was captured. Each individual datum of V
the source image data. represents an image pixel. The pixel further has
a depth which is determined by the number of bits used to represent the
image pixel; 6 6

The sourceimagedata is typically formatted as a raster stream
of data. The compression technique, however, requires the dataito be

represented in These blocks represent a two-dimensional portion
of the source image data. The JPEG standard uses 8x8 blocks of data.

Therefore, a raster-to‘-block translation unit 12 translates the raster
source image data it into '8x8 blocks of source image data. I The source
image data is also shifted from unsigned integers to signed integers to
put them into the proper format for the next stage in the compression

process. These 8X8 blocks’ are then forwarded to a discrete cosine

transformer 16 via bus 14. ‘I. V 6
The discrete cosine transformer 16 converts the source image data

_ into transformed image data using the discrete cosine transform (DCT).

The DCT, as is known in the art ofimage processing, decomposes the 8x8

block of source image data into 64 elements or coefficients, each of
which corresponds to a respective DCT basis vector. These basis vectors

are unique .2-dimensional (2D) "spatial Waveforms," which are the

fundamental, units in the space. These basis vectors can be
intuitively thought to represent unique images, wherein any source image
can be decomposed into a ‘weighted sum ofthese unique images. The

discrete cosine transformer uses the forward, discrete cosine (FD_CT)
function as shown below, hencethe name. '
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Ylkyll =s %(_3(k) ' pC(1)[2i2 S(X;Y) ‘ cos cos ]
\ ‘ x=0y-—-‘0 _

where: C(k), 0(1):. 1/\/'§_"i'ork,l = 0; and

_ C(k), 0(1) = lotherwise

The output of the transfonner 16 is an 8x8 block of DCT elements
or coefficients, corresponding to theVDCT' basis vectors.’ This block of
transformed image data is then forwarded to a quantizer 20 over a bus
18, The quantizer quantizes the 64 DOT elements using a 64-element

quantization Atab1e»24,v which must be specified as an input to the
compression engine ‘Eachelement of the quantization table is an
integer value from one 1:, 255, which specifies the stepsize of the
quantizer‘ for the __corresponding TDCT coefficient.i The purpose of
quantization is toachieve thenhmaximum amount of compression by

representing DCT_coefiicients with no greater precision than is necessary
to achieve the desired image qua1ity_.V Quantization is a many-to—one
mapping and, therefore‘, is fundamentally lossy. mentioned above,
quantization tables havevbeen designed which limit the lossiness to

imperceptible aspects of the image so that the reproduced image is not
perceptually different from the source-rimage. V

The quantizer 20 performs a simple division operation between each

DCT coefficient and the corresponding quantization table element; The
lossiness occurs because the quantizer '20v disregards any fractional
remainder. Thus, the quantization function canbe represented as shown

in Equation 2 below.

YQ[k; 1] = IntegerRound( )
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where Y(k,l) represents the ,(k,1)-tli DCT element land Q(k,1) represents
the corresponding quoantizationvtable element.

'To reconstruct the source image, this step is reversed, with the
quantization table "element being multiplied by the corresponding
quantized DCT coefiicient. The inverse quantization step can be

represented by the following expression:

Y’[k, 1] = YQ[l<, 11 QE[k, 1].

As should be apparent, the t fractional part discarded during the
quantization step is not restored. Thus, this information is lost forever.

Because of the potential impact on the image quality ofthe quantization

step, considerable effort has go_ne,into designing the quantization tables.
These efforts are described further below following a discussion of the
final step in the JPE'G'ricompr_ession technique. _

The final step of the JPEG standard is an entropy encoding, which

A is performed by an’ entropy encoder 28. The entropy encoder 28 is coupled
to the quantizer 20 via abus 22" for receiving the quantized. image data

therefrom. The entropy encoder _-achieves additional lossless compression
by encoding the quantized DCT coefficients more compactly based on

their statistical characteristics. The JPEG standard specifies two entropy

coding ‘ methods: ., Huffinan coding and arithmetic coding. The
compression engine ofFig. 1 assumes Huffman coding is used. Huffman
encoding, as is known in the art, uses one or more sets of Huffman code

tables .30. These tables may be predefined or computed specifically for a

given image. Huffman encoding is a well known encoding technique that
produces high levels of lossless compression. Accordingly, the operation
of the entropy encoder i28'is not further described. . I

Referring now to Fig. 2, a typical JPEG compressed file is shown
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generally at 34. The compressed file includes a JPEG header 36, the
quantization (Q) tables 33 and the Huffman (H) tables 40 used in the
compression process, and the compressed image data itself. From this
compressed filer34 a perceptually indistinguishable version oftheporiginal
source image can be extracted when an appropriate Q¥table is used. This
extraction process is described belowwith reference to Fig.3.

T A: JPEG decompression engine 43 is shown in '_ Fig. The
decompression engine essentially operates in reverse ofthe compression

engine 10. The decompression engine receives the compressed image data

' at a header extraction unit '44, which extracts the H tables‘-, Q tables, and
compressed image data according to the information contained in the _

header. The H tables are then stored in H tables 346 while the Q tables
are stored in tables 48; ‘The compressed image data is then sent to an

V c entropy decoder 50 over a bus 52. The'Entropy Decoder decodes the

Huffman’ encoded compressed image data using thevl-I tables 46. The
output of the entropy decoder 50 are the quantized elements.

The qu’antized DCT elements are thentransmitted to an inverse
quantizer’54 over a bus The inverse quantizer 54_/multiplies the
quantized DCT elements the corresponding quantization table
elements found in i ‘Q tables "_48. described above, this inverse
quantization step does not yield thetoriginal source image data because
the quantization step truncated or discarded the fractional remainder
before transmission of the compressed image data. I

The inverse quantized DCTelements are then passed to an inverse
discrete cosine transformer (IDCT) 57 via bus 59,-. which transforms the

data backp into‘ the time domain using the inverse discrete cosine
transform (IDCT). The inverse transformed data isthen transferred to
block-to-"raster translator 58 over 7a bus 60. where the blocks of DCT

elements are translated into a raster string ofdecompressed source image
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data. From theldecompressed source image data, a facsimile of the

original source image can be..reconstructed The reconstructed source

image, however, is not an exact replication of the original source image.

As described above-, the quantizationstep produces some lossiness in the
process ofcompressing the data. By carefully designing the quantization

tables, however, the prior methodshave constrained, the loss to
visuallyimperceptible portions of the image. These methods, and their
shortcomings, are: described below. b _ l

The Jl-l‘EG_standard includes two examples. of quantization tables,
one for luminance channels and one for chrominance channels. See
International Organization forflstandardizationz "Information technology

' - digital compression encodingof continuous - tones still images - part 1:

Requirements and Cruidelines, " IHSO/IEC IS_10fl91'8_-1,‘pOctober go, 1992.
These tables are known as the K.1 and -K.2,-tables, respectively. These

tables have been designed basedon the perceptually lossless compression

of color images represented invthe Y U V color space.

‘ These tables result in ‘visuallypleasing images, but yield a rather
low compression ratio-for certain applications. The compression ratio can

be varied by setting a so-called Q-factor or scaling factor,‘ which is

essentially a uniform multiplicative parameter that is applied to each of

the elements in the quantization tables.. The larger the Q-factor the
larger the achievable compression rate. Even if the original tables are

carefully designed to be perceptually lossless, however, a large Q-factor

will introduce artifacts in the reconstructed image, such as blockiness in
areas ofconstant color or in tei:t—scale characters. Some of these

artifacts _can_ be ‘ effectively cancelled _ by post-processing of the

reconstructed image by passing it through a tone reproduction curve
correction stage, orby segmenting the image and processing‘ the text
separately. v However, such’ methods easily introduce new artifacts.
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Thereforeythese methods are not ideal. ' A
As a result‘ of the inadequacy of the Q-factor approach, additional

design methods a for JPEG ‘discrete quantization tables have been
proposed. These methodsucan be categorized as either perceptual, which
means based on the human Visual system (I-IVS) or based on information

‘theory criteria. Theseamethods are also designated as being based on the
removal of subjective or statistical redundancy, respectively. These

methods are discussed in copending application entitled "Method for

Selecting JPEG Quantization Tables for Low Bandwidth Applications,"
commonly_ assigned to the present assignee, incorporated herein by

reference. T V A V
Quantization is not theonly cause ofimage‘. degradation. The color

source image data itself mightbe compromisedl, For scanned colored
images, the visual quality of the image can bedegraded because of the
inherent limitations of color scanners. These limitations are mainly of

two liindsi l_imite'd_' modulationj transfer. "function (MTF) V and
misregistration._ The . modulation -transfer function refers to the
mathematical representation or transferfunction ofthe scanning process. V
There are inherent limitations representing the scanninigprocess by
the MTF and these limitations are the main cause ofpixel aliasing, which
produces fuzzy black text glyphs ofgrayish appearance. Misregistration,

on the other hand; refers to theurelative misalignmentof the scanner

sensors for the various frequency bands. For example, the Hewlett

Packard Scan Jet How has a color misregistration tolerance of+/- 0.076
mm for red and blue respect to green.-- V This amount of

misregistration is significant considering the size ofan image pixel (e.g.,
0.03 mm at 300 dots per inch (dpi)). _ A

These limitations significantly degrade text color images because
sharp edges are very important for reading efficiency. The visual quality
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of text can be improved, however, using prior art edge enhancement

techniques. Edge enhancement can be performed inpeither the spatial
or frequency domain. a In the spatial domainV_(i’.e., RGB)“, edge crispening
can be performed by discrete convolution of thescanned image an
edge enhancement kernel. This approach is equivalent to filtering the
image with a high-pass’ filter. However, this technique is computationally

intensive- An M X N convolution kernel, for example, requires MN

multiplications and additions per‘ pixel.
For edge sharpening in the frequency domain, the full image is first '

transformedinto the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) or the Discrete ..Fourier Transform (l)FT), low frequency

components are dropped, and then the image is,transfor1ned back into the
time domain; This frequency domain method, as with the spatial domain
method, also computationally intensive’; . Moreover, it uses a
transformation different than that required by theJstandard.

Accordingly, the need remains for a, computationally efficient
method for improving the visual quality ofimages, and in particular text,

in scanned images.

SUMMARY or THE lNVENTlON
The invention is a method of compressing and decompressing

images which comprises using one quantization table (Q3)for compressing

the image and a second quantization table (QD)_for decompressing the
image. In general, compression and decompression are performed in

V conformance with the JPEGtstandard. The second quantization table QD

is related to the first quantization table according to. the following general

expression:

Q1j=SXQE+B,
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where S is a scaling matrix having each element S[k,l] formed according
to the following expression:

.s[k,1]2 = 'V*[k,1]/Vy[k,‘1]

Where V* is a variance matrix of a reference image and Vy is a variance

matrix of a scanned image; and where is a brightness matrix, which

can include zero or non-zero elements. By using the scaling matrix S, the
high-frequency components of the, DCT elements can be "enhanced"
Without any additional computational requirements. According to the

invention; the quantization table QD is transmitted with the.encoded
quantizevd irnagesdatagi is used in: decompression to recover the image.

The. referencelimage is a preselected continuous-tone ‘image, either
grayscale or color dependingon the images to be processed; The reference
imageis renderedvinto a target image file. The target image file is not
generated a scanner‘, solthe data therein is not compromised by any of ~

the inherent limitations of a color scanner; Thus, the variance of the A

target image data, which is a statistical representation of the energy or
freauency content of the image, retains the high-frequency components.

, The reference image can be any continuous-tone image, but in the
preferred embodiment the reference image includes text with a seriffont
because the seriffonthas good visual quality which the method preserves.

The scanned image, although it can be any image, in the preferred
embodiment is .a printed version‘ of the referencerimage; Thus, the
variance of the scanned image represents the energy or frequency
composition the-» reference image but which is compromised by the
inherentlimitations ofthe scvannevr; The scaling matrix, therefore, boosts
the frequency components that are ‘compromisediby the scanningprocess.
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A preferred e_mbodiment of the invention is described herein in the

context ofa color facsimile (fax) machine. The color fax machine includes
a scanner for renderingda color himageinto color source image datathat

‘ represents the color image’, a compression engine thatcompresses the

color source image data to compressed image data, a means for

encapsulatingthe compressed image data, and a means for transmitting
the encapsulated data; The compression engine includes means for

storing two quantization tables, The first quantization table is used to
quantize the image “data transformed using the discrete cosine transform

(DCT). The second quantization table is encapsulated withthe encoded

quantized image data for use in decompressing the image. The second
quantization table is related. to the first quantization table in the manner
described above; _When used to transmit and receive color images
between two locations, the machine transfers the images with higher

quality than prior psystems.
The second quantization table can be precomputed and storedin the

compression engine, in which case there are no additional computational

requirements for the compression engine to implement the image
enhancing method ofthe invention. This capability results in a lower cost
color facsimile product than is possible using the prior art image

’ enhancement techniques.

Theuforegoing and other objects, features and advantages of the

invention will become more readily apparent from the following detailed

description of a preferred embodiment ofthe invention which proceeds

with referenceto the accompanying drawings. ‘ ch

BRIEF DESCRIPTION or THE DRAWINGS
1 is a block‘ diagram of a prior art JPEG compression engine.

Fig. 2 is a drawing of a typical format of a JPEG compressed file.
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Fig. 3 is a block diagram ofa prior art JPEG decompression engine.
Fig. 4c is a flow chart of a method of forming a scaled quantization

table according totheinvention. _ F V
5 is a‘ drawing I of a JPEG compressed file including a

quantization tablescaled according to the invention.
A Fig. 6is a block diagramofa JPEG decompression engine according

to theinvention.- - A
Fig 7 is a block diagram of a color machine including JPEG

compression and decompression engines according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION’ OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The text and image enhancing technique according to the invention
is integrated into the ‘decoding ‘or inverse: quantization step that is
necessarily required by the JPEG standard. The invention integrates the

two using ‘different quantization tablesza first quantization table A
(QE) for use quantizing the image data during the compression step and
a second quantization table (Qn)tfo.r use ‘during the decode or inverse
quantization during the deeornpressionpprocessi The difference between
the two tables, in particular the ratio of the two’ tables, determines the
amount ofimage enhancing that is done in the two ‘steps; By integrating
the image einhancingiand inverse quantization steps, themethod does not
require anv additional computations than al-ready required for the
compression and decompression processes.. A

' In order to understand the operation ofthe invention, the following
mathematical derivation isnecessary. Let Q]; be the second quantization

table used during the decoding orinverse quantization step. Then let QD

be related to‘ the first quantization table Qg, used during the quantization
step, by the following" expression:

9
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Q1$e=(9_§Ql..:‘)+B V to a (1)

where ‘S is a scaling m'atr_ix, which scales ‘each element’ of the first
quantization _table- to a Acorvrespondingi element in the . second
quantization table Q3. The scaling matrixi'S is not used atrue matrix
multiplication; rather,_ the multiplication is an element-by-element
multiplication. Each element in the first quantization table QE has a

corresponding element in the scaling matrix S that when multiplied
together produce the ‘corresponding element in the second quantization
table QD. ' _

The matrix B isja so-called brightness matrix because it can affect

the brightness of the image by changing‘. the DC level of the DCT
elements. _ The elements of the B matrix can include zerovor non-zero
values depending on the desire_d_brightness. For purposes ofthe following
discussion and derivation;_ho_wever, it will be assumed that the B matrix
contains zero elements onlvlto simplify the derivation. V

The text and image enhancing.teclmiqu_e of the ‘invention uses a
variance matrix to represent the statisticalproperties of an image. The

varianceflmatrix is an x matrix, where each element in the variance
matrix is equal to the variance. of a corresp'_onding DCT coefficient over

the entire image. The variance is computed in thetraditional manner, as

A is known in the art.

The edge enhancement technique in ‘essence tries to match the

variance matrix ofa decompressed image (Vy [k,l]) with avariance matrix

of a reference image (V*[k,l]). The technique tries to match the two by

scaling the quantization table, in the manner describedabove. In order
to do this, the method‘ takes advantage of the relationship between the
uncom‘pressedima‘ge and the compressed image. The following derivation
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will make this relationship clear.
‘Let _V*_[k‘,l] ‘denote thevariance of the [k,l] frequency component of

' a reference image. Ideally, thisimage contains those critical attributes

that: the technique ‘seeks to preserve, for example, text. This variance
matrix is of an ideal or reference image in that-itvis not rendered into

color source image data by atscanner but, instead, is rendered into its
ideal» form by software, described further below. Thus, the color source

image data of the” reference image does not suffer from the image

degradation due to the inherent limitations ofthe scanner. Therefore, the

variance ofthe reference image retains the high-frequency characteristics
ofthe original reference image. I

The method produces a resulting decompressed image that has

approximately the same variance as the Variance‘ of the reference by
modifying the quantization table. Thus, the method produces the

following relationship:

Vrrk, 11,=,V*[k, 11   <2) i

, However, the decompressed image(Y’) is relatedito the original quantized

image (Ya) by the following expression:

’ iY’[k, 11= Yetk, 11 Qn[k,~ 11     l (3)

Substituting equation (1) into equation (3) yields the following equation
below:

Y’[1i,ll=YgE[l<,1](S[k,1] Q2[k,1]) my  e (4)

The varianceof the decompressedfiinage (VY’) can then be expressed by
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the following expression: M

TVY‘-[k, 1] =Var_(Y’[k,’.1_])_(S.[_kV, 1] Y§g[k, 1]_dQE[k,V1]) ; ’ (5)

Reducingthis expression fyieldsithe followingi

vik, i1=‘ s2[k.1h]Vy[k,i11 h V T V (6)

where Vy represents the variance of the original uncompressed image.
Substituting equation (6) into equation (2) yields the following‘

relationship between the scaling matrix S and the variances of the

reference imageA(V*) and the original image

S[k; 1]? ¥‘V*[k._ 1_] / Vv[k, .1], ‘ V ‘ (7)

Therefore, the scaling matrix S can be used to boost the variance

of the JPEG compressed image to that of the reference image by
appropriate formation of the s"calin'g_ma‘trix-. This method is shown in a

more generalized fashion in FIG; 4.

_ Preferred Embodiment of th ed‘ Metho"51

In FIG. 4, a method 62 of forming scaled quantization table
according to the invention is shown. The first step 64 is to generate a

[reference ‘image. This reference image, in the preferred embodiment,

embodies certain valued features or elements that the method seeks to
preserve. In the preferred embodiment, these critical_ elements include
highly readable text such as those tfpefaces having a serif font, e.g.,
Times Roman. The selection ofthe reference image is important because
it is the frequency or energy characteristics‘, of this image that the text

A;
./’
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image sharpening method is intended to preserve. Because the method

is statistical, the result can be improved by averaging over a number of
typical images; Ezlzainples "ofsuch typical images are those using. different

fonts l(e.g.,l Palatine and Devanagari), handwriting, short-hand, line
drawings, schematics, bar codes, etc. These different images can further

be categorized in" a number ofclasses. . i
This generating step 64 is performed on a computer, typically using

a word processor or desktop publishing application such as Adobe
Illustrator or Microsoft Word. The image is entered into the computer
-and then rendered by the application into reference image data by the
application. The reference image data will bé7i_n' the appropriate color

space, e.g.,- CIELAB or RGB, to c allow the subsequent step to be
performed. This process can be achieved byfirst rendering the image into

an Adobe Postscript file and then rendered into a bit-mapped color source

image data file‘ using l)cis:playPiostscriptc.:l Alternatively, other ' page
description‘ languages can be used todescribe theimage such as the PCL
language by Hewlett-Packard and then rendered into a bit map by an

appropriate rendering program,‘ i _ A
‘C)ncce_the r"efe'r'e_nce imagelis generated and rendered into reference

image data, the average energy. of-vthe_ reference image is determined in

step 66. ‘In the preferred embodiment, this step includes computing the

yariance matrix "t) for the reference image data. ‘ The variance matrix,
as is known in the art, statistically represents thefrequency components
or energyccontainedin the image. Unlike a scanned image, the reference
image does not suffer from any of the inherent limitations of the color
scanner because it not compromised by the misregistration and MTF
limitations of the ,scanner. Accordingly, the variance for the reference

image retains the high-frequency energy that is critical to the visual
quality ofthe reference image.

 { @?“”’
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V V Instep 68, afscanned image is scanned or selected from one or more
stored pre-scanned images; This scanned image is one that suffers from

the inherent limitation of thebscanner. A This scanned image can be any
image, _but in" the-preferreduembodiment it is a scanned version of the
reference image generated in step 64,2 or of the same type of image used

to form an averaged reference image. 2

As in step 66, the average energy’ of the scanned image is then
determined in step 70. 2 The average energy again is represented by a

variance matrix ofAthescanned image.
The variance matrix (V*) of thereference image and the variance

matrix (Vy) of the scanned image are then used to compute the scaling
matrix Sin step 72. This stephinvolves solving equation (7) above for
each element in the scaling matrix S.

s Finally, in step 74 the scaled version of the quantizationtable is
calculated. This step isasimple element-by-element multiplication as

represented by ‘equation (1) above. I V
The use of the scale tables is seen clearly with reference to FIG. 5.

In FIG. 5, a first set of Q tables 76 is" provided to a JPEG compression
engine 78, Whichvcomipresses the image data in accordance With the JPEG
compression standard. The compression engine 78 performs the
quantization step using the Q tables 76.. The compression engine 78 also
"performs the entropy encoding, as described above, using Huffman tables
80.

The Q tables 76 are then sealed by a scaler 82 using the method 62

described above‘ with reference to FIG. 4. A JPEG format file 84 is then
formed which includesva JPEG header 86, the scaled Q tab‘les"8‘8, the H

tables 90 and the compressed image data 92. Thus, although the

quantization was performed using the Q tables 76,» the scaled Q tables are

transmitted for use in the decompression process. This difference
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between the two quantization tables, as represented by the scaling
matrix,-is what implements the text and image enhancing technique
according to the invention. An advantage ofthe present invention is that
no changes necessarily needito be made to the decompression engine to
implement the; image enhancing technique. of the invention. T The
decompression engine uses the scaled Q tables in the same Way it would

use unsealed tables. Thus, the prior art »de'compression engine of Fig.
3 can still decompress images compressed according to the invention.

Moreover, it can do so the improved image quality provided by the
invention.’ In addition, the scaled Q-tables can be {precomputed and

stored in memory so that the scaling step does not need to be performed

real-time. This preferred embodiment of the invention, therefore, does
not require scaler 82.,

A Alternatively, the scaling can be performed on the decompression
_side rather thanton the compressionside. A decompression engine 94

which implements thetext and image-enhancing technique according to

this aspect ofthe invention is shown in FIG. 6.. Decompression engine 94

could be usedin conjunction‘ with a prior art compression engine which

does not implement the text and image enhancing technique according to
the invention. i

The decompression engine 94 includes a header extraction unit 96,

which extracts the H. tables and the Q tables. The H tables are used by
an entropy decoder 98 to decode the compressed image ‘data. The Q tables

received by the decompression engine are then scaled by a sealer 100,
‘Whichscales -the Q tables according to equation 7 above. The variance

matrices (V* and Vy) are stored in the sealer for use in the scaling

process. The scaled Q tables are then stored in-a randomraccess memory
102 for use by an inverse quantizer 104, which performs the inverse

quantization step. Because the scaled Q tables are used in the inverse
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quantization stepplthe text and image enhancing technique /according to

the invention is implementedin this step. The inverse quantized image
datais then transformed by IDCT 105 and rasterized by a block-to-raster
translator 106. The result is text and image enhancedsource image data.

Thus, the text and image enhancing technique. can either be
implemented inreither thedecompression side or the compression side,

but not both. Ifthe decompression engine.94 andcompression engine 78
are used together, there must be some way to bypass the sealer 100 Where
the scaling is performed on the compression side. It is possible for the

JPEG» headerto includeua tag field to indicate whether orvnot the scaling
has been performed the compression or, alternatively, whether it needs
to beperformed the decompression. However, this would require the

use of a JPEG application marker inthe JPEG file. Accordingly, the

preferred method is to scale‘-the,quanti'ziation tables on the compression

_ _ side and transmit the ‘scaled quantization tables to the decompression
engine. This would not necessitate any changesto the decompression
engine or the JPEG standard.» t l V _

Although the compression engine accordingto the invention is
implemented in ‘ dedicated a hardware as described hereinabove,

alternatively it can be implemented in software operating ‘on a
programmed computer having a microprocessor such" as an Intel 80486

or_Pentiurn or‘ Hewlett Packard PA—RISC. ln the latter case, the various
tables, whether precomputed or computed ‘real-time, are stored in the
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) of the computer during the

compression and decompression processes and the various steps of the

method are implemented by software processes‘ or routines. In addition,
there a numerous combinations ofhardware and/or software that can be

used to implement compression and/or decompression engines according
to the inventiondepending on the desired performance and cost. The
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combinations areVit_oo_numerou_s to describe individually but those skilled
in the art. could implement such combinations based on the description

found» herein; A

Preferred Embodiment of the App_ara,"t_us
* A color facsimile machine .134 using the~JPEG compression and

decompression engines according to invention is shown in Fig. 7. The
color fax machine 134 includes two related but independent components:
a send componefitand a -receive component. The send component
includes .5 scanner 136 which receives a physical image document and

which renders or transforms the physical image into color source image
data. -The color source‘image‘Vdata_ then passed to a corrections and
transformation engine 138, which can correct for certain anomalies in the
scanner and format the source color image data appropriately. This

transformation can include transforming the color source image data from
one color space, ’e.g., RGB, to another, e.g;, CIELAB.- =

The corrected and transformed ‘color source image data is then

passed to a compression engine 140, which includes the two
quantization tables. (QB. Qn) formed in accordance withthe invention
described herein. Thefirst quantization table QE, in the ‘preferred

embodimentupof the invention is formed in accordance with the method
taught "in our coinmonly-assigned application entitled METHOD FOR

SELECTINGJPEGQUANTIZATION TABLES FOR LOW BANDWIDTH
APPLICATIONS, Ser. No! ?5 T , incorporated herein byreference.
Alternatively, anyecustomary l’EG'quantization tables (e.g., K.1) can be
used as the first lquantizatioin tables.‘

The JPEG compression engine compresses the source image data
into compressed image data _in the manner described above, whichis
thenpassed onto a G3/G4 encapsulation engine 142 alongwith the second
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Q-table (QD).’ The encapsulation engine performs the step of
encapsulating the ‘compressed image data in accordance vvithi the
amended T.30_Group Facsimile Standard. Alternatively, instead ofG3,
the encapsulation could also be for an equivalent machine operating
accordinlgto the T.3(_) Group" 4 Facsimile Standard. ' The encapsulated
data then transmitted ‘a tlransmissionlmeans 144 over the limited
bandwidth channel. In the preferred embodiments, this transmission
means includes a‘ modem (modulator), but can also include direct
transmission circuitry.

On the receiving end, the color fax machine 134 includes a receiving
means 146, "which in the preferred embodiment uses I a modem

(demodulator), of Athetransmission means 144 or equivalent digital
receive circuitry. The received compressed image data isthen decoded by
a G3/G4 decoding engine 148. The engine 148 decodes or unencapsulates
the compressed ‘ image accordance with the applicable Group 3 or
Group 4 facsimile standard. The decoded compresseduimage data is then
decompressed by: a JPEG decompression engine 1'50; In the preferred
embodiment, this decompression‘ engine is-that shownin Fig. 6, which
includes the Q-table scaler. Moreover, the decompression‘ engine 150

includes means for determining whether the Q-tables were scaledin the
compression_ process. As described above, this operation involves
decoding the_headeV’r file. Alternative1y,‘a precomputed set of scaled Q-
tables cold be stored in memory in the receive component and used in the

decompression process engine 150. In a further embodiment, the
engine 150 could assume that ‘the. scaling was performed in the

compression processl and simply use the Q-tables as received.
The decompressed source image data isthen passed to a corrections

and transformations engine 152, which transforms the source image data
into the color space required bv a color printer 154 included in the color
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fax 134. The color printer 154, which can use any printing technology
such as electrc’-p'hotogra‘phi'c, inkjet or impact,.then reproduces the"image.
The reproduced color image, by using the scaled Q-tables formed in
accordance with the invention,‘ improves the text and image qualityjofthe
image without requiring real-time processing ofthe image data. The text
and image enhancing techniques described herein take advantage of the
processing already ‘required by the JPEG standard to implement the
techniques. Thus, the overall costofthe product is not impacted.

The color facsimile machine 134 can include a plurality of different
scaled quantization tables for use during. the compression and/or
decompression process. These different scaled quantization tables can be
precomputed,iu;s‘ing the method described ‘above, wherein each table is
formed using a different reference image or an average of several images

I of a given type. Thesejdifferent reference images can be selected to
enhance-different textual or image characteristics. The user can then
select the particularvscaled quantization table that matches his or her

image so that the image enhancement technique can optimize for the
user’s image. In the preferred embodiment, themachine 134 includes a

user actuable. selection ‘device to indicate the user’s’s_election. The send
component of fax machine¢134 would then select the appropriate scaled
quantization table responsive to the user’s selection.

The same method can be applied to a grayscale facsimile machine
or when a color facsimile machine used in grayscale mode. In this case

only the luminance channel is used. As a resultgwhien the term color is
used herein it refers to both color and grayscale.

The color facsimile machine 134 but one example ofan application
for the JPEG compression.and decompression engines of the invention.

The quantization‘tablesfformed by the above described method can be
used in any context that requires JPEG compression. These applications
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A are typically those that have limited bandwidth capability. example
of another such limited bandwidth application is a personal computer or

Work station.‘ In these applications color images are displayed on the

screen,gvvhich ‘can be represented inia variety ofdifferent ‘formats such as

Postscript. .. JPEG compression can be used to compress these color
images to allowlforiimore e'ffi'c_ient transmission of thescomprelssedimage
over the limited‘ bandwidth channel. ‘ l

Having illustrated and describedithe principles ofour invention in
a preferred ‘embodiment thereogfi',lit should be readilyapparent to those
skilled in the art that theiinvention can be modified in arrangement and
detail without departinngvfrom such principles. — For example, although
the invention has been describedvint reference to the JPEG compression
standard, themethod is applicable to MPEG, H.261 or other compression
standards as 'vvell.A We claim allmodifications coming Within the spirit
and scope of the accompanying claims.
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‘ ‘CLAIMS’ ‘

1. » A machine for transmitting color images comprising:
, means for rendering a color image into color source image data

‘representing the ciolorvimagegl
a compression engine that compresses the source image data into

compressed image data,‘ the engine including: V

a transforming means for converting the source image data

into transformed image data, »

’ means for storing a first multi-element quantization table

(Q13); V n q
‘ a quantizermeans for converting the transformed image data

into quantized image ‘data in accordance with elements contained in the
first quantizationntable,

V V r ans_‘fi)r storing a second multi-element quantization table
(QD),,nonidentical to the first quantization table QE, r p -

an entropy encodermeans for transforming the quantized

imagedata into the encoded data using an entropy table;
. means for encapsulating the encoded image data, the ‘second

quantization table, and theentropy table to forman encapsulated data

file; and A _ V V
means for transmitting the encapsulated data file. .

' 2. A machine for transmitting color images according to claim

1 further comprising a scaler for scalingthe first quantization table (QB)
in accordance with a predeterininéd function to’ form the second

quantization table (Q9).

3. n _A machine for transmitting color images according to claim
1 wherein the second quantization. table is related to ‘ the first
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quantization table‘. in accordance with a predetermined function of the
energy in a reference image and the energy "in a scanned image.

4. » machine for transmitting color images according to claim
3 ‘wherein the predetermined function is giiren by the following

expression: I l V '

Q9 = S x Q3,

Where S is a scaling matrix having each element S[k«, 1] formed according

to the following expression: _ i
S[k, 112 = Wk, 11/ Vy[k, 11,

where V* is a Variance matrix ofthe reference imageand V»; is a variance
matrix of the scanned image. f

5. ' ' A machine for transmitting color images according to claim
1 Wherein the means for rendering a color image into color source image

data representing the color image includes: ' i

a color scanner;

means for gamma correcting thecolor source image data; and
‘means for transforming the color sourceimage data from a first

color spaceto a second color space. V

6. ‘ A machine for transmitting color images according to claim

1 Wherein the means for rendering a color image into color source image

data representing the color image includes computer software operable

on a computer.

7. Amachine for transmitting color images according to claim

1 further comprising: A

means for receiving an encapsulated data packet;
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_ meansifor decoding the encapsulated data packet to extract a
header, received image data, areceived quantization table (QR) , and a

received entropy table; _

a decompression engine thatdecompresses the received image data
into color source image data using the received quantization table and the

received entropy table; and

means for reproducing a color image from the color source image

data.

. 8; A machine for transmitting color images according to claim

7’ further comprising a scaler for sealing the received quantization table

into a scaled quantization table‘ (Q5), which is used by the decompression
engine in lieu of the received quantization table. ’

9. A machine for transmitting color images according to claim

8 wherein "the scaled, quantization table is related to the received
quantization table in accordance with a predetermined function of the

energy in a reference image and the energy in a scanned image.

10. A machine for transmitting color images according to claim

9 wherein the predetermined function is given by the following

expression:

_ Q3 = S x QR, .

where S is a scaling matrix having each element S[k, 1] formed according

to the following expression: » t

S[k, 112 = V*[k, 11/ Vy[k, 1], p
where is a variance matrix‘ of the reference image and Vy is a variance
matrix of the scanned image.
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11. machine for transmitting color images according to claim
10 further comprising means for selectively scaling the received
quantization table responsive to-the header.

12, A A machine for transmitting color images according to claim
7 wherein the means for reproducinga color image from the color source

image data includes computer software operable on a computer for

displaying the color image on _a computer display associated with the

computer,

13." machine for transmitting color images according to claim
a 1 wherein the transforming means includes meansiifor‘ transforming the

A sourceimage data into transformed image data using the discrete cosine

transformn(DCT). '

1 ‘A_method of compressing and transmitting images which
produ‘ s decompressed images having improved text and image quality,

the metho mprising:

compressing ourcep image into compressed image data using a
first quantization table ( E. ; I A

L L in A _' » table _ (QB), wherein the second
quantization table-is related to the firstqu tization table in accordance

with a predetermined function ofthe energy in a ' erence image and the
energy in a scanned image; _

transmitting the compressed image data; and

" decompressing the compressed image data using the s

quantization table QB;

15. A method of compressing and transmitting images which
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A produces decompressed images_ having improved text and image quality
according toqcIa1'm' to 14 wherein the step forming a second quantization
tahle includes scaling the first ‘quantization in accordance with the

predetermined function. A
‘ 5 .

16. A method er compressing and transmitting images which
"D 2 produces decomp " ’ ed images having improved text and image quality

according to claim .15 where’ M ‘ te scaling the first quantization in

accordance with the predetermined function is p i

10 L transmitting step.

17. V ' method of compressing and transmitting images‘ which

produces decompressed images having improved text and image quality
according to 15 wherein the step scaling the first quantization in
accordance with the predetermined function is performed’ subsequent to

the transmitting step. e

18. A method of compressing and transmitting images which
produces» decompressed images having improved textand image quality

V according claim 15 wherein the step__forminga second quantization
table includes second quantization tahle (Q9), Where the second
quantization table is related to the first quantization table according to
the following expression:

Q» = S X Qt, _

where S is a scaling matriiz havingveach element S[k, 1] formed according
to thefollowing exvporoessionz ' i A

sue, 112 =tV*‘[k_,A 11/ v,',[k, 1]‘,_

twher‘eiV"j is a variance matrix ofthe reference image and Vy is a variance
matrix ofthe s_can'ne’d image.
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9&7‘ ; . A, method accordingstoclaim further comprising:
V 3, encapsulating econd quantization table QD‘ with the compressed

image data to-form an encapsula e = ile; and A

transmitting the encapsulated data file.

20. A method of compressing and transmitting images having
improved text and image quality according to claim 14 wherein the step

_ of forming A second quantization table (QB) includes:

selecting a target image; and

rendering the target image into an image file. is

V 21. A method of compressing and transmitting images having

improved text and imagequality according to claim 20 wherein the step

of selecting a target image include_s selecting a target image having
A critical image elements that are critical to the quality of the image.

.22. ‘ A method of compressing and transmitting images having

improved text and imagequality according to claim 20 wherein the step
of selecting a target image includes selecting a target image having text.

V A .23.. A method of compressing and transmitting images having

improved text and image quality according to claim 20 wherein the step

of selecting a target image includes selecting a target image having text

with a serif font.

24. A method of compres I ’ transmitting images having

cording to claim 14 wherein the
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. _ A method of forming a quantization table for use in
compressing imagesin accordance with the compression standard,
the method comprising: ' A A

A selecting a first quantizationtable_(Qfi); and
forming a second quantization table (QD), where the second

quantizationtable is related to the first quantization table according to

the following expression: ‘g .

Q; = S x Q3, V V

where S is a scaling matrix having each element S[k, 1] formed according

to the following expression: . it A
sng, 112 =v_V*‘[k, 11/ VY[k, 1],

where V* is a variance matrix of a reference image and Vy is a variance
matrix of a ‘scanned image

(Jr A V. A method offorming a quantization table according to claim
wherein the step offorming a second quantization table (Q13) includes:

selecting the reference image; A

rendering the reference image intoreference image data; and
comptiting the variancepmatrix for the reference image data.

g %7. A method offorming a ‘quantization table according to claimwherein the step offorming a second quantization table (QB) includes:

scanning the scanned image to produce scanned image data; and
computing the variance matrix-V; for the scanned image data,

‘ A method offorming aquantization table according to claim
%{7JLwherein the step ofa scanning the scanned image to produce scanned
image data includes scanning the reference image.
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_ 29; _ A method ofimproving text and image quality ofcompressed
that are compressed using the JPEG compression standard, the

quantization table (QD) according to

reference image to the energy content th scanned imagefi
\. . compressingiasource image in accordance 'th th_e.JPEG standard

n using the first quantization table (Q3); and A
A decompressing the source‘ image in accordance

standard using the second quantization table Q1) whe
decompressed image has improved image quality; , A

' " method ofimproving text and image quality accordinglto
claim 29 wherein the step of determining the energy content of the

-reference image includes determining a variance matrix (V*) of the
reference image. I

 n9
fll.’ a\ A method of improving text and image quality according to

claimv figwherein the step of determining the energy content of the
scanned image includes determining a variance matrix (Vy) of the A

scanned image.

«

'7” A method of improving text and image quality according to

/ism’ fin \
i ,,Z/ \\

.r1
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030 g
l claim ,2/i wherein the step of scaling the first quantization table (Q3) to
form a second quantization table (Q15) according to the ratio ofthe energy
in the reference image to the energy content of the scanned image

includes: J

determining ‘a‘ scaling matrix (S), vvhere each element Slk, 1] being

formed according to the following expression:

s[k,p 112 = V*[k, 1] / vY[1§, 1], _
Where V*[k, l] is a corresponding element in the variance matrix V* and
Vy[k, l]is the corresponding element in the variance matrix Vy; and

scaling _ the; first quantization table (QE) to form a second
quantization table (Q5) according to the following expression:

1 ‘Q‘D=SXQE;‘

33. method of improving text and image _quality according to

rther comprising: “ _ A

encapsulatin ' e second quantization- table (QB) with the
compressed image_to form a JPEG F e; a V V

igansmitting the PEG file over a limited bandwidt V c
A A method of improving tent and image quality according» to

claim/29 further comprising: A
selecting a plurality of reference images;

determininggthe energy content of each reference image;

averaging the energy content of the plurality of reference images;

and I i
scaling the first quantization table (QE) » to form a second

quantization table (Q9) according to the ratio ofthe average energy in the
reference images to the energy content of the scanned image.
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47 A method of improving text and image quality according to

claim»/34 wherein the step of selecting a plurality of reference images
includes selecting a plurality _ofV reference images each reference image

having a differentgraphical content.

V .Amethod of improving text and image quality according to
claim 219 further comprising:

selecting a plurality of scanned images;

A determining the energy content ofeach scanned image;

averaging the energy content ofthe plurality ofscanned images; and
. scaling - the first quantization table (QE) to form a second

quantization table (Q9) according to the ratio of the energy in the
reference "image to the average energy content of the scanned images.
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TEXT AND SHARPENING or JPEGSACOMPRESSED
IMAGES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

; _ ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
The tent and image enhancing technique according to the invention

is integrated into the decoding or inverse E quantization step‘ that is

necessarily required bythe JPEG standard. Theinvention integrates the

two by using‘ different quantization tables: a first quantization table
(Q3) for use quantizing the image data during the compression step
and a second quantization‘ table used during the decode or inverse

quantization during the decompression process. The second quantization

table Q]; is related the first quantization table according to a
predetermined function ofthe energy in a reference image and the energy
in a scanned image; The energy of the reference image lost during the

scanning pro‘ceis's,q as represented hy the energy in the scanned image, is
restored during the decompression process by appropriately scaling the
second quantization table according to the predetermined function. The

difference betweenthe two tables, in particular the ratio ofthe two tables,
determines the amount of image enhancing that is done in the two steps.
By integrating the image enhancing and inverse quantization steps the
method does not require any additional computations than already

required for the compression and decompression processes.
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As a below named inventor,'|.hereby declare that: _
My residence/post office addressand citizenship are as stated below next to my name;

I believe I am the original, first ands-ole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original. first and joint
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subjectmatter which is claimed and for which a patent is

‘ sought on the invention entitled:
TEXT AND IMAGE SHARPENING OF JPEG ‘COMPRESSED IMAGES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

the specification of which
00 is attached hereto_ (I.eave blank in response to Notice of Missing Pens)
( ) was filed on _-____‘____as Application Serial No.
( )' was amended by the preliminary amendment filed with the original application papers.

I hereby state thatl have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including
the claims. asamended by any amendment(s) referred to above and that l have disclosed the best mode for
carrying out the invention as of the effective filing date of this application. I acknowledge the duty to disclose
all inform__ation_which:is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. if this is a continuation-in-part
application, I acknowiedgethe duty to disclose_al| information known to me to be material to patentability as
defined in 37 CFFI 1.56 which became available between the .filing datevof the prior (priority) application and
the National or PCT‘internationa| filing date of this continuation-in-part application.

( ) in compliance with this duty there is attached an information disclosure statement 37 CFR 1.97.
Foreign Appiioation(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority
I hereby vclairn foreign priority_ benefits under Tit|e_35,_United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or lnventor(s)
certificate listed below and have also Identified below any foreign application for patent or |nventor(s) certificate having a filing date before
that of the application on which priority is claimed: .

_—
——
——

U. 5. Priority Claim V
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35,- Un_ited States Code, Section 120gof any United States application(s) listed below and, Insofar as
the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States appiicationin the manner provided by
the firstparagraph of Title 35. United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title
37. Code of‘Federal Regulations; Section 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT
international filingdete of this application:

I APFIJCATIONSEFIIAL NUMBER FILING DATE . STATUS (patentedlpendlnglabandoned)

Powen or A1TOFiNEY:‘ I _
As a namedrinventor; I hereby appoint the attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business in
the Patent and Tiademark Office connected therewith.

C. Douglass Thomas Edward Y. Wong Herbert H. Schulze Peter P. Tong

Fieg.No. 32,947 Reg. No. 29,879 Reg. No. 30,682 Reg. No. _3_§,757

I hereby declarethat all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made
on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that willfulfalse statements andgthe like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,
under Section 1001 of Title 18_ of the United States Code and that suchvwillfulfalse statements may jeopardize
the validity -of the application or any patent issued thereon.
Full Name of Inventort Giordano Berega / — 00 — Citizenship: Switzerland

Residence/Post Office Address: 1 750 NBWBII Hodd
Paio Alto California; 94303

. r'Iq,roI-s (Q5;nventor s Sig ature gage

Rev 09/93 (Form 3:02) (Use Page Two For Additional lnventorls) Signature(s))~ Page 1 of 2
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Full Name of # 2joint inventor: Vasudev Bhasktaran ’ Citizenship: India07- 00 .

Residence/Post Office Address: _i75_Anné Avenue I ‘

Mountain View California 94043. '

.Mvc27 5"lnventor a signature Date

A . _. .. 3~—w
Fuii Name of # 3 joint inventor: p Konstantinos Konstaniinides

A Residence/Post Office Aiiéiiiéss: 1 568.,Jacob Avenue . .
San Jose" CaiiforhiCafl§51 1 s

*5 ' CM"

Full Name of # 4 joint inventor:

Residence/‘Post Office.Address:

inventor‘sv Signatnre - Date

Full‘Name of # 5 ioint inventor:

Residence/Post Office Address:

inventor‘s Sinature _ A Dan

Full ‘Name of # 6 joint inventor: » Citizenship:

Residence/Post Office Address:

Inventor's Signature '

Full Name of # 7 joint inventor:

Residence/Post Office Address:

Inventor's Signature I A

Full Name of # 8 loint Inventor: Citizenship:

Residence/Post Office Address:

Inventor's Signature Dam

(Use Next Page For Additional inventor(s) Signature(s))

Fiev 09/93 (Form 3.62)

citizenship: Greece

A’ . citiieriship:

» Citizenship:

Citizenship:

Page 2 of 2
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« I~‘-‘EWLHETT-PACKARD COMPAII” 1 I ' V K , pA-[EMT AppLlcA'1-[ON
Legal Department, ZOBN ' _ . .

. » * ATTORNEY DOCKET No. . 10948934

IN THE P

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
I Inventorlslt Giordano Beretta etal.

Serial No.: 08/411,369 ' ‘ - Examiner: B_ Johnson

Filing Date! March" 27, 1995 _ Group Art Unit: 25116

1'itle: TEXT AND IMAGE SHARPENING OF JPEG COMPRESSED IMAGES lN THE«IfI3EouENcY
- DOMAIN '.‘)'

ASSISTANT, COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Washington, D.c. 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith is/are the following in the above-identified application:

(XI Response/Amendment I I Petition to extend time to respond

I I New fee as calculated below A- ( ) Supplemental Declaration

(X) No additional fee (Address envelope to "Box Non-Fee Amendments")
( ) Other:

CLAIMS AS AMENDED BY OTHER THAN A SMALL ENTITY '

I (1) (2) (3) (4) - -(5) _ (7;
FOR . CLAIMS REMAINING NUMBER HIGHESTNUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL

AFl‘EFl AMENDMENT EXTRA PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR EXTRA FEES
TOTAL
CLAIMS

INDEP.
CLAIMS

‘ I ] FIRST PRES_ENTATl0N OF A MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM ,, $250

EXTENSION 1ST MONTH 2ND MONTH 3RD MONTH- 4TH MONTH

FEE $110.00 - $390.00 - $930.00 - $1470.00
TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE

. FOR THIS AMENDMENT

Charge .$ 0 to Deposit Account O8-2025. At‘ any time during the pendency of this
application, please charge any fees required or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account '08-2025
pursuant to 37 CFR 1.25. Additionally please charge any fees to Deposit Account O8-2025 under 37
CFR 1,19, 1.20 and 1.21. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

_ _ _ _ Gio dano Beretta et al.
I hereby certIfy that thIs correspondence Is beIng_ l
deposited with the United States Postal Service as
first class mail ‘in an envelope addressed to:
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington,
D-C- 20231- Pehr Jansso

I Data of Deposit: F<’—b’€uWL9l 73 3 7997 Attorney/Agent for Applicantlsl
. '. 35, 9

Typed Na.-ne:.LiI1da A. lim _a Reg N° 75
J ‘ .Signature: (ELL 41..  dLbv0J Date’ Fabluafly 18 ’ 1997

‘ Telephone No.: I415I 357-7533

Hev1OI96 (TransAmd) . - Attach as First Page to Transmitted Papers -
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B12‘IAN L. JOHNSON _ n Oct 28 15:36:47 EST 1996

« 1. 5,566,002, Oct. 15, 1996, Image coding/decoding method and apparatus;
Akihiro Shikakura, 358/433, 261.4, 427, 539 [IMAGE AVAILABLE] ‘

V .

$12. 5,565,992, Oct. 15, 1996, Image transmitting method; Masahiko Enari,
358/261.3, 433 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

3. 5,563,649, Oct. 8, 1996, System and method for transmitting video
material; Kim V. W. Gould, et al., 348/17, 14 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

‘} 4. 5,553,164, Sep. 3. 1996, Method for compressing and extending an image
V by transforming.orthogonally and encoding the image; Fumihiko Itagaki,

382/232 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

5. 5,530,429, Jun. 25, 1996, Electronic surveillance system; Dimitri V.
Hablov, et al., 340/552; 342/192 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

V/ 6. 5,515,105, May 7, 1996, Video signal coder using variance controlled
quantization; Jong—Tae Lim, 348/405 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

\/J7. 5,509,089, Apr. 16, 1996, Method and system for encoding images using
temporal filtering; Dhruva Ghoshal, 382/236; 348/415, 701; 382/261 [IMAGE

AVAILABLE] Q 6 4} ,2‘

\Bbm¢8:” 5,508,942, Apr. 16, 1996, Intra/intengdecision rules for encoding and
decoding Video signals; Rohit Agarwal, 364+5+4R;-348¢39B‘[IMAGE AVAILABLE]

#69. 5,497,246, Mar. 5, 1996, Image signal processing device; Nobuaki Abe,
358/426; 348/403, 404, 405; 358/430, 432; 382/248, 250, 251, 252 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

~J 10. 5,489,998, Feb. 6, 1996, Color image processing apparatus having
transmitter and receiver which perform color correction in accordance with a
common standard color image and method for same; Osamu Yamada, et al.,

358/523, 518 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]
3, 1\\,,»
‘W51. 5,488,570, Jan. 30, 1996, Encoding and decoding viéeo signals using

adaptive filter switching criteria; Rohit Agarwal,;&@LQH4R+—34fi#%§@ [IMAGE
AVAILABLE ]

8512. 5,473,704, Dec. 5, 1995, Apparatus for substituting character data for
image data using orthogonal conversion coefficients; Nobuaki Abe, 382/235;
345/194, 202; 358/433, 450; 382/250 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

\V13. 5,465,164, Nov. 7, 1995,iImage processing method and device-for the
same; Susumu Sugiura, et al., 358/448; 348/384; 358/432, 458 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE ]

\/14. 5,426,512, Jun. 20, 1995, Image data compression having minimum
perceptual error; Andrew B. Watson, 358/426, 432, 433; 382/232 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

-/15. 5,416,604, May 16, 1995, Image compression method for bit—fixation and
the apparatus therefor; Goo—man Park, 358/433; 348/384; 358/426 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

0/ 16. 5,398 078, Mar. 14, 1995, Method of detecting a motion vector in an
image coding apparatus; Tadaaki Masuda, et al., 348/699, 413, 416 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE ]
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BEIAN L. JOHNSON -n Oct 28 15:36:47 EST 1996

17. n/5,398,066, Mar. 14, 1995, Method and apparatus for compression and
decompression of digital color images; Eugenio Martinez—Uriegas, et al.,
348/393, 394, 395 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

“/18. 5,384,644, Jan. 24, 1995, Image processing method and apparatus for
encoding Variable—1ength data; Taku Yamagami, 358/426; 348/384 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

“L19. 5,260,808, Nov. 9, 1993, Image processing apparatus; Akio Fujii,
358/458, 433 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

J20. 5,231,487, Jul. 27, 1993, Storage of video signals; Terence R. Hurley,
et al., 348/391, 424, 472; 386/21, 33, 40 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

V/21. 4,953,214, Aug. 28, 1990, Signal encoding and decoding method and
device; Nobuyasu Takeguchi, et al., 395/2.39; 348/409; 395/2.95 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

.322. 4,776,030, Oct. 4, 1988, Block quantizer for transform coding; Kou~Hu
Tzou, 382/252; 358/432 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

=>
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L/f **5,543,844**, Aug. 6, 1996, Method and apparatus for coding image
data; Hideaki Mita, et al., 348/405, 27, 420 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

/3. **5,489,944**, Feb. 6, 1996, Encoding method and apparatus to
determine quantization levels using energy characteristics in the DCT

domain; Jae M. Jo, 348/405, 419 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

\/:. **5,481,308**, Jan. 2, 1996, Method and apparatus for synthesizing
subband video images; John Hartung, et al., 348/398 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]
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1.u/**5,467,131**, Nov. 14, 1995, Method and apparatus for fast digital
signal decoding; Vasudev Bhaskaran, et al., 348/384, 390 [IMAGE
AVAILABLE]

2. **5,321,645**, Jun. 14, 1994, Simplified method and apparatus for

loss signal compression; Konstantinos Konstantinides, et al., 364/852,
715.02 [IMAGE AVAILABLE]
=>
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4. 5,263,099, Nov. 16, 1993, High speed window and level function

modification for real time video processing; James Kapcio, et al.,
**382/13l**; 364/724.19; **382/260** [IMAGE AVAILABLE]

US PAT NO: 5,263,099 [IMAGE AVAILABLE] L11: 4 of 6

US~CL-CURRENT: **382/l3l**; 364/724.19; **382/260**

ABSTRACT:

A CT scanner (10) non-invasively examines a region of interest of a

patient to create an image representation that is stored in an image
memory (14). Each pixel of the image representation has a relatively
large number of bits of radiation intensity resolution, e.g. 14 bits or
16k levels, which is larger than the gray scale resolution of a

conventional video monitor (24), e.g. 8 bits or 256 levels. A look—up
**table** (38) digitally **filters** each pixel value with digital filter
values to reduce the number of levels of each pixel value to the number

of gray scale levels displayable by the video monitor. While the image is
being displayed, the operator selectively adjusts the digital filtering
to optimize the displayed image for the intended diagnostic purpose.
During the vertical flyback or other non—display periods of the video
monitor, a central processor (30) generates most significant bits of
addresses that read digital filter longwords from a filter memory (44). A
multiplexer (54) breaks each word into a plurality of filter values or
bytes which are serially conveyed to the digital **filter** look—up
**table**. A least significant bit address generator (62) generates the
least significant bits of the address for each filter value concurrently
with its conveyance to the look—up table. The multiplexer and least
significant bit address generator are clocked at a faster rate than the
central processor such that within one read clock pulse of the central
processor, a plurality of digital filter values are loaded into the

digital **filter** look—up **table**. In this manner, image filtering via
look—up table in real time is enhanced through an improved, faster
loading method.
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Please charge to Deposit Account 08-2025 the sum of $ 0-00 ‘

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY A . pATENT AppL|cA-“Adm:
Legal Department, 2OBOP. O. Box 10301
Paio Alto, California 94303-0890

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

a.-2 A ,5;:.-. IN THE
;*§=E}i§EE§»15’KTENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

|f|Ve"t°|'(S)= Glordan Beretta et al. »
Examiner:

Serial No . A o3/411,359

rch 2, 1 995 Gram! A" Unit!
I y K \

 rV4,
TExT AND IMAGE SHARPENING "or JPEG COMPRESSED GES IN THE
FREQUENCY DOMAIN

Filing Date:

Title:

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Washington, D.C. 20231

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

Thisinformation Disclosure Statement is submitted:

) under 37- CFR 1.97 (b), or
(Within three months of filing national application; or date of entry of international application; or before
mailing date of first office action on the merits: whichever occurs last)

( ) under 37 CFR 1.97 (c) together with either a:
( ) Certification under 37 CFR 1.97(e), or
( ) a $210.00 fee under 37 CFR 1.17(p), or

(After the CFR 1.97 (b) time period. but before final action or notice of allowance, whichever occurs first)

) Qunder 37 cm 1.97 ((1) together with a:
.3.-:(_. ) Certification under 37 CFR 1.97 (e), and
‘ "( ) a petition under 37 CFR 1.97 (cl) (2) (ii), and

) a $130.00 petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (i) (1).
(Filed after final action or notice of allowance, whichever occurs first, but before payment of the issue fee)

A V . At any time during the pendency
of thisjpplication, please charge any fees required or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
08-2025. pursuant to 37 CFR 1.25. ‘

()() Applicant(s) submit herewith Form PTO 1449 - Information Disclosure Citation together with copies,
of patents, publications or other information of which applicant(s) are aware, which applicant(s) believe(s)
may be material to the examination of this application and for which there may be a duty to disclose in
accordance with 37 CFR 1.56.

( ) A concise explanation of the relevance of foreign language patents, foreign language publications
and other foreign language information listed on PTO Form 1449, as presently understood by the
individuais(s) designated in 37 CFR 1.56 (c) most -knowledgeable about the content is given on the
attached sheet, or where a foreign language patent is cited in a search report or other action by a foreign
patent office in a counterpart foreign application, an English language version of the search report or
action which indicates the degree of relevance found by the foreign office is listed on form PTO 1449 and
is enclosed herewith.

it is requested that the information disclosed herein be made of record in this application.

Respectfully submitted,

Giordano Beretta et al.

.. <\>dA~§§ow_w_-
Pehr Jansson

Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)
Reg. No. 35,759

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
deposited with the United States Postal Sewice as first
class mail in an envelope-addressed to: Assistant
Commissioner for Patents.Washing1on, D.C. 20231.

Date of Deposit: June 23, 1995

Typed Name: Linda A. Ilmura

Signature: i E E 1

Rev 04/95 (Form 3.05A)

‘Tate: June 23, 1995

Teleohonc: No.:

1 0948934

"\
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PAJENT APPLICATION

FORM PTO-1449 -. ATi'Y. DOCKET No. L” ’ SERIAL No.

10948934 08/41 1.369

LIST OF PATENTS AND PUBLICATIONS FOR APPLICANT

APPLICANTS INFORMATION DISCLOSURE _ .
STATEMENT Giordano Beretta et al.

FILING DATE

(Use several sheets if necessary) 03/27/95

REFERENCE‘ DESIGNATION U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

H" _ DOCUMENT DATE NAME
4’ NUMBER ‘ '

 July 26, 1194 Adrianus Ligtenberg '
Shepard L. Siegei 7

REFERENCES (including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

‘ AC G. B. Beretta et al., ‘Experience with the New Color Facsimile Standard‘, ISCC Annual Meeting, April
I 23-25, 1995, P. 1-7.

Albert J. Ahumada, Jr. at al., ‘Luminance-Model-Based DCT Quantization for Color Image
Compression‘, Human Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display Ill, 1666. 365-374, SPIE, 1992.

Kenneth R. Alexander et al., ‘Spatial-Frequency Characteristics of Letter identification‘. J. Opt. Soc.
Am. A. 11.9.2375-2382. 1994.

Wen-Hsiung Chen et al., ‘Adaptive Coding of Monochrome and Color images‘, IEEE Transactions on
Communications, COM-'25, 1285-1292, 1977.

‘ll

Bowonkoon Chitprasert et al., Human Visual Weighted Progressive image Transmission, IEEE
Transactions on Communications, COM-38. 7, 1940-1044, 1990.

R. J. Clarke, ‘Spectral Responses of the Discrete Cosine and Walsh-Hadamard Transforms, IEE Proc..
130, Part F, 309-313, 1983.

K.K.- De Vaiois et al., Color-Luminance Masking interactions, Seeing Contour and Colour‘, J.J.
Kuiikowski, C.M. Dickinson and.l.J. Murray Editors, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1989.

J. Raymond Edinger, Jr., ‘A Measurelfor Stairstepping in Digitized Text that Correlates with the
Subjective impression of Quality‘, lS&T's Tenth international Congress on Advances in Non-impact
Printing Technologies, 552-558, 1994.

>X
Yasushi _Hoshino et al., Applicability of a Standardized Discrete Cosine Transform Coding Method to
Character images‘, J. Electronic imaging, 1, 3, 322-327. 1992."N

Chansik Hwang et al., Human Visual System Weighted Progresseive image Transmission Using
Lapped Orthogonal Transtormlciassilled Vector Quantization‘, Optical Engineering, 32, 7, 1524-1530,1993. "“

International Organization for Standardization; information Technology - Digital Compression and
Codingof Continuous-Tone Still images - Part 1: ‘Requirements and Guidelines. ISO/IEC IS 10918-1,
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IMAGE'COM_l’RESSION TECHNIQUE WITH
REGIONALLY SELECTIVE COMPRESSION

RATIO

This is a continuation of application of Ser. No.
07/664,256 filed Mar. 4, 1991, now abondoned.

MICROFICHE APPENDIX - COPYRIGHT
NOTICE

A two-fiche microfiche Appendix 1 containing
source code for a software implementation of the JPEG
encode, enhanced according to the present invention is
included with this application. A portion of the disclo-
sure of this patent document contains material which is
subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner
has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by any-
one of the patent document or the patent disclosure as it
appears in the Patentand Trademark Office patent file
or records. but ‘othenvise reserves all copyright rights
whatsoever.

‘BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to image
compression and more specifically to a technique for
differentially compressing ponions of the image.

Emerging applications,_. such as full color (24-bit)
desktop publishing. photovideotex. phototransmission,
supported-by 24-bit color scanners. monitors, printers,
and -cameras, need data reduction and standards to
reach acceptable price performance levels.

One initial focus in the early l980's.- was on the use ‘of
photographic images within videotex systems. It was
expected that such systems would eventually employ
ISDN (64 Kbit/sec) lines for transmission and monitors
as-softcopy displays. The initial algorithm requirements
and the evaluation" procedures reflect. the early focus.
720 by 576 pixels ‘color images (CCIR 601 format) were
selected as test material. Compression goals included
good image_ quality around~l bits/pixel and "progres-
sive build-up“, allowing'an early recognition of the
image at a lower quality. The image quality evaluation
was tied to relatively inexpensive monitors.

In 1986 the Joint‘ Photographic Expert Group

5

35
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45

(JPEG) was formed as a joint committee of ISO and the *
CCITT to develop and propose anefficient image com-
pression standard. Soonmore target applications were
identified, broadening the scope of the standard. It
needed to support a wide variety of pixel resolutions.
color spaces. and transmission bandwidths. In addition
the efficiency of implementation in-both software and
hardware became an important additional requirement.

Given theserequirements, in a competition between
twelve algorithms covering a wide spectrum of algo-
rithms, three finalists were selected in June, 1987: block
truncation approach,"-an interpolative spatial domain
approach and a transform based method. From these
three finalists, the Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform
(ADCT) was unanimously selected ‘in early. 1988 as
having produced the best picture quality. Since then, a
cooperative effort to refine, test and document the
DCT-based method has been in progress.

This effort resulted in developmentof a three part
structure, including the baseline system, the extended
system,', and independent lossless coding function. Tech-
nical agreement was reached in the October, 1989
Tokyo meeting, a draft -specification was made publicly

2
available in January, l990, and an ISO Draft Proposed
Standard (DPS) is expected for 1991.

The selected baseline algorithm is a lossy technique
-based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT). a uni-
form quantizer, and entropy encoding. The transform
removes the data redundancy by concentrating most of
the infonnation in the first few transform coefficients.

The quantizer controls the loss of information and the
picture quality. The entropy encoding reduces the en-
tropy of the signal. The JPEG proposed standard in-
cludes a baseline system.- an extended system, and a
separate lossless function. The baseline system repre-
sents the default communication mode, and each stan-
dard decoder is required to interpret data coded with
the baseline system. The extended system provides ad-
ditional features such as progressive build-up and arith-
metic coding. These features can be used when imple-
mented by both the encoder and the decoder.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is drawn to a flexible and effec-
tive image compression technique that provides maxi-
mum compression consistent with maintaining image
quality. in selected areas. The technique may be imple-
mented for use with a standard image compression tech-

- niqiie, and the compressed image file may be decom-
pressed with any hardware or software thatis compati-
ble with the standard.

The invention operates in the context of a lossy image
compression technique wherein a single set of side in-
formation is provided to allow decompression of the
compressed file. According to the invention, certain
portions of the image are selected (either by the user or
automatically) for more compression than other por-
tions of the image. The elimination of bits. in regions
selected for higher levels of compression is performed
in a manner that has relatively minimal impact_o_n visual
quality. This selective or intelligent co ess Sll'l
the bits where they are t e '
user to maximize image quality, compress to a fixed file

 Ferecomtructionerror etween the original and the decompressed image.
Aparticular emb iment o t e invention IS unple-

mented for use in conjunction with the JPEG image
compression technique. The JPEG proposed standard
calls for subdividing the image into blocks, transform-
ing the array of pixel values in each block according to
a discrete cosine transfonn (DCT) so as to generate a

plurality of coefficients, quantizing the coefficients for
each block, and entropy encoding the quantized coeffi-
cients for each block. Within this context, one or more

of a number of techniques for rejecting weal: compo-
nents are used to selectively reduce the number ‘of bits
in the compressed image for that block. These tech-
niques include subjecting each selected block to a low
pass filtering operation prior to the transform, subject-
ing the coefficients for each selected block to a thre-
sholding operation before or after the quantizing step,
subjecting the coefficients for each selected block to a
downward weighting operation before encoding them.
or. where the entropy encoding uses Huffman codes,
mapping coefficients to adjacent shorter codes. These
techniques tend to eliminate weak components or com-
ponents having high spatial frequencies. and thus pro-
vide significani compression while maintaining visual
quality. '

A further understanding of the nature and advantages
of the present invention may be realized by reference to
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the remaining portions of the specification and the at-
tached drawings.

‘ BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram showing the
compression and decompression of a source image ac-
cording to the JPEG standard; '

FIG. 2 shows an image subdivided into regions for
differential compression;

' FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
the invention utilizing selective filtering;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
the invention utilizing selective thresholding;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
the invention utilizing selective weighting;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of
the invention utilizing selective miscoding; and

FIG. 7 shows a specially constructed Huffman code
table that allows controlled rniscoding for differential
compression.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE APPENDICES

Appendix I (microfiche-2 fiches) is a source code
listing of a computer program for performing the image
compression according to the present invention; and

Appendix 2 (paper copy) is a specification of the
proposed JPEG standard.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS
Introduction

As a threshold matter, it is useful to distinguish image
compression and data compression. Data compression
assumes thatevery bit of information in a file is impor-
tant, so every bit is retained when the file is compressed.
The algorithm simply stores the description of the data
in a more efficient format. Because no data is lost during
compression, data compression algorithms. are _called
lossless. As a rule, these programs are capable ol‘achiev- '
ing compression ratio limits of roughly 8:1, with an
average ratio of 221. Image compression algorithms, on
the other hand must compress files at ratios from 10:1 to
100:1 in order to effectively solve the problem of huge
graphic files. To achieve these higher compression
rates, image compression algorithms must be lossy—-
they must assume that some of the data in an image file
is unnecessary (or can be eliminated without affecting
the perceived image. quality). Since compression in-
volves removing some of the image data from a file,
compressed files don’_t retain all the quality of the origi-
nal image (although the difference is visually indistin-
guishable at compression ratios up to 10:1).

The present invention is drawn_ to an image compres-
sion technique wherein regions of the image may be
selected for relatively greater compression relative to
other regions. Although increasing the compression
ratio normally lowers the image quality, the invention-
utilizes techniques that have relatively little visual im-
pact on the selected regions. In many cases, there are
only localized portions whose high quality (information
content) must be preserved.

There are a number of ways in which a color image
can be broken into components. Standard monitors use
the RGB characterization where R, G, and B are the
red, green and blue components. Standard television
broadcasting (NTSC) uses the YUV characterization
where Y is the luminance component and U and V are
the chrominance components (approximately red and
blue). Printers use the CMYK characterization where
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C, M, Y, and K are the cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black components.‘ The CCIR 601 standard describes a
linear transformation between the RGB characteriza-
tion and the YUV characterization,

The present invention is currently implemented as an
enhancement of the existing]PEG (Joint Photographic
Expert Group) image compression standard. Although
the invention can be implemented in‘ the context of
other image compression techniques, the majority of
the discussion below will be within the specific context
of the proposed JPEG standard. A complete specifica-
tion of the proposed standard has been filed with this
application as an Appendix 2.

JPEG Overview

FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
basic operations in the compression. transmission, and
reconstruction of a source image. The source image is
represented by one or more components, each of which
includes an array of multi-bit pixels. A grayscale image
would include a single component while _a color image
would include up to four components. The operations
shown apply to each component.

Data representing a source image component 10 is
communicated to a compression encoder 15 to provide
compressed image data 17. This data may be stored as a
file for subsequent retrieval and -reconstruction, or it
may be transmitted on some communication medium to‘
a remote location for immediate or subsequent recon-
struction. In any event, it is contemplated that the com-
pressed image data will be communicated to aco1'.npres-
sion decoder 20 to provide reconstructed image data 22.
Compression encoder 10 uses certain data structures for
the compression, and relevant portions of these must be
communicated as side information for use by compres-
sion decoder in the image reconstruction. The particu-
lar compression technique under discussion contem-
plates a single set of side information that applies to the
entire image component.

In the proposed JPEG standard, compression en-
coder includes a forward discrete cosine transform

(FDCT) stage 30. a quantizer 32, and an entropy cri-
coder 35. The compression decoder includes an entropy
decoder 42, a dequantizer 45, and an inverse discrete V
cosine transform (IDCT) stage 47. In the JPEG stan-
dard, the entropy encoder is lossless and use Huffman
coding in the baseline system. As will -be described
below. certain embodiments of the present invention
introduce lossiness into the entropy encoder. The side
information includes a quantization table 37 used by
quantizer 32, and, where entropy encoder 15 is a Huff- ’
man encoder, a set of Huffman code tables 40.

The image component is divided into blocks of 8
pixels by 8 pixels, and each block is separately pro-
cessed. Positions within an 8 X8 block are denoted by a

double subscript, with the first subscript.referring to the
row and the second subscript referring to the column.
Numbering is from left to right and from top to bottom
so that the upper left corner is.(00), -the upper right
corner is (07), the lower left corner is (70), and the
lower- right comer is (77).

The DCT stage reduces data redundancy, producing
one DC coefficient and 63 AC coefficients for each

block. The DCT equations for the forward and'inverse
transforms are as follows:

FDCT:
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_ -continued
5.. ..

1 1 A -

(c.,c./4)x£a'y§° :_,., cos((2.7: + l)u1r/16) cos((2y + l)wr/16)

7 7

(1/4) 20 E0 C.,Cp$-u cos((br 4- l‘)urr/16) cos((2y + l)v1r/l6)
ll= ‘V

where . .

bS]y..=transform coefficient at (vu) in the coefficientm g V

s,;=pixel value at (yx) in the _8><8 block; and
C...Cy= l/\/2 for u,v=0 and 1 otherwise.
As can be seen.from'the equation for the forward

transform, S00 is the DC component, being proportional
to the sum of all the pixel values. Larger values of u and
v correspond to higher spatial frequency components.
Since most images tend to be characterized by lower
spatial frequencies, the coefficient table tends to have
the largest values toward the upper left hand comer.
While nominally lossless, the DCT results in a small loss
due to _the inherent inability to. calculate the cosine
terms with perfect accuracy.

The quantizer operates to reduce the information,
and hence the image quality, by a known amount. The
quantization is performed by dividing each coefficient
in the 8X 8 coefficient table by the corresponding entry
in-the B X 8 quantization table‘, and rounding the result to
the nearest integer. This reduces the magnitude of the
coefficients and- increases the number ‘of zero value
coefficients. The step-size of the quantizer is determined
by a “visibility. threshold matrix". Step size is varied
according to the coefficient location and can be tuned
for each colorcomponent to optimize the quantization
for human perception. A lossless quantizer would have
all entries equal to' 1, which would mean no quantiza-
tion at all. . -

Next the difference between the current DC coeffici-
ent and the DC‘coefiicient of the previous block is
Huffman encoded to.reduce statistical redundancy. The
coding model for the AC coefficients rearranges them
in a‘ zig-zag pattern as follows:

IS
26
30
40
45
51
56
58

6
I3
17
24
32
38
47
49

l4 '
16
25
3!
39
46
50
57

27
29
41
44
52
55
59
62

28
42
43 '
53
54
60
61
63

H§53ouNo :K§$:mA4
When the quantized AC coefficients are ordered in

the zig-zag pattern describedabove, the string of quan-
tized coefficient values will be characterized by runs of ’
O‘s interruptedby non-zero values. Although the indi-
vidual coefficients are 10-bit numbers; the actual coeffi-
cient-value will typically be a number of fewer bits with
leading bits that are 0's. A unique code is assigned to
each possible combination of run length and number of
bits. The code is -thus characterizedby an integer pair,
namely run’/size. The run length is constrainedby the
number of AC coefficients (63), but in order to keep the
code tables more manageable. a maximum run of l5 is
pennittcd. Combinations with a zero size are undefined,
but 0/0 is assigned a code to designate end of block

6
(BOB) and 15/0 is assigned a code to specify a zero run
length (ZRL) of 15 followed by one or more US.

The string of coefficient values is broken down into
groups, each of which comprises a run of 0's followed

5 by a non-zero value. The code for the particular run/-

l0

15

20

size is placed_in the data file, followed by the binary
representation of the numerical value of the coefficient
without leading 0's. Runs of more than l5 0's are han-
.dled by inserting the requisite number of ZRL codes.
Decoding is accomplished by sensing a valid code,
determining from it the number of data bits, and extract-
ing the data value, which immediately follows the code.

As is typical‘ for Huffman coding, short codes are
chosen for the more probable events and longer codes
are chosen for the less probable events. The codes are
constrained so that no short code is the leading portion
of a longer code.

The baseline system specifies two sets of typical Huff'-
man tables, one intended for the luminance or achro-
matic (grayscale) ‘component and one for the chromatic
(color) components. Each set has two separate tables,
one for the DC and one for the AC coefficients. Tables

IA and 1B show the code lengths (not the codes them-
selves) for these typical code tables. The tables are
organized in rows corresponding to the number of 0's
and columns corresponding to the number of bits in the
values. As can be seen, the most frequent events, which
are mapped to short codes, are concentrated in the
upper left comer and along the top and left side edges.
This reflects the fact that most of the quantized AC
coefficients tend to be zero or small numbers (few bis).

The encoder of the baseline system may operate in 2
modes: :1) one-pass encoding using default Huffman
tables or custom, pre-calculated" Huffman tables, or b)

' two-pass encoding, where during the first pass the en-

50

55.

60

65

coder determines the optimal Huffman table specific for
the image being encoded.

The JPEG syntax specifies that the baseline can pro-
cess the 8-bit pixel data in either block interleaved or on
a color component basis with no restrictions on the
horizontal and vertical dimensions. In addition the base-
line can handle at most four different color components
and in block interleaved mode up to ten subsampled
8X8 blocks.

The extended system provides a set of additional
capabilities, including progressive build-up and arith-
metic coding, to meet the needs of applications requir-
ing more than the baseline system functionality. _These
additional features are not required for all applications,
and consequently, to minimize the cost of JPEG base-
line compatibility, they are defined only in the Ex-
tended System. The extendcd system is a superset of the
baseline system limits. by handling pixels of greater than
8bits precision, additional datainterleave schemes, and
more color components.

Although the JPEG standard does not provide a
priori compression ratios, there exist published quanti-
zation tables that give generally predictable levels -of
compression. To the extent that an image must be com-
pressed by a defined amount (for example, to fit within
a maximum file size), it is possible to perform an itera-
tive. procedure as follows. First, compress the image
using an appropriate quantization table. Note the resul-
tant size, and scale the quantization table accordingly.
Compress the image with the scaled quantization table,
and repeat the scaling and compression steps as neces-
sary:
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Variable Image Quality
While compressing an image approximately 10:1 typi-

cally results in little loss of perceptible visual quality,
‘practical benefit typically requires compression ratios
significantly greater - than 10:1. However, such large
compression ratios are likely to degrade the image, or at
least portions thereof, to an unacceptable level. For
example, text areas within the image might becomeunreadable. ‘

The present invention addresses this dilemma by
allowing different selected portions of an image to be
compressed at different compression ratios so that por-
tions’ that -require extreme quality can be compressed at
relatively low ratios while _background portions. and
portions conveying little information can be com-
pressed at higher ratios. The selection can be performed
by the. user, or in some instances can be done automati-
cally, as for example if it is_ known ahead of time which
portions of the image must be maintained with substan-
tially no loss in visual quality.

FIG. 2 is a stylized View illustrating the selective
compression according to the present invention and the
type of file compression achievable thereby. A source
image 60 is shown as having been subdivided into three
regions. designated 60a. 60b. and 60:. These portions of
the image are designated to receive different degrees of
image compression. While the figure shows contiguous
regions for the different compression ratios, it should be
understood that the image can be subdivided in any
way, depending on the regions of the image that are to
be compressed at different ratios.

In the specific example, assume that region 60:: in-
cludes fine detail, and thus requires excellent quality
upon compression and decompression. In such an in-
stance, a compression ratio of 5:1 is appropriate. Fur-
ther assume that region 60b requires at most good qual-
ity, and .can be compressed with a compression ratio of
20:1. Similarly, assume that region 60c contains very
little detail, and can be compressed with a compression
ration of 30:l..If each of regions 60a and 60b occupies A
of the image area and region 60: occupies i the overall
or effective compression ratio is about 18:1. Typically,
the regions that require the lowest level of compression
will -be relatively small, and therefore the overall com-
pression ratio may be higher yet.

The procedure can be interactive with the user work-
ing at the screen (computer monitor) to select the re-
gions and specify the relative quality levels. In a current
implementation _on an Apple Macintosh personal com-
puter, the user can select regions by using a graphical
interface such as the Quickdraw tools developed by
Apple. The original image is on the screen, and using
standard drawing tools such as the rectangular outline
or the lasso tool, the user indicates with the mouse on

the screen the area of interest. Depending on the action,
' more regions can be added to the selected region or can

be deleted from the selected region. For the specific
region the user determines a quality setting. All 8X8
pixel blocks of which a pixel is part of the outlined
regions are marked. Those markers then are used as
indicators how to process the blocks to the selected
quality levels as described below.

The user is then able to see the result of the compres-
sion, both in visual tenns (the compressed image is
decompressed and displayed on the screen), and in nu-
merical tenns (the resultant compressed file size is

' techniques described below have numerical parameters '
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shown). If either aspect of the result is unsatisfactory,
the user can modify the. input parameters and try again.

An automatic mode is based on the final goal (e.g.,
fixed file size or .bounded reconstruction error). The
visually important reconstruction errors are detected .
and the quality is adapted until the quality criteria is
reached. Most of those errors will occur around edges.
If a fixed file size is required the quality level is adjusted
continuously such that the total amount of compression.
bis varies within about 10% of the goal. The various

that can be varied to fine tune the compression.
While it is possible to treat each region as a separate

image, and apply a suitable image compression to that
image, storing or transmitting the appropriate side in-
formation with the compressed data. the present inven-
tion takes a different approach. One or a number-of
various techniques, to be described below, are used for
selectively removing more or less information from the
different regions. The compression for all regions is
characterized by a single set of side information, and
this single set is stored or transmitted with the file. This
saves some file space, and further avoids the need to '
send or store information regarding the way the image
‘was segmented for variable quality. Moreover, and
perhaps most important, the proposed JPEG standard
contemplates a single set of .side information, and pro-
vides no mechanism for piecing together segments of an
image.

The following sections describe various embodiments
of the invention, each directed to a particular technique
for increasing the compression ratio of selected blocks.
It should be understood that the techniques are applica-
ble individually or in combination. Moreover. different
individual techniques of combinations may be appropri-
ate for different portions of the image. '

Low Pass Filtering

FIG. 3 is a high level block diagram illustrating an
embodiment of the invention for reducing the quality
for selected blocks. In this embodiment, selected blocks

are communicated to a low-pass filtering stage 70 prior '
to DCT stage 30.

A simple type of filter is-a moving average filter,
which removes high frequency spatial components by
substituting for a given pixel value the average value of
some number of neighboring pixels. The larger the
number of neighboring pixels that are averaged, the
greater the degree of filtering. It is preferred to use a
rectangular filter that averages an array of M rows and
N columns. In this regime, the filtering operation is
‘described by the following equation:

N M

‘yr ‘ igoigo -‘(.v+0(x+j)”‘”"'

Where s',.x is the average value of the MXN block of
pixels with the upper left comer being at (yx). Since this
moving block average must be computed for each pixel.
significant efficiencies can be achieved by recognizing
that most of the computation has already been per-
formed for a given average. For example, once the
average for a given pixel position has been calculated,
the average value for the pixel one row below it may be
computed by taking the previous average value, sub-
tract_ing the contribution from the previous row and
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adding the contribution of the new row. This may be
seen as follows:

— _ N , N
‘'1: = -‘(.v~—l)x + “£0-‘(.V+l)(.I'+m)/IV - mic -<u—iio:+m)/N 5

A similar extension applies to horizontally adjacent
_ pixels.

The above equations result in averaging the pixels
where the center of "the rectangle is diagonally offset
below and to the right of the pixel being processed. It is
preferred to use an odd number of pixels for each di-
mension of the filter rectangle, and to center the filter at
the pixel.‘Accordingly, if the rectangle is considered to
be (2m+l))<(2n+ 1), the expression for s',., becomes: 1

£ ’s'
‘in _ f=—.nj-_m‘(.V+l)(x+JY((2'l + l)(2m + 1))

Since the filtering operation extends over block bound- 2
aries, it tends to smooth the transitions between regions
that are being subjected. to different filtering.

It is- possible to apply different filters to different

l0

5

0

portions of the image. For example, four different qual- 25
ity levels can be established by no filter for regions of
maximum quality, a 5 X 5 filter for regions of high qual-
ity, an 11x ll filter for regions of medium quality, and
a 17x 17 filter for regions of low quality. If more com-
puting power is available, other types of linear or non-
linear low pass filters can be used.

Thresholding and'Downward Weighting of
Coefficients

FIG. 4 is a high level block diagram illustrating an-
other ‘embodiment of the inventionfor reducing the
quali_ty for selected blocks. In this embodiment, the AC
coefficients for the selected blocks are communicated to

a thresholding stage 75 prior to entropy encoder 35. It
is also possible to threshold before quantizing, but thre-
sholding after is preferredsince the quantized results
include a visual weighting (larger. divisors for higher
frequencies).

A threshold level of 3 or 4 will tend to give high
quality (say l6:'l compression) while a threshold level of

30

6 will give good quality (say 25:1 compression). In a 45
current implementation, a singlethreshold is used for all
the. AC coefficients. A representative code sequence is
as follows:

# define THRS 5
int S[8][8]:
void ntain(void)

/‘ declare B by 8 array of integers ’/

int index..v.inde:._ti:
/‘ initialize array to desired values here '/
/_' test array igainst threshold (fl-IRS) '/

Eor(index._v = 0;index_v < 8;indeLv++)
for(indcx_u -r l},index__u < 8;index_u++)

it'(index_v = = 0 an inde7e_u = = 0) continue;
ilKS[index_.v][index_u] < TH_RS)

_S[index_v][index_.u] = O;
1

)

~ 6

The result of the thresholding operation is to set the AC
coefficients having smaller absolute values to zero. It is
noted that the quantizer performs a similar function in

60

5

10
that it sets to zero those coefficients that are below their

respective quantization step sizes
An extension of this basic technique is to apply differ-

ent threshold values depending on the particular AC
coefficient. For example, using larger threshold values
for the higher frequency AC coefficients has an effect
similar-to low pass filtering. '

FIG. 5 is a schematic flow diagram illustrating a
quality reduction technique that can be used either in
conjunction with or instead of the thresholding tech-
nique. In this embodiment, the AC coefficients are com-
municated to a downward weighting stage 80 prior to
quantizer 32. While a single weighting coefficient could
be used, the effect of low pass filtering can be achieved
by using larger downward weighting factors for the
higher frequency AC coefficients.

Huffman Miscoding for Shoner Code Words

FIG. 6 is a high level block diagram of another em-
bodiment of the invention for reducing the quality for
selected blocks. This embodiment contemplates formu-
Iating special Huffman code tables, suitable for provid-
ing lossless encoding, and selectively miscoding certain
quantized coefficient values in th'e blocks where greater
compression is desired. To this end. the lossless entropy
encoder, designated 32', has an associated lossy'entropy
encoder 85.

FIG. 7 shows a specially constructed Huffman code
table incorporating a technique for allowing controlled
miscoding for those blocks where greater compression
is desired. The table is organized in rows corresponding
to the number of 0's and columns corresponding to the
number of bits in the values. Zero-bit numbers for non-
zero values do not occur and as -a result no codes are

defined for no bits. However, the special case of no 0'5
and no bits (i.e., 0/0) is defined as the end of block
(EOB), and the special case of 15/0 is used to signify the
run of 15 zeroes followed by a funher run ofat least one
0. Thus codes are assigned for BOB and ZRL, but not
for the other 0-bit values.

The general procedure for assigning Huffman codes
is to assign the shortest codes to the events with the
highest probabilities and the longest codes to the events
with the lowest probabilities. This embodiment of the
invention contemplates creating a code table where
adjacent pairs of entries are characterized by short and
long codes, and for extra compression in selected
blocks, values that would correctly be coded with the
long code are rniscoded with an adjacent short code.

The procedure for generating the special Huffman
code table is as follows. Each position in the code table
has a certain associated probability. For a given adja-
cent pair of positions. which are characterized by the
same run length and consecutive odd and even integer
sizes, the joint probability is detertnined and assigned to
the odd size position. Based on these enhanced probabil-
ities, the odd size positions in the pair will get a. short
code. A 16-bit code is assigned to the even size position
in the pair. For example. for run/size =O/ l, the sum of
the probabilities for 0/ l and 0/25 is assigned to 0/ l and
essentially zero probability is assigned to 0/2. Thus the
code table will have the shortest codes in the odd col-
umns and l6-bit codes in the even columns.

This is the code table that is sent as the side infonna-

tion, and it will provide lossless encoding of blocks of
quantized coefficients. However, for those blocks
where a higher compression ratio is desired, the entropy
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encoding is made lossy by miscoding the values that
require an even number of bits. Specifically, such a
value will be assigned the code for an adjacent odd size
and the value for the closest value with that code. For

example, consider the possible values from 1 to 15. The
value I is a 1-bit number, the values 2-3 are 2-bit bit

numbers. the values 4-7 are 3-bit numbers, and the val-
ues 8-15 are 4-bit numbers. For the lossy miscoding. the

value 2 will get the short code for a l-bit value and the
value 1, the value 3 will get the short code for a 3-bit
value and the value 4, the values 8-11 will get the short
code fora 3-bit value and the value 7, while the values

12-15 will‘ get the short code for a 5-bit value and 'the
value 16.

Current Implementation

The thresholding embodiment of the invention is

implemented in software on a digital computer. Appen-

-dix I (© 1990, Storm Technology, Inc. is a set of mi-
crofiches containing a source code program for an

image compression encoder according to the proposed
JPEG standard, as- extended by incorporation of this
embodiment. The program is in the “C" language, well

‘known to those of skill in the art. The program was
written to run-on an Apple Macintosh personal com-

puter. although it will be apparent to those ofskill in the
art that a wide variety of programming languages and

hardware configurations could readily be used based on
this disclosure without departing from the scope of the
invention.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be seen that the present inven-

tion provides a simple and effective approach to extend-
ing an image compression standard to provide truly
customized compression. The invention allows maxi-
mum compression consistent with preserving detail in
critical areas of the image.

While the above is a complete description of various
embodiments of the invention, including a software

implementation of one of the embodiments, various
modifications, alternatives, and equivalents may be

used. For example, .a software implementation as dis-
closed.provides a relatively inexpensive solution to the

problem. A faster (say by a factor of 10) solution may be
provided by use of a hardware accelerator in the com-
puter. -A preferred implementation of the hardware
accelerator includes one or more programmed digital

signal processors (DSP's). While special purpose hard-
ware could be designed for such an accelerator board, it
is believed that a DSP based system provides greater

flexibility for upgrades. Performance does not come
free of cost. and a hardware implementation is likely to
cost 5 times as much as the software implementation.

Therefore, the above description and illustrations
should not be taken as limiting the scope of the inven-
tion which is dcfined by the appended claims.

'O5Vf|'lN‘I10WIIIUJKCZ
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What is claimed is:

1. A method of lossy image compression comprising
the steps of:

accepting an image into a digital processor;
using the digital processor to subdivide a component

of the image into a plurality of blocks;
using the digital processor to select a subset contain-

ing fewer than the plurality of blocks for preferen-
tially greater compression;

using the digital processor to encode each block of
the plurality according to a defined compression
regime while modifying in a particular way at least
a portion of the compression regime as applied to
each block of the subset, the compression regime,
as modified in the particular way, being applied
only to the blocks of the subset; '

using thedigital processor to provide a single set of
side information, all of which applies to every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality notwith-
standing the fact that during said step of using the
digital processor to encode each block of the plu-
rality, at least a portion of the compression regime
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using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks, each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to select a subset contain-
ing fewer than the plurality of blocks for preferen-
tially greater compression;

using the digital processor to transform the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
_ for each block;
using the digital processor to encode the quantized

coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to subject the absolute
values of the coefficients for each block of the
subset to a thresholding operation between the
transforming andencoding steps for that block. the
thresholding operation causing each coefficient
having an absolute value less than a particular
value to be set to zero;

using the digital processor to provide a single set of
side information, all of which applies to every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality; and

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising encoded quantized coeffici-
ents for each block and the single set of side infor-

13
was modified as applied to each block of the subset;
and -

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the encoded blocks and the
single set" of side infonnation.

2. The method of claim 1 in which the step of using
the digital processor to select a subset of the blocks for
preferentially greater compression is carried out in-
teractively with a user and incorporates accepting into
the digital processor infonriation from the user regard-
ing which blocks are to be included in the subset.

3. Themethod of claim 1 in which the step of using
the digital processor to select _a subset of the blocks for
preferentially greater compression is carried out by the
digital processor without user interaction.

4. The method of claim 1 in which the single set of
side information co_mprises a quantization table and a
Huffman code table.

5. The method ofclaim 1 in which the encoded quan-
tized coefficients and the single set of side information
confonn to the JPEG standard.

6. The method of claim I wherein the compressed
image data is transmitted as a data stream without being
stored as a_ data file. '

7." The method of claim 1. and further comprising the
steps of:

15

using the digital processor to select an additional
different subset containing fewer than the plurality
of blocks for a different degree of preferentially
greater compression; and

within the step of using the digital processor to en-
code each block of the plurality. modifying in a
different particular way at least a portion of the
cornpressionregime as applied to each block of the
additional different subset.

8. A method for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of:

accepting the image compoiientinto a digital proces-
sor;

using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks, each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to select a subset contain-_
ing fewer than the plurality of blocks for preferen-
tially greater compression;

using the digital processor to subject each block of
the subset to a low pass filtering operation;

using thedigital processor to transform the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients’
for each block;

using the digital processor to encode the quantized
coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to provide a single set of 55
side information, all of which applies to every one
of theencoded blocks of theplurality; and

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the encoded quantized coef-
ficients for each block and the single set of side
information.

9. The method of claim 8 in which the encoded quan-

45

tized coefficients and the single set of side information
conform to the JPEG standard.

10. Amethod for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of:

accepting the image component into a digital proces-
sor;

S0 ..

mation.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the thresholding
operation for each block in the subset is perfon-ned after

I the quantizing step for that block.
12. The method ofclaim 10 wherein the thresholding

operation for each block in the subset is characterized
by different threshold levels for at least two coeffici-ents.

13. The method of claim 10in which the encoded

quantized coefficients and the single set of side informa-
tion conform to the JPEG standard.

14. A method for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of: -

accepting the image component into a digital proces-
sor;

using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks, each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to select a subset contain-
ing fewer than the plurality of blocks for preferen-
tially greater compression;

using the digital processor to transform the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block; ‘

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
for each block;

using the digital processor to encode the quantized
coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to subject the coefficients
for each block of the subset to a downward

weighting operation between the transforming and
encodingsteps for that block;

using the digital processor to provide a single set of
side information, all of which applies to every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality; and

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the- encoded quantized coef-
ficients for each block and the single set of side
infonnation.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the weighting
operation for each block in the subset is performed
before the quantizing step for that block.
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16. The method of claim 14 wherein the weighting
operation for each block in the subset is characterized
bydifferent weighting factors for at least two coeffici-ents.

17. The method of claim 14 in which the encoded

quantized coefficients and the single set ofside informa-
tion conform to the JPEG standard.

18. A method for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of‘:

accepting the image component into a digital proces-
sor; ‘

using thedigital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks, each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to select a subset contain-
ing fewer than the plurality of blocks for preferen-
tially greater compression;

using the digital processor to transform the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefiicients for each block;

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
for each block; '

using the digital processor to ‘generate a Huffman
code table in which long‘ and short codes are inter-
spersed;

after the step of using the digital processor to gener-
ate a Huffman code table, using the digital proces-
sor to encode the quantized coefficients for each
block;

during the step of using the digital processor to en-
' code the quantized coefficients. for each block of
the subset using the digital processor to miscode a
given quantized coefiicient by selecting an adja-
cent Huffman code rather than the Huffman code

that is appropriate for the given quantized coeffici-
ent if the adjacent I-luffmancode is shorter than the
Huffman code that is appropriate for the given
‘quantized ‘coefficient; -

using the digital processor to provide a single set of
side information, all of which applies to every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality; and

using the digital.processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the encoded quantized.coef-
ficients for each block and the single set of side
information.

19. The method of claim 18, and further comprising
the step, perfortned for each block in the subset in the
event that there are more that one adjacent shorter
code, of selecting the adjacent code that corresponds to
the value that is closest to the value of the coefficient

before the coefficient was subjected to the quantizing
step.

20. The method of claim 18 in which the encoded

"quantized coefficients and the single set of side informa-
tion conform to the JPEG standard.

21. A method for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of:

accepting the image component into a digital proces-
sor; ’

using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks. each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to transfon-n the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
for each block;
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using the digitalprocessor to encode the quantized
coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to subject the absolute
values of the coefficients for each block to a thre-
sholding operation between the transforming and '
encoding steps for that block, the thresholding
operation causing each coefficient having an abso-
lute value less than a particular value to be set to
zero; .

using the_ digital processor to provide a single set of
side infonnation. all of which applies to every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality; and

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the encoded quantized coef-
ficients for each blockrand the single set of side-
infomiation. _

22. The method of claim 21 wherein the thresholding

operation for each block is performed after the quantiz-
ing step for that block.

23. The method of claim 21 wherein the thresholding
operation for each block is characterized by different
threshold levels for at least two coefficients.

24. A method -for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of:

accepting the image component into a digital proces-.
sor, ' —

using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks, each block
comprising an array of pixel values;

using the digital processor to transform the array of '
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block; ’

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
for each block; .

using the digital processor to encode the quantized
coefficients for each block;

using the_digital processor to subject the coefficients
for each block to a downward weighting operation
between the transforming and encoding steps for
that block;

using the digital processor to provide a single set of
side information. all of which applies to. every one
of the encoded blocks of the plurality; and

using the digital processor to produce compressed
image data comprising the encoded quantized coef-
ficients for each block and the single set of ‘side
infomiation.

25. The method of claim 24 wherein the weighting

operation for each block is performed before the quan-
tizing step for that block.

26. A method for compressing an image component
comprising the steps of: -

accepting the image component into a digital proces-
sor;

using the digital processor to subdivide the image
component into a plurality of blocks; each block
comprising an array of pixel values; '

using- the digital processor to transform the array of
pixel values in each block so as to generate a plural-
ity of coefficients for each block;

using the digital processor to quantize the coefficients
for each block;

using the digital .processor to generate a Huffman
code table in which long and short codes are inter-
spersed; «

after the step of using the digital processor to gener-
ate a Huffman code table. using the digital proces-
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so: to encode thequantized ‘coefficients for each using the digital processor to select a subset contain-
block; ing fewer that the plurality of blocks for preferen-

during the step of using the digital processor to en- Fially great?’ °°mp'°5Si°";- ' - . ' . using the digital processor to encode each block of
code the qiiamucd coemclems’ for each block 5 the plurality according to the defined compression
“sing _ the 'di3im]_ pmcessor Po mis°°,de 3 give" regime while modifying in a particular way at least
quantized coefficient by selecting an adjacent Hui‘f- 3 portion onhe Compression nggme as applied to
man code rather than The Huffman °°d"- ‘hat 55 each block of the subset, the compression regime,
appropriate for the given quantized coefficient if as modified in the particular way. being applied
the adjacent Huffman code is shorter than the 10 01113’ 10 the blocks Of the Sub-56!:
Huffman code that is appropriate for the given usiifg ti” digit”; P"°c‘55°’ ‘Q P"°"idF 3 Single 5“ °fside infonnation. all of which applies to every one
quamind cocfficieml ' of the encoded blocks of the plurality notwith-

“mfg we my pro‘-xssor ti? Pr°‘."d_e a single set or standing the fact that during said step of -using the
ad‘: ‘.“f°-"“"‘°“* “H °f “"h’°h 3PP]“_"5 ‘° °"°"Y °'“ 15 digital processor to encode each block of the plu-
°f an ¢“°°d.¢d b]°¢l‘-5 0f the P1“|'3l"Yi and rality. at least a portion of the compression regime

using the digital processor to produce compressed was modified as applied to each block ofthe subset;
image data comprising the encoded quantized coef- using the digital processor to produce a compressed
ficients for each block and the single set of side irfiasc data °°_mP{'lSiflE ‘h°_ °n°°d°d b10¢k5 and ‘he

g inf°ru‘afi°n_ 20 single set of side 1nl‘ormation;-
2-,_ The mflhod of claim 26 and further comprising decompressing the compressed image data according' ’ ' to the defined image decompression regime. using

the step, performed for each’ block in the event that me single set of side information, to produce 3
there are'more,than one adjacent shorter code, ofselect- second image; and
ing the adjacent codethat corresponds to the value that displaying the sgcond image,
is closestito the value of the coefficient before the coef- 29. The method of claim 28 wherein the step of de-
ficient was subjected to the quantizing step. compressing the compressed image data is performed

28. A method oflossy image-compression and decom- “SW8 ‘he 531115 5131131 P1'°°¢55°1'-
pressioii, operating "in" the context of a-defined compres- 03°‘ :1‘? met‘}i1‘:“i:;£ cgiizjsixtthfirfigtghé stellffgfifs. . ’ . . C I

sion regime and a defined decompression regime, the “sits: faigérent digigl Process‘: than thepg-rst_men_
method comprising. the steps of: ‘ ‘ timed digital Pmcesson

“°_°5Pt"'8 3_ _i:“'5i- ""383 ""0 3 d181t_3l.P1'°°e55°1'§ 31. The method of claim 1 wherein the compressed
using the digital processor to subdivide a component image data is stored as a data me.

of the first image into a plurality of blocks;
3 3 I‘ 1 U
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[57] ABSTRACT

'l'he invention provides a method and apparatus for
performing image data compression. Initially, a two-di-
mensional block of image data in a spatial domain is
transformed by a transform coder, resulting in a two-di-
mensional array of activity coefficients in a frequency
domain. The array is then serialized and quantized.
yielding a one—dimcnsional array of coefficients with a
leading coefficient and an original trailing coefficient.
Next, a portion of the array is selected by choosing a
new trailing coefficient based on a setable ratio of the
energy of the new short array to the energy of the
original array. Lastly, an end-of-block symbol is ap-
pended after the new trailing coefficient, and the se-
lected portion of the array is encoded using an entropy
coder. The invention allows image data to enjoy en-
hanced compression with good image fidelity, and al-
lows image fidelity to degrade gracefully in trade for
higher degrees of image compression.

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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ADAPTIVE ZONAL CODER

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to image data compression and
more particularly to adaptive techniques for transform
codinq of iniage'data for transmission or storaqe.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many communication systems require the transmis-
sion and/or storage of in-iage data. Any technique that
minimizes the amount of information required to en-
code a given image is highly desireable. Transform
coding reprments a major class ofsuch methods. Mean-
ingful images usually contain a high degree of long- 15
range structure, i.e., they have high inter-element corre-
lations. In transform coding, an image with high inter-
element correlations is converted into a collection of
uncorrelated coeflicients, thereby removing most of the
redundant information in the original image. Early 20
transform techniques employed a Fourier-type trans-
form. Current approaches use a discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) or a Hadamard transform, both of which
provide relatively higher coding efficiency.

Commonly, an image to be encoded is partitioned 25
into a plurality of image blocks, and each block is di-
vided into an 8 X 8 or 16x l6 square array. The resulting
blocks are encoded one after another. A typical image
compression pipeline includes a transform coder, a
quantizer, and an entropy coder. A quantizer is used to 30
map a coefiicient, falling within a range of continuous
values, into a member of a set of discrete quantized
values. and an entropy coder uses statistical properties
of the inforination to compress it. i.e., to express the
same message using fewer binary digits. For example, a 35
Huffman coder relates the most frequent incoming data
symbols to the shortest outgoing codes, and the least
frequent incoming data symbols to the longest outgoing
codes. After the transform coder transforms an image
block into a collection of uncorrelated coefficients, the 40
quantizer provides the corresponding series of discrete
values to the entropy coder. The resulting stream of
binary digits is then either transmitted or stored.

Although it is possible to retain all the coefficients
that result from transform coding an image, it is neither 45
necessary nor desirable. Due to the nature of the human
visual system, certain coefficients ca

e ima'e u it . By retaining
on y visually important coefficients, an ima e w‘ ac-

e l e I. y covere usin si ilicantl 50ess i
a ion an provi e y etransfonn codinrocess.

For a typical two-dimensional source image, the
transform operation results in a redistribution of image
energy into a set ofrelatively few low-order coefficients 55
that can be arranged in a two-dimensional array. Visu-
ally significant coefticients are usually found in the
upper left-hand corner of the array.

According to a known method, referred to as ‘zonal
coding’, only those coeflicients lying within a specified 60
zone of the array, e.g., the upper left quarter of the
array, are retained. Although significant data compres-
sion can be achieved using this method", it is inadequate
because picture fidelity is reduced for scenes that con-
tain significant high frequency components.

In an alternative approach. referred to as ‘adaptive
transform coding‘, a block activity measure is used to
choose an optimum quantizer. Although this method

5

65

2

achieves gains in efficiency by providing a degree of
quantization precision appropriate to the activity level
of a given block, the additional information needed to
specify the state of the quantizer must be transmitted
along with the usual coefficient data.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention provides a method for image data
compression that includes the following steps: trans-
forming a two-dimensional block of image data in a
spatial domain to data in a frequency domain. The trans-
formed iinage data is represented as a two-dimensional
array of activity coefficients. The two dimensional
array is then serialized, resulting in a one-dimensional
array of coefficients with a leading coefficient and an
original trailing coefficient. The array is then quantized.
Next, a portion of the array is selected beginning with
the leading coefficient and ending with a new trailing
coefficient that is closer to the leading coefficient than
the original trailing coefficient. Lastly, an end-of-block
symbol is appended after said new trailing coefficient,
and the selected portion ofthe array is encoded using an
entropy coder.

in a preferred embodiment, the portion is selected by
first measuring the total activity of the array. A measure
of activity of successive sub-portions of the array is
determined on-the-fly, and added to a running total.
Each new value of the running total is compared to the
total activity of the array. Based on this comparison,
and in a further preferred embodiment, on a setable
level of image quality, a new trailing coefficient is desig-
nated, and only the portion of the array bounded by the
leading coefficient and the new trailing coefficient is
presented for encoding.

Another general feature of the invention is apparatus
for inclusion in an image data compression pipeline, the
pipeline including a transform coder, a serializer, a
quantizer and an entropy coder. The apparatus includes
a memory connected to said quantizer and said entropy
coder. The memory has an input and an output adapted
to store and delay at least a block oftransformed, serial-
ized and quantized image data, and is adapted to pro-
vide an entropy coder with successive sub-portions of
said block of image data. The apparatus also includes a
first measurer connected to the quantizer for measuring
the total activity of the block of image data, and a sec-
ond measurer connected to the output of the memory
for measuring the activity of successive sub-portions of
the image data and computing a running total of the
activity. A control law unit is connected to the first and
second measurers, and to an entropy coder, and is
adapted to compare the running total provided by the
second measurcr to a level based in part on the total
activity provided by the first measurer, and sends an
end-of-block symbol to the entropy encoder. The en-
tropy coder is adapted to encode only a portion of the
block of image data based on when it receives an end-

of-block symbol. V
Thus. it is not necessary to transmit additional infor-

mation along with each block for indicating, e.g., its
activity level, or run length. The end-of-block symbol
provides an image data receiver with sufficient inl'onna-
tion for parsing an incoming bit stream back into blocks
of image data.
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and. due to the nature of the human visual res onse,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS .  n_
The invention will be more fully understood by read- 

ing the following detailed description. in conjunction of FIG. 2B after truncation cf its six highest order coef-
with the accompanying drawings. in which: 5 iicients. Since it is common for the activity of a block to

FIG. lis ablock diagram ofa typical image compres- be found mostly in its lower-order coefficients, ira‘ns-
sion pipeline; initting only these coefficients results in substantially

FIG. 2A is a representation of a 4X4 array of coeff'— greater compression ofimage data. However. unlike the
cients; known case of non-adaptive zonal codin . a block with

FIG. 2Bisarepresentation of a 1x16 array of coefI'i- I0 signiiicant activit in its higher-order coefficients will
cients corresponding to the array of FIG. 2A; be transmitted In a manner that allows most oi tliese

FIG. 2C is a. representation of a truncated array of coefficients to be included in the transmitted Bloclf.
coefficients corresponding to the array of FIG. 2B with resulting in a received ima e of su enor iidelity. Fur-
an appended end-of-block symbol; and  nfor-

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the image compression is mation along with each block for indicating, e.g.. its
system of the invention. activity level. Instead, the end-of-block symbol 15 al-

( lows an image data receiver to know how to parse an

DETAILEDI§5§E%1¥IPg§oN OF THE incoming bit stream back into blocks of image data.
After dwelling in the memory unit 18 for one process-

With reference to FIG. 1, a typical image compres- irig interval. the one ‘dimensional array is again mea-
sion pipeline includes a transform coder 10. such as a sured for activity. A running block activity measure
discrete cosine transform coder (DCT), as disclosed in module 24 computes a running total of the squares or
Ahmed et al., “Discrete Cosine Transform", IEEE the absolute values of the elements in the array as it
Trans on Computers. Jan 1974, pp 90-93; a quantizer 12. enters the module 24. A new value of the running total
such as a linear quantizer, as described in Wintz. 25 is provided to the control law module 22 as each addi-
"Transform Picture Coding". section III. Proc. IEEE. tional element of the array enters the module 24. Also,
vol. 60, pp 809-820; and an entropy coder 14, such as a as each element of the array enters the module 24, an
Huffman coder, as discussed in Huffman, "A Method identical element enters the entropy coder 14. The
for the Construction ofMinimum-Redundancy Codes". newly arriving array elements are held in a memory
Proc. IRE 40, No. 9. 1098-1101. After the transform 30 register within the entropy coder 14 until a terminate-
coder 10 transforms image data into a collection of block signal. representing an end-of-block character. is
uncorrelated coefficients. the quantizer 12 maps ach provided by the control law module 22. A ten'ninate-
coeffieient, selected from a range of continuous values. block signal may be generated after an entire array has
into a member of a set of discrete quantized values. entered the entropy encoder 14. Alternatively, the con-
Thtse quantized values are then encoded by the entropy 35 trol law module may generate a terminate-block signal
coder 14. The resulting stream of binary digits is then after a predetermined amount of activity has been mea-
either transmitted or stored. sured by module 24;. In this case, even if the entire array

Typically, image data is two-dimensional. Aecord- has not yet entered the entropy coder 14, the resulting
ingly, the information provided by the transform coder partial array is transmitted. with an end-of-block sym-
l0 is presented in the form of a two-dimensional array. 40 bol appended at the end of the partial array.
In a preferred embodiment, a serializer, such as a zigzag The control law module 22 compares the total block
serializer, is used to covert the two-dimensional array of activity of the current array. provided by module 20,
continuous values into a one-dimensional array of con- with the running block activity measure, such as the

tinuous values. The one-dimensional array is then quan-  itis pro.tizcd to yield a one-dimensional array of discrete values. 45 gressiv y generated by the module 24. In a preferred
For example. a zigmg serializer operating on an 4-X4 embodiment, a ratio or difference circuit is included in
array of integers as shown in FIG. 2A would produce a the control law module 22 to generate a measure of the
1X 16 array of integers as shown in FIG. 2B. percentage of current block activity. The comparison of

In a preferred embodiment, a zigzag serializer 16 is the total block activity measure with the running block
included in the image compression pipeline between the activity measure indicates how much ‘activity’ has en-
transform coder 10 and the quantizer 12, as shown in tered the entropy coder 14. A desired level of image

FIG. 3. After serializing the two-dimensional array  .provided by the transform coder 10, the quantizer maps ' or a given leve , e number ofcoefficients transmit-
the resulting one-dimensional array of continuous vaI- ted will vary. depending on the distribution of activity
ties into a one-dimensional array of quantized values. 55 among the low, middle. and high order coetlicients. If
The array is then held for one block processing interval the activity of the block is concentrated in its lower
in a one-block delay memory unit 18, while an identical order terms, it will be necessary to send fewer coeffici-
copy of the array is measured by a total block activity ents than if a large fraction of the blocks activity is
measure module 20. The module 20 computes the sum- found in the higher order coefficients. If the channel
mation of the square (or the absolute value) of each 60 used for transmission becomes overloaded. irna e fidel-
element in the one-dimensional array, providing a value 
that represents the ‘activity’ or ‘energy’ of the image pression.
represented by the array to a control law module 22. The image data compression method of the invention

The zigzag serializer 16 places the low-order coetTIci- can be used to encode any grayscale image or represen-
ents that result from, for example, a discrete cosine 65 tation of the difference between two images.
transform, at the beginning of an array, and the h.igher- Other modifications and implementations will occur
order terms at the end. If there are sufficient low-order to those skilled in the art without departing from the
terms, the higher-order terms are of less importance spirit and the scope of the invention as claimed. Ac-
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cordingly, the above description is not intended to limit an appendor for appending an end—of-block symbol
the invention except as indicated in the following after said new trailing coefficient; and
claims. an entropy encoder for encoding only said portion.

What is claimed is: 5. The apparatus ofclaim 4. wherein said sub-portions
1. A method for image data compression comprising 5 are single coefficients.

the steps of: ' 6. Apparatus for inclusion in an image data compres-
transfonning a two-dimensional block of image data sion pipeline that includes a transform coder, a serial-

in a spatial domain to resulting data in a frequency izer, a quantizer and an entropy coder comprising:
domain represented as a two-dimensional array of a memory connected to said quantizer and said en-
activity coefficients; 10 tropy coder with an input and an output adapted to

serializing said entire two-dimensional array of coeff- store and delay at least a block of transformed.
cients, yielding a one-dimensional array of coeffici- serialized and quantized image data, and adapted to
ents with a leading coefficient and an original trai]- provide an entropy coder with successive sub-por-
ing coefficient; tions of said block of image data;

quantizing said one-dimensional array of coefficients; 15 a first measurer connected to said quantizer for mea-
selecting a portion of said one-dimensional array of suring the total activity of said block of image data;

coefficients beginning with said leading coefficient a second measurer connected to said output of said
and ending with a new trailing coefficient that is memory for measuring the activity of successive
closer to the leading coefficient than said original sub-portions of said image data and computing a
trailing coefficient, wherein said portion is selected 20 running total of said activity;
by a process comprising the steps of: a control law unit connected to the first and second
obtaining a measure of total activity of said one- measurers, and to an entropy coder, adapted to

' imensiona array o co: icients, compare said running total provided by said sec-

determining in real time ' ' of 5 ond measurer to a level based in pan on said total
*"@—*‘|‘: u n u u . . u I

successive sub-portion of said one-dimensional activity provided by said first measurer, and send-
 mwure of activity to a ing an end-of-block signal to said entropy encoder;
running total, wherein said entropy coder is adapted to encode only

performing a comparison in real time of said run- a portion of said block of image data based on when
ning total to a setable level based on said measure it receives an end-of-block signal.
of total activity, and 7. A method for image data compression comprising

designating a new trailing coefficient according to the steps of:
said comparison; transfonning a two-dimensional block of image data

appending an end-of-block symbol after said new from a spatial domain to a frequency domain,
trailing coefficient; and wherein said resulting block of image data in the

engaging gnly said portion with an cmtropy coder. frequency domain is represented by a two-dimen-
2. The method of claim 1, w erein said sub-portions sional array of activity coefficients;

are single coefficients. - serializing said entire two-dimensional array of coeff-
3. The method ofclaim 1, wherein said setable level is cients, yielding a one-dimensional array of coeffici-

also based on a degree of desired image guality. ents;
4. Apparatus for image data compression comprising: quantizing said one-dimensional array of coefficients;
atransform coder fortransformingatwo-dimensional selecting a visuall si nificant rtion of said one-

block of image data in aspatial domain to resulting dimensional array of coefficients, said step of se-
data in a frequency domain represented as a two-di- - lecting including the steps of:
mensional array of activity coefficients; obtaining a measure of total activity of the one-

s serializer for serializing said entire two-dimensional dimensional array of coefficients,
array of coefficients, yielding a one-dimensional determining in real time a running total of the ac-
array of coefficients with a leading coefficient and tivity of successive portions of said one-
an original trailing coefficient; dimensional array as they enter the entropy

a quantizer for quantizing said one-dimensional array coder,
of coefficients; performing in real time a comparison of successive

a selector for selecting a portion of said one- values of said running total to a setable level
dimensional array of coefficients beginning with based on said measure of total activity of the
said leading coefficient and ending with a new one-dimensional array of coefficients, and
trailing coefficient that is closer to the leading coef'- dcmarking a trailing end of said one-dimensional
ficient than said original trailing coefficient, said array according to said comparison;
selector including: appending a symbol at a trailing end of the selected
a measurer for measuring total activity of said one- portion for indicating the end of said portion; and

dimensional array of coefficients, encoding said portion with an entropy coder.
a measurer for obtaining a measure of activity in so 8. Apparatus for use in an image processing pipeline

real time of successive sub-portions of said one- including a transform coder, a serializer, and a quan-
dimensional array, and for adding said measure tizer, said apparatus comprising:
of activity to a running total, first means for obtaining a measure of total activity of

a comparcr for performing a comparison in real a two-dimensional block of image data represented
time of said running total to a setablc level based as a one-dimensional array of quantized activity
on said measure of total activity, and coefficients;

a designator for designating a new trailing coeffici- second means for determining in real time at rimning
ent according to said comparison; total of successive activity coefficients of said one-
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dimensional array as said activity coefficients are dimensional array as a trailing end of said one-
received by an entropy coder; ‘ dimensional array according to said comparison.

third means connected to said first means, said second 9. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising mem-
means and said entropy coder for performing a ory means connected to said entropy encoder for allow-
oomparison of said running total to a settable level 5 ing a block of image data to dwell momentarily while
based on said measure of total activity, and said first means measures its total activity. ‘

for demarking an activity coefficient of said one- ‘ ' ‘ " ‘
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Human Visual Weighted Progressive Image

rlb.rrrr1er—A prognslve image lnnsrnkslnn scheme which combine!
tr-Inslonn ending with the human visual system (HVS) model la devel-
oped. The Idlpllve tr-aaslonncodlng of Chen antt Smith [4] la ullllred

; to classify II Image into four equally populated aubbloclu based ontheir at energies. The modulation transfer luncllotl (MTD Of the HVS
model Lr obtained experimentally. hosed on processing I number of

: lest Images. A simplified tedtrtlque for Incorporating the MT? ltiotlrcdiscrete cosine Iranslonn (DCD domain la utilized. In the hlerlrdzlnnl
Image buildup. the Image tr first reconstructed from the de enemclenta or
all subblodu. Furtltér transntiulon hierarchy of translonn eoelficlents
and conseqnant image buildup are dependent on their HVS-weighted

- varlIncei.“'l'he rtvs weighted reconstructed images are compared to theones without any ‘weighting It aevenl sllgrs. The HVS ‘migrant pm-
gressive image Iranstnlstlol ruulla ln perceptually higher quality images
compared to the unweighted scheme. .

 

lN'l'lODllC'l'i0N

.f)ROGRESSlVE'rransmission of images involves an approximatereennstnrctinn of an image whose fidelity is built up gradually
’ . until tlte viewer decides either to abort the transmission sequence

' or allow further reconstruction. The applications are in transmitting
images over low-bandwidth cltannfls such as telephone lines. If an
imageis sent in its original form In I raster scan fashion. transmis-
sion of the entire image an take seven! minutes. Several schemes
in which the image quality is built up hierarchically have been devel:
oped. The objective in all these schemes is to develop the significant
features of an image at an early stage so that I viewer can interac-
tively*respond. Other considerations such as the oomplexity of the
technique and robustness to channel noise play significant roles inthe merits of: scheme.

.App|icIllOl'5 of progressive transrnimiott include teleconferenc-
ing. tclcbrowsing. medical diagnostic imaging, videotex, security
services, eleamnic shopping inatnail order. and access to large

, databases. Telebrowsing or videobrowsing _is the system in which
if ' the recipient wishes to browse through remotely stored images and
. quickly abort transmission of the unwanted ones as soon Isthey are
I . recognized. Progressive transmission can play an important role in a

V picture archiving and conununication system (PACS) whose firnctions
are transmitting. storing. processing. and displaying radiological im-

i 1 age data such as computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance1 g imaging (MRI). '
' Progressive transmission of images can be classified into two cal-

egories as spatial or pet domain and rt-ansfonn or spectral domain.
.111: latter has the advantage of information packing. and the im-
age buildup can be achieved-adaptively based on the significance ofthe transfnn-n coeflicients. Purthemtore. the selection of coetficicnts
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can be altered by HVS weighting in the spectral domain. By either
weighting or rearranging the transmission sequence of transform co-
etficients by the human visual sensitivity. the image buildup can be
percepntally pleasing. even at earlier stages.

Several schemes for the tnroform progressive rransrrtissioa have
been proposed. Ngan [1] proposed such I toehnique in which five
schemes with dilferent transrnission sequences were simulated. Elna- ‘ ;
has at cl. [3] applinl the adaptive transform coding.sclre_me of Chen
and Sntith [4] to hierarchical image buildup. The role of the HVS
in transform oodingis described in the next section, The proposedsdtemc is described next. followed by the simulation results.

Tun Rota or HVS IN 'l\t.tttsroau Cooma
"flue HVS has been incorporated in transform coding of images by

several researchers. Mannos and Salsrison's work [ll may be the first
major breakthrough in image coding incorporating the HVS. Using
the assumption that the HVS is isotropic. they modeled the HVS as
a nonlinear poirtt transformation followed by the MTF of the form

Hm =utb +c/t expt-en‘ (I)
where] is the radial Frequency in cyclsldegree (CPD) of the visual
angle subtended and tr. b. c. and d are constants. Afier carrying
out extemive experiments. they have arrived at the following HVSmodel:

R0’) = 2.6(o.t92 + 0.1141) exp(-(0.ll4f)"'). (rt
Thisbasapcakat/=8cyclesI°.

Earlier research in transform coding incorporating the HVS ap-
plied the DH‘ to the erttirc frame [1]. [S]. This was followed by
applying DC!‘ to small Iubbloclts [6]-[i0]. Most researchers (ex-
oept [8], [l0]) used Mannos and Sakrlson‘s transfer function (2) as
the weighting function. The nonlinear function is ignored in [6]. I9].
[10]. Both prepmoessing Ind poatprocessing are required for all ofthe schemes.

Recently. new MTF'a have been proposed for use with the DCT.
Nill [ll] proposed I multiplicative function A0‘) which is lnltlliplivlby the following MTF:

H(f) = (01 +o.4s,n exp(-—0.l8..f). (31
This firnelion has I peak value at "f = 5 CPD. No nonlinear function
is used in this work by assuming that the low-contrast images are of
interest. No image processing results were reported in [It].

Ngan er nl. [I2] used Nill’: multiplicative function AU) with their
MTF. which has I peak at} = 3 CPD. This firnction is given by

HU') = (0.11 +0.59f) exp (—O.29f). (-ll
Alter multiplying H0‘) by AU’). the resulting function has I pcui
at I = 4 CPD. Using I zig-zag scanning sequence for the DC'l‘
eocflicieras. they achieved an aoccptablo reconstructed image at bitrates of 0.2-0.3 blpel. depending on the images.

The MTF'a of Mannoa and Salrrlson [1]. Nill [I I], and Ngan [I2]are shown in Fig. I. Note that the latter two functions are obtained '
Iller multiplying (3) and (4) by AU’). in general. incorporating the
HVS models improves the coding scheme. So does the propose.-tl
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_ progressive transmission scheme presented in the next section. 'l'he
- proposed sdteme incorporates the HVS model in I way difi'et'enl
- Ifrortt the schemes developed so far.

Trra Paoresen Thausutsston Scttaua
*5 Tire proposed scheme (Fig. 2) is basically the modified version of
Chen and Smith's adaptive ooding [4]. The digitized irnage consisting
ofp pelslline and q lineslframe. each with 8 b resolution (256 lev-els), is divided into strbbloclts ofsize N x N so that the total number
-ofblot-.lcsisRwhcreB=p ftq/N’.lnthisresearelt,N=B isse-

,.' lected. Intensity values in each subblocl: are then transformed rothe"' “briglttness” values by I poirt nonlinurln-anaformat-ion. By elim-
§ ioating the intensity-brightness transfomtetion and the subsequent. 3 forward DC.'l'. the system can be simplified. These “brightness" val-

.; us are transformed into the spectral domain by means of the DC‘l'.
V‘ 'l'he transform coctficients are multiplied by the selected MTF at the

. ' corresponding frequencies. These weigined coefficient subbloclcs_Ire». toned according to their ac energy levels into K classes. the typical
; value of K being 4 or it. Four classes are usal throughout this re-
. Ieardt. 11te ensemble avenge variance matrix of each class is thencalculated. Details of the calculation of subbloclt classification and

the average variances can be found in [4]. The transmksion hierarchy
é of coellicienrs is determined from the magnintdes of the vananoes... The variances of all the classes are rearrangoi in I descending order.
I-{ 'l1te obtained order specifies the class and the positions of the meth-
$; cients in the subblocks. 11:: set of matrices of this order is called the
E transmission sequence map. The coeflicienls at the specified locations.- of the subbloclt are sent from the specified class from left to ngitl

Ind top to bottom. The classification map and the transmission se-
*’-i qucnce array are sent to the receiver as overhead informatio before
gltransmitting the tr-ansfontt coelficients. The subbloclts of the riginal

image are transformed by the 2-D DCl‘. These unweighted, I.-icnts are quantized-and rearranged according to the transmission
* ‘ Icqttenee. These coefiieicnu may be stored in the central database
'.Ind can be readily transmitted to the receiver.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

' ‘: Qunntiznlion
.' Rat simplicity. the dc coefficients are scaled by N I: 8 and rounded

~ ofl to the nearest integer: in the range between 0 and 7:55. This scal-

.. maximum possible Intensity so that there it no clipping for the dc
. -:'>C0cll'tclcnlt. For all the nc coellicienls. I nonunlforln 4 b LIp|It:iIn: .

I} I I2 ll N I!

smut. nazouotcz (yd-/1-7")

"lug makes the maxirrnrm possible dc eoefllclent to be in the limit of
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Fr . I. Comparison of the MTF':.

 
. (D)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed propuaive lrInII'rti_uion lytlsm. (I)'l‘ruul'onner. (it) Receiver. in (I). the dashed line and elimination of the
top two blocks on the lell simplify the overall system.

quantlur is used. The ooefiicieras are normalized by their standard
deviations. The is to use I single unit variance quantizer
for all the coefficients. Titus, it is necessary to send all the stan-
dard deviation matrices for all the class to the receiver prior to
transmission of the coefficients. Although there are some methods
to estimate the variances It the rweiver front tire received data, they
are not used here because the standard deviation matrices representI small-Imounl of ride information. -

Overhead lrtfnrmnrlan
The classification map is an array representing the lumber of sub-bloclu 8 in an image. ling, K bits are required lnr each subbloclt to
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represent K classes. Thus. the overhead bits for tire classification are

b..,=Blog,Kbits.
in the trattsmission sequence an-ay ot‘ K(N‘ — I) ac coellicients

(excluding the do coeflicient position). log, K hits are required to
identify the elm. rnd 2(log, N) hits for the location of each coeffi-
cicnt in the snhhlock. The overhead hits for the tnnsmission sequenceIl'C

b. = Kuv‘ — t)(tog, K -lg-2 log, N).
The real number representation for the K standatdvdeviation ma-

trices requires 32 b (four 8-h bytes) for N’ — 1 entries (excludingthe "dc coeffieient entry). Thus, the overhead bits for-the standarddeviation are -

b. = 31l((N’ -1).
For a p -‘q = 512 intage and N = 8. the overhead informationfor four classes consists of
classification bits = 4096 X 2 It 8192 b
transmission-sequence bits = 4 x 53 X (2 + 6) = 2016 isstandard deviation bits = 32 x 4 x 63 = 8064 b.
For K = 4, the total number of uvedtcad bits is I8 272 b or.

equivalently, 0.07 blpel. Using a channel rate of, I200 bls. the total
time required is 15.23 s. These nun-hers seem to be big. But in the
implementation. only the classification map is needed lirst; the others
can be sent one entry each just before the sequence of coeflicients at
that position. Thus. the total overhead before receiving the lirst ac
eoelficicnt is lll92 + 6 +32 = 3230 h or. equivalently. 0.03 hlpel or6.86 s over a i100 his channel.

Trra Smuumon Rt-;sur:rs
Thc tnur monochrome teat imtrgu used for rlrnulatinn are

"Gitl“ (S12 x512) (Fig. 3), "Btrbocm" (SM x5I2) "Martha"
(480 x5l2). and "Boats" (334 X SIZJ. Results for "Girl" only areshown. The simulation results based on the two methods described
below are compared. The first one is the pmposed method, which
will he called the HVS weighted method (Fig. 2). The second method
is the adaptive coding of Chen and Smith [4]. with the average vari-ance used as the transrrn'sriotr sequence. This method will he called
the unweighted method. 'l1re schematic diagram of this method is
basically the lower path of Fig. 2(a).

Using the thrce Iunetions described in (2). (3). and (4) lo the pro-posed method of incorporating the HVS. the results are found to be
quite different from one another. Using the MTF of (2) results in the
image with blocking artifacts. The image is built up nfinly in theareas of high-activity classes (class I or 2). Sharp edges show up inthe early stages. lcnving the low-activity areas untouched. The results
are not quite dill'etcnt from the unweighted method. Changing to the
MTF of (3) leads to better results than those of (2). but still are
unpleasant. Eat the MTF ol' (4). the intemrediate stage images be-
come more blurted, but the blocking anifacts disappear rapidly in the
early stages. This MTF yields rather pleasant images for the “Girl"
and "Martha," but are rather hlurrcd nntl noisy fur the "Boats" trnd
"llnhtmn." This has led tn the extensive experiments for litttling an
t-primal MTF Ihnl yields good results for all the last irttngct. This
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MTF, which has a peak at! = 3.75 CPD. it given by
HU) = 2.-‘l5(0.l + 035]) cxp(-015]). (5)

A rimple convolution-multiplication property for the DC!‘ has
been derived by the authors [13]. Assuming that the subscripts c
and F denote DCl' and DFT
dimensional case, can be expressed as follows:tr

X (W1 (It) -
}’.(k) = ls = —N. —N+ l.---.N—-t to.where

co.) = L ;orIc=ow/2'
=1 fork=-N. —N+l.-~ -1. t.z.--~.N—t (7;

then. the corresponding spatial sequence y(n), the DUI‘ of (6). is

you = lx.(i-)'h(n)l +x.toiHptm/~/N.
n = -N, —N+1.---.N-l (8)

 

where

x.(n) =x(n). n =0. 1.‘--.N—t
=x(—-l—Ir), rr=—l.—2,---.—N. (9)

This result is utilized here. The 2-D weighting function H,-(k, rrt)is mttppt-A to H,-(/) as follows:

_ HrU) = — ;
Hr(k.m)— . k,rrt 0, I,'Z, .N l. (ll »

Also, for the isotropic model of the MTF.

J=———“";N'*""y; can. (in
Using the sampling density J. of 64 pelt!“ (see the -Appendix

for details), for N = 8, k,nt D, l.---.7. (I0) and (II) art
substituted in (5) to obtain the weigh‘ g function shown in -Fig. -L
The transmission sequences for ‘!Girl" are shown in Figs. 5 and I
Only the lirst seven stages ofthe an aoetficient transminion sequenu -are shown to highlight the zonu or ooelficicnts in each class at the
early stages. One rtage ll dellnedwlren the average ofone coelrtcicntper aubbloclt is transmitted. it can be seen that more at: coellicienls
ol‘ the lower activity classes of the HVS weighted methods are sets.
and also are sent earlier than those of the unweighted method. (Thls
is true for all the test lrnagct.)

Since the lirst sing: of reconstruction is from the dc coellleicnlt
nl’ every mhhlnclt. the reconstructed Image: for both the wclglut--l
and trnwelghtcd methods are ldcnticnl. The reounslnrcted lmagct -"
Ilngel 3. 5. and '1 are rhuwn ln l"lg.t, ‘I-9. It can he actn Iltttl

   

 

sequn-Ices. this property, for the one- ' 
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lg. a. the ac coedielent ttatutolsalott sequence tttap ofthe time “ant.”HVS weiglaed method. (only the tint seven stages are shown.)

   
i.:.,7-a')~1 '-tg. '1. Stage 3 at recenrmrctlon of the "Girl" lntage. Unwelghled method

' (upper) and HVS weighted method (lower). Blt rate: II4 blpel.

filbe early stage: (stage 3), the differences between the the method:
hre not obvious. Almost the some sharp edges are shown. In the

rtages (stage 5). it can be seen that the low-activity areas are
gllnildlrtg up in the HVS weighted melhod,while the busy areas itt tlteillttwclglsted method are still building up. for the most crucial image
' ._(lhc "Boats" image). this buildup lt in the form of low-energy detailr

'(Iu'lngr. hracer. etc.) which have not shown up yet in the ttnwelghtotl
- method. In the later rtages (stlge 7). the two methods yield rlmilarltnlgel. ettcept that the HVS weighted method ylelda few more details

‘lllllte low-actlvlty areas. it can be seen that the results from the HVS
ylblgltlsd method are more pleasant than those of the unwclghlctlmethod at the same rlage (bit rate), and also are uoccptahle at the
l_tll me of m or Jlll hlpcl. tlcpcntllng on the images.a
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.. r J

Hg. 3. stage 5 of reconstruction or the “G” Unweighted method(upper) and ms weighed method (lower). on rate: arr bfpcl.

 
l-‘lg. 9. Staga1 nfreeottstntetionolthe “Girl” image. Unwelghted method(upper) and HVS weighted rnahod (lower). an rate: in Npel.

The eornpnrlaon or aonnaliud signal-to-noise ratio (NSNR) for
the tits! eight stages is shown in Table l. The bit rate for the overheadInfonnatlort ll not included in this table. The NSNR of the HVS
weighed method is slightly less than that of the unweighted method
at each stage. This confinns that the MSE measure does not correlate
well with the aubjective measure.

Sum-uar APID Cauctllstoxs
By utilizing a simplified method of incorporating the HVS model

In the DCT domain. an odaptive progressive image transmission
scheme has been developed. An MTF based on various test Images
la proposed. This function retain: the sharp edges ln the hlgh-actlviry
areu and smooth the noise In the low-Ictivlry regions. At the armot the HVS rchcrnc It in the elattllicatlnn and trrnrmlninn hia-
archy rather than modltylng the transform coefficients, the receiver
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TABLE I
Cmmarsou or Darscnvr Pearoaiwaca Be-rweut ‘nil Urrwuotrren arm 1-»:

INS Whrctrrsa Mat-trons. Iatana: "Gnu..'__'j____.::_._.j_.j_:.

N911 (dB) NSNX (dB)
I 1/s tamta rams
2 3/I6 22.5271 27.1156
3 t/4 tum 2.5351
4 5/16 25.6001 24.7014
5 3/5 265104 753960
5 ms 211467 my-ta
7 in vast: 25.911-ta
_L__w 

has to perform only the IDCT. i.e.. no additional pusrprucessing is
required. 1'he HVS weighted method results in perceptually more
pleasing images, and leads to acceptable images ll low bit rates. A
better quantization scheme may be used to improve the performanceof tire system. , -

Using one MTF for all the subblocks or for all the classes may notbe the best way to incorporate the HVS in the transmission scheme.
The human eye adapts to the local activity, as well as to the contrast.
1'his leads to using an adaptive filter or difl'erent filters lot dilferent
areas of an image. Designing and evaluating these filters may be
an interesting area ‘of research. Other research directions may beextending the HVS weighting to color images.

APIENDIX '
This Appendix describes the sampling ofthe MTF. Once the dt.~

cision to use the Rntrier domain MTF in conjunction with the DUI‘
of the brightness has been made [see (6) and 00)]. sampling me
Rmrier domain MTF has to be undertaken. The frequency variable!‘
in eyeles/degree of the MTF needs to be changed to the normalized
spatial frmuertcy f, in cycleslsarnple or cycleslpel. This requires aconversion factor J’, as follows:

/(=7¥c|==/desrvcl =J.tcy'=IesIpetv.tpe1sIa=gree)
where f... the corresponding frequency in the DCT domain, is

.. =Ir/2N. - (A2)
since the first at: coefiicient ofthe Dt'.'l' is one-half cycle (in contrastto that or the DFT).

The fr. mlled the sampling density by Ericaaon [9]. depends
upon the viewing distance. According to Mannos and Slltrison [I],

.the sirrrulation program must operate on images defined on adiscrete raster of 5l2 x5i2 picture elemenm...tIte simulated im-
ages were viewed at a distance at which 65 pcls subtended I degree
of vision. . . ." In this resealdhfs is chosen to be64 pelsl" because
this number is divisible by ZN. By substituting k = 1. N = ti, and
/, = 64 into (Al) and (A2). the maximum visual spatial frequencyis 28 cycles!“ for the 8 X 8 subbiock.
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Evaluation of a lPa1‘tial—Band Jammer with
Gaussian-Shaped Spectrum Against

FH/MFSK

Abrlrtrr:l—lt II oltcn naauttted In aylletat analyses that a partial-hand
‘- noise janrrner against a lreqneney-hopped M-ary lrequsncy rhllt ltcylag

' FHMI-‘5l() communication ayalula has a rectangular apeelrutn. The
rectangular spectrum is, or (nurse, unrealluble, and so it Is of lateral
0 consider more realistic speslrutna. such as those when a janrrner user
bandpass filter belore amplifying the jamming noise. In tlria paper, a

: 'GaattdIu-ahIpetl filter la trted'lo represent a class or hnndpur llltm.
"Dearly. this It a more reallltle shape than the ideal reflaltgttlar shape.

a addition. It can be analyzed easily by a reasonable approximation,
.12.. a Gaussian-shaped spectrum that is constant over each hopped

 

 

 " :M-nry signaling baad.'Nurnerleal rennin Indlute that such a Gautalany
firbaped partial-band noise Iatntner has nearly the nine ellects as an

i. Ideal redangularvabaped partlahband noise Iamrner with an eottivilcnlhldlldlh.
 

iv ' _ I. lrmronm.-non

PAKIIALBAND noise jamming against a I'requency«hoppcd M-. aty frequency-shill keying (FHIMFSK) system has often been
. assumed to be implemented by a two-level power spectral density

‘I. (PSD) [I]—[5]. According to this jamming scheme. tltcjantrner dis-
-‘tributes his total available power 1 watts uniformly over a fraction~ '1. 0 <1 < I ofthe total spread-spectrum system bandwidth WH1,

-2’ as shown i Fig. 1. Given that a rectangular spectrum is. of course.‘narealizahie, it is of interest to consider more realistic spcctrunu
; such as th e where a jammer uses some sort of bandpass filter be

, g the jamming noise. The Gaussian-shaped spectmm
,- shown in g. is tints used to represent the class of realistic spec-
.’ trams and. in addition. it is chosen for simplicity of analysis. For the

' analysis, we can reasonably approximate the Gaussian-shaped spee-
3 trurn as eonstara over each hopped M-ary signaling band because, in

_ ‘practice. the system band and the jammed Ircquency band are much
' -greater titan the M-ary signaling hand.

» The measure of comparison used here is the worst case bit-error
probability of Fl-IIMFSIC for equal-power partial-band noise jam-

. mers. In Section II. a detailed analysis is given of the bit-error prob-
- ability ofL hopslsymbol Fl-IIMFSK. L 2 l against partial-band noise

Jamming plus additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In Section III.
tatrnerical results are shown for M = 2 with L = l. 2 hopslsyrnboi.

.. and are compared to those for a rectangular spectrum.

 

II. ANat.rsts_ or PAITIAI.-BAND Jauutnn vtrnt Gausstarr-Swtren PSD
V. We consider an L hopslsymbol Fl-IIMFSK communication stern

. V‘ with an “adaptive gain control (AGC)" receiver [3] which la m«
_ muieed in tire following paragraph.
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Fig. 1. AWGN plus realizable panial-bandjantrning power spectral densitywith Gaussian-shape.

MFSK modulation conveys infomration by transmitting one of the
M = 2‘ symbols every 1', seconds where the symbol consists of K
data bits. The M-ary symbol is conveyed to the receiver by selecting
one olM frequencies to be transmitted. We assume that the frequen-
ciea are spaced evenly across a contiguous band with the spacing B to
obtain orthogonal signals. Thus. the bandwidth of the M-ary cluster
will be ME. in order to mitigate the eII'a:t of the assumed jamming.the signal is Iunher subjected to a spread-spectnim modulation in the
form of Ircquency hopping. We consider an L hops/symbol frequency
hopping scheme. in which one symbol duration T, seconds is broken
into L independent transmissions of T. /L seconds. When the total
system bandwidth is W, there aie N. = W/B -— M + I hopping
locatioru available; if W/H >M, then we my take the approxi-
mation N, =sN = W/B. At the FHIMFSK receiver. the incoming
signal is dcitopped by mixing it with a synchronized replica of the
hopping oscillator. The dehopped signal it then applied to a bani: of
M bandpass filters. ad) of lrandwidtlt B. centered at the M possi-
ble rlgnaling frequencies. The output of each filter is processed by a
square~law envelope detector. Each squared envelope is sampled once
every T,/L seconds. The sampled deledor outputs are normalized
by the received noise or noise plus jamming power [7]. The purpose
of the normalization is to prevent jatnvmod hops Irom dominating the
symbol decision process. Eat the case of multihopslsymbol. L > I,
the normalized L outputs of each channel are linearly surttmcd tnfnnn the receiver decision statirtlca. Then.-the receiver selects the
bandpass channel with the largest output and decider that the trans-
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Spectral response of the discrete cosine and
Walsh-Hadamard transforms

R.J. Clarke, B.l'ech., M.Sc., Mem. l.E.E.E., c. Eng., M.|.E.E.

Indexing term: Image processing

Abstract: It is becoming increasingly popular, when considering transform coding schemes for images. to
attempt to take the spatial frequency response of the human observer into account by performing a classical
one- or two-dimensional filtering (pre-emphasis) operation upon the coefficients of the Fourier transformed
image. and it would be advantageous if such a procedure could be carried out with more commonly used
imagetransforms, notably the discrete cosine and Walsh-Hadamard transforms. It is demonstrated here that,
notwithstanding the theoretical difficulties associated with the convolution/multiplication operation where
the discrete cosine transform is concerned, its spectral response and the nature of the appropriate filtering
characteristic are such that an operation of the above mentioned kind may be carried out. and the benefits
of psychovisual coding obtained. On the other hand, the results obtained in the case of the Walsh-Hadamard
transform show that it is unlikely that its performance will be found satisfactory in such an application.

1 lntroducfion

rrziiisiorm image coding schemes have been extensively
nested in the research literature for some years now. and have
lll many cases reached a high level of sophistication [1,2].
ll has become increasingly realised, however, that improved
systems will result if the visual response of the observer is
iaken into account, and in a transfomi coding system this
implies recognition of the fact that the eye is more sensitive
l0 certain spatial frequencies than to others [1] (the logarith-
mic point nonlinearity in the amplitude response of the eye
IS in" mnsidered here). If we consider a Fourier coded image,
II is evident that those spectral components to which the
eye is most sensitive should be coded more accurately than
ilie others, and it is logical to use the measured optical spatial
response curve to weight the transform coefficients prior
to quantisation, bit allocation and coding. Such a procedure
li:is been carried out by Hall [3, 4] with encouraging results,
and the now more frequent use of other, more convenient,
transforms has naturally brought with it the question of
whether the transform coefficient sets which they produce
are :~.;ually amenable to a filtering operation of this nature.
This paper examines the spectral response of the discrete
cosine and Walsh-Hadamard transforms in this context.

2 Spatial frequency response of the eye

Determination of the response of the eye to sine-wave contrast
gratings has been the subject of considerable research. A
discussion of several results in this area is given by Mannos
and Sakrison [5], who were concerned to develop a suitable
ii-cigiiiing criterion on the basis of which numerical distortion
measures might be correlated with subjective (perceived)
image degradation. Their function

AU) = 2.6(0.0l92+O.ll4f) exp (—(0.ll4f)"‘) (l)

where f is the spatial frequency in cycles per degree, is shown
in Fig. l and is the one used by Hall in his previously quoted
Work. As far as its use in psychovisual coding is concerned,
the image is first transformed into a set of weakly correlated
W-‘l‘ficicnts, and the coefficient array is then pre-emphasised
5)‘ the weighting function before bit allocation and coding,
3 complementary stage of dc-emphasis taking place at the
receiver, and the use of the Fourier transfonn in such an

implication has already been referred to. The difficulty with
"Hirer zsi4F. received 4th October 1982
The author is with the Dcpartnient of Electronic & Electrical Engineer-
”‘E- Loughborough University of Tuclinology. Lcugliborougli LEI!
STU. l-Zngliind

II:'l:' /’If()C., Val, I30, Pt. F, No. 4, JUNE [983

the use of other transforms for this purpose is that of the
appearance of spurious energy components at arbitrary loca
tions within the coefficient set. There are thus two necessary
conditions to be fulfilled if psychovisual processing of the
kind referred to in this paper is to be successful with a given
transform. First, the major part, at least, of the energy residing
in a given spatial frequency component within the data must
appear in, if not one, then in only a small set of adjacent trans-
fonn coefficients. Secondly. the optimum weighting function
must be sufficiently broad. i.e. a sufficiently slowly varying
function of spatial frequency, so that, if necessary, two or
three adjacent coefficients may receive the same degree of
pre-emphasis without unduly affecting the result. Fig. 1,
although drawn to a somewhat deceptive vertical scale. shows
this to be the case, for the lower and upper half-power points
of the response lie at approximately 2 and 20 cycles/degree,
respectively. and the equivalent Q value of the corresponding
bandpass filter is about one half. A resonable degree of energy
‘spreading’ in the transform coefficients will not therefore
interfere with the application of pre-emphasis. The first

spatial frequency f_ cyclesldegree
0.3 1.0 5.0 10 30 100

0.05}

0.01‘-
Fig. 1 Optical response weighting function corresponding to eqn. 1
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of the necessary conditions will be considered in a subsequent
' ’Section.

3 Problem

In recent years the Fourier transform has, to a certain extent,
fallen into disfavour for image transform coding. Despite
the fact that the conjugate symmetry of its components when
transforming real data means that there are no more distinct
coefficient values than if it were a real transform. it still
requires complex number operations (the processing and
storage of two arrays), and its rate of convergence is also
low [6]. Workers in the field have therefore turned to real
transfonns such as the discrete cosine and Walsh-Hadamard

transforms (DCT' and WHT), the former being extremely
effective for the purpose, the latter being very-easy to im-
plement. The difficulty with both the DCT and WHT (and
other similar transforms) is that the spectral distribution
is not one o-f true frequency components as is the case with
the discrete Fourier transfonn (DFT). Furthermore, the
convolution/multiplication property of the latter transfonn
does not hold for the DCT and WHT (although the relation-
ship may, in the case of the DCT. be expressed as a double
convolution [7]). Theoretical aspects of the spectral properties
of the WHT are discussed by Ohnsorg [8]. Griswold [9] has
attacked the problem by defining an energy distribution in the
cosine domain which falls off monotonically with increasing
coefficient order and depends on the slope of the autocor-
relation function of the image data, In this paper an alternative
approach is taken, which is based upon the observed properties
of the transfomi basis vectors. Consider the basis set shown
in Fig. 2, which consists of the 16 basis vectors of the DCT

0.5 ’ 0.5 l
i=1IIIIIII_‘[tI‘IjII.II I111111n1111.1111

Fig. 2 Basis vectors of the Fig. 3 Basis vector: of the
16-point DCT I6-paint WHT

310

matrix oforder l6:

B(i,/') = C<:0s((i-l)(j—-l/2)1r/N) N= l6

where C=.(2/N)“, unless i =1 when C=N'”’. It is zip 3}‘
am that the form of the vectors is that ofa set of cosinuso

‘ii
nonzero frequency. Thus, for example, basis vector 7 is if
result of taking [6 samples equidistantly spaced over

halfcycles of a cosinusoid, starting one half a sample inte

well: it is the result of sampling fifteen halfcycles ofa co
soid at 16 points, and the low-frequency ‘beat‘ pattern .
clearly be seen. Since the transform operates by correlatm ’
the membersof the orthogonal basis set with the dataveej _'

V it is apparent that, on an intuitive level, the various transfgcoefficients obtained should take on significant values w_' ._
detail of an equivalent .spatial frequency is present wi_
the data vector. The problem remains as the effect of‘;
phase of the spectral component within the data. ln the
of the Fourier transform, of course. this is taken care of.
variations in the -relative magnitudes of real and imagjfl _
components of each transform coefficient, the overall arrlp
tude (Re(-)2 +I,m(-)’)"’ remaining constant as the pfifl
relation alters. With a real transfomi there is, naturalIy3§llf"
imaginary component, and yet the transform coefficiefil
set must retain all the information within the original dag"
including the relative phase of any sinusoidal componéilill‘
for "otherwise it would not be possible to reconstruct "til:
data vector exactly by inverse transformation. The inannnei
in which this is accomplished is demonstrated by the followiilig:
e xperiment.

as

4 Experimental details }..9The experiment“ is. in essence, very simple. The object is

determine whether. irrespective of ‘arbitrary phase relatiofi
ships, the presence of spatial frequency detail in an image
data vector is reflected unambiguously, in some way, in
set of transfonn coefficients of the discrete cosine and Wal_s_tt'=

Hadamard transforms (the order-16 basis vectors for whimch
are shown in Fig. 3). In the latter case, incidentally, becautgi
the ‘shapes’ of the basis vectors are rectangular rather thagi
cosinusoidal, the results for sine—wave data may, a priorj,
be expected to .be poorer than those obtained with the DCT§

The data is the descrete sine wave -

D0) = sin ((/'—l)k1r/N) N= 16

k determines the frequency of the sine wave: thus, whefi"k =,‘ '

the data take the form of 32 samples within one coinpletfi‘
cycle, 16 of which (onehalfwave at the lowest frequency)
fomi the 16 data samples taken for the 16-point transfer‘?
At the upper frequency end of the range, k= 15 will res'_é.
in 15 halfcycles of the total data length of 15 cycles actingas the data vector to be transformed. Thus for each value 0

‘the data vector consists of a discrete (sampled) sine wag

lit is conventional -to use the term ‘sequency' as the counterpart 2%
‘frequency’ in connection with waveforms having unequally spacgllgr
zero crossings. Since we are concerned with the transform domtgfly.response to spatial frequency components. however. to avoid co '
fusion that terminology is retained here.

IEE PROC., Vol. 130, Pt. F, No.4, JUNE 19
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M,,i,._g: one of 15 different values of spatial frequency. To
M.-~ sll possible phase relations between data and transform,
fur L'....‘ll value of k the data are moved sequentially through
[6 steps. covering all possible values of relative phase shift
‘except at the‘ lowest frequency of all, where a shift of [6
(laps corresponds to a half sine wave of data only; in this
Case the values for the other halfcycle will be those for the
first but with the sign reversed). The result is a setof 15 arrays,
ml; for a different frequency of data (there is. of course.
no result for k= 0) and each containing. for that frequency
the results ofthe transform operation

ll).-tm.I')l = [B(i'./‘ll [Di.(i+m)l (4)

V .,15

. .15

. ,l_6

\\‘l]E!"." B0‘. 1') is the basis matrix. D,,(/' + m) is the (sequentially
sliii" .l) column data vector of frequency k, and the 16 rows
of l',_. contain the 16 spectral coefficients for frequency k
for all values of the phase shift index In.

3.0

coefficient numberi

Fig. 4 Magnitude of the spectral response }’(r') for the DCT as a
function of transform coef/icierit number

Data consist of four halfcycles of.D(i)--—— best-case spurious response
- ~»-—- worstcase spurious response

5 Results

5.1 Discrete cosine transform

The _complete set of results is too extensive to present in total
here. What will be done is to discuss the main characteristics
of the results and show maximum and minimum responses
for each spectral coefficient. First. whatever the frequency
and phase shift chosen. the energy in coefficients far from
l3'::l corresponding to a given selected input frequency is
always small. This is clearly illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. which
show the magnitude of the spectral response }’(i) to two
arbitrarily selected input components consisting of I6 data
samples covering four and 1 1 halfcycles. respectively. in each
case two curves are plotted (discrete sample points being
loined simply to allow clarity of presentation): one corre-
Slionding to the worst (highest) spurious response, theother

”:'l:'I’ROC.. Vol. I30. Pt. F. No. 4. JUNE 1983

to the best (lowest). Results for all possible values of phase
shift then fall between the two ordinate values given for each
coefficient.

In all cases the response shows alternate zeros except for
the component corresponding to the equivalent input fre-
quency, where the response is generally substantial. Again,
there are always three dominant coefficients and,‘as the phase
shift in the input data changes, the relative magnitudes and
signs of these" three coefficients change. This is illustrated i.ri
Fig. 6, where the input data comprise four halfcycles of a
sine wave and the amplitudes of the three neighbouring
coefficients Y(3). Y(4) and Y(5) are plotted as a function of
data phase shift. it can be seen that it would be possible to
determine, if desired. the original data phase relationship
from the relative magnitudes and phases of the spectral com-
ponents. The fact that there are three significant components
suggests that it will be advantageous to determine coefficient

energy within a window covering three adjacent components,

3.0

coeiticient number i

Fig. 5 As Hg. 4, with the data consisting of eleven haifcycies of D//')
——-— best-case spurious response
————- worst-case spurious response

-3.0

Fig. 6 Magnitude: and signs of three ad/'accnt transform components
W3), W4) and W5) for the DCT as a function of the relative phase
shift bet ween input data and transform block
Data consist of four halfcycles of D(/')
m = discrete phase shift index

Y(4)
————— Y(3)
_._._ Y(5)
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' " tr=a>1. = %(Y’(i - 1) + W) + Y=<z'+1» cs)
averaged in such a way. Again best- and worst-case results
are shown, and it can be seen that the spectral distribution
in the transform domain does indeed mirror that of the input
data, and it is therefore justifiable to assume that most of the
spectral energy at a given spatial frequency resides in three

3.0

1!.
coefficient number i

Fig. 7' Magltitude-squared spectral response over a window of length
three corresponding to the results ofFig. 4 ‘

best—case spurious response
——-—— worst—case spurious response

3.0

coefficient number i

Fig. 8 As Fig. 7, but corresponding to (/10 results ofthe Fig. 5
best-case spurious response

———— worst—case spurious response

312
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multiplication of the spectral transform distribution ,1‘;
appropriate weighting characteristic will carry out the de

pre--emphasis previously referred to in Section 2, since:
cases the spectral response to an input signal ofa giVC[1_.§
frequency and arbitrary phase is only significant wt"!
very restricted region in the transform domain. 7'

The above experiment was repeated using a discret

transform of order eight. Similar results were obtained_ by
order of such a transform is too low to allow much disc-

nation between components, and it is therefore suggests}:
a transform of length 16 is the smallest that can useful}
used in such an application. ' '

5.2 Walsh—Hadamard transform

The encouraging results obtained above in the case of t'

point DCT suggest attempting the process of pre-einplh
using the Walsh—Hadamard transform, which of course h’

advantage of easy implementation, and Figs. 9-12 pies:
exactly the same details for the WHT as Figs. 4,5, 7-in
do for the DCT. In this case it can be seen that the respb
is substantially more diffuse. with two distinct sets ofsi

6
coefficient number i

Fig. 9 As Fig. 4, but using the WHT
best-case spurious response
worst-case spurious response

coefficient number i

Fig. 10 As Fig. 5. but using the WHT
hestcase spurious response

———— worst-case spurious response

IEE l’ROC.. Vol. 130. Pt. F. No. 4. JUNE
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cum components when the data consist of four halfcycles
,' i2l0'Cl( length, and-a similar result for the case where the

dam consist of 11 halfcycles, with the addition of finite
components at all other locations also. Results obtained
using an eight-point WHT were similar, and had the additional
disadvantage of reduced frequency‘discrimination. '

3.0

6
coeificient number i

Fig. 11 As Fig. 7, but using me WI-[T
_——— best-case spurious response
———— worst-case spurious response

6 Conclusions

it has been demonstrated that detail of a given spatial fre-
quency in image data, irrespective of phase angle. resides
almost totally within three adjacent coefficients in the trans-
=’--2111 domain when a l6-point DCT is applied. ln the context
of psychovisual coding. the implication is that appropriate
weighting of the DCT coefficients will allow improved coding
efficiency in the manner already «reported by Hall in the case
of the DFT. A similar result obtains when a DCT of length

//17'.‘ PROC, Vol. 130, Pr. F, No. 4, JUNE 1983

.v.. ‘rm. . .. “_

eight is used. but with much "reduced lrequcncy drscnmanation.
Results for the WHT of either length are significantly poorer,
and the presence of substantial spurious components at
unrelated points within the transform coefficient set indicates
that this transform is unsuitable for the purpose.

2.0‘

coefficient number i

Fig. 12 As Fig. 8, but using the WHT
best-case spurious response

———-—- worst-case spurious response
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284 K. K. DE VALOIS AND E. SWITKES

o—o COL MASK/COL TEST
0- — 0 LUM MASK/LUM TEST
;- — A COL MA-SK/LUM rest
A A LUM MASK/COL TEST

LOGCONTRASTSENSITNITYRATIO
.25 .50 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

MASK/TEST FREQUENCY RATIO

FIG. 1. Spatial frequency tuning of simultaneous masking when both mask and test
gratings are isoluminant blue—-yellow gratings (open circles, solid lines), both are luminance
gratings (filled circles, dashed lines), mask is blue_'—yelIow and test is luminance (filled
triangles, dot-dash lines), or mask is luminance andtest is blue—yellow (open triangles,
dotted lines). The change in contrast sensitivity [log(masked contrast sensitivitylunmasked
contrast sensitivity)] is plotted as a function of mask/test spatial frequency ratio. Negative
values indicate reduced contrast sensitivity—i.e., masking. Mask contrasts were chosen to
yield about .5 log unit of masking when mask and test were identical. The same mask

contrasts were used when mask and test differed.

In the case of luminance, there is also substantial evidence to indicate that there

exist mechanisms which aretuned in the second spatial dimension, as well. For »
example, grating adaptation effects are maximal when the test. pattern has the"
same orientation as does the adaptation pattern (Gilinsky, 1968; Blakemore and
Campbell, 1969). The loss" in contrast sensitivity falls off as the orientation
differenceincreases. Such orientation selectivity is consistent with a cortical locus -
for pattern-specific adaptation, given that narrow orientation tuning is first seen
in cells in V1 (Hubeland Wiesel, 1962).

We have examined‘ the orientationvselectivity of the visual mechanisms which
respond to isoluminant chromatic patterns using both masking and adaptation
paradigms. As is observed for luminance patterns, we find orientation-selective

effects for isoluminant chromatic gratings in both masking and adaptation
experiments (De Valois, Webster and Switkes, .1984; Bradley, Switkes and De
Valois, 1988). For example, either adaptation or masking with a vertically-
oriented grating produces greater effects upon the detection ofa similar, vertically
oriented test grating than upon the detection of an oblique grating. An oblique
grating, in turn, is somewhat more affected than is a horizontally-oriented
grating. There is, in each case, clear and marked tuning for the orientation of an
isoluminant chromatic pattern, althoughvit appears in general somewhat broader
than that found for luminance patterns in comparable experiments. This is of
particular significance for two reasons. First, the extent to which a useful map of
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the visual world can be developed from pure color information depends upon the
presence of spatial tuning in two dimensions. If there were no orientation
selectivity for isoluminant chromatic patterns, the usefulness of color vision for
pattern perception would be limited indeed. Secondly, although the orientation
selectivity of V1 cells for -luminance patterns is well known (e. g. Hubel and
Wiesel, 1962; De Valois, Yund and Hepler, 1982), the existence of orientation
tuning for-pure color patterns is much less well established. Our, psychophysical
results (and others, see Elsner, 1978) imply that significant orientation specificity
for isoluminant chromatic patterns must exist at some level. I _

Wehave also examined the contrast dependence of simultaneous masking and
adaptation-in the chromatic domain. When both mask and test patterns have the
same spatial frequency and orientation, and when both correspond to luminance
variations, a characteristic masking function is seen (Legge and Foley, 1980).
Masks of very low contrasts—'either subthresholdor slightly suprathreshold—
facilitate the detection of similar test patterns. _As the mask contrast" increases,
however, increasingly more test contrast is required for detection. Such masking
is often taken to reflect fundamental contrast-response characteristics of the
mechanisms involved in processing luminance contrast-.

We have examined contrast-masking functions for isoluminant chromatic
patterns and find them to be extraordinarily similar to those seen for luminance
(Switkes, Bradley and De Valois, 1988). At very low mask contrasts the detection
ofa superimposed identical test gratingis facilitated. Above the contrast threshold
for the mask, test detectability drops in a monotonic fashion with increasing mask
contrast. The transition between these two portions of the masking function issmooth.

We have compared the contrast-masking function for color with that for
luminance by measuring both functions for the same subjects, on the same
equipment, using patterns with the same space— and time-averaged luminance
and chromaticity. When the results are plotted using a metric in which mask
contrast is quantified in.terms of multiples of threshold contrast, the color and
luminance contrast masking functions are, on the average, virtually identical.
There is not only a superficial similarity, buta close quantitative correspondence.

In the case of pattern-specific adaptation, color and luminance also show a
similar contrast dependency (Bradley, Switkes and De Valois, 1988). For both,
increasing the contrast of the adaptation pattern yields a corresponding increase
in the magnitude of the post-adaptation threshold. Although the contrast-adapta-
tion function is monotonic for both color and luminance, the-correspondence of
functions is not as strong as in the masking paradigm, with the slope of the
chromatic function being somewhat steeper. .

Thus, based on both adaptation and simultaneous masking experiments, we
conclude that the chromatic contrast sensitivity function, like the luminance
contrast sensitivity function, reflects the existence of multiple submechanisms
which are more narrowly tuned for orientation and for spatial frequency than the
overall CSF. Although the tuning of these subunits does not appear to be

‘AP’! ....»y.‘ wu—«~a>‘.ow:'.«'~xi::a?I.¢th»-f-1|.w »m=.~eu
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contrast-response functions of the underlying mechanisms appear to be similar,-
su esnn that _not only s atial information but also contrast information isas _ g 19

color vision, as well as spatial luminance vision. .
"We have also studied the interactions of chromatic and luminance contrasts

when both are simultaneously present. Again, we have used both simultaneous‘
masking and adaptation paradigms. We find a marked asymmetry between the"
masking of chromatic contrast by luminance contrast and masking of luminance:
contrast by chromatic contrast (De Valois and Switkes, 1983; Switkes, Bradley;
and De Valois, 1988). If the mask varies inluminance and the test pattern is an"
isolurninant chromatic grating, the directionof the masking effect will depend
upon the contrast of the mask—as is the case for luminance—luminance masking’
or color—color masking. For low mask contrasts, contrast sensitivity will be»
increased, and for very high mask contrasts, contrast sensitivity will decrease
The similarity is- only qualitative, however. The range of contrasts over which -'

facilitation occurs when the mask is luminance and the test is chromatic is quite "
different. For this direction of cross-masking, significant facilitation is not seen-'

until the mask reaches its own threshold, and it continues until the mask contrast
is roughly 16 to 32 times threshold. When mask and test are either both color 0

both luminance, facilitation is only seen up to contrasts of perhaps 4 to 6 times

threshold, and it first appears when the mask itself is well below detection sfi
threshold. When mask contrast exceeds the facilitatory region, luminance masks ';
begin to impede the detection of a chromatic test, as they do a luminance test.

If the mask is an isoluminant chromatic grating and the test a luminance ‘
grating, however, the results are very different. At no mask contrast is there
facilitation. As long as the mask contrast is below threshold there is no discernible «

effect. Once it exceeds its own threshold, however, it begins to impede the,
detection of a luminance test pattern.

The masking interactions between chromatic and luminance gratings differ in .
another respect from those seen within either domain. If a luminance test is

superimposed upon a luminance mask of identical spatial frequency, the detect-
abilityofthe test will, of course, depend upon the relative phase at which the two
gratings are added. When test and mask are in phase, the task becomes one of .

contrast increment detection. When they are" 180° out of phase, the task is =
decrement detection. These might well be similar (for example, when the mask _'
-contrast is significantly above its threshold—Kulikowski, 1976). However, when
the phase relationship is neither, the resulting change in contrast will be lower.
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pathway, then the_ interactions between a pattern varying. along a- tritanopic
confusion axis and a luminance pattern might be expected to be minimal, unlike
those observed with other chromatic axes. Figure 3 illustrates the resultsof an
experiment designed to test this possibility. in , ’

When both mask and test ‘patterns are"grating§ varying along a tritanopic
confusion axis (open circles, solid lines), the contrast-masking function is very
similar to that found for other chromatic axes we have utilized. It is also very
similar to that found with mask and test patterns produced by luminance
variations. When the test is a tritan pattern and the mask is a luminance pattern
(triangles, dash—dot lines), however, the results are again similar to those found
for interactions between" other chromatic axes and luminance. There is significant
facilitation for low to. moderate mask contrasts. When the mask is a tritan pattern
and test is a luminance pattern (filled circles, dashed lines), the results are again
similar to those observed with other chromatic axes. At low (i.e. subthreshold)
mask contrasts there is no significant effect. When the mask is well above its own
threshold, it impedes the detectability of the luminance test. Thus, the interac-
tions between an isoluminant pattern which lies along a tritanopic confusion axis
and a luminance pattern are very similar to those seen between" other chromatic
axes and luminance patterns. This su '

function, if ‘indeed S cones do not make a significant contribution to the
luminance pathway. These results are consistent with our earlier masking studies
using a red—green axis (Switkes, Bradley and De Valois, 1988), _in which we
concluded that the lack offacilitation of the detection of luminance tests by color
masks at any contrast eliminates’ masking originating from an early common
pathway. ‘

Finally, we have compared the appearance of gratings which are defined solely
by luminance variations and those which are defined solely by chromatic varia-
tions. Specifically, we have compared the apparent spatial frequencies of
chromatic and luminance gratings-. This comparison is motivated by an interest-
ing set ofobservations relating" to the spatial frequency tuning ofsingle cells which
respond to both chromatic and luminance patterns. If one considers a simple
retinal or geniculate chromatic opponent cell, with one cone type providing the
center input and another the surround input, it can be shown that center and
surround behave synergistically for luminance changes, but antagonistically for
chromatic changes (De Valois and De Valois, 1975). This results in different
spatial tuning functions for color and for luminancewithin individual cells, with
luminance patterns showing some low spatial frequency attenuation which is
absent for purely chromatic patterns.

Different spatial tuning functions have alsobeen reported for individual cells
in cortical area V1. Although most cells which respond to either isoluminant
chromatic gratings or isochromatic luminance gratings have very similar spatial
frequency peaks and bandwidths (Thorell, De Valois and Albrecht, 1984), a
significant minoritydiffer. When they do so, the difference is virtually always in
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. the same direction: the peak spatial frequency for chromatic gratings is lower than
the peak spatial frequency for luminance gratings, and the spatial bandwidth for

of all the cells responding to the pattern. If a given cell carries only a sing
frequency label—and it is "difficult to imagine that the case is otherwise—a serious
problem arises. For a cell which is tuned identically for color and for luminan

gratings, the signal would be unambiguous. Chromatic and luminance gratings of
the same veridical spatial ‘frequency would match perceptually in spatial}
frequency. ‘A maximum response would appropriately signal the same spatial‘
frequency irrespective of the type of contrast (chromatic or luminance) which‘.
produced it. If, however, the tuning for color and for luminance is not identical
then that signal alone cannot be unambiguously interpreted. A maximum’

response might be produced by, say, a 2 "c/deg luminance grating but by a
1.8 c/deg chromatic grating. If a subject’s perception or identification of the
stimulus spatial frequency were based solely upon the activity of such a cell, then’
a 2 c/deg luminance grating should appear to have the same spatial frequency as
1.8 c/deg chromatic grating. Thus, to match the apparent spatial frequency ofa 2 _
c/deg luminance grating, a subject would have to set a chromatic grating to a lower:
real frequency. -

Averaging over the activity of a large population of cells does not solve the .

problem. Since a large proportion of V1 cells are identically tuned for chromati _
and lutninance spatial frequencies, the magnitude of the expected mismatch‘-
would be reduced. However, since the distribution of chromatic-luminance *

tuning functions is strongly skewed (in the direction of lower peak frequencies for --
color, higher peak frequencies for luminance, Thorell, De Valois and Albrecht,
1984), the matching bias would still be expected. To match the apparent spati ,
frequency of a luminance grating of 2 c/deg, a subject should set a chromatic
grating to a lower veridical spatial frequency. '

The same prediction still arises if one considers the different spatial frequency .

bandwidths of many cells for chromatic and luminance gratings. When these 1
differ, the filter functions for chromatic gratings tend to be low-pass, while those <

for lutninance gratings (in the same cells) are bandpass. Averaging across such
cells will yield an estimate ofchromatic spatial frequency which is higher than the 1

veridical frequency if each cell simply carries a single frequency label reflecting its
pealc luminance-frequency.

If the spatial frequency tuning characteristics of indivual cells were irrelevant .
to the perception of the spatial frequency of a grating, one might assume that _

estimation of a grating’s spatial frequency would be based upon something like 3 -
point-to-point representation of the pattern. In that case, a judgment of spatial
frequency could be made by, for example, estimating the cortical distancfl V
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between the representations of zero crossings. Any such purely spatial model
should lead to the prediction of ‘veridical matches between chromatic and
luminance gratings. There is no basis upon which‘ to assume that a bias would
occur in either direction.

We have tested these predictions by having subjects match the apparent spatial
frequency of isolurninant chromatic gratings and isochromatic lutninance
gratings. We used _a two-alternative spatial forced-choice procedure in which
observers indicate which grating appears to have the higher spatial frequency
(with no feedback) to find which spatial frequencies appear the same. We have
also collected significant amounts of data using bothmethod of adjustment and
temporal forced-choice procedures. All proceduresyield the same answer—an
answer which is contrary to all of the predictions described. A chromatic grating
of intermediate spatial frequency appears to be lower—not hi'gher——i.n spatial
frequency than a luminance gratingof the same veridical frequency. If, then, a
subject is asked to match a 2 c/deg luminance ‘grating, s/he will do so ‘with a
chromatic grating which is higher in real frequency.

Figure 4 presents averaged data from two subjects. At intermediate spatial
frequencies, a luminance reference grating is always matched by a chromatic test
grating of a higher veridical frequency. A chromatic reference requires a
luminance test ofa lower real frequency. Themagnitude ofthe mismatch falls off
somewhat at higher spatial frequencies and appears to be maximal around 2 c/deg.

O-LUM REF/COL TEST
'0' -OCOL REF/LUM TEST

TESTFREQUENCY/REFERENCEFREQUENCY
REFERENCE FREQUENCY

FIG. 4. Relationship of a reference spatial frequency to the test spatial frequency which
appears to match it perceptually, plotted as a function of the reference frequency. When the
reference (standard) is a luminance grating and the test is an isoluminant chromatic grating
(filled circles, dotted lines), the test must be set to a higher real frequency to produce a
perceptual match. When the reference is a chromatic grating and the test is a luminance
grating, the test must be set to a lower veridical frequency. Both reference and test gratings

were set to equal multiples of their respective threshold contrasts.
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The data shown here were collected using a chromatic pattern in which th
chromatic axis produced constant absorption by the S cones. Similar results
however, are found when the chromatic grating lies along either a tritanopicv
confusion axis or a ‘red-green axis determined by the monitor’s red and green "
phosphors. When two different chromatic axes -are reference and test gratings, I
respectively, the matches are made accurately, as they are for either color or ‘-1
luminance‘ when test and reference are ‘the same. The data shown here were .
collected using equal multiples of threshold contrast for reference and test. The
direction and the magnitude of the mismatch do not vary as contrast is scaled up
or down over a range of from 2 to 20 times threshold, as long as the two patternsare matched on that metric.

Data such as these suggest that simple models relating pattern identification to
the tuning characteristics of individual cells—or, indeed, to the tuning charac-
teristics of groups of.cel1s—wi1l be insufficient. The fact that the matches are not
veridical also suggests that a model based upon a point-to-point spatial representa-'
tion will fail, as well. -‘It is clear that our elementary notions ofthe manner in which
the activity ofneurons in the visual system are interpreted are_at best inadequate.

In summary, we have shown that there exist two-dimensional spatially-
bandpass mechanisms which subserve the detection and analysis of patterns
based purely upon chromatic contrast, that when both chromatic and luminance -
contrast coexist within a single pattern their interactions are significant and
complex, and that primitive models relating the activity ofsingle visual cells to the ’
perception ofeven simple pattern attributes are inaccurate.
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A Measure for Stairstepping in Digitized
Text that Correlates with the

Subjective Impression of Quality

J. Raymond Edinger, Jr.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York

Abstract

The electrophotographic printer/copier industry is be-
ing driven to produce digital equipment with ever higher
addressability and bits per pixel. ‘One reason for this drive
is to minimize the phenomenon of stairstepping in the
diagonal strokes of text. To assess improvements in text
image quality, it is important to be able to measure the
level of stairstepping to ascertain whether any changes
are visually meaningful. This paper describes a measure
of stairstepping that has been shown to correlate with
the subjective impression of text quality for a variety of
levels of addressability and bits per pixel. The assess-
ment method has the distinct advantage of not requiring

special targets but is simply measured from the letterU n
0.

Introduction

Raggedness, in general, refers to geometric distortion
of an edge from its -nominal position so that the edge
appears wavy or jagged rather than smooth and straight.
It is also referred to as tangential edge profile. Stair-

stepping refers to the special case of raggedness that
occurs in diagonal lines printed by a digital system. For
example, st-airstepping can often be seen in the diagonal
stroke in an upper case N (see example illustrated in Fig-
ure 2b). Its visual impact usually decreases with in-
creased writing addressability or dots per inch.

Raggedness 'measurement"5 is usually limited to
noise along intrack and crosstrack edges with less re-
gard to assessment of stairstepping. Indeed, until re.-
cently, there had been little need to quantify stairstepping
since stairstepping was easily predicted; that is, it was
simply a function of dpi (dots per inch) and the angle of
the edge relative to the direction of the writer. With the
advent of multiple bits per pixel and other enhancements,
however, the visual impact of stairstepping has become
less predictable. Thus, a metric for stairstepping that
correlates with the subjective impression of text quality
is desirable. Since stairstepping is a function of an edge’s
angle, evaluating edges or lines of a standard angle
would be required to consistently benchmark
stairstepping across products and processes. In fact, an
approach often used to measure raggedness (e.g., com-
paring the location of points alongan edge to the ideal

edge location as defined by linear regression) has been
successfully applied to evaluate stairstepping in lines at
a given angle.‘ But since one could not count on having
a stroke at the “standard” angle in any given body of
text, a more universal measure was desirable; i.e., one
that_would not require a special target.

_ Mr. Allan Kaplan, at Eastman Kodak Company, sug-
gested evaluating raggedness by examining the diameter
of o’s and their departure from roundness. Unfortunately,
o’s are usually not perfect circles to start with. To satis-
factorily apply the technique to an o’s shape, a priori
knowledge of the o’s ideal shape would be needed, or
only o’s that were supposed to be perfect circles could
be used. Both solutions would prevent the measure from
being truly universal.

Evaluating raggedness by measuring the length of
the perimeter around the letter 0 has been successfully
applied for -comparison of ragged o’s to perfectly smooth
o’s.7 This approach, however, does not work for com-
paring edge quality of digitized text made at one level
of dpi to that made at another level. Close consideration
reveals that if a digitized o is created by square pixels,
its perimeter is equal to four times the average diameter
of the o, regardless ofpixel size. Hence, the perimeter of
an ideal 120 dpi 0, for example, is exactly the same as
one created at 600 dpi. Naturally, toner clumping, digi-
tization errors, round pixels, etc., tend to invalidate this

postulate, but a measure that does not show differences
under “ideal‘' conditions could hardly be sensitive enough
to show differences in more practical cases.

It was noted that noncircularity of o’s (viz., an oval
instead of a circle) is not visually objectionable (unless

the o is grossly distorted) and, indeed, most o’s are in-
tentionally noncircular. What might make an 0 appear
objectionable, then, would be roughness around the edge
and not the fact that it is not a circle. For this reason, Mr.

Kaplan’s suggestion of examining diameters was pur-
sued. The approach selected, then, was to measure the
instantaneous change in diameter as one traveled around
the o’s perimeter.

Development of the Algorithm

To effect the stairstepping measure, an image analyzer
is used to capture the 0's. From the analyzer intercept
maps, diameters are calculated for sixteen different
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angles taken every ll.25 degrees around the 0. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the first nine angles measured.
Typically, image analyzers provide the Feret's diameter
of objects. For o’s with significant indentations in the
perimeter, results reported using Feret’s diameters may
tend to smooth the apparent raggedness. This is because
Feret’s diameter is similar to measuring with a caliper;
i.e., it misses relatively small indentations and bases the
resulting diameter on peaks. Hence to assure that the true
diameter around the o’s perimeter would be obtained, 0
diameters were calculated off-line based on intercept

maps produced by the image analyzer. An intercept map
is simply a bit map based on the thresholded binary im-
age and shows only pixels at transitions between on and
off.

For a 12-point lower case o, measuring every 11.25
degrees gives an assessment of the o’s edge about every
150 micrometers along its perimeter. The measurement
window is about 8 micrometers wide, allowing resolu-
tion to pixels significantly smaller than created by a 600
dpi writer.

Pictured in Figures 2a-2f are photomicrographs
(approx. 16X) of an assortment of o’s with various lev-
els of raggedness. N’s from the same conditions are also
pictured to show the associated stairstepping in the di-
agonals. Figures 3a-3f are graphs of the diameters of the
same o’s versus measurement angle. These o’s, along
with six others, were ranked by two persons for subjec-
tive impression of quality. The o’s were then captured
by the image analyzer and stairstepping values calcu-
lated as described below. Table I compares the quality
rank by the two judges with‘ that given by the objective
measurement. The Spearman’s rank correlation,coeffi-
cient between the two methods is 0.965, which indicates

good agreement between the judges’ ranking and rank
by the objective measure. (A rank correlation value of
+1 indicates complete agreement; -1 indicates complete
disagreement; and 0 indicates no relationship.)

As mentioned above, it was reasoned that instanta-

neous changes in an o’s diameter are more important than
the more subtle differences resulting from o’s being ovals
rather than perfect circles. Compare the o and graph in
Figures 2a and 3a with those pictured in Figures 2b and
3b. Although the o in Figure 2a is far from being a circle,
its diameter changes smoothly as shown in the accom-
panying graph of diameter versus measurement angle
(Figure 3a). The judges ranked the o in Figure’2a as the
second best in the series compared to rank 11 for the
one shown in Figure 2b (the lower the rank, the higher
the quality).

Table II lists the raw data for the diameter-ve‘rsus-

angle function along with an analysis of the function’s
changing slope for the 0 shown -in Figure 2a. The second
derivative of a 4th degree polynomial fitted to the diam-
eter-versus-angle data is shown in Figure 4 to help illus-
trate the analysis. The magnitudes of slope changes used
to quantify stairstepping, however, are not taken from
the second derivative function, nor is a regression fit to
the raw data used. Either of these would tend to smooth

out the raggedness. Instead, the actual value. for the
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For the function in Figure -3a, there are tw'oY~1nflec-
tion points, denoted A and B. The absolutevalues-of
change in the function's slope around the, inflection
points is 8 and 29 units for A and B, "respectively. The
slope actually changes larger amounts at other points:
for example, it changes 62 units at point C and 39 units
at the function’s nadir. But the changes in slope at C and
the nadir are not associated with inflection points and so
would not likely give a visual impression of a step in the
o’s perimeter. No step is visibly apparent at the points
represented by inflections A and B either, but the analy-
sis to follow will show these changes in slope to be rather
inconsiderable when compared with samples that do
show significant steps along the perimeter, e.g., Figure
2b. ' _

The 0 in Figure 2b was made with a digital electro-
photographic system operating at 300 dots per inch. The
eleven inflection points in the diameter-versus-angle
function are labeled on the graph in Figure 3b. The dif-
ferences in slope around the inflection points range from
11 to 158 units. The largest (158) corresponds with the
“notches” at 4 and 10 o’clock and the second largest

(146) corresponds to the “notches” at about 2 and 8
o’clock (see Figure 2b). From this example and the one
illustrated in Figure 2a, it seems that slope changes, be-
sides‘ requiring a change in sign, must change greater
than about 40 units to produce a visually apparent step
in the o’s perimeter.

Another example of inflection points marked by

significant changes in slope is given in Figures 2c and
3c. This 0 wasmade with a 120 dpi writer. The diam-
eter-versus-angle function has nine inflection points with
differences in slope ranging from 27 to 534 units. Clearly.
this 0 hassignificant steps along its perimeter, which
are also readily apparent in the diameter-versus-angle
function. Once again, readily visible steps in the
perimeter correspond to slope changes associated with
an inflection point plus a change in magnitude greater
than 40.

And finally, an example is given in Figures 2d and
3d of an 0 that has ten inflection points, all with slope
differences that are minute.‘ They range from only 3 to
10 units. The diameter-versus-angle function is almost

flat and appears smooth, as does the dot’s perimeter. Thus
again, slope changes less than about 40 units are prob-
ably of little visual consequence. (This target is a dot
etched in chrome on glass. The variations in diameter,
which run to about +/- 5 micrometers, are prinfarily due
to the limited resolution of the image analyzer resulting
in errors in digitization of the image.)

To summarize, raggedness in the perimeter of o’s is
most apparent when two conditions are met: (1) the point
represents an inflection point in the s1ope-versus-diam-
eter function, and (2) the change in slope is greater than
40 units.

From these examples it is evident that, with increas-

ing differences in slope around an inflection point, the
visual impact of raggedness becomes significantly
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greater. The algorithm, then, was configured as the square
root of the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of the
differences in slope associated with each inflection point
of the diameter-versus-angle function.

Correlation of the Objective
Measure with Subjective Scaling

To further confirm correlation of the algorithm with the

subjective impression of text quality, a series of about
seventy prints of text imagery made at various combina-
tions of dots per inch and bits per pixel was obtained.
These prints, which were copies of a typical business
letter using 12-point Times Roman font, had been previ-
ously rated for text quality by over thirty judges. An in-
terval subjective quality scale based on this subjective
evaluation of the prints had been determined. The
stairstepping in each print was measured on three to six
o’s at various locations in the body of the print’s text.

Prior to looking for correlation between the new al-
gorithm and subjective scaling, a check was made to see
if the algorithm correlated with the presence of measur-
able stairstepping using a “conventional‘.’ raggedness
evaluation technique. The relative stairstepping of the
text in each print was measured on the slash (“I”) char-
acter using a technique based on tangential profile of
edges.‘ Figure 5 shows the resulting correlation. Next,
correlation between this measure of stairstepping (based
on the ‘‘l’’) and subjective scaling for" quality was sought.
The data in Figure 6 confirm that the objective
stairstepping measure-based on the “/" correlates with
the subjective interval scale of text quality. This indi-
cates that the survey judges were responding, to a sig-
nificant degree, to stairstepping.

Based on the correlation in Figure 6, a perfectly sat-

isfactory measure of stairstepping could be had with a
conventional raggedness mea-sure using the “I." As
pointed out earlier, however, one can not rely on having
a ‘‘l'’ in test imagery, ‘and hence the need existed to de-
velop a universal target for measuring stairstepping. It
now remained to be seen if the new stairstepping mea-
sure based on o’s correlates with the survey’s subjective

scale. The data are plotted in Figure 7. The correlation
coefficient (r-squared) is about 0.65, which, for seventy
pairs of data, indicates significant correlation.

The noise in Figure 7 is not atypical of results from

subjective surveys. In addition to the usual noise associ-
ated with subjective testing, it was found that the rag-
gedness-of the o’s, themselves, varies substantially within
a page. The standard deviation of measured stairstepping
in o’s across a page of text averaged about 40 units. Thus
it is important to take a statistically appropriate sam-
pling of o’s.

Conclusion

Analyzing variations in diameter around a 10- to 12-point
letter 0, with little need for regard to font? correlates

with the subjective impression of stairstepping in digi-
tal text.-The measure has been demonstrated to rank with

the subjective impression of quality for a variety of fonts
and levels of stairstepping. Compare the N and o in Fig-
ure 2b with those in Figure 2c. The stairstepping mea-
sure gives a value of 291 for the ‘o in Figure 2b com-
pared to only _165 V for the one in Figure 2e. The"
stairstepping difference, although easily seen in a pho-
tomicrograph, is subtle at normal viewing magnifica-
tions. Yet, it is small differences like this that provide
discrimination between good and excellent digital text,
between a page of text that looks crisp and uniform and
one that looks second-rate. And being able to quantify
reductions in stairstepping (e.g., from 291 to 165 units)
‘is important.

The industry is being driven to produce digital copier
and printer systems with ever higher addressability or
multiple bits per pixel, or both. Minimizing stairstepping
is one reason for this drive. The technique described in

this paper has been shown to correlate well with both
the actual stairsteppingmeasured in survey stimuli and
with the subjective impressions of text quality.
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Table I. Rank by Judges Correlated with Rank by Objective Stairstepping Measure

Image Type ‘ Judges’ Rank Objective Rank Objective
Measure

22* Chrome dot
* Chrome 0

Phototypesct paper-
* Offset on coated stock

Offset on card stock

Offset on bond paper

Simulated typewriter

* 300 dpi. enhanced
300 dpi, sample A

* 300 dpi. 1 bit 11

300 dpi, sample B
* 120 di

'5‘5\aa\\rooLn4:-Lure.- :xooe~IosLn4>wn....
- I9

* Illustrated in Figure 2. .

Table II. Diameter Versus Angle Analysis for Chrome 0 (Figures 2a and 3a)

Diameter
2157

2136

2003

1801 inflection point A

1607

1449

1330

1273

1258

1282

1345

1466

1616 inflection point B

1829

2013

2127

RMS of absolute slope changes around in_fection point is: (82 + 292) "1 =30.
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Figure 2c. 120 dpi: Stairstepping = 959

Figure 1. Schematic offirs! nine diameter measures

Figure 2d. Etched ehrome dot on glass: Stairstepping = 22 r

N0
Figure 2e. 300 dpi, enhanced: Srairstepping = 165Figure 2a. Etbhed chrome on glass: Stairstepping = '30

N0
Figure 2b. 300 dpi, 1 bit: Stairstepping = 291 Figure 2_fi Ojffrel /it/wgrap/1.\‘.' SIc1iI'.\'Ie/Iping = 63

556—IS&T’: Tenth International Congress on Advances in Nrm-Impact Priming Tecluzalogies ( I 994)
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Figure 3a. Uppercase 0 etched in chrome
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Figure 3b. Letter "0 " at 300 dpi, 1 bit
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Figure 30. Letter “0" at 120 dpi, 1 bit
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Figure 3d. 2.5 mm chrome dot on glass
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Figure 3e. Letter "0" at 300 dpi, enhanced
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Angle (degrees)
Figure 3f. Offset lithograph "0" on coated stack
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Angle (degrees)

Figure 4. Slope analysis ofdiameter—versus—anglefunctionfor
chrome 0
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Figure 6. Raggedness measure correlates with subjective
scaling
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Figure 5. Stairstepping measured using 0's correlates with Figure 7. Measuring 0's correlates with subjective impression
ruggedness ofstairstepping
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Abstract. The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) baseline
system, which is scheduled to be standardized in 1992, is applied
to character images, and the characteristics of the application are
investigated. The JPEG system is suitable for continuous-tone im-
ages, however, continuous-tone images are usually accompanied
by characters. The image quality of characters is investigated on
various magnitudes of quantization tables and the deterioration
mechanisms are discussed. A methodofimage quality improvement
that is accomplished by density transformation after decoding is
proposed and its effects are confirmed.

1 Introduction‘

Recently, progress in LSI technologies has made practical
applications of digital image processing possible. The amount
of digitized image infonnation is extremely large, so pro-
cesses such as data compression are necessary for com-
munication and storage. For bilevel images, several coding
methods are standardized and facsimile communications are

used conveniently and widely throughout the world. How-
ever, for continuous-tone images, a standardized coding
method has not been determined. '

The Joint Photographic-Experts Group (JPEG) will stan-
dardize a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based coding
method as a baseline system for continuous-tone color and

monochrome images in 1992. The DCT coding method is
very effective for continuous-tone images, and high-quality
compression characteristics have been obtained by the op-
timization of quantizationtable parameters.‘ Based on the

‘ Paper 91-03) received Nov. 25. 1991; revised manuscript received July 6. 1992;
accepted for publication July 8, I992. 1017-9909/92/$2.00. © i992 SPIE andISGLT.
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progress of Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) tech-
nology, the coding technologies,2 continuous-tone printing
technologies? and various color image handling become
easy and color image systems such as color facsimile are
expected to begin" to grow rapidly.

Usually, documents consist of characters, figures, tables,
and images. Even if the main part of a document is an
image, it is often accompanied by characters, for example,
an explanation of the figure. A coding method for binary
images has been used widely, but it is not lit for continuous-
tone images. On the other hand, the DCT coding method
is good for continuous-tone images, but its application char-
acteristics to binary images such as characters is not well
understood. Therefore, it is important to comprehend the
applicability of the DCT coding method to character images.

This paper investigates the applicability of the DCT cod-
ing method to character images. First, the DCT coding
method standardized by JPEG is reviewed briefly. The re-
sults of DCT coding application to character images are
discussed and an improvement in the application is pro-
posed.

_.

2 Method of JPEG DCT Coding

Coding methods for continuous-tone images have been in-
vestigated by JPEG for international standards.‘‘'‘5 The JPEG
algorithm is classified into three systems: the baseline sys-
tem, the extended system, and the independent function.
The baseline and extended systems are DCT irreversible
coding, while the independent function is spatial differential
pulse code modulation (DPCM) reversible coding. The
baseline system is indispensable and fundamental, so we
proceed with discussions of the baseline system in this pa-
per. The coding process is shown in Fig. 1. DCT is carried
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Discrete cosine transform coding method to character images

Quantization Table

Input Image

(in case of YMCK)
Bbit/pixel/compornent

coefficient

Huffman Coding Table

AC ITable 0

Zero-Run Length
Non-Zero Coefficient
EOB

Fig. 1 Coding process by JPEG baseline system.

24 40 51 61

26 58 60 55

141316 24 40 57 69 56

1417 22 29 51 87 80 62

18 22 37 56 68109 103 77

24 35 55,64 81 104113 92

49 64 78 87103121 120101

72 92 95 98112100103 99

Fig. 2 Example of quantization table.

out on respective 8 X 8 pixel matrices from digitized pixel
data matrix. The DCT process is carried out on 8 X 8 pixel
matrices f(i, j) as follows:

7 7

Few) =°(”)"(") E‘, 2 f(j.k)
4 _,'—_—o k=o

where

1/x/E for w = 0

1 fof W=172537475v617 -
C(W)=

The results of DCT are quantized by the quantization table
as shown in Fig. 2. The quantization table is not the default

table, instead we used the table suggested in Ref. 1. The
quantized matrix is zig-zag scanned and Huffman coding is
applied. Decoding is carried out by the reverse process of
coding. The compression ratio is controlled by the magni-
tude of the quantization table components, and the adjust-
ment is usually done by multiplying by a constant value,
which is called the scalingfactor. For the same compression
ratio, the quality of the image can also be influenced by the
value of each individual quantization table component.‘ When
images are color, compared with monochrome images, higher
compression can be accomplished by using color transfor-
mation and subsampling of color component techniques.

3 Application to Bilevel Images

DCT coding is applied to character and continuous—tone
images, respectively. Figure 3 shows the results of DCT
coding and decoding with various quantization tables. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and compression ratio are ar-
ranged in Table 1. According to the increase in the scaling
factor, compression became effective; on the other hand,
image quality gradually deteriorates. In character images,
at the bit rate of 1.32 bits/pixel as shown in Fig. 3(b), the
deterioration is not perceived. At the rate of 0.79 to 0.40,
as shown in Figs. 3(c), 3(d), and 3(e), noise arises around
the character, and at the rate of 0.27, as shown in Fig. 3(f),
characters are fairly blurred. In continuous-tone images, at
the compression rate of 0.62 to 0.32, as shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(0), the deterioration is not perceived; at the rate of
0.21, as shown in Fig. 3(d), edges are blurred slightly; at
the rate of 0.17, as shown in Fig. 3(e), the matrix of the
DCT unit is perceived; and at the rate of 0.13, as shown in
Fig. 3(f), the matrix becomes an eyesore and false contours
are perceived.

Journal of Electronic Imaging / July I 9.92 / Vol. 7(3) / 323
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Fig. 3 Example or JPEG algorithm applications lo character and continuous-tone images: magnifi-
cations of quantization table: (a) original, (b) scaling factor 1.0. (0) 2-7. (d) 6.0. (e) 10.0, and (f) 35.0.
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Discrete cosine transform coding method to character images

Table _1 SNR and bit rate versus scaling factor
character image continuous-lone image

SNR bit rate SNR bit rate

. (dB) (bits/pixel) (dB) (bits/pixel)

T0-62
0-32

J0-“
E0-'7

0-'3

E
1 2 5 I0 20 50

Scaling factor

l.5 I

: 1.0

' 0.5

01 2 5 10 20 50
(b) Scaling factor

Bitrate(bits/pixel)

Fig. 4 (a) Relation of SNR versus scaling factor and (b) relation of
bit rate versus scaling factor. A=continuous-tone Image; 0=char—
acter image.

35000

Numberofpixels

100 150 200 250 300

Density level

Flg. 5 Histogram of the density level of character images. A =orig-
inal; I:I=alter JPEG process.

Figure 4 shows the relationship of SNR and bit rate versus
the scaling factor of the quantization table. As the scaling
factor of the table increases, compression becomes effec-
tive, however, the SNR decreases. The compression ratio
and SNR of character images are lower than that of contin-
uous—tone images. The difference between these images is
due to the difference in the amounts of high spatial frequency
components. On the whole, character images have steep
changes in density levels.

Figure 5 shows the histogram of the density levels of
character images. There are two peaks in the histogram.
The large peak represents the background and the small
peak represents the character images. After coding and de-
coding, the histogram of the original becomes blunt. Changes
from this processing are investigated on the idealized case:
The right side of an 8 X 8 matrix is background and the left
side of the matrix is image. Figure 6 shows the results of
the changes. As the compression table increases, deviations
from the original grow larger. The deviations in the back-
ground level are considered to deteriorate the image quality
because the deviations near the character images are felt to
be noisy.

4 Proposal of Improvement and Discussion

A trial to improve character image quality is carried out by
means of a simple treatment after decoding. We assume
that the region is recognized to be a character or continuous-
tone image, because various recognition methods have been
studied and can be utilized. It has been suggested that the
deterioration in character images is mainly due to deviations

Journal 0/ Electronic Imaging / July 7992 / Vol. 7(3) / 325
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Densitylevel

Position

Fig. 6 Changes of edges in JPEG process. A=original; n=scaling
factor 2.7; X=10.0: -=35‘.o.

Transformedvalue
DJ UI

6VI
2559

Input value

Fig. 1 Method of transformation characterized by xo (crossing point)
and slope.

near edges after the coding and decoding processing (Fig.
6). Therefore, we try to improve the quality by compressing
the deviations.

The compressing method is done by transformation to
high contrast. The method of transformation is shown in
Fig. 7. Both of the slopes and starting points are varied
widely with many combinations in Fig. 7, and the trans-
formations on the decoded character images are carried out.
Some transformed examples are shown in Fig. 8. Seven
professional experts on image quality have evaluated the
samples and selected the best one. The sample selected as
the best by most persons is Fig. 8(b) and the transformation
condition is the slope 1.67 and the crossing point of the x
axis 51. Compared with the untreated sample of Fig. 3(e),
we can see that the image quality of the sample is improved
by this treatment. V _ _

Modified Huffman (MH) coding, which is used In G3
fax for bilevel images, is applied to the same image of the
preceding discussion. The result of MH coding and the
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Fig. 8 Example of transformed images: slope, rising point: (a) 1.67.
28; (b) 1.67, 55: and (c) 1.67, 77. ‘q

decoding process is shown in Fig. 9. The quality is near
that of Fig. 8(b). The bit rate is 0.23 bits/pixel, whose value
is about V2 of the DCT coding, 0.4 bits/pixel. The difference
is considered to arise from the reason that the DCT is in-
tended for continuous-tone images and one dot needs several
bits. However, MH coding cannot be applied to continuous-

tone images; if applied, image quality is extremely deteri-
orated. .The characteristics of DCT coding are very suitable
to continuous-tone images and the bit rate is controllable
by the magnitude of the quantization table.

When the document is a mixture of continuous-tone and

character images, two ways of processing can be considered.
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Fig. 9 Result of MH process.

One way is that two different processes can be applied after
the documents have been discriminated into continuous-tone

and character images at the first step; another way is to
apply single processing of DCT coding to the images. The
former way is efficient in terms of the amount of data, but
the processing is complex. The latter way is simple in terms
of ‘processing, but the data compression process is not as
eflicient in some cases. Therefore,“ DCT coding is a pos-

sibility that can be widely used in the case of mixed doc-
uments because of processing simplicity.

5 Summary

The DCI‘ coding method, which is standardized for contin-
uous-tone images by the JPEG, is applied to character im-
ages and its applicability is investigated. The relationship
of the scaling factor of thequantization table versus SNR
and bit rate is examined, and the mechanisms of image

quality deterioration .are comprehended. A method of image
quality improvement by density transformation after decod-
ing is proposed and its effects are confirmed.
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Abstract. A to ' I

classified irrllnsg::s'»i:.i'3?g:u::ii::ifi°?ci5h

with those obtained

duces the blocking artllact significantly.

°F"’°" 5"9"'9Wta -72(7). 1524-1530 (Joy 1593),

1 Introduction

"_“ °"°"i""i"“'&e data compression technique to reduce the

Smurfs: l:'g]l"?"sm‘“‘°”_°’ _d3I3 5‘°f'“E= While maintaining
a‘ Vidmpl I 9 "T36 Ktflalltyas essential for such applicationsl» ' eecon cr_cni:ing.high-definttiontelevision (HDTV)ransmisston. facsimile transmission. etc. Numerous ba d
width conipression techniques have been developed for Sn;
Purpose. such.asclliflerential pulse cede modulation (DPCM)
";‘"’:r°”“ °"df"E {TC}. hybrid coding. and adaptive versions
t;l t‘ ese techniques with new image-processing methods.’ Int ese methods. block TC lS‘USEd_ to convert statistically de-pendent or correlated pixels into independent or n..m.-1-timed
Crllmllltlcrlls. Among several block transforms. it is known:

discrete ICOSIHC transfonit (DCT) approaches mg 513.
(km) Yrgfllzmiiltmnsfonn. the Kttrlluncn-Loeve tmnsrn.-mV - 't!_ Y ggflelalcd "Miles. Vector quantiuition
(I Q) of coeffictents helps reach the rate distortion bound0 the source. Various techniques that apply VQ to D(_'[' 

"=I*r V0-N miv:-4 Oct. l5. rm;
mam rm Wmmm Fm “L 'm.m..i nllnucripl received an is. to-ii;t tuner is - rcvisiim ..r. F.” ,.,.,.,,,,d 
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st-ii-1 i-m.-miin;- v..i:"iiiiii“ Th‘ "M M
1‘ twi sn.-my ut l""""“’t>t-at llillmmcrtlalttm Enginrtn, tiiiui.Jzm-;y;3_..,_
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coefficients of st'll f ' ~ - . .
errors of motion i'ide|:TlT:d'cmi),"
""lUCs. however. can result in block artifacts atlow bfiet M: -
Several techniques have been develo di d I mics’
ifiille blocking artifacts. One effective l:cchnli)q:7|—J:: :: :1‘?th l - PP Y

Besides mjuc_y e traditional Image block boundaries._ mg the block structure LOT also im
"“""""E “"°"'"s Propenies Also Lot is a real iraiissrzmi. A . '1 - rrn

a
per an “M P Imenstoiisis strnightl'orward.|n this pa-- Re compression scheme for progressive i
transmission (PIT) using LOTIVQ is m ,1‘ mag:
""""g' °r "W-‘¢ Pmpcrties Cl3$§lllCllfl0l5g§f2 l'I'l)lilakeL(a)l!l:d ' ' - ' ‘ , , °

E P6 s it int ehlocks in the spatial domain,
a::l:I|i3£Ilhca:t|“:1wfi:jQ. “X8 bl°°“5 i" "'5 LOT domain is
dimensioiispacddftiiie ""08 n."mb°.r°rs"b"‘°'°’5°r5'|13“=|'~ _ rig to their Varlallccs and hum" Vmmi
‘Y-“Cm (HVS) WeIghting."""‘ The subvectors for each clas
am ll'”3"F5~‘i"=lY tninsmiiterl in several stages until the final
"“l""‘_" "'“E= quality is achieved. This technique allu
tlpproximate image to be built quickly and the det1ils‘l’r:l.i:, ‘ » . . .

".3-'°“"‘{°'3' ""9"!" Wcmt to-s<es."' This is- EILIIVC visual crimniunications. where it Viewer

unlcatton: lralislonn Image coding: vector quantization;

can decide to build up an image with high quality l1tisei.l tin_

a cntdc version or puss onto another image in at large lfillllhilficof images stored in compressed form. .
2 PIT Uslng LOTICVO

2.1 Classified V0 Based on LOT (LOT/CVO)
A classification scheme is used in the LOT domain to classify
blocks into perceptually distinct classes according to the di-
rectional activity in them. Blocks from different activity
classes are then adaptively partitioned into a number of sub-
vectors of small dimensions according to their variance dis-
tribution and HVS for low-frequency components. The cod-
ing scheme is depicted in Fig. l.

Although several activity measures have been proposed
for transfonri block classification."' the relationship between
directional activity in the spatial domain and that in the trans-
lnnn domain is exploited simply in the. scheme used here,
The blocks transformed using the LOT are classified into
four classes: one low-activity class and three activity classes
corresponding to the edge orientation in the spatial domain-
horizontal. vertical. and diagonal. The blocks are classified
based on three activity indices calculated using me coeffi-
cients in the region shown in Fig. 2.'l"ltese regions correspond
to huriiontal. venical. and diagonal edgesor structure in a
block in the spatial domain. If the indices are below a certain
threshold. the block is classified as it low-activity block.

Because the variances of the transfonn coefficients vary
widely. it would be inefficient to use the same quantizer for
all the coefficienLs. Hence. for each class. the 8 X 8 transfon-n
blocks are partitioned into I number of subvectors of small
dimensions according to their varlanem. In our scheme. the
blocks belonging to the high-activity classes are partitioned
into seven subvoctors. and those of the low-activity class are
panitioncd into three subvectors. The number of subvectors
for the activity classes have been chosen so as to include as
many high-frequency coeffieients as possible. Because the
energy in the high-frequency coelficients is small for the low-
activity class. only three subvectors containing the lower
frequency coefficients have been chosen. Variance distri-
butions for the‘ four classes and one possible corresponding
subvectorconstruction based on blocks from four test images
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. respectively.‘

In Fig. 4. blank squares imply that the corresponding LOT
coefficients are discarded. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4. the
selection of LOT coefficients to construct subvectors is not
straightforward, especially among high-frequency compo-
nents. Even ifa coefficient has high variance. its significance
to the human visual system may be small. Hence. an im-
provement in the reconstructed image quality based on sub-
jectivecriteria can be expected by panitioning the subvccturs
adaptively based on the significance of transform coefficients
to the human visual system (HVS). Several schemes la the
modulation transfer function (MTF) of the HVS model have
been proposed.‘-“'*‘ Chitpiasert and Rao" proposed an MTF
for use with DCF that yields good results for PIT. The HVS
weighting matrix is shown in Fig. 5. The new variance dis-
tribution afterHVS weighting (Fig. 5) and the corresponding
subtvectnr cnnstnictinn iirc shown in Fig. 6.

One nflhc advantages of partitioning the blocks into sub-
vectors is that bits can be assigned efliciently. Vcctnrs with
large v:irlttnt:c.s can be assigned more hits and those with

HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM WEIGHTED PROGRESSIVE IMAGE Tl>‘MNSMlSSION
  

 
Fig.1 LOTICVO coding schertw.
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Fly. 2 Regions of tolerance tor classification ot blocks into dillerent
activity classes.

smaller variances can be assigned fewer bits. Table I shows
a bit assignment for the suhvector construction based on
Fig. 7 for an average bitrate of 0.7 blllpixel.

In Table I, k is the subvector dimension and bits indicate
the codevector size. i.e.. the code book size 2' "”‘i'‘. The dc
coefficient for all classes is uniformly quantized to 8 hits.
Code books are generated for each subvector from .1 training
sequence that is sufficiently long and contains most of the
features found in naturally generated images.
2.2 Progressive Imago Transmission
Progressive image transmission is receiving attention for ap-
plication in interactive image communication over restricted
data rate channcls.""° In progressive image transmission.
the least inforrnaticn necessary to represent each block is
transmitted quickly with as few hits as possible. On the re-
ceiver‘s request. the image can be progressively inI]'tm\‘L't.l
with lunbcr transmission in several stages until the required
quality is achieved. Because our LOT/CVQ scheme contains
a hierarchical multistage stmcturc. it allows progressive int-
age transmission. The coeflicients corresponding tn the dc
value of each class are scalar quantized and transmitted first.
Each successive stage of subvectors of ac cocllicients is uti-
li7ed in reconstnicting the successive approximation.
3 Slmulatlon Results
We have applied the PIT using LOTICVQ to encode mono-
chrome images ol5 l2>< 5 I2 pixels with 256 gray levels. The
original image is first divided into 8X8 blocks and trans-
formed using the LOT. These blocks are classified using the
scheme described earlier and panitioned into suhvcctors. The
class Infnntitition for each block is included as an overhead
in the coded bitstreairt. This nverhead infnnnntioit indicates
In the decoder which code book set to use and also in what

OPTICAL ENGINEERING /July I902! Not. 32 No. 7 I I525
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Fig. 5 HVS weighting matrix."

way to combine the suhvecturs to reconstnict an 8 X 8 hloclt.
For classification into four classes. the overhead infoniiation
is 40% logzd = EH92 bits. This conesponds to an overhead
hit rate of 0..'lJl bit/pixel. Code books are generated by a
Linde-llum-Gt-ay tLBG) algorithm using iourdiffcrcnt train-
ing intages: "baboon." "boat." "lady-flqwer," and "Mar-
tha." The bit allocation for each of the suhvectors and the
total number of biL<i depend on the target output hit rate. A
similarcoding scheme using the DCl'was introdiicedby Nam
and Rao." This was extended to LOTICVQ in Ref. I8.

The coding of images was done at a target average bit rate
of0.7 bitlpixel (including overhead int'om-ration‘) using DCTICVQ and LOT/CVQ. and the results of the two simulations
were compared at each progressive stage. Figure 7 shows the
original “Lena" image and Fig. 8 shows the progressive
approximations at each stage and the error images at 0.5 bit!
pixel (stage 3) for ciirnparisnn between the two schemes. It
can be clearly seen that the block anifiicts are signiticanily
reduced and the subjective quality of the reconstmctcd image
is superior in the case at’ LOT/H VSICVQ scheme, especiallytit low bit rates. Normalized SNR is used for evaluation of
subjective performance:

I526 IDPYICAL ENGINFFRINCI I_liitv 1041.1! Vnt :1? Mn 1

Table 1 Bit allocation tor eubvectars ol each class tor I bit rate 0!0.7 bllfplttal.
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6 I I I I I 9
7 1 I III I I I

224?.-ll
SNR=‘l0l —j-mt” i=0. i. .

GEM; 2}: («\‘u‘3u/)1
wherex,-, and!“ represent the (I.j)'th elenientofthe original
image and the k't approximation. respectively. The tabulated
results (Table 2) show that the LOTIHVSICVQ exhibits an
improvement at each pmgressive stage over DCTIHVSICVQ.

Figure 9 shows reconstructed and error images at 0.5 liitl
pixel (stage 3) without applying HVS weighting in subvectorconstruction. Table 2 shows that the SNR for LOTIHVSI
CVQ is lower than that for LOTICVQ. but the subjective
image quality is better. as can be seen from the images in
Figs. it and 9. because the sharp discontinuous edges that
result from compression are eliminated hy llVS weighting.

 

 

 
Fly. 6 t-IVS weighted variance distribution and proposed autivector confifll-"W°“‘

_ -l"§)'r'_ .
Fig. 1 original “Lena” knew. i
 

4 Conclusions
- - - ' ' ‘fled

A progressive image transmission scheme using a classl
transform coding using LOT and VQ ii-OT“-‘VQ) IS d°V¢"
oped itnil coinpiired with the DCTICVQ ~"Ch°""’- F" V0‘

subvector partitioning was pcrfottjltfd “d“9ll'°'Y E7lf:;‘¢‘1_°’lthe significance of trans-torin coefhcients to HVS. c Sim
ulation results. hoth suhjccl ivc and nhi¢¢llV¢~ shm” ‘hm LOT’

 

Table 1 Bit rates and SNR values tor DCTIHVSICVD. LOTIHVSI
cvo_ and LOTICVQ at each progressive stage. 

I “"1 j___5L*fll.j—
_ 9'” omirvsrcvg wr/ti-I1 uargg 'I D.“ ".9 |l.'I ll 7

; n_u 1i.o 12 I 21.|
; on no 131 ill
4 0,50 II I 15.! 15 I
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I 0.0) “.7 ill 75 I
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CVQ reduces block artifacts. and additionally L0TIHV5/
CVQ results in subjectively improved reconstructed iniages.
Application of HVS to the translonn eocfficientsjiesulted in
an efficient siibvcctor construction. Also inure hits were al-
locatedlo coefficients with largerHVS weights. As s==tI [mm
the images in Fig. 9 and from Table 2. the rccaristnictcd .'|p—
proxirnatioiu rapidly converge to a gnflfi ¢l"‘”‘_‘¥ 5“:jrzctivcty and objectively. This scheme is p‘anIuIl-It Y "1'-A
suited for interactive image comniiinicaiinns ovcr lim-biindwidth channels. Art artifact that is a result of the LOT
can been seen in images coded for very low bit rates in the

form til’ ringing. This is not pcrceivahle at bit rates of [L5 b}i1tIpixel and higher. This anitact is much less unnt1)l‘”§l'‘3”‘ ‘’blocking anifacts of DCT ending.
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Abetrecl.A neural network approach to iindlng lreiectories oi loaturo
points In e monocular image sequence is proposed. In conventional
methods, this problem is lormulated es an optimization problem and
solved using heuristic algorithms. The problem usually involves lengthy
oomputatiorts. making it computationally ditlicult. We apply the Hoptield
neural network to Image sequence correspondence. The design and de-
velopment oi the Lyapunov Iunctlon lot this problem ere discussed Indetail. Furthem-tore, the neurel-network-based image correspondence
scheme is extended to the case oi successive image frames. in which
some loature paints are allowed to be occluded. Examples and simula-
tion results are presented to illustrate the design process and the con-
vergence characteristics at the proposed neural network. By using the
massive parallel-processing power at neural networks. a real-time andaccurate solution can be obtained.

Subject terms visual communication: Image sequence correspondence: Hopfield
neural model: image treckbrg.‘ neural nelwofir slnxiure.
Optical Engineering 52(7), I531-1538 (July 19%).

1 Introduction
Finding trajectories of moving objects in a monocular image
sequence is in vital technique in the field of motion analysis.
A major step in finding such trajectories is to identity Images
of the saute physical point in a sequence of frames: this step
isusualiy called the correspondence probletn.'i'his icchniquc.
which successively refines the stntcture ofthe object as more
frames urc acquired. frees In front assumptions of rigidity
and relies on natural assumptions about motion character-
istics. Many correspondenco algurititrns"‘ have been intro-
duced in the past few yertrs. Most research for establishing
correspondence” uscsonly two frames oft: sequence to solve
this problem. However. two-frame algorithms require us-
sumptiuns about the nature of the objects. Recently. a cor-
respondence algorithm boxed on a sequence of frames was
proposed by Sethi and .lain.' In their method. smoothness ofmotion is used to relax the need for assumptions about the
rigidity of the object. The path coherence function is u.lcr.l tofomtulate the correspondence pmblem as an optimization
problem. For instance. ifwc are given at soqucnccofm frames
that have n feature points each. then basically then: will be
C(n"'.n) solutions of combinations. l.e.. rr trajectories from

Piper VCI-l1 received Dec 1 I992: ruined Iinnursllpt rwrlvrd Mat. I. IWI:IN].
I lnttmrnentltinrt Enpluen. lIWl<.\ZMnN.lIlHl|.

 

rt” possible u-ajcctorics. After comparing measurements of
motion smoothness end velocity continuity calculated from
the defined coherence functions for each solution. optimal rt
trajectories can be obtained. However, a large amount of
computation time is usually necessary to identify the optimal
solution with it true paths from among all legal solutions. To
expand the computation power applied to this problem. we
shall introduce a Hoplield neural network algorithm” for
finding trajectories of feature points in a rnunncular imagc
sequence. The parallel nature of the neural network matches
nicelythc high-speed computation requirements of the image
correspondence problem.

The Hopficld neural network has been used in it wide range
of applications. Most engineering optimiration problems. in-
cluding image processing algorithms. can'bc solved using
the minimum energy searching property of thc Hopficld
model."" When the neurainctwurlr is used to solve an op-
timization problcm. the problem is usually formulated asminimization of I constrained cost function. where all the
constraints on the solution can be explicitly incorporated into
the cost function. For example. an image restoration
technique” has been developed where the cost function is
minimircd by the Hopficid network. Using the Hopfield net-
work to match the subgraph features for object recognition"
has also been discussed. Recently. the use of a Hopficld
network for the feature point matching of left and right
images" has also been reported. Note that this stereo vision
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Title: Amendments to lTU-T Rec. T.3O for enabling continuous-tone colour and gray-
I scale modes for Group 3.

 

Abstract

The proposed draft Annex E to Rec. T.3O enables the transfer of continuous-tone colour and
gray-scale images as an option to Group 3 facsimile. In this Annex, the protocol elements
necessary to send continuous-tone image data coded in accordance with Rec. T.81. Digital
compression and coding of continuous-tone still images, are added to Rec. T.30. In addition.
amendments to the main body of Rec. T.3O that refer to this Annex are made.
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REFERENCE TEXT ls lTU~T Rec. T.30 (1993) UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE

Proposed Amendments to Recommendation T.30: A

1. Table 2/T.30 and Table C.1/T.30 are amended to include the following entries:

Dis/DTc

f

i

2: Append the following to "Notes to Table 2/E30":

22 The optional continuous-tone colour mode and gray-scale mode protocols are

described in Annex E to T.30. If bit 68 in the DIS/DTC_ frame is set to one, indicating JPEG
mode capability, then bit 15 and bit 27 in the DIS/DTC frame are alsoset to one. ‘Bit 15
indicates 200x200 pels/25.4 mm resolution capability, which is basic for colour facsimile. Bit
27 indicates error correction mode capability, which is mandatory for colour facsimile. Bits

69 to 75 are relevant only if bit 68 is set to 1 (JPEG mode). See definitions of parameters in

Annex E paragraphs5.1.1-5.1.7.
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3. Append the following Annex E to T.30:

Annex E

Procedure for the G3 document facsimile transmission of

continuous-tone colour images
(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation)

E.1 Introduction

This Annex describes the additions to ITU-T Rec. T.3O to enable. the transmission of continuous-tone

(multi-level) colour and gray-scale images for Group 3 facsimile mode of operation.

The objective is to enable the eflicient transmission of high quality, full colour and gray-scale images
over the general switched telephone network and other networks. The images are normally obtained
by scanning the original sources with scanners of200 pels/25.4 mm or higher, and bit depths of eight
bits per picture element per colour component or higher. The original sources are typically colour or
gray-scale photographs or hard copies from high quality printing systems.

The method specified here performs well on full colour images, but for transmission of multi-colour

images such as business graphics, other methods may be more eficient. Two such methods would be
the transmission of images using I'I'U-T Rec. T.434, Binary File Transfer, and I'IU-T Rec. T.82,

(JBIG encoding). This Annex does not address the encoding of multi-colour images. This topic is lefi
for further study. . _ . _ , - .

The encoding metltodologyfor. continuous‘-tone >(multi-le'yel);images is based on the JPEG (ITU-T
Rec. T.81 I ISO/[EC 10918-1) image’ encoding standard. The JPEG image coding method includes
both a lossy mode and a lossless mode of encoding. Annex adopts the lossy mode of encoding
which is based on the Discrete Cosine Transform.'_ 5 __ ~;

The representation of colour image data is based on ITU-T T.42. It adopts a device-independent
colour space representation, ‘the. CIELAB space, that allows unambiguous" exchange of colour
information _ ‘E: A. - _ T

This Annex explains the procedure for negotiation of the capabilities for transmission of continuous-
tone colour and gray-scale images. Itspecifies the definitions and the specifications of new entries to
the Facsimile Information Field of the DIS/DTC and DCS frames ofRec. T.30.

Information is specified pertaining to image digitisation resolution (in bits/pel), sampling ratio of
colour components, JPEG capability,‘ colour capability, and image data scaling that is subject to
negotiation in the pre-message phase of the Rec. T.30 protocol.

This Annex does not address the semantics and syntax of the actual encoding of the continuous-tone
colour and gray-scale images. That information is included in Armex I to Rec. T.4. -

The use of error correction mode (ECM) for error free transmission is mandatory in the procedure

described by this Annex. Under the error correction mode of transmission, the JPEG encoded image
data are embedded in the Facsimile Coded Data (FCD) part of the HDLC (High Level Data Link
Control) transmission frames specified by Annex A of Rec. T.30.

The technical features of encoding and decoding the continuous-tone colour and gray—scale image data
are described in Annex I to Rec. T.4. It describes two modes of image encoding (lossy gray—scale and
lossy colour) which are defined using Rec. T.8l.
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E.2 Definitions

CIELAB CD5 1976 (L* a* b*) space. A colour space defined by the CIE

(Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage), having approximately
equal visually perceptible dilference between equally spaced points
throughout the space. The three components are L*, or Lightness,
and a* and b* in chrominance.

Joint Photographic Experts Group, and also shorthand for the
encoding method, described in Rec. T.8l, which was defined by
this group.

‘Baseline JPEG A particular eight-bit sequential Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
- based encoding and decoding process specified in Rec. T.8l.

Quantisation table A set of 64 values used to quantise the DCT coefficients in
baseline JPEG.

Huifman table A set of variable length codes required in a Hufiman encoder and
a Huifman decoder.

E.3 Normative references

- ITU-T Rec. T.81 I ISO/IEC 10918-1, Information Technology -- Digital compression

and coding of continuous-tone still images, Part 1: Requirements and guidelines.
(Commonly referred to as JPEG standard).

ITU-T Rec. T.42, Continuous-tone colourrepresentation method for facsimile.
I'I'U-T Rec. T.4, Standardisation of. Group 3 facsimile apparatus for document
transmission,

'E.4 Negofiatioriuiprocedure

The negotiation to and receive JPEG encoded continuous-tone colour and gray-scale images
under the Group 3 facsimile protocol is invoked through the setting of the bits in the DIS/DTC and
DCS frames during the pre-message procedure (Phase B) ofthe Rec. T.30 protocol.

The first capability to be established between the calling unit and the called unit is to indicate whether
JPEG mode is available. Then the second capability to be established is whether full colour mode is
available.

Thirdly, a means is provided to indicate to the called unit that the Huifman tables are the default
tables. The transmission of Huffman tables is mandatory.

In addition to these three characteristics, the following four capabilities that pertain to mandatory or

optional capabilities are exchanged.
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Table E.l/T.3O

Mandatory and optional capabilities

Mandate

8 bits/pel/component
421:1 Chrominance subsampling
cm smmmmm D50
Wemmmg=

E.S New entries to DIS/DTC and DCS frames

One additional octet to the DIS/DTC and DCS frames is defined in this Annex. The new octet is to
occupy bits 68 to bits 75.

The definitions, excerpted from Table 2/T.30 and Table C. 1/T.30, are as follows:

E.5.1 Definitions of new entries to DIS/DTC and DCS frame

12.5. 1.1 Capability to enable JPEG

Bit 68 is called “Capability to enable JPEG.”

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 68 to 1 indicates that the called unit’s JPEG mode is available and

can decode continuous-tone image data (8 bits/component or more). Setting bit 68 to 0 indicates that
the called 1m.it’s JPEG mode is not available and it cannot decode IPEG encoded data.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 68 to 1 indicates that the calling unit’s JPEG mode is used and JPEG

encoded image data are sent. Setting bit 68 to 0 indicates that the JPEG mode is not used and image is
not encoded using JPEG.
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E.5. 1.2 Capability to enable colour

Bit 69 is called “Capability to enable colour.”

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 69 to 1 indicates that the called unit has filll colour capability. It can
accept full colour image data in CIELAB space. Setting bit 69 to 0 indicates that the called unit.has
gray-scale mode only, that is, it accepts only the lightness component (the L* component) in the
CIELAB representation.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 69 to 1 indicates that the calling unit sends image in full colour
representation in the CIELAB space. Setting bit 69 to 0 indicates that the calling unit sends only the
lightness‘ component (the L* component) in the CIELAB representation.

' Note - Ifbit 68 = l and bit 69 = 0, the continuous-tone image data have no colour component. The
image data are called gray-scale or black and white gray-scale images. Continuous-tone full colour image
capability is enabled only when hits 68 and 69 are both set to one.

E.5. 1.3 Indication of default Huffman table

Bit 70 is called “Indication of default Huffman tables."

The transmission" of Huffman tables is mandatory. A means is provided to indicate to the called unit
that the Huffman tables are the default tables. Default tables are specified only for the default image
intensity resolution (8 _bits/pel/component). The default Huffinan tables are to be determined (for
example, Tables K.3 - K.6 in Annex K ofRec. T.8l).

In a DIS/DTC frame, bit 70 is not used and is set to zero.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 70 to 0 indicates that the calling unit does not identify the Huffman tables
that it uses to encode the image data as the default tables. Setting bit 70 to 1 indicates that the calling

innit identifies the Huflinan tables that it uses to encode image data as the default tables.

E.5. 1.4 Image intensity resolution

Bit 71 is called “Image intensity resolution."

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 71 to 0 indicates that the called unit can only accept image data that
are digitised to 8 bits/pellcomiponent. Setting bit 71 to 1 indicates that the called unit can also accept
image data that are digitised to 12 bits/pellcomponent.

In a DCS fi'ame, setting bit 71 to 0 indicates that the calling 1mit’s image data are digitised to 8
bits/pel/component. Setting bit 71 to 1 indicates that the calling unit’s image data are digitised to 12
bits/pel/component.

E.5. 1.5 Chrominance subsampling ratio

Bit 73 is called “Chrominance subsampling ratio.”

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 73 to 0 indicates that the called unit expects a 411:1 subsampling
ratio of the chrominance components in the image data; the a* and b* components in the CIELAB
colour space representation are subsampled four times to one against the L* (Lightness) component.
The details are described in Rec. T.4 Annex 1. Setting bit 73 to 1 indicates that the called unit, as an
option, accepts no subsampling in the chrominance components in the image data.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 73 to 0 indicates that the called unit uses a 411:1 subsampling ratio of the
a* and b* components in the image data. Setting bit 73 to l indicates that the called unit does no
subsampling.
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E.5. 1.6 llluminant

Bit 74 is called “Illuminant.’7

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 74 to 0 indicates that the called unit expects that the CIE Standard
Illurninant D50 is used in the colour image data as specified in Rec. T.42. Setting bit 74 to 1 indicates
that the called unit can ‘ also accept other illuminant types beside the D50 illuminant. The

specification of illuminant is embedded into’ the JPEG syntax as described in Annex I to Rec. T. 4.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 74 to 0 indicates that the calling unit uses the D50 illuminant in the colour
image data representation as specified in Rec. T.42. Setting bit 74 to 1 indicates that another type of
illuminant is used, the specification of which is embedded into the JPEG syntax as described in Annex
Ito Rec. T.4.

E.5. 1.7 Gamut range

Bit 75 is called “Gamut range.”

In a DIS/DTC frame, setting bit 75 to 0 indicates that the called unit expects that the colour image
data are-represented using the default gamut range as specified in Rec. T.42. Setting bit 75 to 1
indicates that the called unit can .also'accept other gamut ranges, the specification of which is

embedded into the JPEG syntax as described in Annex I to Rec. T.4.

In a DCS frame, setting bit 75 to 0 indicates that the calling unit uses the default gamut range as
specified in Rec. T.42. Setting bit 75 to 1 indicates that the calling unit uses a different gamut range,

the specification of which is embedded into the JPEG syntax as described in Annex I to Rec. T.4.
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Geneva, 21 -30 June 1994

Question: 5/8

source: EDITOR

Title: EDITORIAL CHANGES TO COM 8-43-E, DRAFT RECOMMENDATION T.30
AN-NEX E

The following editorial changes are made to the Draft Recommendation T.30
Annex E. distributed as COM 8~43—E:

@ Page 2. Replace the word in the amended Table 2/T.30 as shown:

' ms/me

Always set to zero . De£au}tPreferred Huffman tables

Page 4, Section E.4. Replace the word in the third paragraph as shown:

Thirdly, a means is provided to indicate to the called _1mit__‘t_hat_ the Huffman tables are the
elefaeltpreferred tables. "The transmission ofHuffman tables is mandatory. '

Page 5, Section E.5. Replace the word in the Table as shown:

ms/me '

- Contact: Daniel T. Lee
Tel: +1 415 857 3946
Fax: +1 415 857 8526
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Page 6, Section E.5.1.3. Modify_ the Section as shown:

13.5. 1.3 Indication of defiaukprcfcrrcd Huffman table

Bit is called “Indication of deflraltplreferred Huflman tables.”
The transmission of Huifman tables is mandatory. A means is provided to indicate to the called unit
that the Huffman tables are the defaaltgreferred tables. l9efi'iultPreferred tables are specified only for
the default image intensity resolution (8 bits/pel/component). The defaultpreferred Huffman tables

are TablesK.3 - K.6 in Annex K of Rec. T.81).

In a DIS/DTC frame, bit 70 is not used and is set to zero.

In a DCS flame, setting bit 70 to 0 indicates that the calling unit does not identify the Hutfman tables
that it uses to encode the image data as thedefiaultpreferred tables. Settingbit 70 to 1 indicates that

the calling unit identifies the ifiuffman tables that it uses to encode the image data as the
defaultpreferred tables.
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Guestion: 5/8

STUDY GROUP 8 - CONTRIBUTION 44

Source: Q.5/8 Rapporteur

Title: Amendments to lTU-T Rec. T.4 to enable continuous-tone colour and gray-scale
modes for Group 3. ’

Abstract

The proposed draft Annex I to Rec. T.4 enables the transfer of continuous-tone colour and
gray-scale images as an option to Group 3 facsimile. In this Annex, continuous-tone image

data coded in_accordance with Rec. T.81, Digital compression and coding of continuous-tone
still images. are added to Rec. T.4. The data are defined based on the colour space
representation specified in Rec. T.42. In addition, amendments to the main body of Rec. T.4
that refer to this Annex are made.
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REFERENCE TE)(T: ITU-T Rec. T.4 (1988).

Proposed amendments to Rec. T.4

1. Append the following sentences to Rec. T.4 section 2.1:

lnterworking between equipment with A5/A6 and A4 facilities, and between equipment with
combinations of these facilities is shown in Annex C.

Optionally. continuous-tone and colour images may be transmitted using Group 3 facsimile
apparatus as described in Annex I. A subset of the dimensions listed above, namely those
having vertical resolutions of 7.7‘ lineslmm and 15.4 lines/mm. may be used with the
procedure in Annex I. A vertical resolution of 3.85 lines/mm is not supported by Annex I.

2. Add the following section to the end of Rec. T.4:

12 Continuous-tone colour and gray-scale modes

Continuous-tone colour and gray-scale modes are optional features of Group'3 which
enables transmission of colour or gray-scale images. These modes are specified in Annex I.

3. Add the following Annex I to Rec. T.4:
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Annex I "

Optional continuous-tone colour mode for Group 3

(This Annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation)

I.1 Introduction

This Annex specifies the technical features of continuous-tone colour and gray-scale modes for Group
3 facsimile. Continuous-tone and colour modes are optional features of Group 3 facsimile which

enables gray-scale or colour image transfer.

The method for image encoding is based upon the ITU-T Rec. T.8l (JPEG), Digital compression and

coding of continuous-tone still images, and ITU-T Rec. T.42, which specifies the colour space
representation.

The methods for image transfer applied to Group 3 facsimile are a subset of Rec. T.8l, consistent with
the Recommendation.

The description of colour components and colourimetry for colour data is included in Rec. T.42.

Together with ITU-T Rec. T,30 Annex E, this Annex provides specification of the telecommunication
protocol and coding for transmission of continuous-tone colour and gray-scale images via Group 3
facsimile service.

1.2 Definitions

The definitions contained in Rec. T.4, Rec. T.30, Rec. T.8l and Rec. T.42 apply unless explicitly

amended. I '

CIELAB CIE 1976 (L* a* b*) space. Acolour space defined by the CIE
(Commission Internationale de vl'Ec1airage), having approximately
equal visually perceptible difference between equispaced points
throughout the space. The three components are L*, or Lightness,
and a* and b* in chrominance.

Joint Photographic Experts Group, and also shorthand for the
encoding method, described in Rec. T.8l, which was defined by
this group.

Baseline JPEG A particular eight-bit sequential Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
- based encoding and decoding process specified in Rec. T.8l.

Quantisation table A set of 64 values used to quantise the DCT coeflicients in
baseline JPEG.

Huffman table A set of variable length codes required in a Huifinan encoder and-
a Hufiman decoder.

Normative references‘

- CIE Publication No. 15.2, Colourimetry, 2nd. Ed. (1986).

- ITU-T Rec. T.8l I ISO/IEC 10918-1, Information Technology -- Digital compression

and coding of continuous-tone still images, Part 1: Requirements and guidelines.
(Commonly referred to as JPEG standard).

ITU-T Rec. T. 42, Continuous-tone colour representation method for facsimile.

ITU-T Rec. T. 30, Procedures for document facsimile transmission in the general

switched telephone network.
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L4 Definition of different mnlti-level image transfer modes

The following diflerent multi-level image transfer modes are defined:

Lossy gray-scale mode (LGM)

Lossy colour mode (LCM)

Lossless gray-scale mode (LLGM)

Lossless colour mode (LLCM) ' . 1

At this time, only LGM and LCM are described. LLGM and LLCM, while available within the
coding methods described in Rec. T.8l, are for further study.

1.4.1 Lossy gray-scale mode

Lossy gray-scale mode provides the user of Group 3 equipment with a means to transfer images with
more than one bit/pel of monochrome image data. The method is not information conserving, and the

amount of lossiness is determined by the quantisation tables described in Rec. T.8l. The appearances
of the gray-scale levels are defined by the Lightness (L*) component of CIELAB space.

1.4.2 Lossy colour mode

Lossy colour mode provides the user of Group 3 equipment with a means to transfer images with more
than one bit/pel of image data in each of three colour components. The colour components are
explicitly defined in Rec. T.42, and consist of CIELAB lightness and chrominance variables. The
method is not information conserving and the amount of lossiness is determined by the quantisation
tables described in Rec. T.8l.

L5 Coding of the image description ‘ -

Suflicient imagedescription within the headers of Rec.T.8l Annex B, Compressed data
format, to decode the image data. Other information; suchas aspect ratio, orientation, and color

space are defined uniquely by the application.“ _In addition, some information required to establish the
availability of this service is transmitted as specifiedin Rec. T.30 Annex E. Specifically, the transfer
of JPEG-coded data, the use of gray.-scale or colour data, and the use of 8 or 12 ‘bits/component/pel
data is negotiated and specified in the DIS/DTC and DCS frames as stated in Rec. T.3O Annex E.

1.5.1 Lossy gray-scale mode

The image description coding for gray-scale mode is accomplished by parameters specifying JPEG
coding of a gray-scale image as specified in Rec. T.30 Annex E, as well as by specification of a single
component as the number-of-components, Nf, in the Frame Header. The JPEG syntax is more
thoroughly described in 1.6.

1.5.2 Lossy colour mode

The image description coding for colour mode is accomplished by parameters specifying JPEG coding
of a colour image and spatial resolution as specified in Rec. T.30 Annex E, as well as by specification
of three components as the number-of-components, N1‘, in the Frame Header. The colour data are
block-interleaved, as specified in Rec. T.8l. In addition, the JPEG subsarnpling factors and
correspondence of quantisation tables to colour components are specified within the Frame Header, as
detailed in Rec. T.8 l.
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an 1.6 Data format

’ _ I.6.1 Overview

The Jl"EG-encoded image data consist of a series of markers, parameters, and scan data that specify
the image coding parameters, image size, bit-resolution, and entropy-encoded block-interleaved data.

I The data stream is encoded for facsimile transfer using the error correction mode (ECM) specified in
. Rec. T.30 Annex A. Pad characters (X'00', the null character, or X‘20', the 'space' character) are

added afier EOI within the last ECM frame of the page to complete the last frame, in alignment with
' Rec. T.4 Annex A.

1.6.2 JPEG data structure

The JPEG data structure for this application has the following elements, as specified by Rec. T.81
Annex E: Parameters, markers, and entropy-encoded data segments. Parameters and markers are
often organised into marker segments. Parameters are integers of length 1/2, 1, or 2 octets. Markers
are assigned two-octet codes, an X'FF' octet followed by an octet not equal to X'00' or X'FF'.

The markers used in this application are characterised as follows:

(1) The encoder shall insert these markers, and the decoder shall be able to carry out a
corresponding process upon these marker segments:

SOI, APP1, DQT, DHT, SOFO, SOS, E01.

(2) The encoder may insert these markers without negotiation, and the decoder shall be able to
carry out a corresponding process upon these marker segments:

DRI, RSTn, DNL.

(3) The encoder may insert this market without negotiation, and the decoder shall skip these
’ market segments and continue the decoding process:

_ COM, APPn (:1 not 1). _.
(4) The encoder may insert this marker when the decoder has the ability to carry out a process
corresponding to this marker segment (negotiation is necessary). Ifused, it replaces SOFO in
the data stream:

SOF1.

The definitions of the markers are precise, and given in detail in Rec. T.81 Annex B, except for the

APPn markers. For example, S01 is a two-octet word X'FFCO', in hexadecimal notation. APPn
markers are undefined markers provided within Rec. 'l‘.8l to facilitate the adaptation of the
Recommendation to particular applications. Group 3 colour facsimile is one such application. The
APPn markers are "defined in section 1.6.5 - I.6.8.

The DNL marker is a JPEG option that is critical to the fimction of this coding method in machines “
that do not pre-scan the image. When the number of lines, Y, in the frame header is set to value 0,
the number of lines in the frame remains open until defined by the DNL marker at the end of the scan.

If the scanning terminates early, the DNL marker can also be used to reset the Y value to a smaller
value.
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L6.2.1 Example of JPEG data structure for a ft:1:1 subsampled colour image

SOI (start of image marker)

APPI, Lp (application marker one, marker segment length)
Api (application data octets: “G3FAX"-X‘00‘, X‘07CA' (version), X‘00C8' (200 dpi))

(COM, Lc, Cmi) (comment market, market segment length, comment octets (up to 255))

DHT, Lh (define Huffman table marker, Hufiinan table length definition)
Tc, Th (table class To = 0 for DC, destination identifier 'I'h = 0 for L‘)
Li, Vi_i (number of codes for each of the 16 allowed code lengths,- code values)
Tc, Th (table class Tc = 1 for AC, destination identifier T h= 0 for L‘)

Li, Vij (number of codes for eachiof the 16 allowed code lengths, code values)
To, Th (table class Tc = 0 for DC, destination identifier Th = l for a*, b*)
Li, Vij (number of codes for each ofthe 16 allowed code lengths, code values)
Tc, Th (table class To = 1 for AC, destination identifier Th = 1 for a*, b*)
Li, Vij (number of codes for each of the 16 allowed code lengths, code values)

DQT, Lq (define quantisation table marker, quamisation table length definition)
Pq, Tq (element precision Pq = 0 for 8-bit, destination identifier Tq = 0 for lightness)
Qk (64 quantisation table elements for quantisation table 0 (1ightness))
Pq, Tq (element precision Pq = 0 for 8-bit, destination identifier Tq = 1 for chrominance)
Qk (64 quantisation table elements’ for quantisation table 0 (chrominance))

(DRI, Lr, Ri) (define restart interval marker, marker segment length, restart interval in MCUs)

SOF0, Lf (Start offlame marker for default 8-bit Huflinan coded DCT, frame header length)
P, Y, X (sample precision P = 8, number of lines Y, number of samples per line X)
Nf (number of image components Nf= 3 for colour)
C1 (component identifier C1 = 0 for L* component)

H1, V1 (horizontal and vertical sampling factors: H1 = 2, Vl = .2 for L* in colour 4:1:1)
Tql (quantisation table selector: Tql = 0) ~
C2 ‘(component identifier C2 = 1 for a* component)

M H2, V2 (horizontal and vertical sampling factors: H2 = 1, V2 = 1 for a* in colour 4:1:1)
' if Tq2 (quantisation table selector: Tq2 = 1) '

- C3 (component identifier C3 = 2 for b* component)

H3, V3 (horizontal and vertical sampling factors: H3 = 1, V3 = 1 for b* in colour 4:1:1)
Tq3 (quantisation table selector: Tq3 = 1)

SOS, Ls, Ns (Start of scan marker, scan header length, number of components N5 = 3 for colour)
Csl (scan component selector Csl = 0 for L*)
Tdl, Tal (DC entropy coding table selector Tdl = 0, AC table selector Tal = 0 for L*)

CS2 (scan component selector C52 = l for a*)
Td2, Ta2 (DC entropy coding table selector Td2 = 1, AC table selector Ta2 = l for a*)
Cs3 (scan component selector Cs3= 2 for b*)

Td3, Ta3 (DC entropy coding_ table selector Td3 = 1, AC table selector Ta3 = I for b*)
Ss, Se (S5 = 0 for sequential DCT, Se = 63 for sequential DCT)
Ah, Al (Ah = 0 for sequential DCT, A1 = 0 for sequential DCT)

Scan data (compressed image data)

(with RSTn) (restart marker between image data segments, with n = 0-7 repeating in sequence)

(DNL, Ld, Y) (define number of lines marker, marker segment length, number of lines)

EOI (end of image marker)

Notes - Parentheses around a marker indicate the marker lS‘ClfiSSlfl6d to (2), (3), or (4). All indented
lines are single or multiple parameters.

The Huffman tables can be identified as the default Huffman tables during negotiation as described in
Rec. T30 Annex E . The default Huffman tables are to be determined (for example, Tables K.3 - K.6 in Annex
KofRec. 'l‘.8l).
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I.6.2.2 Scan data structure

The scan data consist of block interleaved L*, a*., and b* data. Blocks are entropy-encoded DCT-

transformed 8x8 arrays of image data from a single image component. The L*, a* and b*
components are assigned indices zero, one, and two respectively in the frame header. When a gray-
scale image is transmitted, only the L* component is represented in the data structure. The number of
image components is either one (for a gray-scale image) or three (for a colour image).

The data are block-interleaved when a colour image is transmitted, and only one scan is contained

Within the image data. The blocks are organised in minimum coding units (MCU) such that an MCU
contains a minimum integral number of all image components. The interleaving has the following
form in the default (4:l:1) subsampling case, as defined in Rec. T.8l Annex A.2.3. In this case an
MCU consists of four blocks of L* data, one block of a* data, and one block of b* data. The data are

ordered L*, L*, L*, L*, a*, b* in the MCU. The four L* blocks proceed in the same scan order as the
page: left to right and top to bottom. Therefore the L* blocks are transmitted first upper left, then
upper right, then lower lefi, then lower right.

1.6.3 Subsampling method

The default (4:'l:l) subsampling is specified as a four coefficient (tap) filter with coetficients (1/4, 1/4,
1/4, 1/4). Thus a* and b‘ are computed from non-subsampled data by averaging the four values of
chrominance at the lightness locations. The location of the subsampled chromirrance pixels is shown
in the following illustration.

X represents lightness pel center

0 represents chrominance pel center

Figure 1.1 Position of lightness and chrominance samples (4:l:1 subsampling) within the MCU's.
Each small square represents an MCU.

1.6.4 Colour representation using the default gamut range

The following colour representation is in alignment with Rec. T.42.

Colour data is represented using the CIELAB space. CIELAB colour data are acquired under a
particular illuminant, and computed from spectral or colourimetric data using a particular white point.
The basic illuminant is CIE Standard Illuminant D50. The white point is the perfectly diffuse

reflector associated with the D50 illuminant. In CIE XYZ colour space, this white point is specified

as X0 = 96.422, Y0 = 100.000, Z9 = 82.521. Optional illurninants are for further study. The default
range of CIELAB data which may be coded in eight bits/pel/component is (to the nearest integer):

L* = [0, 100]

a* = [-85, 85]

b* = [-75, 125].
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The default representations for encoding real CIl3LAB data as eight bit integers aref '

L = (L*) x (2-55/100) '

a = (a* ) -= (255/170) + 128

b = (b*) * (255/zoo) + 95,

where L, a, and b represent eight bit integers, and_L*, a*, and b* represent real numbers. Rounding
to the nearest integer is performed. IfL, a, or b fall outside the range [0, 255], they are truncated to 0
or 255 as appropriate.

The default representations for encoding real CIELAB data as twelve bit integers are:

L = (L"‘) * (4095/100)

a = (a*) * (4095/170) + 2048

b = (b*) * (4095/200) + 1536,

where L, a, and b represent the twelve bit integers, and L*, a*, and b* represent the continuous
numbers. Rounding to the nearest integer is performed. If L, a, or b fall outside the range [0, 4095],
they are tmncated to 0 or 4095 as appropriate.

I.6.5 Definition of the APPn markers for continuous-tone G3FAX:

The application marker APP1 initiates" identification of the image as a G3FAX application and
defines the spatial resolution and subsampling. This marker directly follows the SOI marker. The
data format is as follows:

X'FFE1' (APP 1) , length, FAX identifier, version, spatial resolution.

The above terms are defined as follows: _ _ - _

Length: (Two octets) Total APP1 field octet count including the octet count
itself, but excluding the APP1 marker. _‘ ,

FAX identifier: (Six octets) X'47', X'33', X'46', X‘4l', X58‘, X00‘. This X'00'-
terminated string “G3FAX” uniquely identifies this APP1 marker.

Version: (Two octets) X‘07CA'. string specifies the year of approval of
the standard, for identification in the case of future revision (for
example, 1994).

Spatial resolution : (Two octets) Lightness pixel density in pels/25.4 mm. The basic
value is 200. Allowed values are 200, 300, and 400 pels/25.4 mm,
with square (or equivalent) pels.

Note - the functional equivalence of inch-based and mm-based resolutions is maintained For
example, the 200x200 pel/25.4 mm and 8/'7.7 lindmm resolutions are equivalent. -

An example of the string including the S01 and APP1 codes for a baseline JPEG encoded 1994 _.
G3FAX application at 200 pels/25.4 mm:

X‘FFD8', X'FFEl', X‘O00C', X'47', X'33', X‘46‘, X‘4l', X‘58', X‘00', X'07CA', X'00C8'.
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1.6.6 FAX option identifier: G3FAX1 for gamut range.

X'FFEl' (APP1), length, G3FAX option identifier, gamut range data.

The above terms are defined as follows:

Length: (Two octets) Total APP1 field octet count including the octet count
itself, but excluding the APP1 marker.

FAX identifier: (Six octets) X‘47', X‘33', X'46', X'4l', X'58', X'01'. This X'0l'-
terminated string “G3FAX” uniquely identifies this APP1 marker
as containing FAX information about optional gamut range data.
(The FAX option identifiers are referred to as G3FAXl -
G3FAX255, meaning the octet-terminated string, “G3FAX”,
X'nn'). , .

Gamut range data: (‘Twelve octets) The data field contains six two-octet signed
integers. For example: X'O064' represents 100. The calculation
from a real value L* to an eight bit value, L, is made as follows:

L = (255/Q) * L* + P,

where the first integer of the first pair, P, contains the ofi'set of the
zero point in L* in the eight most significant bits; The second
integer of the first pair, Q, contains the span of the gamut range in
L"'. Rounding to the nearest integer is performed. The second

pair contains offset and range values for a*. The third pair
contains offset and range values for b*. If the image is gray-scale

(L* only), the field still contains six integers, but the last four are
ignored. '

Note - This representation is in accord with Rec. T.42. When the twelve bits/pel/component option is
used, the range and offset are represented as above in eight bits. These represent the eight most
significant bits of the zero-padded twelve-bit number in the ofiset, and the eight-bit integer range data
as above. Appropriately higher precision calculation should be used

For example, the gamut range L* = [0, 100], a* = [-85, 85], and b* = [-75, 125] would be
selected by the code: ‘ =

' X'FFE1', X'0014', X‘47', X'33', X'46', X'4l', X‘58', X‘01', X'0000', X'0O64', X‘0080', X'00AA',
X'0060', X'0OC8'.

I.6.7 FAX option identifier: G3FAX2 for illuminant data

X'FFE1' (APP1), length, G3FAX option identifier, illuminant data. This option is for further study
with the exception of the default case; the specification of the default illuminant, CIE illuminant D50,
may be added for information.

Length: (Two octets) Total APP1 field octet count including the octet count
itself, but excluding the APP1 marker.

FAX identifier: (Six octets) X‘47', X'33', X'46', X'4l', X'58', X‘02'. This X'02'-

terminated string “G3FAX” uniquely identifies this APP1 marker
as containing optional illuminant data.

(Four octets) The data consist of a four octet code identifying the
illuminant. In the case of a standard illuminant, the four octets

are one of the following:

CIE llluminant D50: X'00', X'44', X‘35', X'30'

CIE Illuminant D65: X‘O0', X'44', X'36', X‘35'

CIE Illuminant D75: X'00', X'44', X'37', X‘35'

CIE lllurninant SA: X‘00', X'00', X'53', X'4 1’

CIE Illuminant SC: X'00', X'00‘, X‘53‘, X'43'
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CIE Illumina_nt F2: -' x'oo', x'oo', x'45', x"3'2'
CIE Illuminant F7: x'oo', x'oo', X'46', x'37'

CIE-Illuminant F11: x'oo', X45’, X31‘, 5031'

In the case of a colour temperature alone, the four octets consist of the string “CT”, followed
by the temperature of the source in degrees Kelvin represented by an unsigned two-octet
integer. For example, a 7500” K illuminant is indicated by the code:

X'FFE1', X'000C‘, X‘47', X'33', X'46', X'4l', X‘58', X‘O2', X'43', X'54', X'lD4C'.

1.6.8 Future option identifiers: G3FAX3 to G3FAX255

In addition to the ‘GSFAXI and GSFAX2 identifiers used for specifying optional parameters, the
identifiers from G3FAX3 to G3FAX255 are reserved for future use.
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Introduction

Reading is a complex everyday task. Successful reading requires high—speed visual
information processing. For several years, my colleagues and I have been studying
visual factors in reading with two major goals in mind: to understand the roles played
by sensory mechanisms in reading and to understand how visual impairment affects

_ reading. In a typical study, we examine the effect of an important text variable
(e.g. contrast) on reading by people with normal vision. Taking the normal data as a
bench mark, we try to explain abnormalities in the performance of low-vision subjects.

In this talk, I will discuss the effects of contrast and spatial—frequency filtering
on reading. After reviewing the empirical findings, I will comment on the likely
sensory basis for the effects and point to the relevance of the findings for low
V1Sl0n.

Methods

Our. primary measure of reading performance is reading speed in words/minute. We use
two procedures to evaluate a subject’s maximum reading speed. In the first, a line of
text drifts smoothly across the screen of a TV monitor. The subject reads the text
aloud as it drifts by. If no errors are made, the drift rate is increased on the next
trial. This process continues until the subject begins to make errors. Because there
is a sharp transition from error-free reading to a drift rate with many errors, this
technique yields a reproducible and well-defined measure of reading performance. In"
our second procedure, a sentence appears on the TV screen in a static display for a
timed period. The subject reads through the sentence as rapidly as possible. If the
subject completes the sentence, the exposure duration is reduced. Eventually, the
subject cannot complete the sentence and reading speed is computed as the numbe
words read divided by the exposure time.

Reading rates obtained with these two procedures are highly correlated across
subjects. Normal subjects can read the static text slightly faster than the drifting
text but the reverse is true, on average, for subjects with low vision.

 .?___

1Supported by NIH Grant EY02934.
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How Does Luminance Contrast Affect Reading Speed?

Normal vision is quite tolerant to contrag loss (Legge, Rubin & Luebker, 1987). A
tenfold reduction from maximum contrast results in only a slight decrease in reading

speed (less than a factor of two.) A further reduction in text contrast results in a
much sharper decline in reading rate. Curves of reading speed as a function of
contrast for different character sizes superimpose when text contrast is normalized by
threshold contrasts for the letters.

This pattern of results can be related to psychophysical models of contrast coding.
Such models typically contain a contrast-transfer function that relates visual
response to stimulus contrast. The transfer function is compressive at high contrasts
and can account for the tolerance of reading to contrast change. The transfer
function is accelerating at low contrast and can‘ account for the strong dependence of
reading on contrast at low levels.

High contrast is critical for many people with low vision. Their reading speeds
decline with any reduction from maximum contrast. Rubin & Legge (1989) showed that a
subgroup of subjects with low vision--those with cloudy ocular media but no retinal
involvement--can be characterized as "contrast attenuators." Their performance is
normal, apart from a scaling of text contrast that is equal to their decrease from
normal in letter-contrast sensitivity.

How Does Color Contrast Affect Reading Speed?

We have measured reading speed for text conveyed by color contrast (e.g. red letters
on a green background) rather than the more usual luminance contrast (Parish, Legge &
Luebker, 1989). Colors were matched for luminance by flicker photometry. Color
contrast was varied by mixing different proportions of red and green (or yellow and
blue) in the text and background. Color contrast was defined as the luminance
contrast of the component colors making up the stimulus.

When color contrast is high, reading rates match the highest values found for
luminance contrast. As with luminance, reading performance first declines slowly
with reduction in color contrast, and then more rapidly at low levels; Reading rates
for luminance and color contrast can be compared if both are expressed as multiples of
threshold contrast. When this is done, curves of reading speed vs. contrast

superimpose for luminance and color. This finding holds for both normal and low
vision.

These results show that reading can rely equally well on information conveyed by
luminance or color contrast. The mechanisms coding this information must be quite

2Text contrast is defined as (C-B)/(C+B) where Q and B_ are the luminances of
the characters and the background.
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similar and possibly share a common neural pathway.

How Does Character Size Affect Reading Speed?

Reading rates are highest on a plateau extending from about .30 to 2° (Legge et al.,
1985a). There is a sharp decline in reading speed for smaller characters, and a more
gradual decline for larger ones. Of relevance to low vision, it is important to note"
that normal vision can sustain functionally useful reading rates for enormous

‘characters (e.g. 70 words/minute for 24° characters).

We have studied character-size effects in low vision (Legge, et al., 1985b).
Prescription of appropriate magnification in reading aids relies on identification of
the range of character sizes for which reading is fastest. For a subgroup of low-
vision subjects--those with large central scotomas--reading performance benefits from
ever-increasing character size.

It is possible to define a contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for reading. This is
done by finding the contrast required to produce a threshold reading rate (say 35
words/minute) at each of many character sizes. These threshold cgnuasts (or their
reciprocals) are plotted as a function of the fundamental frequency of the
characters. Such plots are qualitatively similar in shape to sine-wave grating CSFs.
When appropriate stimulus conditions are compared, there is a striking quantitative
similarity as well.

These results suggest that character size effects in reading are related to
differences in contrast sensitivity across spatial frequency. Apparently, mechanisms
that limit spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity play a role in reading.

How do LoW- and High-Pass Spatial Filtering Affect Reading Speed?

We measured reading rates for text that was 1ow—pass spatial-frequency filtered
(Legge et al., 1985a). Reading speed was quite tolerant to bandwidth reduction
(blur). Performance was unaffected except when the bandwidth extended less than one
octave above the fundamental frequency of the characters. ritical bandwidth of

While blurry letters may be highly legible, what about high-pass-filtered text? A
traditional view of reading holds that important information is conveyed by coarse
word-shape information. This information might be carried by low spatial
frequencies, below those carrying letter information (Morris, 1988). If word-shape
information plays a role in the dynamics of reading, performance should be impaired if
 ;

3The fundamental frequency of characters in text is equal to the reciprocal of
character size in degrees.
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text is high-pass filtered. Recent measurements in my lab indicate that this is not
the case. There is little difference in reading speed for unfiltered and high—pass
filtered text.

Conclusions

Psychophysical techniques can be used to study the role of vision in reading. The
dependence of reading speed on important text variables such as contrast, character
size and—spatia1-frequency content can be related to known characteristics of sensory
mechanisms. An understanding of the role of vision in normal reading enables us to
understand reading deficits in people with low vision. «
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Contrast masking was studied psychophysically. A two-alternative forced-choice procedure was
used to measure contrast thresholds for 2.0 cpd sine-wave gratings in the presence of
wave gratings. Thresholds were measured for 1
seven inasker frequencies ranging 3'; one octave

king sine-

1 masker contrasts spanning three logzunits, and
from the signal frequency. Corresponding measure-

ments were made for gratings with horizontal widths of0.75‘ (narrow fields) and 6.0‘ (wide fields). For
-‘high contrast maskers at all frequencies, signal thresholds were related to masking contrast by

power functions with exponents near 0.6. For a‘ range of low masking contrasts, signal thresholds
were reduced by.;the masker. For the wide fields, high contrast masking tuning functions peaked at
the signal frequency, were slightly asymmetric, and had approximately invariant half-maximum

frequencies that lie 3/4 octave below and 1 octave above the signal frequency. The corresponding low
contrast tuning functions exhibited peak threshold reduction at the signal frequency, with half-
minimum frequencies at roughly ;1; 0.25 octaves. For the narrow fields, the masking tuning functions
were much broader at both low and highmasking contrasts. A masking model is presented that
encompasses contrast detection, discrimination. and masking phenomena. Central constructs of the
model include a linear spatial frequency filter, a nonlinear trmwumr, 
pooling that acts at lovI!_<:_oritr_a_s_t_s only.

mraooucriou

The term masking is used commonly to referto any-.de~
gstriicfivéiiifiraction"or'interference among transient. stimuli.
that ai-éT”c'los”e'ly coupli{c_l_ _sp_ace_p,r__timeJ.. Adaptation is often

. distinguished from masking, but the distinction is not very
precise. An adapting stimulus onset always precedes the test
stimulus an adapting stimulus usually has a relatively long
duration. The effect of masking may be a decrease in_

_brigh_tness,_ e__rrors.in_recognition,_9ra_failure}.§detect._ This
paper is concerned only with the effect of one stimulus on the

, detectability of another where the stimuli are coincident in
space and simultaneousin time.

The effect of one stimulus on the detectability of another
‘need not be to decrease detectability. Indeed, several studies

have shown that a low contrast masker increases the de
ability of a signal."“ Thisgeffect var-i_ou_s_ly_ called neg:
masking, facilitation,_or. thepedestal e_ff ‘ _This‘p'aperf'
concerned with this effect as welllas the more u-
masking effect.

In the experiments, an observer was required to d’ -'
nate the superposition o + b of two sine-wave grating I '
a and b from grating b presented alone. Grating b iste _

,the‘masker. Its contrast remained fixed throughout a v
surement. Grating a is termed the signal. Its contrsu
varied to find its threshold. This masking procedure in —z . . .

as special cases, contrast detection and contrast discn -« ‘
tion. In contrast detection, the masking contrast is 0., _

contrast discrimination, masker and signal gratings have
same frequency and phase, and differ only in con
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’ at discrimination is sometimes referred to as contrast
- ent detection. Our use of the term masking and our
xgm for studying it are very similar to those commonly

in the study of auditory frequency analysis.-"

Contrast masking has been used to study the spatial fre-
‘ selectivity of pattern vision by measuring signal

Ids at one spatial frequency in the presence of masking
t of other spatial frequencies.3-°“° For high contrast

‘ rs. and signals at medium and high spatial frequencies,
studies have found that signal threshold elevation is

-- sl when the masker and signal have the same fre-
. Threshold elevation decreases regularly as the

v 'ng frequency departs from the signal frequency. The
'ns relating signal threshold elevation to masker fre-

may be termed spread of masking functions "or
' . ing tuning functions.

llilus been suggested that the bandwidths of these tuning
» '_ns provide estimates for spatial frequency channel

bclwidthsf’ These estimates are in rough agreement with

hing functions obtained in measurements of the spatial
hquency adaptation effect."-12 However, there is consid-
Ible variability in the form of tuning functions, both within
it between methods, even at similar spatial frequencies.
_l'dth.s at half-maximum range from 2 octaves” in a masking .
iperiment, to 0.62 octaves” in an adaptation experiment.
Intimates of the spatial frequency channel bandwidth from
inurements ‘of the detectability of complex gratings con-

itingof two sinusoidal components have yielded bandwidths
Murrow as 0.4 octaves” or less than 1.0 cycle per degree
led) in the range 5 to 20 cpd.“ However, it has been pointed

that the channel bandwidths derived from the detection

{complex gratings depend very much on one’s model of de-
|ztion.‘°'“’ The same is true of masking and adaptation. It
hot possible to relate the frequency selectivity of the

king or adaptation tuning functions to properties of
Irlerlying spatial frequency channels without, invoking
lodels of contrast masking or adaptation. To date, there

no model ofcontrast masking. Moreover, there is evi-

hes suggesting that adaptation may be determined in part
tylhe inhibition of one channel by another,19v’° although the
tied for this additional complication has been challenged.“
Consequently, at this point, the spatial frequency channel
hnrlwidth underlying frequency selectivity in masking or
idnptstion is still undetermined.

in the present study, masked thresholds were measured for
I10 cpd signal over a 2 octave range of masker frequencies
and s 3 log unit range of masker contrasts. If the masking
tuning function is to be taken as indicative e
pstxal frequency sensltivi y o t e etecting c anne , t_ en,

‘ '1Imin1mumJ_—ffls__lunc.tion,,9u hf {'6 have the same form in-
hindent ofJ;n,askeLc_o,n_t.g§st. One objective of the study was
Tdctermine whether contrast maskin o . ~ . . -

 nfi_ ' owever, the results may be interpreted
htlie context of a model that includes a spatial frequency
rhnnel whose sensitivity function is independent of contrast
sad peaks at the signal frequency. This model is an extension
it the nonlinear transducer model of Foley and Legge for
rnntrsst detection and discrimination.‘

The second purpose of the study was to investigate prop-
Irlies of contrast masking under conditions of restricted field

M9 J. Opt. Soc. Am., Vol. 70, No. 12, December 1980
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size. It has been observed that masking tuning functions
become broader (on a log frequency scale) for low signal
frequencies?-1° The broadening of the masking tuning
functions bears some similarity to peak shift and/or broad-
ening of spatial frequency adaptation tuning functions at low
spatial frequencies.”-2’ Comparison of these studies suggests
a loose covariation between bandwidth estimates and field
size. This covariation raises the possibility that the broad-

- ening of the tuning functions at low spatial frequencies may
be related, not so much to inherent properties of low spatial
frequency channels, but to the restricted number of cycles in
the stimulus. Hence, corresponding masking measurements
were made with stimuli that subtended either 6° or 0.75°

horizontally. This stimulus width variation was found to have
a large effect, but the model developed to account for the ef-
fects of varying contrast accounts for this result as well.

METHOD

Apparatus -

Vertical sine-wave gratings were presented on a CRT dis-
play by Z-axis modulation.” The display, designed and
constructed at the Physiological Laboratory, Cambridge, had
a P31 phosphor. The constant mean luminance was 200
cd/m2. The raster was derived from a 100 Hz horizontal

sweep and 100 kHz veijtical triangle wave.
._.x

The relationnbetweeii’ grating contrast and Z-axis voltage
and frequency was m‘¢_a_ia_.-gligrred with a narrow slit and UDT 80X
Opto-meter. As the grating pattern drifted behind the sta-

- tionary slit, the Opto-meter obtgined 256 luminance samples
per cycle. The resulting sequence of values was Fourier an-
alyzed. By this means the harmonic composition of the
modulation was obtained for a given Z-axis voltage and fre-

quency. During the experiments, all contrasts were kept
within the range for which the amplitudes of harmonic dis-
tortion products were less than 3% of the fundamental. Lu-
minance modulation was horizontally restricted to a region

symmetric about the center of the screen. The remainder of
the screen was maintained at the constant mean luminance '
level without modulation. This mode of presentation was

produced by passing the Z-axis signal through an electronic
switch. The onset and period of switch closure were con-
trolled by logic pulses from the CRT circuitry and corre-
sponded to that portion of the display sweep for which lumi-
nance modulation was desired.

Voltage waveforms, corresponding to masker and signal
gratings, were derived from two function generators. Their
outputs were electronically added and applied to the switch
prior to Z-axis input. As a result, CRT luminance modulation
consisted of the superposition of masker and signal gratings.

When the masker and signal had the same spatial frequency,
both were derived from the same function generator.

A DEC PDP-8 computer controlled stimulus durations, and
contrast levels with D/A converters, dB attenuators, and an-

alog multipliers. The computer sequenced stimulus pre-
sentations and collected data.

Procedure . _

Observers viewed the display binocularly, with natural

pupils, at a distance of 114 cm. The screen subtended 10°
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horizontally and 6"'vertically,-with a white cardboard sur-
round. For the wide field masking, modulation was restrfited
horizontally to 6°, symmetric about a central fixation mark. _
For narrow field masking, modulation was restricted hori-
zontally to 0.75°, symmetric about the same fixation mark.
When signals were presented, their onsets and offsets were
simultaneous with those of the masker.

Psychophysical threshold estimates were obtained with a
version of the two-alternative forced-choice staircase proce-
dure?“ The observer began by adjusting signal grating con-
trast to a value just above threshold by turning a hand-held
logarithmic attenuator. The observer was then given a block
of self-initiated trials. Each trial consisted of two 200 ms

exposures, marked by auditory tones, and separated by 750
' ms. Only one exposure contained the signal grating, but both

exposures ‘contained the masking grating. The observer
identi_fied the signal interval by pressing one of two keys. A
correct choice was followed by a tone. Three correct choices
at one contrast level were followed by a constant decrement
in contrast, and one incorrect choice was followed by an in-
crement. The mean of the first six contrast peaks and valleys
in the resulting sequence was taken as an estimate of the 0.79
proportion correct contrast level.“ Typically, a block con-
sisted of about 35 trials. For each condition, the threshold
measure was the geometric mean of the threshold estimates
from four to six blocks. The error bars in Figs. 2 and 4 cor-

respond to :1: one standard error of the mean.

Contrast thresholds were obtained in two masking experi-
ments:

(1) Wide Field Masking: Signals and maskers subtended
6'’ by 6°. Contrast thresholds for sine-wave grating signals
at 2.0 cpd were measiired as a function of masking contrast
for seven masking frequencies__.___ The masking frequencies,
arranged to lie'9,.approximatel37$1/4, :i:1/2, and :i:1 octave from
the signal frequency were: 1._i_)_, 1.4, 01.7, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8, and 4.0
cpd. For each masking frequ"e,j:|cy, the 11 masking contrasts
(percent contrasts) were: 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40,0.80, 1.6, 3.2,
6.4, 12.8, 25.6, and 51.2%.

An experimental run, lasting about an hour, was devoted
to a single masking frequency. Twelve signal threshold es-
timates were obtained, one in the absence of masking (de-
tection threshold), and one for each of the 11 masking con-
trasts. Masking contrasts were presented in either ascending
or descending order. No consistent differences could be ob-
served in the resulting threshold estimates, suggesting that
neither observer fatigue nor cumulative pattern adaptation
played a role.

Three observers participated in the experiments, although
time constraints prevented one observer from completing all

., conditions. An observer’s participation in a given condition y
involved two runs through the set of contrasts, one in as-
cending and one in descending order. Except in ‘Fig. _1, the
data points are always the geometric means of either four or
six threshold estimates, obtained from two or three observers.

For a given observer, the order of masking frequencies was
randomized across runs.

(2) Narrow Field Masking: Signals and maskers sub-
tended 0.75“ horizontally by 6.0° vertically, symmetrically
arranged about the center of the screen. The remainder of
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the screen was maintained at the same mean luminance level.

Signal gratings at 2.0 cpd were truncated to 1.5 periods, can» 1,
sisting of a central bright half-cycle, flanked on either side by ' '
dark half-cycles.

The same set of masking frequencies and contrasts was
in the narrow field case, except that the lowest masking con- .
trast of 0.05% was omitted. Procedural details were like those _
for wide field masking. Runs of narrow and wide field"
masking were interleaved.

Observers -~ ‘

There were three observers, all practiced with the methoch-3
and stimuli. WWL is a female, and SH a male, both in their f =‘
mid twenties. JMF is a male in his late thirties. Throughout .' i
the experiments, observers were optically corrected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

individual data

At the signal frequency of 2.0 cpd, the three observer!
threshold contrasts (percent contrasts) for the 6.0° and 0.75
gratings were, respectively: JMF, 0.28 and 0.51; WWL, 0.3
and 0.49; SH, 0.28.and 0.50. These values are geometric
means of 7 to 16 separate detection threshold estimates, col
lected on different days in different runs. ‘

Figure 1 shows data separately for the three observers when
t masker frequency was 2.8 cpd and the gratings were 0.75
wi e. Each point is the geometric mean of two threshold
timates. The important propeirties of the masking data
bediscussed in the next two subsections, - Note here, however,
that the scatter of points across individuals is typical ofdsu -
collected in all masking conditions. No systematic individual,
differences in sensitivity or shape of the maskingcurvea were
apparent across conditions. Accordingly, data were combined :
across" observers. The remaining figures show combined
data.

0.75‘ FIELD
20 cpd SIGNAL 0

2.8 cpd MASKER 6 RD
A QD O

D
E

‘THRESHOLDCONTRAST(‘Isl
0.1 03 1.0 3.0 100 300

MASKING CONTRAST (°la)

FIG. 1. Contrast masking data for three observers. Data for his ~
sewers are shown separately for one masking irequency. Each pan,
the geometric mean of two threshold estimates. The scatter oi polru,
typical of results in other conditions. In subsequent figures. points rspufl,‘-I
data averaged across observers.
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Msskin
lo Frequengy

1.0

hemrlveTHRESHOLDELEVATION
(J

0.05 0.15 0.5 1.5 ‘s 15 50
MASKING CONTRAST (as)

I 2. Signal threshold as a function of masking contrast: _ wide tields.
Iguisard maskers subtended 6° by 6°. Contrast thresholds for 2.0 cpd
fl-nvs gratings are plotted as a function at masker grating contrast tor

rnssker spatial frequencies. To lacllitate display, the sets of data
pint: iwve been vertically displaced and sequenced in order of masking
lunacy. For each set of data, the ordinate gives threshold contrast In

. units re unmasked threshold level indicated by the horizontal
Hod lines. Data points are the geometric means of tour to six threshold
‘flutes irom three observers. Throshoir_t estimates were obtained from
kdu oi forced-choice trials. Error bars represent :l:1 standard error.
haw lines have been lit to the data lor masking contrasts in the range

'5 to 51.2% . Their slopes are given in Table I. Smooth curves have
drawn through the remaining data within a set.,u

l

V jlirlo iloid masking
In the wide field masking experiment, sinusoidal luminance

ulstion of the screen covered a horizontal extent of

Figure 2 presents signal thresholds as a function of the
rrnirnst of maskers. The signals were always 2.0 cpd sine-

_7nve gratings. There were seven masking frequencies, one
h each of the sets of data in the figure. Both signals and‘
mixers were in cosine phase with the fixation point. Both
Irre presented simultaneously for’ 200 ms. The data points
In geometric means of four to six threshold estimates from
three observers (see METHOD). There were 11 masking

trusts for each masking frequency, ranging over more than
Slog units from 0.05% to 51.2%. In Fig. 2, the ordinate is
‘relative threshold elevation. It should be interpreted as fol-
laws. For each set of data, the horizontal dashed line repre-

'Ierll.a the unmasked detection threshold in arbitrary contrast
units. For a given set of data. all plotted thresholds should
telalten relative to this level. For example, the curve par-

lrletrized by the masking frequency 1.0 cpd has an unmasked
~ rirnal threshold of 3.0 arbitrary contrast units. A datum

plotted at 9.0 represents a masked threshold greater by a
hctor of 3 than the unmasked threshold.

There is a range of very low masking contrastsfor which the
maker has little or no effect upon signal threshold. This
rings is frequency dependent, being lower for maskers whose
frequencies approach more closely to the signal frequency of
10 cpd.
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There is a range of high masking contrasts for which the
signal thresholds at all masking frequencies appear to lie along
straight lines in these double logarithmic coordinates.
Moreover, because the slopes of these lines are similar, they
appear «to be roughly parallel. Best-fitting straight lines
(method of least squares) have been computed over the con-
trast range from 3.2% to 51.2%. They are drawn as the
straight line portions of the solid curves through the date in
Fig. 2. The slopes of these straight lines are given in Table
I. For wide field masking, the slopes range from 0.525 to 0.711
with a mean value of 0.620. There appear to be no systematic,
variations of slope with frequency. To a good approximation,
the slopes at the seven masking frequencies may be taken as
equal. and the high contrast portions of the masking functions
in Fig. 2 as parallel. Parallel plots in double logarithmic
coordinates mean that the corresponding functions are scaled
versions of one another. The straight lines through the high
contrast portions of the masking functions in Fig. 2 are roughly
parallel, but they are not coincident. For masking frequencies
more and more remote from the signal frequency of 2.0 cpd,
corresponding straight lines are increasingly shifted to the
right, representing a decrease in the effectiveness ofmasking.
Denoting signal contrast threshold by C¢, masking contrast
by C, and taking the power function exponent to be 0.62, the
high contrast masking functions take the form

C: lk(f)Cl°'°’. (1)
where k(f) is a frequencyq-dependent scaling factor. The
values of MI) were computed using a least-square criterion
to find the best-fitting straight lines with slopes 0.62 through
the high contrast data in Fig. 2. Yglues of k(f) are presented
in Table L

Values of k(/'), normalized by the peak value at 2.0 cpd, are
plotted as the filled circles in Fig. 8(a) (see below). Best-fit-
ting straight lines have been drawn through the points to the
right and left of the peak for purposes of interpolation and
extrapolation later.

_tgJ_n_.__I_t represents the sensitivity of signal detection at 2.0
cpd to maskers of different frequencies. The values plotted
in Fig. 8(a) are related reciprocally to masker contrasts re-
quired to produce a criterion signal thrhold contrast. In this
respect, the sensitivity function of Fig. 8(a) is analogous to an
action spectrum. It-corresponds to the “equivalent contrast

TABLE I. Exponents oi the power functions relating signal thresholds
to masking contrast.

" re». 5.’ 12:1
/ |AA- c If 0* .'
k if) -

0.0025

Narrow field

Exponent”

Wide field
Exponent‘

Masking
frequency

1.0 0.711 0.788
1.4 0.610 0.567 0.0059
1.7 0.525 0.526 0.0072
2.0 0.558 0.672 0.0152
2.4 0.651 0.501 0.0093
2.8 0.673 0.577 0.0089
4.0 0.615 0.769 0.0050

Mean ‘ 0.620 0.627

‘Based on slope of best-fitting straight line in log-log coordinates in the range
3.2%—6l.2% masking contrast.

"Based on slope of best-fitting straight line in log-log coordinataesvln the range
B.4%—5l.2% masking contrast.t
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transformation” introduced by Blakemore and Nachmias."’5

In the masking model to be presented below, this sensitiiiity
function represents the frequency selectivity of a linear,
spatial frequency filter (channel). Notice that the sensitivity
function is broader to the right of its peak than to the left.
The half-maximum frequencies lie near ‘/4 octave below the
peak and slightly more than 1/2 octave above the peak. The
overall bandwidth’ between half-maximum frequencies is
therefore about 0.75 octaves. Blakemore et al.2“' found a
contrast~invariant channel bandwidth of 0.75 octaves from

grating adaptation studies using the equivalent contrast
transformation.

Panties used binocular viewing and forced-choice methods
to measure thresholds for sine-wave gratings presented for 1.7
s upon a continuously present, slowly drifting background
grating. Frequencies of the background gratings varied from
those of the signal gratings by factors of 1, 2, 3, and 5. Over
several conditions of masker and signal frequencies, and
contrast ranges, there was evidence for power-law relations
between signal threshold and background contrast. The
log-log slopes obtained by Pantle are not inconsistent with the
conclusion reached here, that masking functions in which
maskers differ from signals by as much as an octave in fre-
quency are scaled versions of the same power law, for a range
of high masking contrasts.

When the masker and signal both have spatial frequency
2.0 cpd, the observer’s task is one of contrast discrimination.
Table I indicates that the best-fitting straight line through
the contrast discrimination data of Fig. 2 has a slope of 0.558,
well below the value of 1.0 predicted by Weber's law. Legge,1°
using the same forced-choice procedure, luminance and
monocular viewing, has measured contrast discrimination
functions of this sort at several spatial frequencies. At 1.0,
4.0, and 16.0 cpd, the corresponding slopes were found to be
0.62, 0.67, and 0270, respectively. (At the very low spatial
frequency of 0.25 cpd, the slopigwas only 0.28.) Several other
investigators have measured ‘the contrast discrimination
function using a variety of stimulus conditions and procedures.

Some have found Weber's law behavior.” Others find that
contrast discrimination thresholds increase more slowly than
Weber’s law predicts.”-7'34“ Still others find Weber's law
behavior under some conditions and departures from it under
others."“'33 For a" discussion, of possible reasons for these
discrepant findings, see Legge.‘° "

Now consider the nonmonotonicity of the masking func-
tions in Fig. 2. For masking contrasts between about 0.05%
and 0.8%, signal thresholds are lower than thresholds mea-
sured in the absence of masking. For instance, for a 2.0 cpd
masker having contrast 0.4%, the signal threshold is about
two-and-one-half times lower than the detection threshold.

In such cases, the rnasker may be said tojacllitqte signal de-
tection. This phenomenon has been termed the pedestal
effec -51-‘-he pedestal effect also occurs for the discriminatio‘n‘
0 luminance increments.3‘»35 It has been observed elsewhere

for grating contrast discrimination,“v19-27-3° and has been
discussed at some length by Foley and Legge.‘ The pedestal
effect of Fig. 2 is frequency selective. It is readily apparent
when the maskerand signal have the same frequency, but is
greatly diminished "when the masker and signal differ by .-h 0.5
octaves. Unlike high contrast portions of the masking func-
tions of Fig. 2, the _frequency-dependent shape of the pedestal
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effect means that the low contrast portions of the masking

functions are not parallel. Hence, the low contrast portions
of the masking functions are not simply scaled versions of one
another.

The facilitation effect should be distinguished from “sub-
threshold summation.37" In the subthreshold summation

paradigm, the observer adjusts the contrast C; of a superim-
posed pair of stimuli C; + C2 until the combination reaches
threshold. In the forced-choice discrimination paradigm of
this paper, the masker C1 is presented in both intervals of: ._
trial, and the signal C2 is presented in one interval only. The ~
observer must discriminate between stimuli C; and C, + C1. » '
The two procedures would not, in general, be expected to yield
the same result. In any case, a simple “summation to
threshold" model cannot account for the facilitation effect,
because signal thresholds are reduced by masking contrasls
well above the unmasked threshold, and because the sum of r =
masker contrast and threshold contrast is not constant when
the masker’s contrast is below the detection threshold.

The frequency selectivity of masking can be examined more
carefully in Fig. 3. Data points, representing signal thresh- . ‘
olds, have been replotted from Fig. 2 as a function of masking ' '
frequency. The masking contrasts parametrize these ,
masking tuning functions. The ordinate is relative threshold '
elevation, the ratio of masked to unmasked signal threshold.
The ten symbols represent masked thresholds obtained with
ten masking contrasts. Values for 0.8% masking contrast hm

been omitted for the sake of clarity. An ordinate value of 1.0 _7‘ "
means that there is no effect of masking. For very low con- .i ‘
trust, there is no effect of masking. For masking contrasts in ;
the range from about 0.1% to 0.8%, there is a facilitation or ,2
pedestal effect with very narrow frequency selectivity. Al
the masking contrasts increase beyond 0.8%, the tuning ,
functions turn inside out and become the more familiar
threshold elevation functions. These have medium band

RELATIVETHRESHOLDELEVATION
1.0 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.8 4.0
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cpd)

FIG. 3. Masking tuning functions for different masking contrasts: it
fields. Signals and maskers subtended 6° by 6°. The data in Fig. 2 7
been reploiied as relative threshold elevation of 2.0.cpd sine-wave - -
signals as a function of the spatial frequency of masking gratings. Sand.
curves have been drawn through the sets of data. The ten sets of deb
for different masking contrasts. as indicated. Data at 0.8% maifl
contrast have been omitted for clarity. _ An ordinate value of 1.0 Indiafl;
that masking has no effect.
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10 Masking
Frequency

1.0

RELATIVETHRESHOLDELEVATION
0.15 0.5 1.5 5 15 50

MASKING CONTRAST (5%)

no 4. Signal threshold as a function of masking contrast: narrow fields.
The signals and maskers subtended 0.75” horizontally by 6° vertically. The
men sets of data are analogous to those of Fig. 3. except that straight lines
were lit to the data In the range of 6.4% to 51.2% masking contrast.

,‘ widths and are more broadly tuned than the pedestal effect.
‘The high contrast tuning functions are asymmetric, being

lightly broader above their peaks than below. This asym-
etry in masking tuning functions has been noted else-

wh,_.,e_7.s.as,a9

Some studies have found that masking contrasts that in-? - . - . .

'1-_czease signal threshold when they are close in frequency to the
' al act to reduce signal threshold when masking frequency
about ‘/3 the signal frequency.“-2933 This phenomenomhas

' been called ‘_‘remote facilitation." In our experiments, no
masker frequency is one-third the signal frequency. However,

r facilitation is apparent at and near the signal frequency when
: the masker has a contrast of 0.8% or less. These observations

Can a single empirical measure be used to characterize the
bandwidth of spatial frequency masking? To the extent that
he high contrast portions of the masking functions in Fig. 2

. are scaled versions of one another, estimates of the half-
maximum bandwidth frequencies in Fig. 3 will be invariant
over a range of high masking contrasts. The half-maximum
frequencies so obtained lie roughly one octave (or slightly less)
above the signal frequency, and about 3/4 of an octave below
it.

However, such an empirical bandwidth estimate is certainly
inadequate for description of the frequency selectivity ofthe
pedestal effect. Its half-minimum frequencies lie roughly :l:1/4
octave from the signal frequency. This very narrow tuning

‘ of the pedestal effect in contrast masking has been noted
earlier.“

Certainly no single empirical measure can characterize the
frequency selectivity of masking over the full range of con-
trasts used in this study. Nevertheless, the masking model.

to be presented below, postulates the existence of a linear filter
whose (channel) bandwidth is invariant with contrast.
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Narrow lleld masking
In the narrow field masking experiment, sinusoidal lumi-

na.nce modulation was confined to a horizontal extent of0.75”.
The remainder of the screen was maintained at a mean lu-
minance level of 200 cd/m2.

Figure 4 presents 2.0 cpd signal thresholds as a function of
masker contrast, for seven masking frequencies. The con-
ventions for plotting the data‘ are like those for Fig. 2. The
signals and maskers were always truncated sine-wave gratings
in cosine phase with a central fixation mark.

Once again, there is a range of high masking contrasts for --
which the sets of data are well approximated by straight lines
in the double logarithmic coordinates. The lines are ap-
proximately parallel and have slopes well below 1.0. (See
Table I.) The mean slope is 0.627, very close to the value of
0.620 for wide field masking.

_ For a range of low masking contrasts, the pedestaleffect is
evident at all masking frequencies.

In Fig. 5, data points from Fig. 4 are replotted as signal
thresholds versus masking frequency. The conventions for
plotting the data are like those in Fig. 3. The nine symbols
represent masked thresholds obtained with nine masking
contrasts. Values for 1.6% masking contrast have been -

omitted for the sake of clarity. Smooth curves have been
drawn through the data at each masking frequency. For
masking contrasts below alieiut 2 to 3%, there is a general fa-
cilitation effect that appears to extend across the range of
masking frequencies used.--'5Phis broad tuning of the pedestal
effect isvery different from the extremely narrow tuning of
the pedestal effect in wide field masking (see Fig. 3). At
higher masking contrasts, the tuning functions turn inside out
so.that the presence of masking elevates signal thresholds. At.
high masking contrasts, these tuning functions become more
broadly tuned than those in'Fig. 3 for wide field masking.
There appears to be a tendency for the peak threshold ele-
vation to occur for masking frequencies above the signal fre-
quency.. Analogous effects have been observed under_rather

0.75‘ Field

RELATIVETHRESHOLDELEVATION
1.0 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.3 4.0
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cpd)

FIG. 5. Masking tuning lunctions for different masking contrasts: narrow
fields. Signals and maskers subtended 0.75° horizontally by 6° vertically.
Other details asvln Fig. 3. Data at 1.6% masking contrast have been
omitted for clarity.I
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different spatial frequency masking conditions. Legge9 ob-
served that masking tuning functions for signals at 0.375 and
0.75 cpd were broader than those at higher signal frequencies,
and tended to have their peaks shifted to masking frequencies
above the signal frequency. The tuning functions were ob- .
tained with gratings subtending 10°. Legge 1“ observed sim-
ilar effects for monocular masking tuning functions at 0.125
and 0.25 cpd, using a 13° field. Legge‘-3 hypothesized that
characteristics of masking tuning functions at low signal
frequencies might reflect properties of a transient mechanism,
having low-pass spatial frequency sensitivity, coexisting with
a set of band-pass sustained mechanisms. The results of the
present study, however, suggest that the broadening of
masking tuning functions may not be confined to low signal
frequencies below 1.0 cpd. Instead-, it may be that broadening
is related to a reduced number of cycles in the stimulus grat-
ings. The number of cycles and the spatial frequency of sig-
nals covary for stimuli of fixed angular subtense. Further
research will be required to unravel the separate dependences
of the spread of masking upon signal frequency and field
subtense.

Implicit in the data of Figs. 2 and 4 is an important differ-
ence between wide field and narrow field masking. In Fig. 6,
contrast discrimination thresholds (both signal and masker
at 2.0 cpd) have been replotted as-a function of maslrer con-

trast for the wide field condition (I) and for the narrow field
condition (as). The two theoretical curves are discussed below.
For masking contrasts above about 6.4%, there is very little
difference between wide field and narrow field thresholds.

For low masking contrasts, below about 0.8%, wide field
thresholds fall well below narrow field thresholds. Similarly,
contrast detection thresholds (see Individual data) are lower
in the wide field condition than in the narrow field condition. y
A notable peculiarity is that for a narrow range of intermediate
contrasts,.the narrpw field thresholds actually drop below the

widefield thresholds.

—-N0 SPATIAL POOUNG
---SPATIAL POOLING

an 1 NARROW FIELD-0 WIDE FIELD

THRESHOLDCONTRAST('/J
001

0.05 0.15 0.5 1.5 5.0 15.0 50.0
MASKING CONTRAST (=14

FIG. 6. Contrast discrimination: data and model. Comrmt discrimination
thresholds. lorymich both signal and masker are 2.0 cpd sine-wave gratings.
have been reploiled ironi Figs. 2 and 4 as a function of contrast. (0) wide
field; (nu) narrow ileld. The two cuves are derived from the masking model.
-—predicilon based on output oi a single daiecior. no spatial pooling.
---model predictions include spatial pooling over 6°.
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The decrease in contrast detection threshold with an in- ‘:
crease in the number of grating cycles has been well docu- '-
mented.3“-40-“ The new observation here is that a similar
improvement in sensitivity occurs for contrast discrimination §

' at very low contrasts as field size is increased, but that contrast § _
discrimination is relatively insensitive to field size at high ;
contrasts. ’

CONTRAST MASKING MODEL _

There exists no quantitative model of spatial frequency
masking. The model proposed here is an extension of the
nonlinear transducer model of contrast detection and die ['-
crimination of Foley and Legge.‘ The masking model’:

comprehensive insofar as it treats processes of detection.

discrimination, and masking within a single theoretical. ._
framework. The development owes much to the earlier wort ‘- ‘-
of Nachmias and Sansbury} and Stromeyer and Klein.” The
model bears similarities to detection and discrimination

models in audition (see, e.g., McGill and Goldberg“ and Hall .
and Sondhi.‘i5) The model is presented in the spirit of a fini i
effort to account for a broad and complex body of masliinr .
data. It accounts for most of the diverse results of lliii 3
paper.

__T_ ionon zocpa :
sine-wave grating signal is accomplis_l-i_e_d_~i;y_ane_i;s,gmliied
spatially IocaIEEd_detectors, dlffi_3_l_‘_l_l'_lg__(_)_I_lly_l_I_l_‘[._l}_qii'__p0SlilODL
Eachfldetéctcrls response is determined by three processes-—| ‘
me 1 er c arac erize y a spatial frequency sensitivity ~

urwtrbn ’_(ZI:a_n_o_n.iinea
mean, constant-v_ar_i_ance Gaussian__{i_9_i;ig_. The model wiilbn

TiiIIy‘cli'§fa"i:"te1"iEed by specifying: "'(i) the function k’(/J; (ii)
the functional F; and (iii) the “decision rules" by which do V
tector outputs are combined to determine a response in ii! "
forced-choice procedure. Figure 7 is a schematic represeo-‘I
tation of the model. In the following subsections, k’i/ii ,
identified with the sensitivity function plotted in Fig. 8(a). ‘
the nonlinear transducer F is shown to have the form zinc
in Fig. 8(b). The model’s decision rules incorporate ii for;
of spatial pooling at low contrasts. but not at high on-‘
trasts.

Linear lllter

Recent theoretical treatments have attributed phenoincfl ~‘_

of spatial frequency selectivity in vision to hypothetical spaiid
weighting functions or “receptive fields" associated Ifi. .(
spatially localized detectors.“-3545'“ Legge“ has madfl
grating detection by an ensemble of such detectors, tlislrig
uted across the visual field. The ensemble, all member:

which have the same spatial weighting functionfias

a spatial frequency channel. The spatial frequency sell:
tivity associated with the channel is characterized by J,
Fourier transform of the spatial weighting function. Fit
detector centered at position :20 in visual coordinates. ~
spatial weighting function S(x), the output ro, associaled ‘
stimulus waveform L(x), is I “

rg[L(x )] e: f_: L(x)S(x - :co)dx.
This convolution is linear, and constitutes the linear /iii!" 5
"the masking model. For asine-wave grating of frequent)‘
in cosine phase with the origin of coordinates, the I '

Gordon E. Legge and John M. Foley
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MASKER

SIGNAL

LINEAR
FILTER

NON LINEAR
TRANSDUCER

ADDiTlVE
GAUSSIAN
NOISE

nvei'ormL(x) is ’ I
L(x) = Lo(1 + C cos21rfx), it!)

where L0 is mean luminance and C is the grating contrast.‘ If
iliedetector is assumed to be insensitive to mean luminance,”
iisdependence on the grating frequency f is found from Eqs.
(2) and (3) to be A '

rn(f) c: C J‘: cos21rfxS(x — xo)dx. (4)
Lisuming that S(x) is center symmetric and of finite extent,”

.. iieobtain

ro(f) on C cos2-irfxo cos21rfxS(x)dx $5)
= C cos21rf.i:ok’(/)

where the bracketed quantity has been rewritten as k’(f) and
isthe Fourier transform of the symmetric function S(x).

' Equation (5) indicates that the ‘output of the linear filter. re-
sulting from a stimulus grating of frequency f, is proportional
to the product of three factors———grating contrast C, the value
of the sensitivity function k’(f) at f, and a phase-sensitive
factor cos21rfxo that depends on the position :0 of the de-
iector.

The filter output for a detector located at the fixation point,
to = 0, is simply Ck’ (f). The contrast discrimination data in
Fig. 6 suggest that the effects of spatial pooling are largely
absent at high contrasts. Frequency selectivity of masking

I465 J. Opt. Soc. Am., Vol. 70, No. 12, December 1980
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at high contrast may, therefore, predominantly reflect the
filtering characteristics of detectors located at or very near the
fixation point. It has already been shown that, for a range of
high contrasts, the masking functions of Fig. 2 may be ap-
proximated by scaled versions of one another. This fre-
quency-dependent scaling is characterized in ,a contrast-in-
variant manner by the sensitivity function of Fig. 8(a). In the
context of the masking model. this spatial frequency sensi-
tivity function can be identified as the function k’(f) associ-
ated with the linear filter. ‘The filter attenuates signal inputs -
to the detectors in accordance with Eq. (5).

100

u.

D:0z3u.

Eo(I)z4:ii:i-

O.15 0.5 1.5 5
CONTRAST l’/-l

SENSITIVITYFUNCTIONkill
1.0 ‘IA_ 1.1 20 . I: -I

‘ SPATIAL FREOU_ENCY (GDCD
FIG. 3. (a) spaiiai frequency sensitivity iunciion used in the masking
rriodei. The scale factors km (Table I) obtained irom high doriirasi masking
are plotted in normalized lorm as a iunction oi frequency. straight lines
have been fit through the points to theleit and right oi 2.6 cpd {or purposes
ol interpolation and extrapolation. (bi Nonlinear transducer used-in the
nnsklng modal. F is the nonlinear transducer oi iheiriasklng model: Fm
= (a1|r|’-‘)I(| r|= + a2’) where a. = 45 and a, = 0.0075. Fls plotted for
the case In which r = G—deiecicr located at xa responding to a 2.0 cpd
sine-wave grating.

\
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More generally, the spectral representations of stimuli of
finite width will be continuous functions of frequency; The
output of the linear filter for a detector centered at xo gener-
alizes from Eq. (5) to“ '

ro °= C(f)k’(f) cos27rfxodf. (6)

where C(/') is the contrast spectrum of the stimulus. The
spectral spread of the stimulus becomes important when
modeling the narrow field results for which gratings were
truncated to widths of 0.75°. The fitted straight lines to the
points of Fig. 8(a) approximate k’(f). This approximation is
used in the numerical evaluation of the integral in Eq. (6).

It is known that contrast sensitivity decreases with in-
creasing retinal eccentricity.52‘54 Effects of retinal inhomo-

I geneity were probably slight in the current experiments. The
wide field gratings extended only 3° on either side of the

. fixation point. Nevertheless, in the masking model, the filter
output of each detector was multiplied by the factor
exp(—0.116]xo[). This function, taken from Wilson and
Giese,“ describes the decline in sensitivity with retinal ec-
centricity for 2.0 cpd gratings. Inclusion of this factor in the

masking modelrhad only slight effects upon its perfor-mance.

Nonlinear transducer

In the masking model, the output of the linear filter asso-
ciated with a detector is subjected to a nonlinear transfor-
mation, denoted F. If the output of the linear filter for a de-
tector at position x9 is re, the corresponding output of the
nonlinear transducer is F(ro).

Foley and Leggef__used contrast detection data to infer a
nonlinear transducer of the form

FE-‘ma-or-. m

where a and n are constantg, and C is the grating contrast.
They found values of the exponent n that ranged from 2.11
to 3.04, depending on observer and spatial frequency. A
positively accelerating nonlinear transducer of this type ac-
counts for contrast detection and discrimination data over a
range of low contrasts. With increasing contrast C, fixed
increments in transducer output are associated with ever

decreasing increments in transducer inputs. This property
of the nonlinear transducer can be used to model the facili-

tation that occurs with low contrast discrimination. However,
' the nonlinear transducer of Eq. (7) will not work at high

contrasts, because it predicts that threshold will continue to
decrease with increasing masking contrast. The choice of

’ nonlinear transducer to use in the masking model is55

1r'= am?-4/(|r|2_+ a,2), (3).
' where r is the input to the nonlinear transducer, and a1 and

a2 are constants. This equation is plotted in Fig. 8(b) in
log-log coordinates, with values of the constants computed as
discussed below. For small inputs |r| < (12, the transducer
function reduces to F = (a1/ag2)|r|2-4. This form of the
transducer is compatible with the transducer inferred by Foley
and Legge,‘ (7). For large inputs [r| > €12, the transducer
has the form F = a, |r|°-4. At high contrasts, the transducer
is compressive, but nonsaturating. In the compressive region,
greater and greater input increments are required to achieve
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equal output increments. In the case of contrast discrir:
nation, the empirical consequence is that signal threshol.
increase with increasing contrast. '

Notice that the constant a2‘ in Eq. (8) determines the rang
of inputs r that lie in the positively accelerating and cor
pressive regions of the nonlinearity. Ifa2 were 0. there woo.’

be no positively accelerated portion of the nonlinearity an
consequently, no dip in the masking functions of Figs. 2 an
4. in is simply a constant of proportionality.

Noise process

Observers do not always give the same response in identic
forced-choice trials. To account for this fact, it is assume
that noise is added to the output of the nonlinear transduce
The noise is Gaussian, zero-mean, with constant, unit vari
ance,57 and is uncorrelated with the noise in other detector!
The inclusion of noise means that the output of a detecm
must be regarded as a random variable. Let the output of
detector, associated with a linear filter response r, be 150-):

E(r) = F(r) + e. [9

F is the nonlinear transducer; 2 is the additive, zero—mean
unit—variance Gaussian noise; the mean of the random variabl
E(r) is F(r), and its constant standard deviation is 1.0.

Declslon process

An observer's response in a forced-choice trial depends or
a decision rule. The decision rule may apply to the output on
h.single detector or may be based on the outputs of a set 0!
independent detectors. The way in which outputs from
ferent detectors are combinedito produce a decision will notbe discussed.

In a forced-choice trial, the observer is presented with one
interval containing the signal-plus-masker and another in-
terval containing the masker alone. Consider a detector
centered at x;. If its linear filter responses to signal and

‘ masker are r.,- and r,,,_-, respectively, its outputs in the two in-

tervals of the trial are E(r.,- + r,,.,-) and E(r,.._,-). ‘For everyda-
tector, it is assumed that each observation interval is associ-

ated with only one value of the output variable E. Thea
values are stochastically independent. "3

First, consider the case in which an observer's decision 5

based upon the output of a single detector. Let the observerg
choice be governed by the following decision rule:

DECISION RULE: When the decision in a forced- _
choice trial is based upon the output of a single deicctorfj
choose the interval in which the value o_f_the output

variable E is greater. (10:5-

This rule implies that the observer computes the differenéil
E(r, + r,,.) ,- E(r,,.) for the detector. If the signal-pltisgel
masker interval produces the larger output, his choice will
correct. If the interval containing the masker alone produmggl

the larger value of E, his choice will be incorrect.
Now, consider the case of many detectors. Data of Fig.

suggest that field size is much more important to contrast.
discrimination at low contrasts than at high contrasts.
parently, at low contrasts, observers can base decisions on

information collected over a wide portion of the visual
s z:

Gordon E. Legge and John M. Foley 1660:-3
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have been several investigations of spatial pooling
is associated with contrast detection.‘5~17v35v53"52 The

. popular model has been termed probability summation.
bility summation has been well developed for contrast
'on. However, it is not applicable, "without considerable
ment. to contrast discrimination or masking.

Al In alternative model ofspatial pooling that _is applicable
contrast detection, discrimination, and masking, the deci-

V,‘ . rule for one detector may be extended to many detectors,
(allows:

’DEClSlON RULE: When the decision in a forced-

dioice trial is based upon the outputs of many detectors,
lzlentify the detector whose outputs in the two intervals
live the greatest difference. Choose the interval in
which this detector’s output is greater. (11)

flu‘: rule implies that the observer computes the difference
,, + r,,,,.) - E(r,,.,) for each detector,.and then bases his

ixision upon the detector for which this difference has the
1 magnitude.

any decision rules are possible that include versions of
- ial pooling. Several decision rules, including linear and
~- rstic summation across detector outputs, were studied

huempts to model the masking data of this paper. None
, one found to be as adequate as the decision rule given here,
though the differences were often small.

The contrast discrimination data of Fig. 6 suggest that the
: affects of spatial pooling are primarily confined to low con-

hsts.‘*" For purposes of modeling, the following decision
mics were adopted: (i) At low masking contrasts, the

"breed-choice decision is,-based upon the output of many de-
Irdors, according to theliecision rule in Eq. (11); (ii) at high

trusts, the forced-choice decision_is based upon the-output,
a single detector, located at the fixation point. The switch

._ hdecision rules occurs at a contrast of about 1%.

in the case of spatial pooling, the following simplification
made for purposes of calculation. Only detectors cen-

tered on peaks and valleys of the 2.0 cpd signal grating were
‘Included lnthe decision process.“ '

The properties of the masking model were studied with a
computer program simulation. For a given signal and masker,

orced-choice trial was simulated by the followingsteps: (i)
Aset of detectors was chosen by specifying their center posi-
lions x.- in the visual field; (ii) the linear filter response of each
detector was calculated for the masker and signal-plus-masker
from Eq. (6), and weighted by the retinal inhomogeneity
llctor; (iii) for each detector, the linear filter outputs were
subjected to the nonlinear transformation of Eq. (8); (iv) a
value drawn from a zero-mean. unit-variance Gaussian ran-
dam process was added to the output of each nonlinear
transformation, Eq. (9); (v) for each detector, the difference
in signal-plus-masker and masker outputs was computed, and

’ . the forced-choice was determined by the decision rule given
in either (10) or (11). For a givenmasker and signal, 250 trials

'3 I‘ were simulated, and the percent correct calculated. The
Iuircase procedure used in the experiments of this paper es-

_ limated the signal contrast that yielded 79% correct. Ac-
cordingly, the computer simulation repeated its computations
lor signal contrasts until the corresponding values of percent

“' 'correct ranged from 60% to 90%. From these simulated
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"frequency-of-seeing" curves, the 79% signal contrast was
obtained. Although the Gaussian noise component of the
simulation means that the model's predictions have some
variability, repetitions indicated that its threshold estimates
are good to better than 5%.

, The masking model has now been fully specified, except for
evaluation of the constants at and a2 in Eq. (8). As noted
earlier, at high contrasts. the nonlinear transducer reduces to
a1|r|°-4 and is independent of oz. The value of a; was chosen
by simulating contrast discrimination at 51.2% contrast. A _
value of a1 = 45 was chosen because it yielded a threshold of
about 4.5% in agreement with observation. Similarly, a2
= 0.0075 was chosen so that the model's predictions for con-
trast detection thresholds for wide fields would approximate
closely the observed threshold of 0.3%.

The model may now be used to predict signal thresholds for

contrast detection, discrimination, and masking. The model _
is characterized by a linear spatial frequency filter [Fig. 8(a)],
is nonlinear transducer [Fig. 8(b)], separate decision rules for
low and high contrast masking, and the constants a1 and
(12.

PREDICTIONS OF THE MASKING MODEL

Contrast dlscrlmlnallon .;
Two theoretical curves A-‘accompany the contrast discrimi-

nation data in Fig. 6. The solid curve, la-b_eled’N0 SPATIAL
-POOLING, was derivedfi"om the masking model by applying
the single detector decision rule, Eq. (10), across the full range
of contrasts. The broken line, labeled SPATIAL POOLING,
is the masking model's prediction based upon the decision
rule, Eq. (11), that incorporates spatial pooling over the 6°
field. A third theoretical curve, not shown, incorporates ef-
fects of spatial pooling in the narrow field case. It lies very
close to the-NO SPATIAL POOLING curve at lowvcontrasts,
and drops well below it at high contrasts. The two theoretical
curves in Fig. 6 indicate that the NO SPATIAL POOLING
predictions fit the narrow field data at all contrasts, and the
wide field data at high contrasts. On the other hand, spatial
pooling leads to predictions that provide a reasonably good
fit to the wide field data at low contrasts. Apparently, low
contrast discrimination at 2.0 cpd involves some form of

spatial pooling, but high contrast discrimination does not.

When the spatial pooling decision rule is used, the masking
model predicts contrast detection thresholds of 0.31% and

20.55% for wide and narrow field gratings, respectively, com-
pared with, measured values (means across three observers)
of 0.29% and 0.50%. The predicted psychometric functions
for detection have the shape found experimentally by Foley
and Legs.‘ '

Masking tuning functions at high contrast
Figure 9 presents the masking model's tuning functions

(solid curves) for masking contrasts of 51.2% and 25.6%.
Panel (a) presents wide field results and panel (b) narrow field
results. Data points are replotted from Figs. 3 and 5.

The model's predictions fit the wide field data quite well,
reflecting the broad and asymmetric form of the tuning
functions. The model's predictions for all masking contrasts

in the range 3.2% to 51.2% are similar in shape, and give

Gordon E. Legge and John M. Foley 1467
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FIG. 9. Masking tuning functions at high contrast: dataand model. Solid
curves are predictions of the masking model ior 2.0 cpd signal threshold
elevation plotted as a tunetlon oi the spatial irequency of masking gratings
of 51.2% and 25.6% contrast. (a) Wide field: 6°. by 6°. data repiotted

_ from Fig. 3. (b) Narrow iieid: 0.75° by 6°, data repiotted irom Fig. 5.

comparably good approximations to the data. It is interesting
to note that the channel sensitivity function, Fig. 8(a), is
considerably narrower than the spread of masking predicted
by the model. This difference can be traced to the form of the
nonlinearity that follows the stage of linear filtering.“-".
Clearly, the relation between the theoretical channel sensi-
tivity and the empirical frequency selectivity of masking de-
pends crucially on the-model adopted to relate them.

The model’s predicted tuning functions are broader for
narrow field ‘masking than 'fo“it'dwide field masking, in con-

formity. with the data. The broadening can be traced to the
spectral broadening of gratiiigr stimuli that are truncated to
0.75°. The model gives a good account of the data at the
masking contrast of 51.2%, except for the rightmost point. A
possible source for the discrepancy between model and data
is the estimate of the channel sensitivity function, Fig. 8(a).
If the channel were to have a broad. high frequency tail, be-
yond 4.0 cpd, model predictions based on extrapolation of the
straight lines in Fig. 8(a) would lead to low threshold estimates
at high masking frequencies. Notice how peak masking shifts
to frequencies above the signal frequency for high contrast,
narrow field masking. The model predicts a slight peak shift
of this sort, arising because the spectrum of the truncated 2.4
cpd masking stimulus actually exhibits slightly greater overlap
with the channel sensitivity function than does the spectrum

-of the truncated 2.0 cpd stimulus grating.

Masking tuning functions at low contrast
Figure 10 presents the masking model’s tuning functions

(solid curves) for low masking contrasts. Panel (a) presents
wide field predictions for masking contrasts of0.2% and 0.4%.
Panel (b) presents narrow field results for masking contrasts
of 0.2% and 0.4%. Data points have been replotted from Figs.
3and5.

For the wide field, the model predicts the very narrow
tuning of the facilitation effect. In part, the narrow tuning
is a reflection of a form of phase sensitivity inherent in the
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MASKING
CONTRAST (°!-sl

RELATIVETHRESHOLDELEVATION
as 1.0 ‘1.4 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.8 4.0

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (cpd)
FIG. 10. Masking tmlng functions at low contrast: data and model. Sci! -
curves are predictions of the masking model ior 2.0 cpd signal threshofl ~
reduction pinned as a function oi the spatial frequency of masking grating.
(a) Wide ileid: 6° by 6°. data replotted from Fig. 3. (b) Narrow fiett ,-
0.75‘' by 6'’, data replotted from Fig. 5. -l

model.‘ When signal and masker are both in cosine phase with
the fixation mark at the center of the display, but have dif- '
ferent spatial frequencies, their relative phases will differ l
everywhereexcept at points separated by distances equal to
the period of the beat frequency. Detectors that are optimally

stimulated by the signal grating are centered at the peaks and
troughs of the signal grating. These detectors will be stimu-''%

lated by maskers whose relative phase is often nonoptimal for 4
stimulating the detector. When the masker and the signal ;

hpve nearly the same spatial frequency, the masker acts mjf
lower signal threshold. In the context of the model, this fa-"=5
cilitation is a consequence of the positively accelerated formfi
of the nonlinear transducer at low contrasts. 9%’

For narrow field masking at low contrasts, the model pre-7?‘
dicts very broad tuning of the facilitation effect. The V
broadening occurs because the phase selective narrowing duel
to spatial pooling has been removed and because stimulus‘!

spectra have been broadened. Note that both the data and;

iI
liII

the model’s predictions are so broadly tuned that frequency
sensitivity is hardly apparent. Comparison of the upper a.od,.
lower panels of Fig. 10 shows the very large influence that fieldfi
size has upon the frequency selectivity of the facilitation ef-ll
fect. For wide fields, upper panel, the frequency tuning is}
extremely narrow. For narrow fields, lower panel, the tuning}
is extremely broad. The masking model also possesses that-.
properties. ‘

A rather strong assumption of the masking model is thsfi
decisions concerning the presence or absence of the 2.0 cpdé
signal always result from decision rules that are based on , :
outputs of detectors that are optimally sensitive at 2.0 c
This is an assumption of parsimony. Instead, it may be A

observers refer their decisions to different sets of detectorg
for different masking conditions. Limitations of the
model in describing the data may result from a violation of this

assumption. g
Both the data and model exhibit different propertiesat

and high contrast. In terms of the model, low contrast pro-E.-j
cessing is characterized by a linear filter, followed by an neg
celerating nonlinear transducer, followed by spatial pooling
across detectors. _Einpirical consequences are that maskirlgj
facilitates signal detect1on,‘is’_rTarrowl‘ytTi'rii'2El_.‘_1n lreque'rfi."-'7'
but se_nsitiv_eto'field' siie. ' High contras'tT)?oce“ss'ifig'is_clfiF3
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rized by the same linear filter, followed by a compressive
linearity, and the relative absence of spatial pooling.
' 'cally, high contrast masking elevates signal threshold,

ibits medium to broad tuning, and is relatively insensitive
ield size. The striking differences between masking at low
high contrasts may reflect the properties of separate,
erlying mechanisms. Accelerating and compressive
ions of the nonlinear transducer may be descriptive of

arate mechanisms. Foley and Legge‘ have suggested that
accelerating portion of the transducer may be the result

a threshold process followed by the addition of Gaussian
ise. By comparison, the compressive portion of the non-
ear transducer may reflect the operation of signal com-

ion in the transmission of high amplitude signals along

1: Why is spatial pooling less prominent at high contrasts?
he properties of the Gaussian

ly correlated across detectors, no spatial pooling would be
resent. This account has some phenomenological plausi-
ility. Observers sometimes report that for very low con-

grating detection involves "seeing something” at dif-
rent places in the stimulus field on different trials, as if local

esponse fluctuations were occurring. At high contrasts’,
owever. observers do not seem to report seeing patches of a
sting fluctuating in contrast. But why should the detector

oise become correlated at high contrast? Although we have
umed constant-variance additive noise in ‘the current

odel, further study may indicate that the noise is signal
_e dependent, in which case somd correlation might not be sur-

prising. \

An important feature of the masking model is the ordering
of its elements. The linear filter precedes the nonlinear

d transducer. Burton“; attributed visual “beats" to a frequency
filter that followed a nonlinearity. The possibility exists that
spatial frequency filtering occurs both before and after the
nonlinearity. However, there are two compelling reasons for
placing a stage of linear filtering before the nonlinearity.
First, it would be difficult to account for the fact that the high
contrast portions of the masking functions in Figs. 2 and 4 are
approximately parallel without assuming that the scaling
operation (linear filtering) occurs prior to the nonlinearity.
Second, evidence that pattern detection thresholds can be
predicted from a knowledge of pattern Fourier spectra57'59
requires that a stage of linear filtering precedes the nonlin-
earity.
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Equations for chromatic discrimination models
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Equations are derived to fit the cone sensitivity values of Smith and Pokomy, which are based
mainly upon Judd’s modified color matching functions and the spectral sensitivities of normal and
dichromatic observers. The equations, which fit Smith and Pokorny’s values to within 1 to 3%, are
smooth and differentiable. Derivatives of cone sensitivities for an equal luminance spectrum, which
are of particular importance for models of chromatic discrimination, have been calculated and are
shown graphically.

» - in differential signals from the three classes of cone pho-
. < ptors that populate the human retina. No matter what
insumptions are made about the subsequent processing of

;visual signals, any reasonable model of chromatic discrimi-
-‘elation must begin by considering these receptor differentials.
_‘l'o do so correctly requires‘-precise information about the ac-

spectra of the R, G, and B cones.

7' By the end of the nineteenth century, Konig and Dieteiici‘
~.~lud already proposed a set ofcone fundamentals consistent -

both with color mixture data and certain facts about red-green
fdichromacies considered as loss systems. Two similar sets,
_.liased on modern data, have appeared within the last decade.
~ The first was published in 1971 by Vos and Wali-aven2; the

'-. ‘second, in 1975, by Smith and Pokorny.3 For reasons that will
be given, we have elected to fit equations to the second

minance for the fields being compared. Experimentally, this
“requires that a method be developed for holding luminance
1’- constant as chromaticity is varied. Theoretically, this oper-

Ilion implies that only signals in the opponent-color channels
be allowed to vary, while those in the achromatic visual

{channels are held constant. Widespread agreement exists
—: that the B cones contribute little to luminance. Recent ex-

perimental data‘ strongly support the limiting version of this
3 concept which states that B cones do not contribute to lumi-
.« '_ mice at all. We have chosen the Smith-Pokorny functions
~' because they are explicitly based upon this null assump-

" 5, tion.5

A limitation of the Smith-Pokorny fundamentals is that
they are specified only at 10-nm intervals, having been derived

it from Judd's modified CIE color mixture data, which were
,_-. similarly given.‘ These then are not really functions, but
3‘ rather tabled values, from which interpolations are required
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to obtain sensitivities at intermediate wavelengths. - Since ’
wavelength differences ofas little as 1 nm may be perceptible,
the use of such tables is awliward for constructing models of
chromatic discrimination. ' "'1

Simple interpolations are not S8tlSfflCt0l';'Z For example,
if a curve is fit tova plot of the Smith-Pokorny values. using a
cubic spline routine that constrains the fitted curve to pass

V exactly through the plotted points, the resulting curve looks
smooth if seen at the usual scale. , But this smoothness is de-
ceptive: a detailed analysis shows a discontinuity at each
plotted point and"no smoothly differentiable function can pass .
exactly through these points. The same is true for the V03-
Walraven set, the 1931 CIE color mixture data, and Judd’s
modification of the CIE values.

The major purpose of this paper is to present mathematical
expressions to represent the Smith-Pokorny fundamentals,
which they called S3, S0, and S3. We will use R, G, and B to
stand for the calculated sensitivities of the three cohe types
whose action spectra are specified. Because discrimination .
models are concerned with differentials, we have added the
requirement that the equations be differentiable. We know
in advance that the equations for R, G, and B cannot meet this
requirement and exactly fit the tabled values; therefore, we
have realistically aspired only to come close.

The functions are presented as equations, as graphs, and‘
in tabular form, the latter to allow exact comparison with the
Smith-Pokorny values. A comparison is then made between

the sum of the R and G functions and Judd's modification of
the CIE spectral luminous efficiency function V;.. Because
chromatic discrimination requires that R + G be held con-
stant, the calculated functions for RI(R + G), G/(R + G), and
B/(R + G) (to be called R, G, and B) are shown graphically.
Finally, the first derivatives of these functions (R‘, G’. and B’),
which are of key importance for modeling chromatic dis-
crimination, are presented. All plots are of energy-based
sensitivity versus wavelength. An appendix elaborates upon

the method used for obtaining the equations.

© 1980 Optical Society of America 1471
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Experience with the new color facsimile standard
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A.H. Mutz
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Abstract

In 1994 the International Telecommunications Union — Telecommunications Sector

(ITU-T, formerly known as CCITT) has approved annexes to the Group 3 and Group 4
facsimile standards that allow for the exchange of continuous-tone color and gray-
scale images. After reviewing the highlights of the new capabilities, we report on our
experience in implementing this standard and testing the protocol. We believe the

quality of images transmitted with color facsimile is sufficient for many communica-

tion tasks of people working in the Various color areas.

1 Overview of the color-facsimile standard

Research and development of color facsimile can be dated back to before World War

II [4]. This elfort has resulted in expensive and proprietary systems for special appli-
cations, such as the transmission of color photographs by news delivery services.

Three breakthroughs have occurred that will soon make color facsimile as ubiquitous
as plain paper facsimile is now.

The first break-through has occurred in electronic imaging. New lossy data compres-

sion algorithms that discard image data that cannot be perceived allow considerable

reduction of the image size in bytes. This size reduction makes it viable to transmit

the image over the public-switched telephone network (PSTN) using ordinary mo-
dems.

The second breakthrough is in the cost of hardware. High performance processors,
color scanners, and color printers have become so cheap that they can be assembled

to a color facsimile machine with a very accessible purchase price.

Last but not least, an international standard has been sanctioned [2, 3]. This means

that users can universally exchange color images with remote users without bother-

ing about the manufacturer or type of the facsimile stations.
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1.1 Selection of a color space

In a study proposal introduced 1990 by the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Compa-

ny of Japan (NTT), business color images have been classified into four categories:

full color (color photographs)

multi-color (color charts and graphs)

bi-color (documents marked up with red ink)

mixed color (combinations ofabove documents, such as color pages ofmagazines)

Seventeen color spaces have been considered. They have included device spaces likes
CMYK and YIQ, colorimetric spaces like the CIE color spaces, and color order systems

such as the Munsell Renotation System.

These color space candidates have been evaluated using criteria relevant for the in-
tended use of color facsimile mentioned above. Examples are quantization error, com-

patibility with compression algorithms, and color stability with white point change.

This evaluation has resulted in the selection of the CIE 1976 (L*a*b*) color space

(CIELAB) as the mandatory color space for color facsimile. The standard also speci-

fies CIE Standard Illuminant D50 as the default and basic values for the white p0int/
illuminant.

Special care has been necessary for the selection of an appropriate gamut range. Be-
cause the standard prescribes the allocation of 8 bits/pel/component (or optionally 12),
a trade-ofi" is necessary between the gamut size and the artifacts introduced by quan-
tization into a limited data volume. It has been determined experimentally that with

a gamut range of a* = [-80, 80], b* = [-80, 120], quantization artifacts under aggres-
sive compression are relatively unobjectionable [6].

The standard prescribes a default gamut range of a* = [-85, 85], b* = [-75, 125]. For
those cases in which a priori knowledge about the gamut range is available and high

color fidelity is necessary, the standard allows the specification of a custom gamut
range. This custom gamut range can be changed on a per page basis.

1.2 Selection of a data compression method

For the image compression method, baseline JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts

Group) [1] has been adopted. As shown in Fig. 1, this method consists of three stages.
First, a sequential discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied, which is an orthogonal
and separable transform that allows near-optimum energy compaction and for which
a number offast algorithms with low computational complexity have been developed.
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Source Compressed

Image data Image Data

DQT Table HT Table

Specifications Specifications

Figure 1. DCT-based encoder, simplified diagram. The lightness channels and the two
chromatic channels are each run through the encoder. Typically, the tables are different for the

various channels.(After reference 1, Fig. 4.)

In a second stage the data is quantized based on the discrete quantization table

(DQT). This stage is lossy and implementors design the DQT so that no visible arti-
facts are introduced in the image. The compression ratio of a file can be increased by

setting a so-called q-factor or scaling factor, which is essentially a uniform multipli-
cative parameter that is applied to the quantization tables. Even when the tables are
carefully designed to be perceptually lossless, a large q-factor will introduce artifacts,
such as blockiness in areas of constant color or ringing on text characters.

The final step is a lossless Huffinan encoder, which eliminates the entropy in the im-
age file. The Huffman table (HT) controls the effectiveness of the lossless compres-
sion. At the receiving end, the inverse transforms are applied in reverse order,

creating a rendition of the original image.

It has been established [5] that the luminance acuity is 32 to 33 cycles/degree, the

red-green chromatic acuity is 11 to 12 cycles/degree, and the blue—yellow chromatic
acuity is around 11 cycles/degree. Therefore, by default the color facsimile standards
prescribes subsampling the image by 4:1:1 in the CIELAB space. For critical applica-
tions, it is possible to override this spatial subsampling in the chrominance channels.

1.3 The color processing pipeline

A Group 3 color facsimile machine essentially consists of an RGB scanner, a JPEG
coder, a module performing the facsimile protocol, a modem, and a CMYK printer.

Fig. 2 illustrates the color pipeline.

The process begins with the translation of a color, 24-bits per pixel, RGB image into
the CIELAB color space. At the baseline resolution of 200 dpi, an A size color image

requires approximately 11.22M bytes of storage. Next, theichrominance components
of the image are subsampled by a factor of two on both the horizontal and vertical co-
ordinates. Subsampling decreases the size ofthe original image by a factor of two. Be-
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\
A size, 200dpi 4:1:1 ~226K bytes
11.22M bytes 5.6M bytes (unoptimized)
24 bits /pixel 12 bits /pixel 0.48 bits I pixe

 ~

Figure 2. Color facsimile pipeline. The RGB bitmap from a scanner is converted to the
GIELAB color space and the chrominance channels are spatially subsampled. The image is
then compressed using the JPEG method and encapsulated for the conventional Group 3 fac-
simile protocol and transmitted over an ordinary phone line. At the receiving end, the inverse
operations are applied.

fore transmission, the image is compressed using the baseline lossy JPEG algorithm.

The compressed image is finally transmitted using the Group 3 facsimile protocol. On
the receiver side, after Group 3 decoding, the image is decompressed and printed on

a color or gray-scale printer.

The use of a device independent color space, a well defined gamut and the specifica-

tion of the viewing conditions allow for a colorimetrically correct rendition of the im-

age at the receiving color facsimile station. For artists, scientists, industrialists,
educators, and the many others using color professionally, the characterization ofthe
process is important also to know the limits of the system. This knowledge is impor-
tant because the image is received remotely and by the very nature of the facsimile

madium the sender can not compare visually the reproduction with the original.

2 Extensions to the facsimile protocol

To explore the issues for a practical realization we have assembled a system from‘ a
number existing components. This approach has allowed us to focus on the system is-

sues and to ignore implementation details. After a short implementation time we
were able to successfully verify the protocol with an external independent implemen-
tation.
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The first step in augmenting an existing facsimile implementation for continuous-

tone and gray-scale images is to provide for the new bits in the handshaking frames

during the pre-message procedure. In this phase the receiving machine advertises its

capabilities to the sending machine, which compares them with its own capabilities
and selects the best common set.

The pre—Inessage procedure allows users to communicate through a wide variety of
facsimile machines. If the sender is a color facsimile system, the following receiver ca-

pabilities have to be evaluated:

1. Is the error correction mode (ECM) enabled?

2. Is the resolution at least 200 x 200 pels/25.4 mm?

3. Is JPEG coding, gray-scale mode supported?

4. Is JPEG coding, full color mode supported?

Any Group 3 facsimile machine supports the conventional modified Huffman coding
that is used in all existing machines. If any of the above questions is negative, the

sender falls back to this mode, ensuring full backwards compatibility with existing

equipment. As the third test suggests, the new color facsimile protocol also supports
a high quality black & white continuous tone mode.

If necessary, this negotiation can be repeated for each page, allowing for the trans-
mission ofmixed documents. For example, ifa multi-page document contains only one

color page and one gray-scale page, while the other pages are binary (e.g., black text)
only the two continuous-tone pages will be JPEG encoded and only the color page will
be sent in color mode.

The other components required to assemble a color facsimile system are readily avail-
able: scanner & printer drivers, and a JPEG coder. The JPEG coders available in the

public domain usually require the image to be represented either in RGB or in YUV
coordinates. Adding the conversion to and from the CIELAB color space is straight-
forward.

3 Transmission experiments

For error free communication using a 9600 baud modem, experimental and simula-

tion results showed that the effective facsimile transmission rate is approximately

64K bytes per minute. This includes negotiation start-up time and typical retransmis-
sion overhead. Using lossy JPEG and the default quantization tables, we have

achieved perceptually lossless compression with compression ratios close to 20:1.
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For such a compression ratio, and a transmission rate of 64K bytes per minute. color

facsimile of an A size color image will require at least 8.6 minutes of communication

time. This is certainly neither cost-eflicient or practical. Therefore, higher compres-

sion ratios, at acceptable printing quality, are required for efficient color facsimile.

For example, for a transmission time of less than three minutes, the minimum re-

quired conipression ratio is 60:1.

In the JPEG standard, the compression ratio is controlled by two sets of tables: the

quantization and the Huffman tables. The quantization tables affect the lossy-com-

pression part. A common practice is to use the default JPEG quantization tables, but

scaled with an appropriate q-factor as mentioned above. The Huffman tables control
the lossless com ression art. Most a lications use the default tables. For hi h com-

. - p u u w
pression ratios and acceptable output, both of these tables Wlll have to be optiinized.

Prior work related to JPEG optimization addresses only the YUV or the RGB color

spaces and focuses on perceptually lossless compression. Scanning or printing are sel-
dom taken into consideration. By taking into consideration the complete color facsim-

ile pipeline (scanning, color transformation, compression—decompression, and
printing), we are able to improve significantly both the compressibility and the print-

ing quality of color images. Using custom quantization tables we are able to improve

the compression ratio by at least 20%, for similar visual quality.

Table 1 shows compression ratios for three color images using both the default (uni-

formly scaled) and custom quantization tables. All images were scanned at 200 dpi.

The 4CPO1 image is the color facsimile test image recommended by the ITU.

Image Default table Custom table

Real estate flier with photo 52:1 82:1

Book page with photos and text 53:1 63:1

4CPO1 test chart 47:1 63:1

Table 1. Typical compression ratios. We compare the compression ratios obtained with
the default tables used in most JPEG implementations and the custom tables we tweaked by
hand for color facsimile. The latter allow for viable transmission times.

4 An open problem

The design of good quantization tables is more an art than a science. Authors that

have studied the problem have done so in the optical domain, i.e., for images encoded

in device coordinates. Because the color facsimile standard prescribes the CIELAB

color space, the images are represented in the perceptual domain.
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Much of the literature on color perception deals with aperture colors. There is only

limited discussion of the spatial perception ofcolor other than the study ofvisual acu-

ity and contrast sensitivity. Knowledge about spatial color perception would allow the
design of better q1_1_ai1tiza.tio11 tables, Wliicli would shorten the transmission tinies for
color facsimile communication.

-C-3.-1-911155 one
g... .u.

We have shown that the new amendments to the Group 3 standard to provide for color

and gray-scale facsimile are sound and do not present any particularly diificult to
solve system issues. We have tested our implementation of the protocol with an inde-

pendent realization and successfully exercised all aspects of the protocol.

With the default JPEG quantization and Huffman tables the transmission time are

not practical for commercial applications. We were able to improve the transmission
times with custom tables, but more work is necessary in this area.
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' ' ' y thresholds for discrete cosine transfonn (DCT) coefficient
tdpeak luminance of the error ima

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Discrete cosine transform-based image compression

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has become a standard method of image compressionm. Frequently
the image is divided into‘ 8X8-pixel blocks that are each transformed into 64 coefficients for reconstruction from
the DCT basis functions. The DCT transform coefficients Im‘ ,, , of an NXN block of image pixels 1‘,-_k , aregiven by

N-1 N-1

Im_n = Z Z ijik Cj'm Ck_,,_, I7Z,I'l =0, . . . ,N*1,
j=0 k=0

TCj‘m=A¢‘1V, m=0,
-2-

where

= —A—[- cos(—T2t—;i[2j+l]), m > O.

The block of image pixels is reconstructed by the inverse transform, which is the same as the forward transform
.for this normalization,

m_nCj'mCk'n, j,k=1,...,N‘1.

Quantization of the DCT coefficients Im_ n results in image compression. Typically, compression standards
allow the user to set the level of quantization for each coefficient. A quantization matrix Qm_ n specifies the
quantization of the DCT coefficients, where the m , n th entry in the matrix is the step size of the uniform
quantizer for the m , n th DCT coefficient.

1.2 Threshold—based DCT coefficient quantization
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Visibility thresholds were measured for purely R , G , or B basis functions on a black background, masked by a
pedestal containing the same color at the luminance that resulted from the mid-range digital value 128 (plus a
small veiling luminance). From these measurements, Peterson er al. 3 derived DCT coefficient quantization
matrices for separate compression of R , G , and B images. Their quantization matrices produced reasonable

compression with barely visible artifacts. However, the viewing conditions in many applications may not be
similar enough to the viewing conditions of their experiments to yield good compression without visible artifacts
using their specific quantization matrices. The goal is to develop a formula to generate appropriate quantization
matrices for different viewing conditions. In particular, we would like to interpolate and extrapolate the
experimental results to other display luminances, other veiling luminances, and other spatial frequencies
(different pixel spacings, viewing distances, and aspect ratios).

2. THEORY

The theoretical basis of the model developed here is the assumption that the detectability of distortion in
the decoded RGB image can be predicted based on the luminance error caused by quantization of an individual
DCT coefficient. Although quantization of DCT coefficients causes both luminance and chrominance errors, we
assume that for all the coefficients other than the DC coefficient, the spatial frequency is high enough that the
luminance error dominates. The model only takes into account the luminance of the error; it ignores thechrominance.

The display parameters are characterized as follows:

L0 is the background or veiling luminance on the screen,
Li is the luminance contributed by the image,

L is the total luminance, L0 + L- ,
wx is the horizontal width of a pixel in degrees of visual angle,

Wy is the vertical height of a pixel in degrees of visual angle.

Assuming ideal interpolation of a spatially sampled signal displayed on a linear monitor, the image of the error

Em," (x ,y due to quantization of the m , rt th DCT basis function coefficient 1",,” can be written

E,,,.,,(x,y) =Le cos(finrv’V-1:[2x+l]) cos( [2y+1]), Osx <Nwx , Osy <Nwy, (3)4-

= 0 , elsewhere,

where Le is the luminance amplitude of the error image. We assume that the luminance error due to

quantization of a particular DCT coefficient is not visible if L5 is less than a threshold Tm‘ n, which is a
function only of the coefficient indexes, in , n , and the above display parameters.

2.1 Single-Orientation Case

For either m or n equal to zero (but not both), and ignoring windowing (that is, the limited spatial extent
of the test pattern in the experiment), the problem becomes one of predicting Tm_ ,, for a vertical grating with
spatial frequency

771.

f”‘-°‘ 2Nw,,

or a horizontal grating with spatial frequency

366 /SPIE Vol. 1666 I-lluman Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display Ill (I992)
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In our model we approximate the log of Tm‘ ,, by a parabola in log spatial frequency,

1ogT,,,_,, = log (Tm) + K (logfj-_k — logfmin)2, m=O or n=0,

where the parameters Tmin, K, and fmin are functions of the total luminance L. Tmin is the luminance
threshold at f min, the frequency where the threshold is smallest; and K determines the steepness of the
parabola.

Figure 1 illustrates that contrast sensitivity (luminance divided by threshold ltuninance) for luminance-only
sine wave gratings can be fit by parabolic functions of log spatial frequency over a range of luminances, when
only the fit to high (> 1 cycle per degree) spatial freqgiencies is considered. The data are from the work of van
Nes and Bouman4, as reported by Olzak and Thomas . The parabolas are least-squared error fits to the
individual sets of luminance data. The parabola model is not valid for low spatial frequencies, since the _
decrease in sensitivity at low frequencies is slow for imagery that is not stabilized on the retinas. This model is
not applicable for T0_0. The results presented in Peterson et. al.3 indicate a conservative estimate for TQ0 is
the smaller of TL0 and T0_1.

E—*\
»-1

>1.121‘
>

33‘‘O
s:
av5/}
‘-4
[/3
cc:
1:1:
o
0

frequency, cycles / deg

Figure 1. Contrast sensitivity data from van Nes and Bouma.n4. The data were measured at luminances spaced
one decade apart from 2.9><1_0'4 cd/m2 to 2.9x10‘2cd/m2. Parabolas were fit by least squares to the log data
with spatial frequencies of 1 cycle/degree or greater.

SPIE Vol. 1666 Human Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display /H (I992) / 367
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2.2 Two-Orientation Case

When neither in nor n are equal to zero, the uigonometric identity

2cos(a)cos(b) = cos(a +b)+cos(a —b) (5)

shows that the DCT basis functions are the sum of two frequency components with the same spatial frequency

f = \/12747? , (7)

but different orientations. The angle 9 between the two components is

2r,.r,

f2 ‘
9 = arcsm (8)

There are two extreme cases. If either fx or fy is zero, the result is the single orientation case discussed
above. If fx equals fy , the components are orthogonal, and detection can be predicted either by probability
summation, or more simply, by summing the fourth powers of the amplitudes and taking the fourth root. The
latter leads to the threshold being increased by the factor 2075 = 1.68. This prediction for the effect of the
summation of the two Fourier components follows the work of Phillips and Wilson7 and that of Watsong. The
effect of intermediate positions of the two Fourier components can be approximated as a multiplicative threshold
factor

1

r + (1—r) cos” 0 ’ (9)

where [7 represents the orientation tuning of the visual system in grating detection. We assume b =2. In
addition, when fx and fy are equal. the two Fourier components are in the oblique direction, which usually
results in a further increase in threshold. The oblique effect can be included by decreasing the value of r .

Incorporating the factor of Equation (9) in the model of Equation (5), the complete model for predicting the log
visibility thresholds becomes

Tm 2
logTm_,, =log( 2 )+K(logfj-_k ——logfm5n) , m,n =0, . . . ,N—1. (10)

r+(l-—r)cos0

3. PARAMETER ESTINIATION AND GOODNESS OF FIT

A luminance~only model for DCT basis function visibility thresholds requires the model parameters Tmin.
f min, and K each be expressed as a function of luminance. The van Nes and Bouman4 data were collected
over a wide range of luminances. The experiments of Peterson et al.3 had a narrow luminance range, but were
shown to lead to good quantization matrices. Therefore, our strategy for estimating the functions is first to use
the van Nes and Bouman data to determine the form of these functions, and then to fit these form templates to
the Peterson et al. data. Each function is assumed to be a power law (linear in log-log coordinates), clipped at

some maximal value. The exponent of the power law is found by a least squares fit to the van Nes and Bouman

parabola parameters in the log domain. The maximal value for each function is also based on that data. The
resulting templates are the dashed lines in Figure 2. The van Nes and Bouman peak contrast sensitivities have

368 /SPIE Vol. 1666 Human Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display Ill (1992)
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been shifted downwards by approximately 0.3 log units relative to those in Figure 1. This shift attempts to
account for the difference in test pattern size for the two experiments, and corresponds to the log of the fourth
root of the ratio of the two areas, the same summation rule discussed above 7' 8. (Peterson et al. used 50><5O
pixel test patterns that occupied 1.47 degrees horizontally and 1.27 degrees vertically, while van Nes and
Bouman used a 8.25 by 4.5 degree signal.)

:3?>
‘U. .—¢
X
C
G)U)
4-:

Q
15
C
O
0

quadraticfactorbestfrequency
fmin,cycles/deg

log luminance, cd/m

Figure 2. Tmin (top), f min (middle), and K are shown as a function of L. Open circles, X's, and squares
represent parameter values of the predictions for the Peterson er at. data in Figure 2 for R , G , and B ,
respectively. Solid circles represent parameter values for the curves fit to the van Nes and Bouman data in
Figure 1. The solid lines show Equations (12), (13), and (14), developed to extrapolate the measured DCT basis
function thresholds.
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These templates are then used to extrapolate the data of Peterson er. at. by finding the best vertical shift
for fitting the templates to the Peterson er. al. data. The quality of the model fit to the data is evaluated by the
chi-square measure

X = 2 N (log Tabs _2lOg Tpred )2 ,0

where N is the number of subjects (15), Tpmd is the threshold predicted by the model (Equation (10)), and
Tabs is _t.he experimental threshold. The standard deviation was estimated from the between-subjects standard
deviations, excluding thresholds whose value was limited by the range of available stimulus levels. The
standard deviations of the log thresholds do not appear to vary with basis function, but a different standard
deviation was used for the B (6 =0.3 1) thresholds than for the R and G (6 =0.21). The sum is over the 58
non-DC basis functions (18 R , 22 G , 18 B ) included in the experiment.

3.1 Template fitting procedure

Figure 2 shows model parameters estimated directly from the Peterson et al. data along with the templates
fit to that data. To assess quantitatively the fit of the templates a sequence of nested hypotheses was formed that
successively added constraints to the model parameters. Then Tmin, fmin, K, and I‘ were estimated by
finding the values minimizing the chi-square measure of fit, subject to their constraints. Initially, all four model
parameters were allowed to vary arbitrarily with luminance (z'.e. color). The results appear in the first column of
Table 1. Next all parameters were re-estimated with I‘ assumed constant These results appear in the second
column of Table 1 and are also the points in Figure 2 representing the estimates unconstrained by the templates.
Then all parameters were re-estirnated with r constant and K assumed to follow its template (with a vertical
shift allowed). In this case the model has eight parameters: r, a vertical shift for the K template, three f min’s
(one for each luminance), and three Tm-m’s (one for each luminance). In turn, f min and S max =L/Tmin were
additionally constrained, so that the rightmost column in Table 1 gives estimates of the model parameters
consistent with all the templates. Table 1 also gives the minimum 952 fit of the model of Equation (10) for this
series of nested constraints on the parameters. Differences between successive fits would be distributed
approximately as X2 if the constraints were valid (and other assumptions held).

next parameter modelled
K fmin Smxx

107.80 108.14 112.02 133.58 233.11
107.80 0.34 3.88 21.56 99.53

46 2 2 2 2
0.85 . 0.15 <0.00l <0.00l

‘q,. 2.W* . C)%CuC3>UbaQ%Da
62.6 61.1 52.0 74.5
91.3 89.2 93.4 94.7

101.3 103.7 108.6 94.7
D:E>( name

Table 1. Parameter estimates and goodness of fit.

370/SPIE Vol. 1666 Human Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display III (I992)
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These test 752 values indicate that parameters r and K are well lit by their templates, but fmin and Tmm are
not well lit statistically. The luminances for B , R and G are 6.8, 17.4, and 53.9 cd/m2, respectively.

3.2 Tmin, fml-n, and K luminance functions

The relation between Tmin and luminance with all model parameters constrained to their templates is

L31‘ 1-ar

! L 1S0 >17

where = 13.45 Cd/ m2, 5' =94.7, and a =0.649. Figure 2 shows this relation in contrast sensitivit0 T Y
Smax=L /Tmm. Despite the adjustment for area, there is still a difference of about 0.25 log units between thetwo data sets.

The two data sets agree very closely on the relation of f mm to L. Figure 2 shows that both sets of data
are fit well by the power function

fmin: f0L“fLf“’/, L SLf, (13)

=f0, L >Lf,

wheref0= 6.78 cycles /deg , af =O.182, and Lf =300 Cd/m2. This function is clipped at high ,
ltuninances because van Nes and Bouman4 found no difference between the contrast sensitivity functions for
luminances of 290 and 1880 Cd/m2.

Although )(2 tests could not reject me hypothesis that the same value of K could be used forR , G’. and
B , the van Nes and Bouman data suggest that K is also approximately a power function of L , as shown in
Figure 2. Accordingly, we approximate K by the power function

K = K0L“‘LK_“‘, L SLK, (14)

T-KO, >LK,

where K0: 3.125 , aK ==0.0706 , and LK = 300 Cd/m2 . This function is clipped at high luminances for
the same reason as the fmin function.

Equations (12), (13), and (14) give Tmin , fmin, and K as functions of L. When they are substituted
into Equation (10). the result is a luminance-only model for DCT basis function visibility thresholds that
extrapolates the Peterson et al. data.

3.3 Orientation correction

Figure 3 shows threshold predictions using the templates described above in the model of Equation(10)
(dashed curves from the rightmost column in Table 1). These curves appear to fit the experimental thresholds
nearly as well as those estimated directly from the data (solid curves from the second column in Table l). The
In or rz equal zero experimental data of Peterson er al. are indicated by small symbols in Figure 3. The two-
orientation data, indicated by large symbols in Figure 3, are shown divided by the correction factor of Equation
(9). The need for this correction factor is demonstrated in Figure 4. Figure 4 plots the ratio of the
experimentally measured thresholds for two—orientation basis functions (m , rz ¢ 0) to the uncorrected model

SPIE Vol. I666 Human Vision, Visual Processing, and Digital Display Ill (I992) / 371
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predictions (Equation (5)) as a function of G, the angle between the orientation components. These ratios show
that the experimentally measured two-orientation thresholds are consistently higher than those predicted from
just the spatial frequency of the basis function (that is, the model of Equation (5)). The solid line in Figure 4
shows Equation (9) with r = 0.70. This value was used to correct the two—orientation data points in Figure 3.

300

'L/T
sitivity,

1:‘OU:
‘-1
an
:6
1:C‘.
O0

frequency, cycles / deg

Figure 3. Visibility thresholds T for DCT basis functions measured by Peterson et al.3 are represented as
contrast sensitivities S =L/T, as a function of their spatial frequency f . Circles, X’s, and squares correspond

to R. G, and B experimental thresholds, respectively. Small symbols indicate single—orientation basis function
thresholds. Large symbols indicate two-orientation basis function thresholds, after correction by Equation (9).

Solid lines show the model predictions using the parameters Tmm , f min , and K estimated directly from the
data by minimum )(2 (the second column of Table l). Dashed curves show model predictions using Equations
(V12), (13), and (14). The top, middle, and bottom (at the right edge of the graph) curves are fit to the G, R ,
and B , respectively.
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45

angle between orientations, deg

are shown as a function of 9, the angle between the
of Equation (9) with r = 0.70. Points are labeled
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5. DISCUSSION

There remains the question of why the shape and the peak of the contrast sensitivity functions of this data
are so different from the van Nes and Bouman4 data. Two factors that would force the results in this direction
are the spatial frequency transfer functions of the displays and of the observers. No attempt was made by
Peterson et al. to check the optical correction of the observers. In Figure 3 the small symbols corresponding to
horizontal and vertical gratings appear in pairs, with the horizontal grating frequency just to right of the vertical
grating frequency. At high spatial frequencies the sensitivity for vertical gratings is much less than that for
horizontal gratings, a result consistent in direction with cone spacingg, but also with some low pass filtering by
the display electronics. Other possible factors include the experience and selection of the observers. The above
factors seem generally in the direction of making the results more practical, but if one wants to insure that
artifacts are not visible, one could use the templates as lit to the van Nes and Bouman data, at the cost of less
compression. One major difference between the two studies was that the small area signals of Peterson et al.
were on a dark surround instead of an adapting field of the same mean luminance. It is well known that

adaptation near the masking level IS optimal for brightness discrimination . This raises the interesting question
of how the luminance term of the model should be computed from the image luminance distribution on the
display to optimize compression.

A luminance-based model appears to adequately account for the variations between the R , G, and B
sensitivities found by Peterson et al.3. There seems to be no need to introduce chromatic mechanisms to
account for their data. An advantage of separate compression for R , G, and B images is that only the
luminance of the output guns is needed to generate the quantization matrices. Transformation to luminance and
two iso-luminant color coordinates will give better compression, but then it may be critical that the
reconstruction be done so that the iso-luminant color planes are accurately reconstructed at the display.
Whatever color transformation is used, at least one dimension will be luminance dominated at high spatial
frequencies. Our model provides an experimentally based method for generating quantization matrices for such
dimensions for a range of display parameters and viewing conditions. '
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To investigate the spatial-frequency components that govern letter identification we compared contrast thresh-
olds for three types of visual stimulus (1) standard Sloan letters, (2) Sloan letters that were spatially bandpass
filtered by cosine log filters, and (3) D6 patterns (sixth spatial derivatives of Gaussians). Stimuli were pre-
sentedon a gray-scale display screen of a Macintosh computer-based testing system at temporal frequencies
primarily of 2 and 16 Hz. Contrast thresholds were measured in two subjects with normal visual acuity with
use of forced-choice staircases. Contrast sensitivity functions for standard Sloan letters and D6 patterns were
comparable at a temporal frequency of 16 Hz but differed systematically at a temporal frequency of2 Hz. The
measurement of contrast sensitivity for cosine log filtered letters presented at a temporal frequency of 2 Hz
indicated that the object spatial frequency of maximum sensitivity shifted to lower frequencies as letter size
decreased, whereas the retinal spatial frequency ofmaximum sensitivity remained relatively constant. When
letters were spatially bandpass filtered at a peak object spatial frequency of 2.5 cycles/letter, then contrast
sensitivity functions for letter identification were equivalent to those for D6 patterns at both temporal fre-
quencies.
function than do standard letter optotypes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The loss of visual acuity in visual disorders has tradi-
tionally been assessed with the use of letter optotypes.
Letters have also been suggested as an alternative or
supplement to the use of sinusoidal grating stimuli in
the measurement of contrast sensitivity.” As discussed

previously,” letters have certain advantages over sinu-
soidal grating patterns in that they contain components
with multiple orientations, are more familiar to patients,
and are used in everyday life. Moreover, given the im-
portance ofletter identification to the performance of com-
mon visual tasks, it is relevant to determine the ability

of patients to identify letters of low contrast and small
size. However, letters contain a broad range of spatial
frequencies,‘ which potentially complicates the theoreti-
cal interpretation of test results in terms of underlying
visual mechanisms.

Nevertheless, evidence5 suggests that, despite their
broad spatial-frequency content, letters can provide a
reasonable test of visual function, because only a lim-

ited range of object spatial frequencies‘ appears to be
important for letter identification. However, there is
some uncertainty as to the specific object spatial fre-

quencies that are involved in letter identification. Some
reports have suggested that relatively low object spa-
tial frequencies [approximately 1-2 cycles per letter
width (cycles/letter)] are the most important for letter
identification and reading."5'7'5 However, these studies
used either low-pass filters“-3 or filters with relatively
broad bandpass characteristics,‘ so that the exact range
of object spatial frequencies that is most relevant for
letter identification is uncertain. Other investigators

have suggested that these lower object spatial frequen-
cies do not contribute significantly to letter identification
and on this basis have designed visual acuity charts
that use letter optotypes containing only high object
spatial frequencies?-1°

0740-3232/94/092375-0B$06.00

These results suggest that spatially filtered letters may provide a more appropriate test of visual

The goal of the present study was to clarify the spatial-
frequency components that govern letter identification.
The first issue examined was the degree of similarity be-
tween contrast sensitivity functions obtained with stan-
dard letter stimuli and those obtained with stimuli that

are more delimited in spatial-frequency content and ori-
entation. Previous studies“'13 have suggested that both

types of stimulus produce similar contrast sensitivity
functions, but explicit comparisons between these two
types of test stimulus have not been made under equiva-
lent testing conditions. Therefore we compared contrast
sensitivity functions for Sloan letter optotypes“ with
those for D6 patterns (sixth spatial derivatives of Gauss-
ians), a type of stimulus that is both spatially localized
and delimited in spatial-frequency content, with a band-
width at half-height of 1 octave.” D6 patterns are simi-
lar in spatial-frequency content to a Gaussian-windowed
sinusoidal grating or Gabor patch.” We compared con-
trast sensitivity functions for letters and D6 patterns at
two different temporal frequencies. Evidence indicates
that the spatial characteristics of visual mechanisms can
vary with temporal frequency such that spatial band-
widths become broader at higher temporal frequencies."
Therefore a comparison of contrast sensitivity at two dis-
parate temporal frequencies provides a more stringent
test ofthe similarity between letters and D6 patterns than
does testing at a single temporal frequency.

The second issue addressed in this study was whether
the same object-spatial-frequency components govern let-
ter identification across letter sizes. This has been an

implicit assumption in the use of letters as test stimuli
but has been questioned recently in a study of the effect
of refractive error on letter identification.“ To test this

assumption we measured contrast thresholds for the iden-
tification of spatially bandpass filtered letters at a range
of letter sizes. Letters were filtered with a set of cosine

log filters” that have the following properties: (1) the
bandwidth at half-height is 1 octave, (2) the peaks of the

© 1994 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a one-dimensional D6 (sixth spatial
derivative of a Gaussian) test stimulus.

filters differ by 1 octave, and (3) the filters are symmetri-
cal on a log spatial-frequency axis. The two-dimensional
cosine log filters were radially symmetric (torus shaped)
in the frequency domain. Contrast thresholds for filtered

letters were measured as a function of filter peak object
frequency at a range of letter sizes.

The third issue addressed was whether restricting the
object-spatial-frequency content of letters increases the
degree of similarity between contrast sensitivity functions
for letters and D6 patterns. Specifically, we compared
contrast sensitivity functions for letters that were band-
pass filtered at a fixed object spatial frequency with con-
trast sensitivity functions for D6 patterns. Comparisons
were made at two different temporal frequencies, as in
the first part of the study.

2. SUBIECTS AND IVIETHODS

Subjects
Two of the authors, ages 30 and 46, with normal visual
acuity and practice in psychophysical experiments, served
as subjects.

Test Stimuli

Contrast sensitivity was measured for three types of
target: D6 patterns, standard Sloan letters, and Sloan
letters that were spatially bandpass filtered with two-
dimensional cosine log filters. D6 patterns were defined
by a sixth spatial derivative of a Gaussian in one direc-
tion and by a Gaussian in the orthogonal direction. The
space constant of the Gaussian was 0.8 times the peak
frequency of the D6 pattern, so that the patterns were
approximately circular.” An illustration of a D6 pat-
tern is presented in Fig. 1. A set of ten Sloan letters

(C, D, H, K, N, O, R, S, V, Z) was constructed according
to published guidelines.“ These Sloan letters were then

spatially bandpass filtered with a set of five cosine log
filters“ with peak object spatial frequencies of 0.63, 1.25,
2.5, 5, and 10 cycles/letter. Illustrations ofan unfiltered

Sloan letter and the cosine log filtered versions are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Object spatial frequencies lower than
0.63 cycle/letter were not used because, as described by
Parish and Sperling‘ and confirmed by our pilot testing,
these low object spatial frequencies contained little useful
information about letter identity. Object spatial frequen-
cies higher than 10 cycles/letter were not used, because
the letter spectra contained little amplitude at these ob-
ject spatial frequencies.

Alexander et al.

Test stimuli were generated by an Apple Macintosh
Ilfx microcomputer and were displayed on an Apple high-
resolution gray-scale monitor that had a P4 phosphor and
a vertical scan rate of 66.67 Hz. Stimuli were presented
in the center of a rectangular adapting field that was
displayed continuously throughout the session. The
stimulus display was viewed monocularly through a
photometer with a best refractive correction, and a 2-mm
artificial pupil was used to control the retinal illuminance

of the stimuli. The display monitor, which was the only
source of illumination in the test area, was placed behind
the subjects, with stray light shielded by black cloth, and
the letters were viewed in a front-surface mirror. Ex-

cept where indicated, the viewing distance was 7.2 m. at
which distance the adapting field subtended 1.7‘ hori-
zontally and 1.3” vertically. Stimulus luminances were
controlled by an ISR video attenuator and VideoToolbox
software, as described by Pelli and Zhang.” Linearized
color lookup tables that were loaded during the video re-
trace periods defined the pixel luminances for each video
frame.

The peak retinal spatial frequency (mp) of the D6 pat-
terns was defined as in previous studies”:

a2,,=\E/1ra,., (1)

where a',, is the space constant of the D6 pattern. As in
previous studies,“ the contrast of the D6 patterns was
defined by a Weber-type formulation:

CD6 = (Lpeak " Lmsan )/Lmean y

where Lpeak refers to the maximum luminance (or, for
patterns of negative contrast, minimum luminance) and
Lmm, refers to the space-average luminance, which was
1.9 log troland (Td) as measured with a Spectra Spot-
meter and an EG&G model 550 photometer. Sloan let-
ter size was specified in log minimum angle of resolution
(MAR) units, and letter contrast was defined according to
the Weber definition:

CL = (LT — LB)/Ls.

Fig. 2. Illustration of an unfiltered Sloan letter H and spa-
tially bandpass filtered versions, with use of cosine log filters
with peak object spatial frequencies of 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, and
10.0 cycles/letter.
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Contrast

Time

Fig. 3. Temporal waveform used to modulate the stimulus con-
trast. When plotted as luminance versus spatial position, this
function also represents the horizontal spatial luminance profile
of the D6 pattern shown in Fig. 1.

where LT and LB were the luminances of the target and
background, respectively, and L3 = 1.9 log Td.

The spatial properties of the filtered letters were
defined in terms of object spatial frequencies, which
were also converted to retinal spatial frequencies on the
basis of viewing distance. Because the contrast of com-
plex images, such as bandpass-filtered letters, is difficult
to define satisfactorily,”-22 we defined the contrast of the
filtered images relative to the contrast of the unfiltered
letters from which they were derived. That is, when the
contrast of the original unfiltered letter was 1.0, each
of the filtered images was assigned a relative contrast
of 1.0, regardless of the actual spatial distribution of
luminance values. For example, each of the filtered im-

ages in Fig. 2 was considered to have a relative contrast
of 1.0, since the original letter had a contrast of 1.0.
When the contrast of the unfiltered letter was reduced

by some proportion, then the relative contrast of the fil-
tered images was considered to have been reduced by an
equal proportion.

To restrict the temporal-frequency content of the test
stimuli and to limit stimulus duration, we modulated
the stimulus contrast temporally by a D6 waveform, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The peak temporal frequency was
defined as in Eq. (1), with 0', (time constant) substituted
for 0,. At the point of maximum contrast during stimu-
lus presentation, all stimuli had negative contrast (i.e.,
Lpeak < Lmm, and LT < L3), as illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2. The temporal characteristics of the stimuli were
confirmed by a photocell and an oscilloscope.

Procedure

Before each of the testing sessions the subjects were given
a series of practice trials in which the test stimuli were
presented at a variety of sizes and contrasts. During the
experimental sessions thresholds were measured with a
forced-choice staircase procedure. The starting contrast
(or size, when appropriate) was chosen by the experi-
menter, typically at a presumed suprathreshold level. A
brief warning tone preceded each stimulus presentation.
For D6 patterns, subjects judged whether the target was
vertical or horizontal on each trial (i.e., two-altemative
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forced-choice), with the orientation determined by a
Fellows sequence.” The initial staircase reversal point
was approached with a one-down, one-up decision rule.
Subsequently a three-down, one-up staircase decision
rule was used,“ according to which contrast (or size, as
appropriate) was reduced by one step following three
consecutive correct responses and was increased by
one step following an incorrect response. This rule
provides an estimate of the 79% correct point on a psy-
chometric function.” For letter stimuli (both unfiltered
and filtered versions), one of the ten Sloan letters was
randomly presented on each trial, and subjects were
required to identify the letter verbally (i.e., ten-
alternative forced-choice). The initial staircase re-

versal point was approached with a one-down, one-up
decision rule. Then, a two-down, one-up staircase
decision rule was used, which provides a measure of
the 71% correct point on a psychometric function.”5
Different decision rules were used for D6 patterns

and letters, because the number of alternatives was
different; in each case the decision rule provided a
point on the psychometric function that was slightly
greater than halfway between chance and 100%
performance. The interstimulus interval was typi-
cally 2 to 3 s, during which time the subject’s response
was entered into the computer by the examiner and the
next stimulus was generated. No feedback was given.
Each condition was tested twice, and contrast thresholds
were defined as the means of 12 staircase reversals, with

sensitivity defined as the reciprocal of threshold.
In the first experiment, contrast thresholds were mea-

sured for D6 patterns and Sloan letters at temporal
frequencies of 2 and 16 Hz for a range of retinal
spatial frequencies (D6 patterns) or log MAR values
(letters). For the two largest stimulus sizes the view-
ing distance was 2.7 m; for all other sizes the viewing
distance was 7.2 m. Pilot studies confirmed that vary-

ing the test distance over this range (and consequently
changing the adapting field subtense) had no effect on
contrast thresholds for a target of a fixed angular sub-
tense. We also measured size thresholds for letters and

D6 patterns, presented at maximum contrast, at temporal
frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 Hz at a test distance
of 7.2 m. We used a forced-choice staircase procedure

in which log retinal spatial frequency (D6) or log MAR
(letters) was varied in 0.1-log-unit steps.

In the second experiment, we measured contrast
thresholds for spatially filtered Sloan letters presented
at a temporal frequency of 2 Hz. First, an intermediate
size of Sloan letter was filtered with the set of five cosine

log filters. Then the resulting set of filtered letters was
presented at each of three test distances: 13.2, 7.2, and
2.7 m. At these test distances the unfiltered Sloan letter
from which the filtered letters were derived had log MAR

values of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.7 (Snellen equivalents of 20/20,
20/40, and 20/100, respectively).

In the third experiment we measured contrast thresh-
olds for cosine log filtered letters that had a peak object

spatial frequency of 2.5 cycles/letter. As in the first ex-
periment, the test distance was 2.7 m for the two largest
targets and 7.2 m for all other sizes. The unfiltered let-
ters from which the filtered letters were derived ranged
in size from 0.1 to 1.3 log MAR (20/25—20/400 Snellen
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Fig. 4. Mean contrast sensitivity functions for D6 patterns and
for unfiltered Sloan letters presented at temporal frequencies of2
and 16 Hz. Data for the D6 patterns are plotted relative to the
lower 1: axis; data for letters are plotted relative to the upper x
axis, which represents the log of the reciprocal of MAR. The two
at axes are equated such that a spatial frequency of 30 cycles/deg
corresponds to a log MAR value of 0. Data points represent the
means for two subjects; the error bars represent :1 SEM. The
curves represent the least-squares best fits of Eq. (4) to each
data set.

equivalent). The corresponding filtered letters had peak
retinal spatial frequencies ranging from 1.4 to 0.2 log
cycIes/deg.

3. RESULTS

Contrast Sensitivity Functions for D6
Patterns and Sloan Letters

Contrast sensitivity functions for Sloan letters and D6
patterns presented at temporal frequencies of2 and 16 Hz
are shown in Fig. 4. The data points in this and sub-
sequent figures represent the mean results for the two
subjects, and the error bars indicate standard errors of
the means (SEM’s). In this figure both data sets have
been plotted in the format of contrast sensitivity func-
tions. Contrast sensitivity values for the D6 patterns
have been plotted in terms of log retinal spatial frequency.
To permit direct comparison with these results, we have
plotted the contrast sensitivity values for Sloan letters in
terms of the log of the reciprocal of MAR (-log MAR).
The data sets for the two types of test stimulus have been
equated such that a log MAR value of 0 (20/20 Snellen
equivalent) corresponded to a retinal spatial frequency of
30 cycles/deg, as per convention.5 The curves in Fig. 4
represent least-squares best fits of the log form of an equa-
tion that has been used previously to describe contrast
sensitivity functions“:

s = a exp(-pf). (4)

where s represents sensitivity, f represents either the
peak retinal spatial frequency (D6 patterns) or the re-
ciprocal of MAR (letters), and a and p are scaling pa-
rameters representing vertical and horizontal positions,
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respectively, on log—log coordinates. The data sets for
both letters and D6 patterns are reasonably well fitted by
this equation.

There was a considerable degree of similarity between
the contrast sensitivity functions for D6 patterns and for
letters, particularly at a temporal frequency of 16 Hz. At
that temporal frequency the parameter estimates (and
standard errors of the estimates) for log a were 1.18 (0.05)
and'1.16 (0.01) and for (linear) p were 0.40 (0.04) and
0.38 (0.01), for D6 patterns and for letters, respectively
(the value of p‘ for letters was corrected for the scaling
difference between the horizontal axes). The statistically
similar values of the parameter estimates for D6 patterns
and letters indicate that the data were comparable at a
temporal frequency of 16 Hz.

However, at a temporal frequency of 2 Hz there were
systematic differences between the results for D6 patterns
and for letters. Contrast sensitivity was lower for letters
than for D6 patterns at low spatial frequencies (large log
MAR values) and higher for letters than for D6 patterns
at high spatial frequencies (small log MAR values). In
addition, the curve for letters extended to smaller stimu-
lus sizes. The parameter estimates (and standard errors
of the estimates) for log a were 1.87 (0.04) and 1.71 (0.04)
and for p were 0.18 (0.01) and 0.15 (0.01), for D6 patterns
and for letters, respectively (the value of p for letters was
corrected for the scaling difference between the horizontal
axes). The differences between the parameter estimates
in units of the common standard error were 4.00 and 3.00

for log a and p, respectively, which indicates that data for
D6 patterns and letters were significantly different at a
temporal frequency of 2 Hz.

To confirm this differential effect of temporal frequency
on contrast sensitivity for the two types of test stimulus,
we measured size thresholds for D6 patterns and letters
at a range of temporal frequencies with test stimuli at
maximum contrast. This procedure is equivalent to mea-
suring visual acuity. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
As in Fig. 4, the data sets for D6 patterns and letters were
equated such that a log MAR value of O corresponded to
a retinal spatial frequency of 30 cycles/deg. At tempo-
ral frequencies of 2 Hz and below there was a difference
of approximately 0.2 log unit between the two data sets,
consistent with the data shown in Fig. 4. The difference
between the data sets decreased at higher temporal fre-
quencies. These results confirm that temporal frequency
had a systematic effect on the relationship between the
contrast sensitivity values for D6 patterns and for letters.

Contrast Sensitivity for Cosine Log Filtered Letters
The effect of restricting the object-spatial-frequency con-
tent of letters on contrast sensitivity for letter identifi-
cation is illustrated in Fig. 6. We have normalized the
data in Fig. 6 by plotting contrast sensitivities for the
cosine log filtered letters relative to the contrast sensi-
tivities of the unfiltered letters from which the filtered

images were derived. We adopted this procedure to per-
mit comparisons among the shapes of the functions for
the different object spatial frequencies without regard to
the actual contrast sensitivity values for the unfiltered
letters. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4, the contrast sensitiv-
ities for the unfiltered letters changed by approximately 1
log unit over this range ofletter sizes (0.7—0.0 log MAR).
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Fig. 5. Mean values of log peak spatial frequency (D6 patterns)
and log reciprocal of MAR (letters) as a function of temporal
frequency. Data for D6 patterns are plotted relative to the
lefi-hand y axis; data for letters are plotted relative to the
right-hand y axis. The two y axes are equated such that 9.
spatial frequency of30 cycles/deg corresponds to a log MAR value
of 0. Data points represent the mean for two subjects; error bars
represent :1 SEM.
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Fig. 6. Mean log relative contrast sensitivities for cosine log
filtered letters with five peak object spatial frequencies, pre-
sented at a temporal frequency of 2 Hz. Data are plotted on
an object-spatial-frequency axis, and contrast sensitivities for
filtered letters are plotted relative to the contrast sensitivities for
the unfiltered letters from which the filtered letters were derived.

Error bars represent 1 SEM.

The data shown in Fig. 6 represent the means for the
two subjects; the individual subjects showed identical pat-
terns of results. The object spatial frequency of great-
est sensitivity differed depending on the log MAR value
of the unfiltered letter. For the largest letter size (0.7
log MAR; 20/100 equivalent), the maximum contrast sen-
sitivity occurred at a peak object spatial frequency of
2.5 cycles/letter. For a letter size of 0.3 log MAR (20/40
equivalent), the maximum contrast sensitivity occurred
at a peak object spatial frequency of 1.25 cycles/letter.
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However, for the smallest letter (0.0 log MAR; 20/20
equivalent), threshold measurements could be made only
at an object spatial frequency of 0.63 cycle/letter. At
higher object spatial frequencies the contrast threshold
exceeded the maximum available contrast.

Figure 7 shows the same contrast sensitivities plot-
ted in terms of retinal rather than object spatial fre-
quencies. The maximum contrast sensitivity occurred
at nearly the same retinal spatial frequency (approxi-
mately 7cycles/deg) regardless of letter size. Conse-
quently, even though letter log MAR changed by a factor
of 5 (0.7 log unit), the retinal spatial frequency of max-
imum sensitivity remained relatively constant over this
range.

Contrast Sensitivity Functions for D6
Patterns and Filtered Letters

The effect of restricting the object-spatial-frequency
content of letters is shown in Fig. 8. This figure
presents a comparison between contrast sensitivity func-
tions obtained with D6 patterns and with letters that
were filtered at a peak object spatial frequency of 2.5
cycles/letter, which is the object spatial frequency ofmaxi-
mal sensitivity for large letters (see Fig. 6). Measure-
ments were made at temporal fiequencies of 2 and 16 Hz.
The data points for D6 patterns and the solid curves fitted
to these data have been replotted from Fig. 4. The sym-
bols fitted by the dashed curves represent the measured
contrast sensitivities for the cosine log filtered letters.
The parameter estimates (and standard errors of the es-
timates) for log a and p for the dashed curves were 1.51
(0.02) and 0.22 (0.01) at 2 Hz and 0.78 (0.02) and 0.48

(0.02) at 16 Hz, respectively.
To facilitate a comparison with the data for D6 pat-

terns, the data points for filtered letters were also all
shified vertically by 0.4 log unit (squares falling along
the solid curves), which represents the mean diiference
between the parameter estimates for log a for D6 pat-
tems and filtered letters. When normalized in this way,
the data for the spatially filtered letters corresponded

0.0

I
0 hi

I
F’ 0?

LogRelativeSensitivity s’: :0

Letter Size

0 0.0 log MAR
I 0.3 log MAR
O 0.7 log MAR

I
iv

-1.5
1 2 4 8 16 32

Retinal Spotiol Frequency (cycles/deg)

Fig. 7. Mean log relative contrast sensitivities for cosine log fil-
tered letters, replotted from Fig. 6 on a retinal-spatial-frequency
axis. Data points represent the means for two subjects; error
bars represent :1 SEM.
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Fig. 8. Mean contrast sensitivity functions for D6 patterns and
letters filtered with a cosine log filter that had a peak object
spatial frequency of 2.5 cycles/letter. Test stimuli were pre-
sented at temporal frequencies of 2 and 16 Hz. The curves
represent the least-squares best fits of Eq. (4) to the data sets.
The solid curves were fitted to the contrast sensitivities for D6
patterns, replotted from Fig. 4. The dashed curves were fitted to
the contrast sensitivities for filtered letters. The squares along
the solid curves represent the data for filtered letters displaced
vertically by 0.4 log unit, which was the mean difference between
the values of log a for the filtered letters and for D6 patterns.
Data points represent the means for two subjects; error bars
represent :1 SEM.

well to those for the D6 patterns at both temporal fre-
quencies. This result is in contrast to the findings for
unfiltered letters (Fig. 4), where the degree of correspon-
dence between the results for Sloan letters and the D6

patterns differed systematically with temporal frequency.
Consequently, restricting the spatial-frequency content of
letters by spatial-bandpass filtering results in contrast
sensitivity functions that are quite similar in shape to
those for D6 patterns at both temporal frequencies.

4. DISCUSSION

Stimuli that are restricted in spatial-frequency content,
such as D6 patterns and Gabor patches, are advanta-
geous for studying the properties of spatiotemporal visual
mechanisms in visually normal individuals. However,
such stimuli may not be sensitive to visual pathology in
persons with disorders of the visual system. For exam-
ple, because of spurious resolution, the use of periodic test
stimuli such as gratings may underestimate the extent
of uncorrected refractive error.”-15 Moreover, because of
spatial aliasing, the use of periodic test stimuli may mis-
represent the extent of visual abnormality in diseases
in which there is considerable spatial undersampling.‘2'27
Since letters are nonperiodic stimuli, they are less sub-
ject to these factors and thus appear to have an advan-
tage in probing the extent of visual loss in disorders of

the visual system.”'15 For example, uncorrected refrac-
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tive error has a greater effect on letter identification than

on grating resolution; this phenomenon is most likely due
to the greater importance of spatial-phase information to
letter identification.12'18'28 Nevertheless, as discussed in
Section 1, letters contain a broad range of object spatial
frequencies, which can potentially complicate the theo-
retical interpretation of test results when such stimuli
are used.

Our first experiment showed that, despite the broad
spatial-frequency content of letters, contrast sensitivity
functions for letter identification were quite similar in
shape to those for stimuli that were more restricted in
spatial-frequency content. In fact, contrast sensitivities

for Sloan letters and for D6 patterns were essentially
equivalent at a temporal frequency of 16 Hz (Fig. 4).
Nevertheless, at lower temporal frequencies there were
small but systematic differences between the contrast sen-
sitivity values for the two types of stimulus. At a tem-

poral frequency of 2 Hz, contrast sensitivity was higher
for D6 patterns than for letters at low spatial frequen-
cies (large log MAR values), whereas contrast sensitivity
was higher for letters than for D6 patterns at high spatial
frequencies (small log MAR values).

For D6 patterns the effect of temporal frequency on con-
trast sensitivity (Fig. 4) was as expected. At low spa-
tial frequencies the difference between the log contrast
sensitivity values for D6 patterns at the two temporal
frequencies was approximately equal to the log of the
ratio of the temporal frequencies (0.9 log unit), a relation-
ship that represents temporal summation. As the spatial
frequency of the D6 patterns increased, the difference be-

tween the contrast sensitivity functions at the two tempo-
ral frequencies increased, indicating a selective sensitivity
loss at high spatial frequencies, consistent with previous
studies.” For Sloan letters the difference in log sensi-
tivity values at large letter sizes was not so great as for
D6 patterns, and there was a proportionally greater loss
of sensitivity with increasing temporal frequency at small
letter sizes than there was for D6 patterns.

The fact that the differences between the contrast

sensitivity functions for letters and D6 patterns varied
systematically with temporal frequency indicates that
these differences were not due to methodological factors,
such as the use of different staircase decision rules or

different definitions of stimulus contrast. Instead, our
second experiment suggested that the most likely expla-
nation for the systematic differences between the contrast

sensitivity functions at low temporal frequencies is that
different object-spatial-frequency ranges were innolved in
letter identification as log MAR varied. At intermedi-

ate and large letter sizes the object spatial frequency of
greatest sensitivity was approximately 2.5 cycles/letter
(Fig. 6), which is in general agreement with the results
of previous studies.“'5'7'3 If this were the object spatial
frequency that is most relevant for letter identification at

all letter sizes, then a ‘letter size of 0.0 log MAR (20/20
Snellen equivalent) would correspond to a retinal spa-
tial frequency of 30 cycles/deg, which is the conventional

method for specifying the relationship between letter log
MAR and retinal spatial frequency5 and was the basis for
equating the log MAR value of letters with the log spatial
frequency of D6 patterns in Figs. 3 and 4.

However, our results showed that the object spatial
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frequency of maximum sensitivity was not constant but
varied systematically with letter size. For example, at
a letter size of 0.0 log MAR the object spatial frequency
of greatest sensitivity was displaced to 0.63 cycle/letter
(Fig. 6), as might be expected because of the attenuation
of the higher object spatial frequencies by the optical and
neural properties of the visual system.” This result is in
agreement with the hypothesis of Thom and Schwartz“
but is in contrast to the findings of Parish and Sperling,‘
who reported that the highest efficiency in discriminating -
letters in noise occurred at a constant object spatial fre-
quency despite changes in viewing distance (letter size).
The most likely explanation for this apparent difference in
findings is that their range of retinal spatial frequencies

was not so high as ours, extending only to 2.3 cycles/deg,
whereas our spatially filtered letters had peak retinal spa-
tial frequencies extending to approximately 15 cycles/deg
(Figs. 7 and 8). Other possible reasons for the differ-
ences between the findings are that their filter width was
generally 2 octaves and was high pass for the highest ob-
ject spatial frequency, whereas our spatial filters were 1
octave wide at half-height; and their images were nor-
malized, so that their filtered images at high object fre-
quencies were effectively contrast enhanced, whereas our
images were not normalized.

As a result of the shifi: in peak object spatial fre-
quency with letter size (Fig. 6), the peak retinal spatial
frequency remained relatively constant at approximately
7 cycles/deg over the range of letter sizes that were tested
(20/100—20/20; Fig. 7). This finding implies that the
retinal spatial frequency that is tested by a conventional
visual acuity chart also remains fairly constant as let-
ter size decreases. As a result, the reduction in perfor-
mance that typically occurs with decreasing size of Sloan
letters must be due to factors other than a change in reti-
nal spatial frequency, such as the fact that lower object
spatial frequencies contain less information about letter
identity‘ (cf. Fig. 2). Consequently, although log MAR is
a reasonable metric for specifying letter size, it is some-
what misleading for one to equate letter size measured
in units of log MAR with spatial frequency measured in
cycles per degree ofvisual angle in order to derive contrast
sensitivity functions based on letter identification. This
difference between log MAR and retinal spatial frequency
is likely to account for the fact that the data points for let-
ters and D6 patterns in Fig. 4 do not lie along the same
curve at high spatial frequencies (small log MAR values).

When letters were bandpass filtered at a peak object
spatial frequency of 2.5 cycles/letter, then contrast sen-
sitivity functions were quite similar in shape for filtered
letters and D6 patterns at both temporal frequencies of
presentation (Fig. 8). This finding is consistent with the
hypothesis that letter identification can be predicted on
the basis of the spatial-frequency components of letters
in combination with the contrast response properties of
the visual system.“ The fact that the data for filtered
letters in Fig. 8 were displaced downward from the data
for the D6 patterns implies that more than this single
1-octave band of object spatial frequencies is involved
in the identification of standard Sloan letters. That is,
since we defined the contrast of the filtered letters relative

to the contrast of the unfiltered letters, then the contrast
sensitivity values for the filtered letters in Fig. 8 would

Vol. 11, No. 9/September 1994/J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2381

have corresponded to the contrast sensitivity values for
unfiltered letters shown in Fig. 4 if letter identification
were based solely on a single object-frequency band cen-
tered at 2.5 cycles/letter. The overall lower contrast sen-
sitivity for filtered letters than for unfiltered letters (and
for D6 patterns) indicates that more than this restricted
band of object spatial frequencies is involved in the iden-
tification of unfiltered letters. A similar conclusion can

be drawn from the data in Figs. 6 and 7, in which the log
relative sensitivities for filtered letters were all less than

0.0. This means that a higher contrast was required for
the identification of the filtered letters than was present
at that object-spatial-frequency band in the original unfil-
tered letters. Therefore, identification of unfiltered let-

ters could not be based on that object-spatial-frequency
band alone.

Although contrast sensitivity functions for spatially fil-
tered letters are similar to those for D6 patterns when
letters are filtered at an object spatial frequency of
2.5 cycles/letter, it is not apparent whether this is the
optimal filter peak frequency for all letters. For ex-
ample, our examination of the object-spatial-frequency
spectrum of Sloan letters indicated that the Sloan let-
ter S has higher object-spatial-frequency components
than the Sloan letter Z. A cosine log filter centered
on 2.5 cycles/letter might pass a higher proportion of the
spectrum of the letter S than of the letter Z, whereas a
different relationship would obtain at other object-spatial-
frequency bands. This could account for the observation
that letter confusions can change systematically as a
function of letter size.“ In addition, font characteristics
have an important influence on letter confusions,” and
it is likely that results obtained with Sloan letters may
not be representative of letter identification with other
letter sets.

In conclusion, restricting the spatial-frequency content
of letters increases the similarity between contrast sensi-
tivity functions for letters and for patterns that are inher-
ently more delimited in spatial-frequency content, such
as D6 patterns. This result suggests that it is necessary
to limit the object-spatial-frequency content of letters for
adequate testing of the contrast sensitivity of specific vi-
sual mechanisms. Whether spatially filtered letters will
prove useful in testing disorders of the visual system re-
mains to be determined.
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Adaptive Coding of Monochrome and Color Images

WEN-HSIUNG CHEN AND C. HARRISON SMITH, MEMBER, IEEE

Ab.rtracr—An efficient adaptive encoding technique using a new im-

plementation of the Fast Discrete Cosine Transform (FDCT) for band-
width compression of monochrome and color images is described. Prac-_
tical system application is attained by maintaining a balance between
complexity of implementation and performance. FDCT sub-blocks are
sorted into four classes according to level of image activity, measured
by the total ac energy within each sub-block. Adaptivity is provided by
distributing bits between classes, favoring higher levels of activity over
lower levels. Excellent performance is demonstrated in terms of mean
square error and direct comparison of original and reconstructed images.
Results are presented for both noiseless and noisy transmission at a
total rate of 1 bit and 0.5 bit per pixel for a monochrome image and for
a total rate of 2 bits and 1 bit per pixel for a color image. In every case
the total bit rate includes all overhead required for image reconstruc-
tion and bit protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

UMEROUS bandwidth compression techniques have been

proposed in response to the- continually increasing re-
quirements for transmission and storage of high resolution
imagery. Adaptive transform encoding based upon the statistics
of imagery-data has proved to be very effective but introduces
system complexity. The key to a practical system i.rnplementa-
tion lies in selecting an efficient coding scheme which achieves

a successfulcompromise between complexity and performance.

This paper;,__describes an efficient adaptive coding technique
using the fast_ discrete cosine transform. Transform blocks are
sorted intoliliisses by the level of image ac-tivity present. Within
each activity'(ac energy) level, coding bits are allocated to
individual transform elements according to the variance matrix
of the transformed data. Bits are then distributed between

“busy” and “quiet” image areas to provide the desired adap-
tivity—more bits being assigned to the areas of high image

activity and fewer bits to those of low activity. Use of the fast
discrete cosine transform (FDCT) provides high energy com-

paction and helps to simplify implementation. Transform
elements are nonuniformly quantized and coded as prescribed
by the bit allocation matrices of the various energy levels.
Overhead is held to a minimum consistent with performance.

Mean square error between original and reconstructed images
is used as the primary performance criterion although subjec-

tive performance is exercisable by visual inspection of the
monochrome and color image coding examples presented.

The discrete cosine transform representation and its prop-

erties are briefly described in Section II. In Section III the
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statistical properties of cosine transform samples are reviewed.
Section IV contains a detailed description of the FDCT adap-

tive image coding system for monochrome images. Section V
describes the extension of the adaptive scheme to color images.
Simulated examples of monochrome and color images are

presented and discussed in Section VI.

II. COSINE TRANSFORM

The one dimensional cosine transform of a discrete function

f(/'),j=0, 1, --~,N—— l,is defined as [1]

nu) = 2c1(:)N§ rm cos :i=0

1

C(11) " \/if 9

=1,

foru=O

foru=l,2,-'-,N—l

= 0, elsewhere

and the inverse transform is

f(f) = N21 c<u)F(u)cos ;u = 0 2N

j=0,1,--~,N—l. (2)

In the class of transforms with a known fast computational

algorithm the cosine transform has a superior energy compac-
tion property.

Figure l contains a plot of the mean square error of an
image with a Markov process covariance as a function of block

size for various transformations [2]. In this plot the 25% of
the coefficients containing the largest variances were selected
and the remainder discarded. It is seen from the figure that the
cosine transform results in virtually the same energy compac-
tion performance as the Karhunen-loeve transform, known

to be the best in the mean square error sense. The transform

possesses a circular convolution-multiplication relationship
which can readily be used in linear system theory [3]. The
transform can also be calculated using a computational algo-

rithm which is different from the conventional approach. The
conventional approach of implementing the discrete cosine

transform involves computation of a double size fast Fourier
transfonn (FFTi of 2N coefficients employing complex

arithmetic [1]. An alternative algorithm, known as a Fast

Discrete Cosine ‘Transform (FDCT), requiring only real opera-
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Mean square error performance of image transform as aFigure 1.
function of block size.

tions on a set of N points is also possible. A general method
for derivation of the FDCT for any desired value of N = 2"‘,
m > 2 has recently been found [4]. The method requires

(3N/2)(log2 N — 1) + 2 real additions andN log, N — (3N/2)+
4 real multiplications and is six times faster than the conven-
tional approach. An example of this faster algorithm for N =
16 is shown in flowchart form in Figure 2.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF COSINE
TRANSFORM SAMPLES

Statistical image information plays an important role in
developing an efficient coder. This section presents some of
the statistical properties which are useful in devising the
adaptive coder.

A. Mean and Variance

The one dimensional cosine transform discussed in the

previous section can easily be extended to two dimensions.
Suppose that the image pixel f(]', k) is a sample of a random
process with mean m. Then E{f(f, k)} can be replaced by m
and the expected value of the cosine transform samples can
be expressed as

E{F(u, u)} =s4mi<V:r(v> "<21 CO5 ———(2"’”"=o k=0

(2k+ 1)v1r
ZN

' COS

.
.\1a\—/. :1:
_1/[Av' xv,"
\— A

. \\II/II:/A
\\\I/III.In\.Vs-rs

///‘l\\\:‘T

Figure 2. Fast cosine transform flowchart,N = 16, Cr‘ = cos(n-1'/32),
Si = sin(1rr'/32).

E{F(0, 0)} = 2m (43)

and .

E{F(u. 0)} = 0;

With the mean denoted as above the variance of the transform

samples can be computed from

o2(0, 0) = E{ [F(0, 0)] 2} — 4m2

(11, u) #0. (4b)

(53)

and

azru. v) =E{[F(u. v)12}{ (sh)(_u, U) ¢ 0.

B. Probability Model

Sfnce each cos'me'transform=do'main sample is formed from

the cosine weighted sum of allthe pixels in the original image,
the central limit theorem [5] tells us that the probability
density functions can be modeled approximately by Gaussian
densities, i.e.,

<x_*2'"_>fl (63,
1

p<o.o)(x) =  =xp[* 20% 0)
and

l x2 __

(u, U) 95 0. (613)

IV. COSINE TRANSFORM ADAPTIVE CODING OF
MONOCHROME IMAGES

The activity levels of images are proportional to the trans-
form domain ac energy within the images. AC energy can be
associated with image detail—each dc sample in the transform
domain is excluded since it determines only the brightness
level. All transform sub-blocks can then be classifed into

various groups according to the ac energy inside the sub-blocks.
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NORMAL-
EATION

Adaptivity is provided by assigning more bits to the higher
energy levels and fewer bits to the lower energy levels. This
not only provides good quality reconstruction for the high
activity regions but also achieves an efficient coding for the
low activity regions. For adaptivity to be successful the span
‘of adaptivity must be sufficiently large to draw statistically
significant parameters from the image data. Coding in small
sub-blocks meets this requirement and is also computationally

' I fficient. In the system to be described, the entire digitized
image is divided into__a number of 16 X‘ 16 pixel sub-blocks

d a two dimensional‘FDCT performed on each sub-block.

Figure 3 contain“ block diagram of the adaptive
_'oding system for monochrome images. The sum of the
ac energy of the transform samples within each sub-block

first calculated and"ac'cepted as the measure 0 t e level of
ctivity of that sub-block. Next, a histogram is constructed

l d the trans orm blocks are classified into four groups
according to this measure of activity. The normalized trans-
form samples within each class are then nonuniformly quan-
tized and adaptively coded. The quantization method used
here is Max’s optimal quantization-scheme [6] with probability
density of the transform sample modeled as equation (6).

9 For real time applications it is necessary to make two
passes: the first pass to generate the sub-block classification
maps, set up the bit assignment matrices, and calculate the
rionnalization factor; the second pass to multiply by the
normalization factor, quantize the transform coefficients, code
the data, add the overhead information and transmit the
resulting data over a channel. This is accomplished by a one-
frame delay in which the first pass data are processed and
stored while the previous second pass data are coded and trans-
rnitted. This is practicable if the frame size is restricted to a
/alue compatible with storage capability and first pass pro-
:essing time. At the receiver, the received data are decoded,
md an inverse cosine transform is performed to reconstruct
he image.
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Figure 4. Probability distribution of sub-block ac energy.

A. Transform Sub-block C7assr'fi'cation

After the FDCT is performed the transform sub-blocks are
classified by level of activity (ac energy).

The ac energy in the (m, [)th sub-block can be defined as

15 15

19..., = 2 2 [Fm,i(“- v)12— rF..,.(o.o)12;u=0 v=0

m, 1= 1, 2, M/16* (7)

Figure 4 shows a typical cumulative probability distribution of
ac energy within sub-blocks. The energy has been classified
into four levels, nonuniforrnly separated by the .25, .50, and
.75 of the cumulative probability distribution, such that each
class contains -HM/16)” sub-blocks. The classification of the
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transform sub-blocks into equally populated levels provides a
simple way to ensure that the average coding rate over the
entire image is maintained. The number of classification levels
is generally dependent upon the image size, the relative
population of the activity levels, the degree of change of
activity within an image and the average bits required to code
the compressed data. While not necessarily optimum, four
equally populated levels of classification are sufficient to code
images with an average code rate of 0.5 bits per pixel or more.

The classification maps serve as an index or reference to the
proper bit allocation matrices and become a part of the over-
head information needed by the receiver to decode the received
data. Figure 5 illustrates a typical classification map for the
central 20 X 20 transform sub-blocks for the monochrome
image shown in Fig. 8a. The classification of sub-blocks by the
levels of activity is clearly demonstrated.

3. Adaptive Coding

The ensemble average of the variance of each of the trans-
form samples within each class is next computed. From
equation (5) we have

M M

256K16\/E 16 K 0 0 2-4 2
M2 n§ 2 [Fm,1( . )1 m (8a)l=1ak2(O9 =

l

(u, v) 95 0 (8b)

where k = l, 2, ~, K and K is the number of sub-block classi-
fications. Once the variances for each class are computed, the
bit allocation matrix for that class then can be determined.
The bit assignment, NH k(u, U), for each bit allocation matrix
is based upon a relationship from rate distortion theory. [7,
8] The number of bits is given by

Nn,,(”- v) =§1og2 [oz.2(u. 12)] - tog; [D1 ;
(u, U) #= (O, 0) (9)

where U,,2(u, U) is the variance of a transfonn sample as
defined in equation (8) and D is a parameter. Bits are assigned
by initializing D and iteratively calculating the summation of
NBk(u, U) in equation (9) until the desired total number of
bits is achieved. If the exact total number of bits desired is not
reached after a fixed number of iterations, bits are arbitrarily
adjusted. Figure 6 illustrates typical bit allocation matrices for
the monochrome image with an average code bit of l bit/pixel.

Referring to the block diagram of Figure 3, the incoming
transform samples are now normalized by a normalization
coefficient o,,'(u. v):

NBk(u,u)'-1'o,,'(u, U) =c - 2 , (u, v)¢(0,0) (10)
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Figure 5. Classification of the central 20 X 20 transfomi sub-blocks
for the monochrome image. 1 specifies the highest activity sub-
blocks; 4 specifies the lowest activity sub-blocks.
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Figure 6. Bit allocation matrices for the monochrome image.

where NB k(u, u) is as defined in equation (9) (see bit tables in
Figure 6) and c is the normalization factor. In equation (10)
if N3k(u, U) is assigned to one bit the nonnalization factor c
will equal a,,'(u, v). Since o,,'(u, v) is simply the estimation of
U,,(u, U), c can be determined during the bit ass_rg'nment pro-
cess by setting it equal to the maximum standard deviation of
t ose e emenrs in e variance matrix which were assigned to .
one bit. The maximum value is selected rather than the average__._\

to avoid excessive clipping. As for the dc samples, eight bits
are assigned to avoid brightness differences at sub-block
boundaries.

For an image of ND bits dynamic range the maximum
possible value for the dc coefficients for a 2D cosine transform
can be determined from equation (1 1) as 2(2ND — 1). There-
fore, if the dc coefficient is assigned at eight bits the dc
normalization factor is 2(2ND - 1 dividedib ' the hi est
eight bit decision level with unit variance. This guarantees that
none 0 t e dc samples are clipped. The dc normalization
factor need not be transmitted as long as the dc bit assignment
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is fixed. A normalization factor assigned to each transform

sample might yield slightly increased performance but would
lead to excessive overhead. Next, the normalized samples are

optimally quantized with the number of quantization levels
(bits) set according to the bit allocation matrices. The Max's
quantization scheme [6] is used here since it gives the optimal
result for a given probability density function. The probability

density model used in finding decision and reconstruction
levels in the Max's scheme is defined in equation (6). The

optimally quantized samples are then coded into a string of
binary data. These data incorporated with their overhead
information are then transmitted over a charmel.

C. Overhead

} Overhead is the information necessary to decode the.com-
pressed image data at the receiving end of the channel. In the
adaptive‘ coding system just described, the total overhead
information consists of one classification map, one norrnaliza-

(ion factor, and four bit tables. This can be written as

(11)

where Be, B,, , and B, represent the average overhead code bits
required to code the classification map, the normalization
factor and the bit allocation tables, respectively. They are

represented by the following set of equations:

3=3,+B,,+B.

_ _15_ (12)

' (13)

(14)

where c’ is the number of bits used to represent the norrnaliza-
ton factor c. The factor h is a function of the compression

ratio. Utilizing an efficient coder such as the Huffman code, h

ii equal to 1.62 for the 1 bit case and 1.41 for the 0.5 bit case,
based upon the fact that the majority of bit assignments equal
zero for large compression ratios.

i It is known that the inherent “error averaging” property of
transform coding provides image coding superior to conven-

tional spatial coding. However, any adaptive transform coding
technique such as the one used here tends to propagate channel
errors and some form of bit protection is desirable. Since little

iegradation in the image itself results at channel bit error rates

of l0“4 or less, only the overhead part of the data requires
error correction to avoid catastrophic errors and produce
'eliable data transmission. In each of the subsequent examples
:he allowance for overhead has been doubled for BER = 10”‘

and tripled for BER = lO"2 for bit protection.

It can be computed that for the errorless case less than
I, 0.034 bits of overhead information is needed to code a one bit

monochrome image of 256 X 256 pixels. For a one bit mono-

chrome image of 1024 X 1024 pixels, the overhead information
Hz:-ss than 0.01 bit.
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Figure 7. Cosine transform color image coding system.

V. COSINE TRANSFORM ADAPTIVE CODING OF
COLOR IMAGES -

Figure 7 contains a block diagram of a cosine transform
color image coding system. In the system, the color image
represented by three source tristimulus signals R (j, k), G (j, k),
B0’, k) at coordinate (j, k) are first converted to a new three

dimensional space, Y(j, k), 10', k), Q(j, k) according to

0.114

-0.322

0.587

-0.274

-0.253

R0’. /0

GO, k) . (15)

30'. k)

0.299

0.596

Y0} k)

10'. k) =

Q(j,ik) 0.211 0.312

The conversion compacts most of the color energy into the Y
plane such that a more efficient design of the adaptive coder
can be accomplished. The converted YIQ signals then individ-
ually undergo a two dimensional cosine transform in 16 X 16

pixel sub-blocks to form three transform planes FY-(u, U),

F,(u, v), and F901, 11). The adaptive coding process as described
in coding the monochrome images is then applied to each

color plane and the resulting code bits are transmitted serially
over the channel. At the receiver, the receiver code bits are
decoded, and inverse cosine transform and inverse coordinate

conversions are performed to reconstruct the source tristimulus
signals. The inverse coordinate conversion is described by

0.955 0.621 Y(j, k)

I0’. k)

Q01 k)

R(j, k) 1.000

GU. 76) =

B(j, k)

1.000 -0.272 -0.647 .06)

1.000 -1.106 1.703

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of computer simulations has been conducted to

evaluate the performance of the cosine transform adaptive
coder. All images were generated with the DICOMED, Model

D47, Image Recorder manufactured by Dicomed Corp..

Minneapolis, MN. It is worthwhile to mention that there is no
trial and error process involved in simulating the coder. Every
result to be presented here is based on a “one shot” experiment.

Each set of simulation results have been grouped into a
single figure consisting of four quadrants. a. b, c, and d, for
ease of comparison. The original image in all cases is at the

.. ‘
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Figure 8. Simulation results for compression of monochrome image Figure 9. Simulation results for compression of monochrome image
at one bit per pixel (see text). (21 Original. (b) Reconstructed at 0.5 bit per pixel (see text). (an) Original. 0:) Reconstructed imageimage with BER = 0. (c) BER =10“ .(d) BER = to‘? with BER = 0. (c) BER = 10“. (d) BER = 10‘?
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Figure 10. Simulation results For compression of color image at 7- The

bits per pixel (see text). (a) Original. (b) Reconstructed image with 71- - 1BER—-=0. m BER: 10*‘. ('d) BER: to-9. ,‘””"3Ttie :13:
. rides at

llustrating the performance . Adapmi
upper left in quadrant a. The reconstructed image without the Set of Simulation results For i
fharlrlel error is at upper right in quadrant b_ The recon. for compression at one bit per pixel. Figure 9shows perform-
tructed images for channel errors of 10*‘ and l0‘2 are at M108 at One-halfbit per pixel.
owerleft,quaclrantc,and lower right.quadrantd. respectively. The original color image shown in Figure 10(3) contained

The original monochrome image shown in Figure 8(a) ‘*3 ‘l ‘“

rather tl
more bit

than to

.‘='~ ,'1l.‘<ClS -with each red. gr-:~=:~.. Jlltl blue tristimulus 3 :~_-.«t,3¢
"inly qu.'J.nti7.ed to 15:4 <24 bits per giixeil 'j by be

:'UfC l0 is the set of simulation results for adaptive com_Dr€5- devised 5

-iitains lO2-4 X lO24 pixels with each iiirciisiiy value uni-
'i.il_v quantized to 256 levels (8 bits per _;7i.\'c:l). Figure 8 is
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is classified int _ V
. two levels‘ rriay; avebeen enough"forrthe'F, and F9 com-

Figure: 11. for compxes

bit per pixel (seetext), ‘('si)"origina1. (b) Reconstru
BER =-o. (c) BER = 10“‘_‘. (.1) can = 10-2. »

sion at 2 bits per pixel. Figure 10(b). shovls thehigh quality
reconstruction ‘without channel error. ‘Figure ’ 11 is the
corresponding set of results for compression at 1 bit per pixel.
In both sets of images, quadrants (c) and (d) show the effect
of channel BER_9f 10“ and 10‘3, respectively.’ ' _

For sirnplicitfii simulation each Fy, F; andF0 component
.n_ ur‘c1asses. even though‘ the classifications of

ponents. The bi q-distributions among the Ffy, F,, and F9
' components are“r'Ie'termined empirically fromreference 8.. '

Figure 12 shows a plot of normalized mean square error
versus average "code bits for these images. Excellent mean
square error performance of the scheme is demonstrated. Mean
square error has been normalized "to the maximum reference
input value of 256‘ levels for bothvmonochrome and color
images. The apparent superior performance of the color image .
is due to the much greater level of detail in the monochrome
image. ' v

VII. SUMMARY .

The adaptive coding technique described herein requires
minimal overhead information yet performs extremely well.
The classification of image sub-blocks by activity level pro-
Vides efficient coding "for the transform domain elements.
Adaptivity in coding provides code bits to individual samples
rather than to specific zones. As can be seen from Figure 6,
more bits are sometimes assigned to higher frequency samples
than to nearby lower frequency samples. This feature helps in
protecting high frequency’info_rmation_ and in reducing errors
by better reconstruction of large transform samples. The
devised scheme is based upon analytical optimization of the

o.i. L
o_'.o9FF

<_).i)B’E0.07

lbnochrome Image

Color Image (Y Component)itnaturalizedMeanSquareError
0.75 T l.0

. Average _Cm:le Bi:/Pixel

Figure l2. Mean square error performance of adaptive cosinetransform coder.

_mean.squa_re quantization error where the deleted samples are
treated as part of the quantization noise. Further optimization
may be possible by iteration of parameters such as the nor-
malization factor ci but might not be acceptable in a practical
application. The low mean square error (MSE) achieved, e.g.,
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I-

1292

MSE = 0.049% for the I bit monochrome imagetand MSE =
0.019% for the 1 bit color image (Y component) and the

excellent subjective perfonnance would imply that further
optimization may not be rewarding. "
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'Effects of Round-Off Noise on Hadamard
~ Transformed ‘Imagery

JOHN J. KNAB, MEMBEIIJIEEE

Abstract—The effects of hardware round-oft‘"error when using the
two—dimensional Hadamard transform to code 8 by 8 pixel subpictute’
blocks of imagery are presented. The simulations show. that at least 8 -
bits of precision are desirable.

INTRODUCTION

N RECENT years, the two-dimensional’Hadamard trans-
form has been quite successfully employed in reducing the

Manuscript received September l0, 1976; revised January 7, 1977.,
This paper represents the results of research carried out at the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base under Work Unit
766?O704. Portions of this paper were presented at the [976 Picture
Coding Symposium, Asilomar, CA. lanuary.1976. ' . _

The author was with the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Force Base, OH 45433. He is now with the Electronic
Systems Division. Harris Corpo ration, Melbourne, FL 32901.

amount of digital data neededto adequately represent a-two-
dimensional image [1]. Simulations [1] as well as hardware
impl_em’entation‘ [2] have demonstrated that data compression
for TV imageryis practical using ‘real-time Hadamard trans-
form coding techniques. .

’ In this paper we observe the detrimental effects of hard-
ware round-off error when calculating the I-Iadamard trans-
form coefficients. "An image comprised of 512 by 512 pixels.

quantized linearly. to 6'bits (0 to 63), will be considered. The
image isidivided into‘ 8 by 8 pixel sub-blocks before the two-
dirnensional Hadamard transfomi "is applied. Round-off errors
arethen introduced during the vcompuptation ofthe Hadaimtrd
transform. When the inverse I-Iadamard transform is computed
to obtain the original image. -no round-offerror is introduced.
The effects of round~off errors. are also examined when 8 H011‘
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Foreword
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telecommunications. The CCITT (the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee) is a permanent
organ of the ITU. Some 166 member countries, 68 telecom operating entities, 163 scientific and industrial organizations
and 39 international organizations participate in CCITT which is the body which sets world telecommunications
standards (Recommendations).

The approval of Recommendations by the members of CCITT is covered by the procedure laid down in CCITT Resolution
No. 2 (Melbourne, 1988). In addition, the Plenary Assembly of CCITI‘, which meets every four years, approves
Recommendations submitted to it and establishes the study programme for the following period.

In some areas of information technology, which fall within CCI'IT’s purview, the necessary standards are prepared on a
collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. The text of CCITT Recommendation T.81 was approved on 18th September 1992.
The identical text is also published as ISO/IEC International Standard 10918-1.

CCITT NOTE

In this Recommendation, the expression “Administration” is used for conciseness to indicate both a telecommunication
administration and a recognized private operating agency.

© ITU 1993

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or utilized in any fomi or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and microfilm, without permission in writing from the ITU.
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Introduction

This CCIT1‘ Recommendation I ISO/IEC International Standard was prepared by CCI'IT Study Group VIII and the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 10. This Experts Group was formed in 1986 to
establish a standard for the sequential progressive encoding of continuous tone grayscale and colour images.

Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous—tone Still images, is published in two parts:

— Requirements and guidelines;

—— Compliance testing.

This part, Part 1, sets out requirements and implementation guidelines for continuous-tone still image encoding and
decoding processes, and for the coded representation of compressed image data for interchange between applications.
These processes and representations are intended to be generic, that is, to be applicable to a broad range of applications for
colour and grayscale still images within communications and computer systems. Part 2, sets out tests for determining
whether implementations comply with the requirments for the various encoding and decoding processes specified in Part
1.

The user’s attention is called to the possibility that — for some of the coding processes specified herein — compliance with
this Recommendation I International Standard may require use of an invention covered by patent rights. See Annex L for
further information.

The requirements which these processes must satisfy to be useful for specific image communications applications such as
facsimile, Videotex and audiographic conferencing are defined in CCITF Recommendation T.80. The intent is that the
generic processes of Recommendation T.80 will be incorporated into the various CCITI‘ Recommendations for terminal
equipment for these applications.

In addition to the applications addressed by the CCI'I'I‘ and ISO/IEC, the JPEG committee has developped a compression
standard to meet the needs of other applications as well, including desktop publishing, graphic arts, medical imaging and
scientific imaging.

Annexes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J are normative, and thus form an integral part of this Specification. Annexes K, L
and M are informative and thus do not form an integral part of this Specification.

This Specification aims to follow the guidelines of CCITT and ISO/IEC JTC l on Rules for presentation of CCITT I
ISO/IEC common text.
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10918-1 : l993(E)C.»

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

CCITT RECOMMENDATION

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY — DIGITAL COMPRESSION

AND CODING OF CONTINUOUS-TONE STILL IMAGES-—

REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES

1 Scope

This CCITT Recommendation I International Standard is applicable to continuous-tone — grayscale or colour — digital still
image data. It is applicable to a wide range of applications which require use of compressed images. It is not applicable to
bi-level image data.

This Specification

— specifies processes for converting source image data to compressed image data;

— specifies processes for converting compressed image data to reconstructed image data;

— gives guidance on how to implement these processes in practice;

— specifies coded representations for compressed image data.

NOTE —- This Specification does not specify a complete coded image representation. Such representations may include
certain parameters, such as aspect ratio, component sample registration, and colour space designation. which are application-
dependent. .

2 Normative references

The following CCIIT Recommendations and International Standards contain provisions which, through reference in this
text, constitute provisions of this CCITI‘ Recommendation I International Standard. At the time of publication, the
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and Standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements
based on this CCITT Recommendation I International Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying
the most recent edition of the Recommendations and Standards listed below. Members of [EC and ISO maintain registers

of currently valid International Standards. The CCl'I'I‘ Secretariat maintains a list of currently valid CCITT
Recommendations.

— CCITT Recommendation T.80 (1992), Common componentsfor image compression and communication —
Basic principles.

3 Definitions, abbreviations and symbols

3.1 Definitions and abbreviations

For the purposes of this Specification, the following definitions apply.

3.1.1 abbreviated format: A representation of compressed image data which is missing some or all of the table
specifications required for decoding, or a representation of tab1e—specification data without frame headers, scan headers,
and entropy-coded segments.

3.1.2 AC coefficient: Any DCT coefficient for which the frequency is not zero in at least one dimension.

3.1.3 (adaptive) (binary) arithmetic decoding: An entropy decoding procedure which recovers the sequence of
symbols from the sequence of bits produced by the arithmetic encoder.

3.1.4 (adaptive) (binary) arithmetic encoding: An entropy encoding procedure which codes by means of a recursive
subdivision of the probability of the sequence of symbols coded up to that point.

3.1.5 application environment: The standards for data representation, communication, or storage which have been
established for a particular application.

CCITT Rec. T.81 (1992 E)
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ISO/IEC 10918-1 : l993(E)
3.1.6 arithmetic decoder: An embodiment of arithmetic decoding procedure.

3.1.7 arithmetic encoder: An embodiment of arithmetic encoding procedure.

3.1.8 baseline (sequential): A particular sequential DCT-based encoding and decoding process specified in this
Specification, and which is required for all DCT-based decoding processes.

3.1.9 binary decision: Choice between two alternatives.

3.1.10 bit stream: Partially encoded or decoded sequence of bits comprising an entropy-coded segment.

3.1.11 block: An 8 X 8 array of samples or an 8 x 8 array of DCT coefficient values of one component.

3.1.12 block-row: A sequence of eight contiguous component lines which are partitioned into 8 X 8 blocks.

3.1.13 byte: A group of 8 bits.

3.1.14 byte stuffing: A procedure in which either the Huffman coder or the arithmetic coder inserts a zero byte into
the entropy-coded segment following the generation of an encoded hexadecimal X’FF’ byte.

3.1.15 carry bit: A bit in the arithmetic encoder code register which is set if a carry-over in the code register overflows
the eight bits reserved for the output byte.

3.1.16 ceiling function: The mathematical procedure in which the greatest integer value of a real number is obtained
by selecting the smallest integer value which is greater than or equal to the real number.

3.1.17 class (of coding process): Lossy or lossless coding processes.

3.1.18 code register: The arithmetic encoder register containing the least significant bits of the partially completed
entropy-coded segment. Alternatively, the arithmetic decoder register containing the most significant bits of a partially
decoded entropy-coded segment.

3.1.19 coder: An embodiment of a coding process.

3.1.20 coding: Encoding or decoding.

3.1.21 coding model: A procedure used to convert input data into symbols to be coded.

3.1.22 (coding) process: A general term for referring to an encoding process, a decoding process, or both.

3.1.23 colour image: A continuous-tone image that has more than one component.

3.1.24 columns: Samples per line in a component.

3.1.25 component: One of the two-dimensional arrays which comprise an image.

3.1.26 compressed data: Either compressed image data or table specification data or both.

3.1.27 compressed image data: A coded representation of an image, as specified in this Specification.

3.1.28 compression: Reduction in the number of bits used to represent source image data.

3.1.29 conditional exchange: The interchange of MPS and LPS probability intervals whenever the size of the LPS
interval is greater than the size of the MPS interval (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.30 (conditional) probability estimate: The probability value assigned to the LPS by the probability estimation
state machine (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.31 conditioning table: The set of parameters which select one of the defined relationships between prior coding
decisions and the conditional probability estimates used in arithmetic coding.

3.1.32 context: The set of previously coded binary decisions which is used to create the index to the probability
estimation state machine (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.33 continuous-tone image: An image whose components have more than one bit per sample.

3.1.34 data unit: An 8 X 8 block of samples of one component in DCT-based processes; a sample in lossless processes.

CCITT Rec. T.81 (1992 E)
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3.1.35 DC coefficient: The DCT coefficient for which the frequency is zero in both dimensions.

3.1.36 DC prediction: The procedure used by DICT-based encoders whereby the quantized DC coefficient from the
previously encoded 8 X 8 block of the same component is subtracted from the current quantized DC coefficient.

3.1.37 (DCT) coefficient: The amplitude of a specific cosine basis function — may refer to an original DCT coefficient,
to a quantized DCT coefficient, or to a dequantized DCT coefficient.

3.1.38 decoder: An embodiment of a decoding process.

3.1.39 decoding process: A process which takes as its input compressed image data and outputs a continuous-tone
image.

3.1.40 default conditioning: The values defined for the arithmetic coding conditioning tables at the beginning of
coding of an image.

3.1.41 dequantization: The inverse procedure to quantization by which the decoder recovers a representation of the
DCT coefficients.

3.1.42 differential component: The difference between an input component derived from the source image and the
corresponding reference component derived from the preceding frame for that component (in hierarchical mode coding).

3.1.43 differential frame: A frame in a hierarchical process in which differential components are either encoded or
decoded.

3.1.44 (digital) reconstructed image (data): A continuous-tone image which is the output of any decoder defined in
this Specification.

3.1.45 (digital) source image (data): A continuous-tone image used as input to any encoder defined in this
Specification.

3.1.46 (digital) (still) image: A set of two-dimensional arrays of integer data.

3.1.47 discrete cosine transform; DCT: Either the forward discrete cosine transform or the inverse discrete cosine
transform.

3.1.48 downsampling (filter): A procedure by which the spatial resolution of an image is reduced (in hierarchical
mode coding). ‘

3.1.49 encoder: An embodiment of an encoding process.

3.1.50 encoding process: A process which takes as its input a continuous-tone image and outputs compressed image
data.

3.1.51 entropy-coded (data) segment: An independently decodable sequence of entropy encoded bytes of compressed
image data.

3.1.52 (entropy-coded segment) pointer: The variable which points to the most recently placed (or fetched) byte in
the entropy encoded segment.

3.1.53 entropy decoder: An embodiment of an entropy decoding procedure.

3.1.54 entropy decoding: A lossless procedure which recovers the sequence of symbols from the sequence of bits
produced by the entropy encoder.

3.1.55 entropy encoder: An embodiment of an entropy encoding procedure.

3.1.56 entropy encoding: A lossless procedure which converts a sequence of input symbols into a sequence of hits
such that the average number of bits per symbol approaches the entropy of the input symbols.

3.1.57 extended (DCT-based) process: A descriptive tenn for DCT-based encoding and decoding processes in which
additional capabilities are added to the baseline sequential process.

3.1.58 forward discrete cosine transform; FDCT: A mathematical transformation using cosine basis functions which
converts a block of samples into a corresponding block of original DCT coefficients.
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3.1.59 frame: A group of one or more scans (all using the same DCT-based or lossless process) through the data of one
or more of the components in an image.

3.1.60 frame header: A marker segment that contains a start-of-frame marker and associated frame parameters that are
coded at the beginning of a frame.

3.1.61 frequency: A two-dimensional index into the two-dimensional array of DCT coefficients.

3.1.62 (frequency) band: A contiguous group of coefficients from the zig—zag sequence (in progressive mode coding).

3.1.63 full progression: A process which uses both spectral selection and successive approximation (in progressive
mode coding).

3.1.64 grayscale image: A continuous-tone image that has only one component.

3.1.65 hierarchical: A mode of operation for coding an image in which the first frame for a given component is
followed by frames which code the differences between the source data and the reconstructed data from the previous
frame for that component. Resolution changes are allowed between frames.

3.1.66 hierarchical decoder: A sequence of decoder processes in which the first frame for each component is followed
by frames which decode an array of differences for each component and adds it to the reconstructed data from the
preceding frame for that component.

3.1.67 hierarchical encoder: The mode of operation in which the first frame for each component is followed by frames
which encode the array of differences between the source data and the reconstructed data from the preceding frame for
that component.

3.1.68 horizontal sampling factor: The relative number of horizontal data units of a particular component with respect
to the number of horizontal data units in the other components.

3.1.69 Huffman decoder: An embodiment of a Huffman decoding procedure.

3.1.70 Huffman decoding: An entropy decoding procedure which recovers the symbol from each variable length code
produced by the Huffman encoder.

3.1.71 Huffman encoder: An embodiment of a Huffman encoding procedure.

3.1.72 Huffman encoding: An entropy encoding procedure which assigns a variable length code to each input symbol.

3.1.73 Huffman table: The set of variable length codes required in a Huffman encoder and Huffman decoder.

3.1.74 image data: Either source image data or reconstructed image data.

3.1.75 interchange format: The representation of compressed image data for exchange between application
environments.

3.1.76 interleaved: The descriptive term applied to the repetitive multiplexing of small groups of data units from each
component in a scan in a specific order.

3.1.77 inverse discrete cosine transform; Il)CT: A mathematical transformation using cosine basis functions which

converts a block of dequantized DCT coefficients into a corresponding block of samples.

3.1.78 Joint Photographic Experts Group; JPEG: The informal name of the committee which created this
Specification. The “joint” comes from the CCI'IT and ISO/IEC collaboration.

3.1.79 latent output: Output of the arithmetic encoder which is held, pending resolution of cairy-over (in arithmetic
coding).

3.1.80 less probable symbol; LPS: For a binary decision, the decision value which has the smaller probability.

3.1.81 level shift: A procedure used by DCT-based encoders and decoders whereby each input sample is either
converted from an unsigned representation to a two’s complement representation or from a two’s complement
representation to an unsigned representation.
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3.1.82 lossless: A descriptive term for encoding and decoding processes and procedures in which the output of the
decoding procedure(s) is identical to the input to the encoding procedure(s).

3.1.83 lossless coding: The mode of operation which refers to any one of the coding processes defined in this
Specification in which all of the procedures are lossless (see Annex H).

3.1.84 lossy: A descriptive term for encoding and decoding processes which are not lossless.

3.1.85 marker: A two-byte code in which the first byte is hexadecimal FF (X’FF’) and the second byte is a value
between 1 and hexadecimal FE (X’FE’).

3.1.86 marker segment: A marker and associated set of parameters.

3.1.87 MCU-row: The smallest sequence of MCU which contains at least one line of samples or one block-row from
every component in the scan.

3.1.88 coded unit; MCU: The smallest group of data units that is coded.

3.1.89 modes (of operation): The four main categories of image coding processes defined in this Specification.

3.1.90 more probable symbol; MPS: For a binary decision, the decision value which has the larger probability.

3.1.91 non-differential frame: The first frame for any components in a hierarchical encoder or decoder. The
components are encoded or decoded without subtraction from reference components. The term refers also to any frame in
modes other than the hierarchical mode.

3.1.92 non-interleaved: The descriptive tenn applied to the data unit processing sequence when the scan has only one
component.

3.1.93 parameters: Fixed length integers 4, 8 or 16 bits in length, used in the compressed data formats.

3.1.94 point transform: Scaling of a sample or DCT coefficient.

3.1.95 precision: Number of bits allocated to a particular sample or DCT coefficient.

3.1.96 predictor: A linear combination of previously reconstructed values (in lossless mode coding).

3.1.97 probability estimation state machine: An interlinked table of probability values and indices which is used to
estimate the probability of the LPS (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.98 probability interval: The probability of a particular sequence of binary decisions within the ordered set of all
possible sequences (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.99 (probability) sub-interval: A portion of a probability interval allocated to either of the two possible binary
decision values (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.100 procedure: A set of steps which accomplishes one of the tasks which comprise an encoding or decoding
process.

3.1.101 process: See coding process.

3.1.102 progressive (coding): One of the DCT-based processes defined in this Specification in which each scan
typically improves the quality of the reconstructed image.

3.1.103 progressive DCT-based: The mode of operation which refers to any one of the processes defined in Annex G.

3.1.104 quantization table: The set of 64 quantization values used to quantize the DCT coefficients.

3.1.105 quantization value: An integer value used in the quantization procedure.

3.1.106 quantize: The act of performing the quantization procedure for a DCT coefficient.

3.1.107 reference (reconstructed) component: Reconstructed component data which is used in a subsequent frame of a
hierarchical encoder or decoder process (in hierarchical mode coding).
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3.1.108 renormalization: The doubling of the probability interval and the code register value until the probability
interval exceeds a fixed minimum value (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.109 restart interval: The integer number of MCUs processed as an independent sequence within a scan.

3.1.110 restart marker: The marker that separates two restart intervals in a scan.

3.1.111 run (length): Number of consecutive symbols of the same value.

3.1.112 sample: One element in the two-dimensional array which comprises a component.

3.1.113 sample-interleaved: The descriptive term applied to the repetitive multiplexing of small groups of samples from
each component in a scan in a specific order.

3.1.114 scan: A single pass through the data for one or more of the components in an image.

3.1.115 scan header: A market segment that contains a start—of—scan marker and associated scan parameters that are
coded at the beginning of a scan.

3.1.116 sequential (coding): One of the lossless or DCT—based coding processes defined in this Specification in which
each component of the image is encoded within a single scan.

3.1.117 sequential DCT-based: The mode of operation which refers to any one of the processes defined in Annex F.

3.1.118 spectral selection: A progressive coding process in which the zig-zag sequence is divided into bands of one or
more contiguous coefficients, and each band is coded in one scan.

3.1.119 stack counter: The count of X’FF’ bytes which are held, pending resolution of carry-over in the arithmetic
encoder.

3.1.120 statistical conditioning: The selection, based on prior coding decisions, of one estimate out of a set of
conditional probability estimates (in arithmetic coding).

3.1.121 statistical model: The assignment of a particular conditional probability estimate to each of the binary
arithmetic coding decisions. -

3.1.122 statistics area: The array of statistics bins required for a coding process which uses arithmetic coding.

3.1.123 statistics bin: The storage location where an index is stored which identifies the value of the conditional
probability estimate used for a particular arithmetic coding binary decision.

3.1.124 successive approximation: A progressive coding process in which the coefficients are coded with reduced
precision in the first scan, and precision is increased by one bit with each succeeding scan.

3.1.125 table specification data: The coded representation from which the tables used in the encoder and decoder are
generated and their destinations specified.

3.1.126 transcoder: A procedure for converting compressed image data of one encoder process to compressed image
data of another encoder process.

3.1.127 (uniform) quantization: The procedure by which DCI‘ coefficients are linearly scaled in order to achieve
compression.

3.1.128 upsampling (filter): A procedure by which the spatial resolution of an image is increased (in hierarchical mode
coding).

3.1.129 vertical sampling factor: The relative number of vertical data units of a particular component with respect to
the number of vertical data units in the other components in the frame.

3.1.130 zero byte: The X’0O’ byte.

3.1.131 zig-zag sequence: A specific sequential ordering of the DCT coefficients from (approximately) lowest spatial
frequency to highest.

3.1.132 3-sample predictor: A linear combination of the three nearest neighbor reconstructed samples to the left and
above (in lossless mode coding).
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3.2 Symbols

The symbols used in this Specification are listed below.

A probability interval

AC AC DCT coefficient

ACJ1 AC coefficient predicted from DC values

successive approximation bit position, high

successive approximation bit position, low

ith 8-bit parameter in APP“ segment

marker reserved for application segments

current byte in compressed data

next byte in compressed data when B = X’FF’

counter for buffered correction bits for Huffman coding in the successive approximation
process

16-byte list containing number of Huffman codes of each length

pointer to compressed data

pointer to byte before start of entropy-coded segment

counter for buffered correction bits for Huffman coding in the successive approximation
process

byte modified by a carry-over

value of bit stream in code register

component identifier for frame

horizontal frequency dependent scaling factor in DCT

vertical frequency dependent scaling factor in DCT

conditional exchange

low order 16 bits of the arithmetic decoder code register

ith 8-bit parameter in COM segment

bit counter in NEXTBYTE procedure

CODE Huffman code value

CODESIZE(V) code size for symbol V

COM comment marker

Cs conditioning table value

Cs; component identifier for scan

CT renormalization shift counter

high order 16 bits of arithmetic decoder code register

conditional exchange

data unit from horizontal position i, vertical position j

dji for component k

decision decoded
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Da in DC coding, the DC difference coded for the previous block from the same component:

in lossless coding, the difference coded for the sample immediately to the left

DRI

E

EC

ECS

ECS}

Eh

EHUFCO

EHUFSI

EOB

EOBn

EOBx

EOB0, EOB1, EOB14

EOI

Ev

EXP

FREQ(V)

HUFFCODE

HUFFSIZE

HUFFVAL

define-arithmetic-coding-conditioning marker

the difference coded for the sample immediately above

DC DCT coefficient

DC coefficient for ith block in component

kth DC value used in prediction of AC coefficients

define hierarchical progression marker

define-Huffman—tables marker

difference between quantized DC and prediction

define-number-of-lines marker

define-quantization-tables marker

define restart interval marker

exponent in magnitude category upper bound

event counter

entropy-coded segment

ith entropy-coded segment

horizontal expansion parameter in EXP segment

Huffman code table for encoder

encoder table of Huffman code sizes

end-of-block for sequential; end-of-band for progressive

run length category for EOB runs

position of EOB in previous successive approximation scan

run length categories for EOB runs

end—of-image marker

vertical expansion parameter in EXP segment

expand reference components marker

frequency of occurrence of symbol V

horizontal sampling factor for ith component

largest horizontal sampling factor

list of Huffman codes corresponding to lengths in HUFFSIZE

list of code lengths

list of values assigned to each Huffman code

subscript index

integer variable

index to probability estimation state machine table for context index S

subscript index

integer variable
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marker reserved for JPEG extensions

marker reserved for JPEG extensions

subscript index

integer variable

index of 1st AC coefficient in band (1 for sequential DCT)

conditioning parameter for AC arithmetic coding model

DC and lossless coding conditioning lower bound parameter

element in BITS list in DHT segment

element in BITS list in the DHT segment for Huffman table t

length of parameters in APP“ segment

largest value of K

length of parameters in COM segment

length of parameters in DNL segment

length of parameters in EXP segment

length of frame header parameters

length of parameters in DHT segment

length of parameters in DAC segment

less probable symbol (in arithmetic coding)

length of parameters in DQT segment

length of parameters in DR! segment

length of scan header parameters

least significant bit

modulo 8 counter for RSTm marker

number of Viyj parameters for Huffman table t

bit mask used in coding magnitude of V

nth statistics bin for coding magnitude bit pattern category

MAXCODE table with maximum value of Huffman code for each code length

MCU minimum coded unit

MCU; ith MCU

MCUR number of MCU required to make up one MCU-row

MINCODE table with minimum value of Huffman code for each code length

MPS more probable symbol (in arithmetic coding)

MPS(S) more probable symbol for context-index S

MSB most significant bit

M2, M3, M4, , M15 designation of context—indices for coding of magnitude bits in the arithmetic codingmodels

integer variable

data unit counter for MCU coding

not applicable
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Nb number of data units in MCU

Next_Index_LPS new value of Index(S) after a LPS renormalization

Next_Index_MPS new value of Index(S) after a MP8 renormalization

Nf number of components in frame

NL number of lines defined in DNL segment

Ns number of components in scan

OTHERS(V) index to next symbol in chain

sample precision

quantizer precision parameter in DQT segment

quantizer precision parameter in DQT segment for quantization table t

quantized DC coefficient from the most recently coded block of the component

point transform parameter

calculated value of sample

quantizer value for coefficient ACji

quantization value for DCT coefficient SW

quantizer value for DC coefficient

quantized AC coefficient predicted from DC values

kth quantized DC value used in prediction of AC coefficients

LPS probability estimate

LPS probability estimate for context index S

kth element of 64 quantization elements in DQT segment

reconstructed image sample

length of run of zero amplitude AC coefficients

dequantized DCT coefficient

reconstructed sample value

reconstructed sample value

reconstructed sample value

rounding in prediction calculation

reserved markers

restart interval in DRI segment

4—bit value of run length of zero AC coefficients

composite value used in Huffman coding of AC coefficients

restart marker number m

reconstructed value from IDCT

context index

DCT coefficient at horizontal frequency u, vertical frequency v
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context-index for coding of correction bit in successive approximation coding

end of spectral selection band in zig-zag sequence

context-index for coding of end-of-block or end-of—band

Huffman code size

1 if decoded sense of sign is negative and 0 if decoded sense of sign is positive

length of a Huffman code

shift left logical operation

logical shift left of oz by [3 bits

context-index for coding of first magnitude category when V is negative

baseline DCT process frame marker

extended sequential DCT frame marker, Huffman coding

progressive DCT frame marker, Huffman coding

lossless process frame marker, Huffman coding

differential sequential DCT frame marker, Huffman coding

differential progressive DCT frame marker, Huffman coding

differential lossless process frame marker, Huffman coding

sequential DCT frame marker, arithmetic coding

progressive DCT frame marker, arithmetic coding

lossless process frame marker, arithmetic coding

differential sequential DCT frame marker, arithmetic coding

differential progressive DCT frame marker, arithmetic coding

differential lossless process frame marker, arithmetic coding

start-of-image marker

start-of-scan marker

context-index for coding of flrst magnitude category when V is positive

quantized DCT coefficient

shift right logical operation

logical shift right of on by B bits

start of spectral selection band in zig-zag sequence

context-index for coding of sign decision

4-bit size category of DC difference or AC coefficient amplitude

ST stack counter

Switch_MPS parameter controlling inversion of sense of MPS

Sz parameter used in coding magnitude of V

context-index for coding of V = 0 decision

summation index for parameter limits computation

temporary variable
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Taj AC entropy table destination selector for jth component in scan

Tb arithmetic conditioning table destination identifier

Tc Huffman coding or arithmetic coding table class

Tdj DC entropy table destination selector for jth component in scan

temporary marker

Huffman table destination identifier in DHT segment

quantization table destination identifier in DQT segment

quantization table destination selector for ith component in frame

DC and lossless coding conditioning upper bound parameter

symbol or value being either encoded or decoded

vertical sampling factor for ith component

jth value for length i in HUFFVAL

largest vertical sampling factor

temporary variable

list of indices for first value in HUFFVAL for each code length

symbol value

symbol value

number of columns in ith component

number of samples per line in component with largest horizontal dimension

ith statistics bin for coding magnitude category decision

X1, X2, X3, , X15 designation of context—indices for coding of magnitude categories in the arithmetic coding
models

XHUFCO extended Huffman code table

XHUFSI table of sizes of extended Huffman codes

X’values’ values within the quotes are hexadecimal

number of lines in ith component

number of lines in component with largest vertical dimension

value in HUFFVAL assigned to run of 16 zero coefficients

Kth element in zig-zag sequence of quantized DCT coefficients

quantized DC coefficient in zig-zag sequence order

4 General

The purpose of this clause is to give an informative overview of the elements specified in this Specification. Another
purpose is to introduce many of the terms which are defined in clause 3. These terms are printed in italics upon first usage
in this clause.
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4.1 Elements specified in this Specification

There are three elements specified in this Specification:

a) An encoder is an embodiment of an encoding process. As shown in Figure 1, an encoder takes as input
digital source image data and table specifications, and by means of a specified set of procedures generates
as output compressed image data.

A decoder is an embodiment of a decoding process. As shown in Figure 2, a decoder takes as input

compressed image data and table specifications, and by means of a specified set of procedures generates as
output digital reconstructed image data.

The interchange format, shown in Figure 3, is a compressed image data representation which includes all
table specifications used in the encoding process. The interchange format is for exchange between
application environments.

TISOD650-93/d 001

Source Table Q0mP|'eSSed
image data specifications ""399 11313

Figure 1 - Encoder

TISOOBGO-93/dGD2

Compressed Table Reconstructed
"T1399 dala specifications image U313

Figure2 — Decoder

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the general case for which the continuous-tone source and reconstructed image data consist of
multiple components. (A colour image consists of multiple components; a grayscale image consists only of a single
component.) A significant portion of this Specification is concerned with how to handle multiple—component images in a
flexible, application-independent way.
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Application environmentA

Application environment

11300670-93Id0O3

Figure 3 — Interchange format for compressed image data

These figures are also meant to show that the same tables specified for an encoder to use to compress a particular image
must be provided to a decoder to reconstruct that image. However, this Specification does not specify how applications
should associate tables with compressed image data, nor how they should represent source image data generally within
their specific environments.

Consequently, this Specification also specifies the interchange format shown in Figure 3, in which table specifications are
included within compressed image data. An image compressed with a specified encoding process within
one application environment, A, is passed to a different environment, B, by means of the interchange format.
The interchange format does not specify a complete coded image representation. Application-dependent information,
e.g. colour space, is outside the scope of this Specification.

4.2 Lossy and lossless compression

This Specification specifies two classes of encoding and decoding processes, lossy and lossless processes. Those based on
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) are lossy, thereby allowing substantial compression to be achieved while producing a
reconstructed image with high visual fidelity to the encoder’s source image.

The simplest DCT-based coding process is referred to as the baseline sequential process. It provides a capability which is
sufficient for many applications. There are additional DCT-based processes which extend the baseline sequential process
to a broader range of applications. In any decoder using extended DCT-based decoding processes, the baseline decoding
process is required to be present in order to provide a default decoding capability.

The second class of coding processes is not based upon the DCT and is provided to meet the needs of applications
requiring lossless compression. These lossless encoding and decoding processes are used independently of any of the
DCT-based processes.

A table summarizing the relationship among these lossy and lossless coding processes is included in 4.11.

The amount of compression provided by any of the various processes is dependent on the characteristics of the particular
image being compressed, as well as on the picture quality desired by the application and the desired speed of compression
and decompression.
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4.3 DCT-based coding

Figure 4 shows the main procedures for all encoding processes based on the DCT. It illustrates the special case of a single-
component image; this is an appropriate simplification for overview purposes, because all processes specified in this
Specification operate on each image component independently.

DCT-based encoder
B x 8 blocks

Quantizer E”"°PYencoder

Compressed

image data specifications image daiaTlSOD6BO-93ldOD4

Figure 4 — DCT-based encoder simplified diagram

In the encoding process the input component’s samples are grouped into 8 X 8 blocks, and each block is transformed by
the forward DCT (FDCT) into a set of 64 values referred to as DCT coefiicients. One of these values is referred to as the
DC coefiicient and the other 63 as the AC coefiicients.

Each of the 64 coefficients is then quantized using one of 64 corresponding values from a quantization table (determined
by one of the table specifications shown in Figure 4). No default values for quantization tables are specified in this
Specification; applications may specify values which customize picture quality for their particular image characteristics,
display devices, and viewing conditions.

After quantization, the DC coefficient and the 63 AC coefficients are prepared for entropy encoding, as shown in Figure
5. The previous quantized DC coefficient is used to predict the current quantized DC coefficient, and the difference is
encoded. The 63 quantized AC coefficients undergo no such differential encoding, but are converted into a one-
dirnensional zig-zag sequence, as shown in Figure 5.

The quantized coefficients are then passed to an entropy encoding procedure which compresses the data further. One of
two entropy coding procedures can be used, as described in 4.6. If Hufiman encoding is used, Huficman table
specifications must be provided to the encoder. If arithmetic encoding is used, arithmetic coding conditioning table
specifications may be provided, otherwise the default conditioning table specifications shall be used.

Figure 6 shows the main procedures for all DCT-based decoding processes. Each step shown performs essentially the
inverse of its corresponding main procedure within the encoder. The entropy decoder decodes the zig-zag sequence of
quantized DCT coefficients. After dequantization the DCT coefficients are transformed to an 8 X 8 block of samples by
the inverse DCT (IDCT).

4.4 Lossless coding

Figure 7 shows the main procedures for the lossless encoding processes. A predictor combines the reconstructed values of
up to three neighbourhood samples at positions a, b, and c to form a prediction of the sample at position x as shown in
Figure 8. This prediction is then subtracted from the actual value of the sample at position x, and the difference is
losslessly entropy-coded by either Huffman or arithmetic coding.
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oc._, oci

//
Block,_1ca.

DlFF= Dc,-oc,_, TIS 0069093/d005

/‘ '\
AC 70 AC 77

Differential DC encoding Zig-zag order

Figure 5 — Preparation of quantized coefficients for entropy encoding

DCT-based decoder

T1SO0700-Q3/11006

Compressed Reconstructed' ' ' image data
image data specifications

Figure 6 — DCT-based decoder simplified diagram

Lossless encoder

Entropy
encoder

TlSO071U-93/d0D7

Table CompressedSource ’ . _
specifications image dataimage data

Figure 7 — Lossless encoder simplified diagram
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TISOOTZO-93Id008

Figure 8 — 3-sample prediction neighbourhood

This encoding process may also be used in a slightly modified way, whereby the precision of the input samples is reduced
by one or more bits prior to the lossless coding. This achieves higher compression than the lossless process (but lower
compression than the DCT-based processes for equivalent visual fidelity), and limits the reconstructed image’s worst-case
sample error to the amount of input precision reduction.

4.5 Modes of operation

There are four distinct modes of operation under which the various coding processes are defined: sequential
DCT-based, progressive DCT-based, lossless, and hierarchical. (Implementations are not required to provide all of
these.) The lossless mode of operation was described in 4.4. The other modes of operation are compared as follows.

For the sequential DCT-based mode, 8 X 8 sample blocks are typically input block by block from left to right, and block-
row by block-row from top to bottom. After a block has been transformed by the forward DCT, quantized and prepared for
entropy encoding, all 64 of its quantized DCT coefficients can be immediately entropy encoded and output as part of the
compressed image data (as was described in 4.3), thereby minimizing coefficient storage requirements.

For the progressive DCT-based mode, 8 X 8 blocks are also typically encoded in the same order, but in multiple scans
through the image. This is accomplished by adding an image-sized coefficient memory buffer (not shown in Figure 4)
between the quantizer and the entropy encoder. As each block is transformed by the forward DCT and quantized, its
coefficients are stored in the buffer. The DCT coefficients in the buffer are then partially encoded in each of multiple
scans. The typical sequence of image presentation at the output of the decoder for sequential versus progressive modes of
operation is shown in Figure 9.

There are two procedures by which the quantized coefficients in the buffer may be partially encoded within a scan. First,
only a specified band of coefficients from the zig—zag sequence need be encoded. This procedure is called spectral
selection, because each band typically contains coefficients which occupy a lower or higher part of thefrequency spectrum
for that 8 X 8 block. Secondly, the coefficients within the current band need not be encoded to their full (quantized)
accuracy within each scan. Upon a coefficient’s first encoding, a specified number of most significant bits is encoded first.
In subsequent scans, the less significant bits are then encoded. This procedure is called successive approximation. Either
procedure may be used separately, or they may be mixed in flexible combinations.

In hierarchical mode, an image is encoded as a sequence of frames. These frames provide reference reconstructed
components which are usually needed for prediction in subsequent frames. Except for the first frame for a given
component, dififerential frames encode the difference between source components and reference reconstructed
components. The coding of the differences may be done using only DCT-based processes, only lossless processes, or
DCT-based processes with a final lossless process for each component. Downsampling and upsampling filters may be
used to provide a pyramid of spatial resolutions as shown in Figure 10. Alternatively, the hierarchical mode can be used to
improve the quality of the reconstructed components at a given spatial resolution.

Hierarchical mode offers a progressive presentation similar to the progressive DCT-based mode but is useful in
environments which have multi-resolution requirements. Hierarchical mode also offers the capability of progressive
coding to a final lossless stage.
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Figure 9 — Progressive versus sequential presentation

T|SOU740-93IdO10

Figure 10 - Hierarchical multi-resolution encoding

4.6 Entropy coding alternatives

Two alternative entropy coding procedures are specified: Huffman coding and arithmetic coding. Huffman coding
procedures use Huffman tables, determined by one of the table specifications shown in Figures 1 and 2. Arithmetic coding
procedures use arithmetic coding conditioning tables, which may also be determined by a table specification. No default
values for Huffman tables are specified, so that applications may choose tables appropriate for their own environments.
Default tables are defined for the arithmetic coding conditioning.
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The baseline sequential process uses Huffman coding, while the extended DCT-based and lossless processes may use
either Huffman or arithmetic coding.

4.7 Sample precision

For DCT-based processes, two alternative sample precisions are specified: either 8 bits or 12 bits per sample. Applications
which use samples with other precisions can use either 8-bit or 12-bit precision by shifting their source image samples
appropriately. The baseline process uses only 8-bit precision. DCT—based implementations which handle 12-bit source
image samples are likely to need greater computational resources than those which handle only
8-bit source images. Consequently in this Specification separate normative requirements are defined for 8-bit and
12-bit DCT-based processes.

For lossless processes the sample precision is specified to be from 2 to 16 bits.

4.8 Multiple-component control

Subclauses 4.3 and 4.4 give an overview of one major part of the encoding and decoding processes — those which operate
on the sample values in order to achieve compression. There is another major part as well — the procedures which control
the order in which the image data from multiple components are processed to create the compressed data, and which
ensure that the proper set of table data is applied to the proper data units in the image. (A data unit is a sample for lossless
processes and an 8 X 8 block of samples for DCT—based processes.)

4.8.1 Interleaving multiple components

Figure 11 shows an example of how an encoding process selects between multiple source image components as well as
multiple sets of table data, when perfomiing its encoding procedures. The source image in this example consists of the
three components A, B and C, and there are two sets of table specifications. (This simplified view does not distinguish
between the quantization tables and entropy coding tables.)

Compressed
Table speci- Table speci- image data

ficaiion 1 lication 2
T|S00750-93Id01 1

Figure 11 - Component-interleave and table-switching control

In sequential mode, encoding is nan-interleaved if the encoder compresses all image data units in component A before
beginning component B, and then in turn all of B before C. Encoding is interleaved if the encoder compresses a data unit
from A, a data unit from B, a data unit from C, then back to A, etc. These alternatives are illustrated in Figure 12, which
shows a case in which all three image components have identical dimensions: X columns by Y lines, for a total of n data
units each.
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A,,A2,....A,,, B1, B2,....E!n, C,,C2,....C,,

Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3

Data unit encoding order, non-interleaved

A1: B1. C1./\2. B2. C2. ----An. Bn. Cn

Xjgg
Scan 1

Data unit encoding order, interleaved

Figure 12 — Interleaved versus non-interleaved encoding order

These control procedures are also able to handle cases in which the source image components have different dimensions.
Figure 13 shows a case in which two of the components, B and C, have half the number of horizontal samples relative to
component A. In this case, two data units from A are interleaved with one each from B and C. Cases in which components
of an image have more complex relationships, such as different horizontal and vertical dimensions, can be handled as
well. (See Annex A.)

TlS0O770-93/dO13

A1: A2» B1» C1: A3- A4» B2: Czv -~-An-1: Am Bn/2- Cn/2

L/J
Scan 1

Data unit encoding order, interieaved

Figure 13 — Interleaved order for components with different dimensions
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4.8.2 Minimum coded unit

Related to the concepts of multiple-component interleave is the minimum coded unit (MCU). If the compressed image
data is non-interleaved, the MCU is defined to be one data unit. For example, in Figure 12 the MCU for the non-
interleaved case is a single data unit. If the compressed data is interleaved, the MCU contains one or more data units from
each component. For the interleaved case in Figure 12, the (first) MCU consists of the three interleaved data units A1, B1,
C1. In the example of Figure 13, the (first) MCU consists of the four data units A1, A2 , B1, C1.

4.9 Structure of compressed data

Figures 1, 2, and 3 all illustrate slightly different views of compressed image data. Figure 1 shows this data as the output
of an encoding process, Figure 2 shows it as the input to a decoding process, and Figure 3 shows compressed image data
in the interchange format, at the interface between applications.

Compressed image data are described by a uniform structure and set ofparameters for both classes of encoding processes
(lossy or lossless), and for all modes of operation (sequential, progressive, lossless, and hierarchical). The various parts of
the compressed image data are identified by special two—byte codes called markers. Some markers are followed by
particular sequences of parameters, as in the case of table specifications, frame header, or scan header. Others are used
without parameters for functions such as marking the sta1t—of—image and end-of-image. When a marker is associated with a
particular sequence of parameters, the marker and its parameters comprise a marker segment.

The data created by the entropy encoder are also segmented, and one particular marker — the restart marker — is used to
isolate entrapy-coded data segments. The encoder outputs the restart markers, intermixed with the entropy-coded data, at
regular restart intervals of the source image data. Restart markers can be identified without having to decode the
compressed data to find them. Because they can be independently decoded, they have application-specific uses, such as
parallel encoding or decoding, isolation of data corruptions, and semi—random access of entropy-coded segments.

There are three compressed data formats:

a) the interchange format;

b) the abbreviatedformat for compressed image data;

c) the abbreviated format for table-specification data.

4.9.1 Interchange format

In addition to certain required marker segments and the entropy—coded segments, the interchange format shall include the
marker segments for all quantization and entropy-coding table specifications needed by the decoding process. This
guarantees that a compressed image can cross the boundary between application environments, regardless of how each
environment intemally associates tables with compressed image data.

4.9.2 Abbreviated format for compressed image data

The abbreviated format for compressed image data is identical to the interchange format, except that it does not include all
tables required for decoding. (It may include some of them.) This format is intended for use within applications where
alternative mechanisms are available for supplying some or all of the table—specification data needed for decoding.

4.9.3 Abbreviated format for table-specification data

This format contains only table-specification data. It is a means by which the application may install in the decoder the
tables required to subsequently reconstruct one or more images.

4.10 Image, frame, and scan

Compressed image data consists of only one image. An image contains only one frame in the cases of sequential and
progressive coding processes; an image contains multiple frames for the hierarchical mode.

A frame contains one or more scans. For sequential processes, a scan contains a complete encoding of one or more image
components. In Figures 12 and 13, the frame consists of three scans when non-interleaved, and one scan if all three
components are interleaved together. The frame could also consist of two scans: one with a non-interleaved component,
the other with two components interleaved.
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For progressive processes, a scan contains a partial encoding of all data units from one or more image components.
Components shall not be interleaved in progressive mode, except for the DC coefficients in the fll'SlZ scan for each
component of a progressive frame.

4.1] Summary of coding processes

Table 1 provides a summary of the essential characteristics of the various coding processes specified in this Specification.
The full specification of these processes is contained in Annexes F, G, H, and J.

Table 1 — Summary: Essential characteristics of coding processes

Baseline process (required for all DCT-based decoders)

DCT-based process
Source image: 8-bit samples within each component
Sequential
Huffman coding: 2 AC and 2 DC tables
Decoders shall process scans with 1, 2, 3, and 4 components
Interleaved and non-interleaved scans

Extended DCT-based processes

DCT-based process
Source image: 8-bit or 12-bit samples
Sequential or progressive
Huffman or arithmetic coding: 4 AC and 4 DC tables
Decoders shall process scans with 1, 2, 3, and 4 components
Interleaved and non-interleaved scans

Lossless processes

Predictive process (not DCT-based)
Source image: P-bit samples (2 S P S 16)
Sequential
Huffman or arithmetic coding: 4 DC tables
Decoders shall process scans with 1. 2, 3, and 4 components
Interleaved and non-interleaved scans

Hierarchical processes

Multiple frames (non—differential and differential)
Uses extended DCT-based or lossless processes
Decoders shall process scans with 1, 2., 3, and 4 components
Interleaved and non-interleaved scans
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5 Interchange format requirements

The interchange format is the coded representation of compressed image data for exchange between application
environments.

The interchange format requirements are that any compressed image data represented in interchange fonnat shall comply
with the syntax and code assignments appropriate for the decoding process selected, as specified in Annex B.

Tests for whether compressed image data comply with these requirements are specified in Part 2 of this Specification.

6 Encoder requirements

An encoding process converts source image data to compressed image data. Each of Annexes F, G, H, and J specifies a
number of distinct encoding processes for its particular mode of operation.

An encoder is an embodiment of one (or more) of the encoding processes specified in Annexes F, G, H, or J. In order to

comply with this Specification, an encoder shall satisfy at least one of the following two requirements.

An encoder shall

a) with appropriate accuracy, convert source image data to compressed image data which comply with the
interchange format syntax specified in Annex B for the encoding process(es) embodied by the encoder;

b) with appropriate accuracy, convert source image data to compressed image data which comply with the
abbreviated format for compressed image data syntax specified in Annex B for the encoding process(es)
embodied by the encoder.

For each of the encoding processes specified in Annexes F. G, H, and J, the compliance tests for the above requirements
are specified in Part 2 of this Specification.

NOTE — There is no requirement in this Specification that any encoder which embodies one of the encoding processes
specified in Annexes F, G, H, or J shall be able to operate for all ranges of the parameters which are allowed for that process. An
encoder is only required to meet the compliance tests specified in Part 2, and to generate the compressed data fonnat according to
Annex B for those parameter values which it does use.

7 Decoder requirements

A decoding process converts compressed image data to reconstructed image data. Each of Annexes F, G, H, and J
specifies a number of distinct decoding processes for its particular mode of operation.

A decoder is an embodiment of one (or more) of the decoding processes specified in Annexes F, G, H, or J. In order to

comply with this Specification, a decoder shall satisfy all three of the following requirements.

A decoder shall

a) with appropriate accuracy, convert to reconstructed image data any compressed image data with parameters
within the range supported by the application, and which comply with the interchange fonnat syntax
specified in Annex B for the decoding process(es) embodied by the decoder;

accept and properly store any table-specification data which comply with the abbreviated format for table-
specification data syntax specified in Annex B for the decoding process(es) embodied by the decoder;

with appropriate accuracy, convert to reconstructed image data any compressed image data which comply
with the abbreviated format for compressed image data syntax specified in Annex B for the decoding
process(es) embodied by the decoder, provided that the table-specification data required for decoding the
compressed image data has previously been installed into the decoder.

Additionally, any DCT-based decoder, if it embodies any DCT-based decoding process other than baseline sequential,
shall also embody the baseline sequential decoding process.

For each of the decoding processes specified in Annexes F, G, H, and J, the compliance tests for the above requirements
are specified in Part 2 of this Specification.
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Annex A

Mathematical definitions

(This annex forms a.n integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

A.1 Source image

Source images to which the encoding processes specified in this Specification can be applied are defined in this annex.

A.1.1 Dimensions and sampling factors

As shown in Figure A.1, a source image is defined to consist of Nf components. Each component, with unique identifier
Q, is defined to consist of a rectangular array of samples of x,- columns by y,- lines. The component dimensions are derived
from two parameters, X and Y, where X is the maximum of the xi values and Y is the maximum of the y; values for all
components in the frame. For each component, sampling factors Hg and V; are defined relating component dimensions at.-
and y,- to maximum dimensions X and Y, according to the following expressions:

H. .
x- = X X ‘ and y- Y x ,

I Hmax I VmaX

where Hum and V max are the maximum sampling factors for all components in the frame, and F l is the ceiling function.

As an example, consider an image having 3 components with maximum dimensions of 512 lines and 512 samples per line,
and with the following sampling factors:

Component 0
Component 1
Component 2

Then X = 512, Y= 512, Hm,“ = 4, Vmax = 2, and x,- and y.- for each component are

Component 0 = 512, yo = 256
Component 1 = 256, y] 512
Component 2 = 128, yz 256

NOTE — The X, Y, H,-, and l/,- parameters are contained in the frame header of the compressed image data (see B.2.2),
whereas the individual component dimensions x,- and y,- are derived by the decoder. Source images with x; and y,- dimensions which do
not satisfy the expressions above cannot be properly reconstructed.

A.1.2 Sample precision

A sample is an integer with precision P bits, with any value in the range 0 through 21’ ‘ 1. All samples of all components
within an image shall have the same precision P. Restrictions on the value of P depend on the mode of operation, as
specified in B.2 to B.7.

A.1.3 Data unit

A data unit is a sample in lossless processes and an 8 X 8 block of contiguous samples in DCT-based processes. The left-
most 8 samples of each of the top—most 8 rows in the component shall always be the top-left-most block. With this top-1eft-
most block as the reference, the component is partitioned into contiguous data units to the right and to the bottom (as
shown in Figure A.4).

A.1.4 Orientation

Figure A.1 indicates the orientation of an image component by the terms top, bottom, left, and right. The order by which
the data units of an image component are input to the compression encoding procedures is defined to be left—to-right and
top-to-bottom within the component. (This ordering is precisely defined in A.2.) Applications determine which edges of a
source image are defined as top, bottom, left, and right.
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a) Source image with multiple components b) Characteristics ofan image component

Figure A.1 — Source image characteristics

A.2 Order of source image data encoding

The scan header (see B.2.3) specifies the order by which source image data units shall be encoded and placed within the
compressed image data. For a given scan, if the scan header parameter Ns = 1, then data from only one source component
— the component specified by parameter CS1 — shall be present within the scan. This data is non-interleaved by definition.
IfNs > 1, then data from the Ns components Cs1 through CSN5 shall be present within the scan. This data shall always be
interleaved. The order of components in a scan shall be according to the order specified in the frame header.

The ordering of data units and the construction of minimum coded units (MCU) is defined as follows.

A.2.1 Minimum coded unit (MCU)

For non-interleaved data the MCU is one data unit. For interleaved data the MCU is the sequence of data units defined by
the sampling factors of the components in the scan.

A.2.2 Non-interleaved order (Ns = 1)

When Ns = 1 (where N5 is the number of components in a scan), the order of data units within a scan shall be left—to—right
and top-to—bottom, as shown in Figure A.2. This ordering applies whenever Ns = 1, regardless of the values of
H1 and V1.

Bottom 11500790-93/dot 5

Figure A.2 - Non-interleaved data ordering
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A.2.3 Interleaved order (Ns > 1)

When Ns > 1, each scan component Csi is partitioned into small rectangular arrays of Hk horizontal data units by Vk
vertical data units. The subscripts lc indicate that Hk and Vk are from the position in the frame header component-
specification for which Ck = Csg. Within each Hk by Vk array, data units are ordered from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
The arrays in turn are ordered from left-to-right and top-to—bottom within each component.

As shown in the example of Figure A.3, Ns = 4, and MCU1 consists of data units taken first from the top-left-most region
of Cs], followed by data units from the corresponding region of C52, then from Cs3 and then from Cs4. MCUZ follows the
same ordering for data taken from the next region to the right for the four components.

Cs1:H,=2,V1=2 Cs2:H2=2,V2=1 Cs3:H3=1.V._,=2 Cs4:H4=1,V4=1
o 1 2 3 4 5 o 1 2 3 4 5 1 2

o 3 o oEQE « t
2 i 2EU! 3

MCU1= ddo 111131 div dii dds 1731 ddo die 1130:
MCI-'2= ddz dds C42 dis ddz dds d31 d:1,1 d4 «

MCU3= d14 dés (1114 at, d§4d§5 dé3’2 dig d§2.MCU-1: dzo d21 dso dsi d1o d11 dao dao dw-
V LJ \‘J/ \/
Cs, data units Csz C33 C54

TISOUSOO-93/d016

Figure A.3 — Interleaved data ordering example

A.2.4 Completion of partial MCU

For DCT-based processes the data unit is a block. If x; is not a multiple of 8, the encoding process shall extend the number
of columns to complete the right-most sample blocks. If the component is to be interleaved, the encoding process shall also
extend the number of samples by one or more additional blocks, if necessary, so that the number of blocks is an integer
multiple of Hi. Similarly, if yi is not a multiple of 8, the encoding process shall extend the number of lines to complete the
bottom-most block-row. Ifthe component is to be interleaved, the encoding process shall also extend the number of lines
by one or more additional block-rows, if necessary, so that the number of block-rows is an integer multiple of V5.

NOTE — It is recommended that any incomplete MCUs be completed by replication of the right-most column and the bottom
line of each component.

For lossless processes the data unit is a sample. If the component is to be interleaved, the encoding process shall extend
the number of samples, if necessary, so that the number is a multiple of Hi. Similarly, the encoding process shall extend
the number of lines, if necessary, so that the number of lines is a multiple of V1.

Any sample added by an encoding process to complete partial MCUs shall be removed by the decoding process.

A.3 DCT compression

A.3.1 Level shift

Before a non-differential frame encoding process computes the FDCT for a block of source image samples, the samples
shall be level shifted to a signed representation by subtracting 2P ‘ 1, where P is the precision parameter specified in B.2.2.
Thus, when P = 8, the level shift is by 128; when P = 12. the level shift is by 2048.
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After a non-differential frame decoding process computes the IDCT and produces a block of reconstructed image samples,
an inverse level shift shall restore the samples to the unsigned representation by adding 2? '1 and clamping the results to
the rangeOto 21”" 1.

A.3.2 Orientation of samples for FDCT computation

Figure A.4 shows an image component which has been partitioned into 8 X 8 blocks for the FDCT computations. Figure
A.4 also defines the orientation of the samples within a block by showing the indices used in the FDCT equation of A.3.3.

The definitions of block partitioning and sample orientation also apply to any DCT decoding process and the output
reconstructed image. Any sample added by an encoding process to complete partial MCUs shall be removed by the
decoding process.

CI

lllmgml
IIIIIII
IIIIIII
IIIIIII

T|SOD810-93Id017

Figure A.4 — Partition and orientation of 8 x 8 sample blocks

A.3.3 FDCT and IDCT (informative)

The following equations specify the ideal functional definition of the FDCT and the IDCT.

NOTE —- These equations contain terms which cannot be represented with perfect accuracy by any real implementation. The
accuracy requirements for the combined FDCT and quantization procedures are specified in Part 2 of this Specification. The accuracy
requirements for the combined dequantization and IDCT procedures are also specified in Part 2 of this Specification.

1 7 7 (2x+1)u1: (2y+1)v1t

FDCT: SW = I C" CV 5.0 E0 syx cos ——-F cos -76
7 7

_% 2 Z Cucvsyx
“=0 v=O 16 16

1/./5 for u,v = 0

1 otherwise

otherwise.

A.3.4 DCT coefficient quantization (informative) and dequantization (normative)

After the FDCT is computed for a block, each of the 64 resulting DCT coefficients is quantized by a uniform quantizer.
The quantizer step size for each coefficient SW is the value of the corresponding element Q,“ from the quantization table
specified by the frame parameter Tq; (see B.2.2).
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The unifonn quantizer is defined by the following equation. Rounding is to the nearest integer:

S

Sqvu = round

Sqvu is the quantized DCT coefficient, normalized by the quantizer step size.

NOTE — This equation contains a term which may not be represented with perfect accuracy by any real implementation. The
accuracy requirements for the combined FDCT and quantization procedures are specified in Part 2 of this Specification.

At the decoder, this normalization is removed by the following equation, which defines dequantization:

Rvu = Sqvu X Qvu

NOTE — Depending on the rounding used in quantization, it is possible that the dequantized coefficient may be outside the
expected range.

The relationship among samples, DCT coefficients, and quantization is illustrated in Figure A.5.

A.3.5 Differential DC encoding

After quantization, and in preparation for entropy encoding, the quantized DC coefficient Sqoo is treated separately from
the 63 quantized AC coefficients. The value that shall be encoded is the difference (DIFF) between the quantized DC
coefficient of the current block (DC; which is also designated as Sqoo) and that of the previous block of the same
component (PRED):

DIFF = DC1- — PRED

A.3.6 Zig-zag sequence

After quantization, and in preparation for entropy encoding, the quantized AC coefficients are converted to the zig-zag
sequence. The quantized DC coefficient (coefficient zero in the array) is treated separately, as defined in A.3.S. The zig-
zag sequence is specified in Figure A.6.

A.4 Point transform

For various procedures data may be optionally divided by a power of 2 by a point transform prior to coding. There are
three processes which require a point transform: lossless coding, lossless differential frame coding in the hierarchical
mode, and successive approximation coding in the progressive DCT mode.

In the lossless mode of operation the point transform is applied to the input samples. In the difference coding of the
hierarchical mode of operation the point transform is applied to the difference between the input component samples and
the reference component samples. In both cases the point transform is an integer divide by 2?‘, where Pt is the value of the
point transfonn parameter (see B.2.3).

In successive approximation coding the point transform for the AC coefficients is an integer divide by 2A1, where A1 is the
successive approximation bit position, low (see B.2.3). The point transform for the DC coefficients is an arithmetic—shift-
right by Al bits. This is equivalent to dividing by 2?‘ before the level shift (see A.3.l).

The output of the decoder is rescaled by multiplying by 2”. An example of the point transform is given in K. 10.
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Figure A.5 — Relationship between 8 x 8-block samples and DCT coefficients
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Figure A.6 — Zig-zag sequence of quantized DCT coefficients

A.5 Arithmetic procedures in lossless and hierarchical modes of operation

In the lossless mode of operation predictions are calculated with full precision and without clamping of either overflow or
underflow beyond the range of values allowed by the precision of the input. However, the division by two which is part of
some of the prediction calculations shall be approximated by an arithmetic—shift-right by one bit.

The two’s complement differences which are coded in either the lossless mode of operation or the differential frame
coding in the hierarchical mode of operation are calculated modulo 65 536, thereby restricting the precision of these
differences to a maximum of 16 bits. The modulo values are calculated by performing the logical AND operation of the
two’s complement difference with X’FFFF’. For purposes of coding, the result is still interpreted as a 16 bit two’s
complement difference. Module 65 536 arithmetic is also used in the decoder in calculating the output from the sum of
the prediction and this two’s complement difference.
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Annex B

Compressed data formats

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

This annex specifies three compressed data formats:

a) the interchange format, specified in B.2 and B3;
b) the abbreviated format for compressed image data, specified in B.4;
c) the abbreviated format for table-specification data, specified in B.5.

B.1 describes the constituent parts of these formats. B.1.3 and B.1.4 give the convenfions for symbols and figures used in
the format specifications.

B.1 General aspects of the compressed data format specifications

Structurally, the compressed data formats consist of an ordered collection of parameters, markers, and entropy-coded data
segments. Parameters and markers in turn are often organized into marker segments. Because all of these constituent parts
are represented with byte-aligned codes, each compressed data format consists of an ordered sequence of 8-bit bytes. For
each byte, a most significant bit (MSB) and a least significant bit (LSB) are defined.

B.1.1 Constituent parts

This subclause gives a general description of each of the constituent parts of the compressed data format.

B.1.1.1 Parameters

Parameters are integers, with values specific to the encoding process, source image characteristics, and other features
selectable by the application. Parameters are assigned either 4-bit, 1-byte, or 2-byte codes. Except for certain optional
groups of parameters, parameters encode critical information without which the decoding process cannot properly
reconstruct the image.

The code assignment for a parameter shall be an unsigned integer of the specified length in bits with the particular value
of the parameter.

For parameters which are 2 bytes (16 bits) in length, the most significant byte shall come first in the compressed data’s
ordered sequence of bytes. Parameters which are 4 bits in length always come in pairs, and the pair shall always be
encoded in a single byte. The first 4-bit parameter of the pair shall occupy the most significant 4 bits of the byte. Within
any 16-, 8-, or 4-bit parameter, the MSB shall come first and LSB shall come last.

B.1.1.2 Markers

Markers serve to identify the various structural parts of the compressed data formats. Most markers start marker segments
containing a related group of parameters; some markers stand alone. All markers are assigned two-byte codes: an X’FF’
byte followed by a byte which is not equal to 0 or X’FF’ (see Table B.l). Any marker may optionally be preceded by any
number of fill bytes, which are bytes assigned code X’FF’.

NOTE — Because of this special code-assignment structure, markers make it possible for a decoder to parse the compressed
data and locate its various parts without having to decode other segments of image data.

B.1.1.3 Marker assignments

All markers shall be assigned two-byte codes: a X'FF’ byte followed by a second byte which is not equal to 0 or X’FF’.
The second byte is specified in Table B.1 for each defined marker. An asterisk (*) indicates a marker which stands alone,
that is, which is not the start of a marker segment.
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Table B.1 — Marker code assignments

Start Of Frame markers, non-differential, Huffman coding

Baseline DCT

Extended sequential DCT
Progressive DCT
Lossless (sequential)

Start Of Frame markers. differential, Huffman coding

Differential sequential DCT
Differential progressive DCT

. Differential Iossless (sequential)

Start Of Frame markers, non—differentia1, arithmetic coding

JPG Reserved for JPEG extensions

SOF9 Extended sequential DCT

38:10 Progressive DCT
11 Lossless (sequential)

Start Of Frame markers, differential, arithmetic coding

X’FFCD’ Differential sequential DCT
X’FFCE’ Differential progressive DCT
X’FFCF’ Differential lossless (sequential)

Huffman table specification

X’FFC4’ Define Huffman table(s)

Arithmetic coding conditioning specification

X’FFCC’ Define arithmetic coding conditioning(s)
Restart interval termination

X’FFDO’ through X’FFD7’ Restart with modulo 8 count “m”

X’FFD8' Start of image
X’FFD9’ End of image
X’FFDA’ Start of scan
X’FFDB' Define quantization table(s)
X‘FFDC' Define number of lines
X’ FFDD’ Define restart interval
X’FFDE’ Define hierarchical progression
X’FFDF’ Expand reference component(s)
X’FFEO’ through X’FFEF’ Reserved for application segments
X’FFFO’ through X’FFFD' Reserved for JPEG extensions
X’FFFE’ Comment

eReserved mark rs

X‘FFO1’ TEM* For temporary private use in arithmetic coding
X’FF02’ through X’FFBF’ RES Reserved
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B.1.1.4 Marker segments

A marker segment consists of a marker followed by a sequence of related parameters. The first parameter in a marker
segment is the two—byte length parameter. This length parameter encodes the number of bytes in the marker segment,
including the length parameter and excluding the two-byte marker. The marker segments identified by the SOF and SOS
marker codes are referred to as headers: the frame header and the scan header respectively.

B.1.1.5 Entropy-coded data segments

An entropy-coded data segment contains the output of an entropy-coding procedure. It consists of an integer number of
bytes, whether the entropy-coding procedure used is Huffman or arithmetic.

NOTES

1 Making entropy-coded segments an integer number of bytes is performed as follows: for Huffman coding, 1-bits are
used, if necessary, to pad the end of the compressed data to complete the final byte of a segment. For arithmetic coding, byte alignment
is performed in the procedure which terminates the entropy-coded segment (see D.1.8).

2 In order to ensure that a marker does not occur within an entropy-coded segment, any X’FF‘ byte generated by either a
Huffman or arithmetic encoder, or an X’FF’ byte that was generated by the padding of 1—bits described in NOTE 1 above, is followed
by a “stuffed" zero byte (see D.l.6 and F.l.2.3).

B.1.2 Syntax

In B.2 and B.3 the interchange format syntax is specified. For the purposes of this Specification, the syntax specification
consists of:

the required ordering of markers, parameters, and entropy-coded segments;
identification of optional or conditional constituent parts;
the name, symbol, and definition of each marker and parameter;
the allowed values of each parameter;

any restrictions on the above which are specific to the various coding processes.

The ordering of constituent parts and the identification of which are optional or conditional is specified by the syntax
figures in B.2 and B.3. Names, symbols, definitions, allowed values, conditions, and restrictions are specified immediately
below each syntax figure.

B.1.3 Conventions for syntax figures

The syntax figures in B.2 and R3 are a part of the interchange format specification. The following conventions, illustrated
in Figure B.1, apply to these figures:

— parameter/marker indicator: A thin-lined box encloses either a marker or a single parameter;

segment indicator: A thick-lined box encloses either a marker segment, an entropy-coded data segment,
or combinations of these;

parameter length indicator: The width of a thin-lined box is proportional to the parameter length (4, 8,
or 16 bits, shown as E, B, and D respectively in Figure B.1) of the marker or parameter it encloses; the
width of thick-lined boxes is not meaningful;

optional/conditional indicator: Square brackets indicate that a marker or marker segment is only
optionally or conditionally present in the compressed image data;

ordering: In the interchange format a parameter or marker shown in a figure precedes all of those shown
to its right, and follows all of those shown to its left;

entropy-coded data indicator: Angled brackets indicate that the entity enclosed has been entropy
encoded.

0 t' I

‘séiiitl E”  
TISOOBQD-93Id019

Figure B.1 — Syntax notation conventions
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B.1.4 Conventions for symbols, code lengths, and values

Following each syntax figure in B.2 and B.3, the symbol, name, and definition for each marker and parameter shown in
the figure are specified. For each parameter, the length and allowed values are also specified in tabular form.

The following conventions apply to symbols for markers and parameters:

— all marker symbols have three upper-case letters, and some also have a subscript. Examples: S01, SOFn;

— all parameter symbols have one upper-case letter; some also have one lower-case letter and some have
subscripts. Examples: Y, Nf, H1, Tqi.

B.2 General sequential and progressive syntax

This clause specifies the interchange format syntax which applies to all coding processes for sequential DCT—based,
progressive DCT-based, and lossless modes of operation.

B.2.l I-Iigh-level syntax

Figure B.2 specifies the order of the high-level constituent parts of the interchange format for all non-hierarchical
encoding processes specified in this Specification.

Compressed image data

[Tableslmuse.

— ’ 1 Entropy-coded segment 0 ‘ ~ _ _ — ' ‘ ’Enlropy-coded segment .35,

<MCU1>, <MCU 3, <MCU gi <MCU,,>. <MCUn+1>, --- <MCU lag‘
11800840-93IdU20

Figure B.2 — Syntax for sequential DCT-based, progressive DCT-based,
and lossless modes of operation

The three markers shown in Figure B.2 are defined as follows:

SOI: Start of image marker — Marks the start of a compressed image represented in the interchange format or
abbreviated format.

E01: End of image marker— Marks the end of a compressed image represented in the interchange format or
abbreviated format.

RSTm: Restart marker - A conditional marker which is placed between entropy-coded segments only if restart
is enabled. There are 8 unique restart markers (m = O - 7) which repeat in sequence from O to 7, starting with
zero for each scan, to provide a modulo 8 restart interval count.

The top level of Figure B.2 specifies that the non—hierarchical interchange format shall begin with an S01 marker, shall
contain one frame, and shall end with an E01 marker.
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The second level of Figure B.2 specifies that a frame shall begin with a frame header and shall contain one or more scans.
A frame header may be preceded by one or more table-specification or miscellaneous marker segments as specified in
B.2.4. If a DNL segment (see B.2.5) is present, it shall immediately follow the first scan.

For sequential DCT-based and lossless processes each scan shall contain from one to four image components. If two to
four components are contained within a scan, they shall be interleaved within the scan. For progressive DCT-based
processes each image component is only partially contained within any one scan. Only the first scan(s) for the components
(which contain only DC coefficient data) may be interleaved.

The third level of Figure B.2 specifies that a scan shall begin with a scan header and shall contain one or more entropy-
coded data segments. Each scan header may be preceded by one or more table-specification or miscellaneous marker
segments. If restart is not enabled, there shall be only one entropy-coded segment (the one labeled »“last”), and no restart
markers shall be present. If restart is enabled, the number of entropy-coded segments is defined by the size of the image
and the defined restart interval. In this case, a restart marker shall follow each entropy-coded segment except the last one.

The fourth level of Figure B.2 specifies that each entropy-coded segment is comprised of a sequence of entropy-
coded MCUs. Ifrestart is enabled and the restart interval is defined to be Ri, each entropy-coded segment except the last
one shall contain Ri MCUs. The last one shall contain whatever number of MCUs completes the scan.

Figure B.2 specifies the locations where table-specification segments may be present. However, this Specification hereby
specifies that the interchange format shall contain all table-specification data necessary for decoding the compressed
image. Consequently, the required table-specification data shall be present at one or more of the allowed locations.

B.2.2 Frame header syntax

Figure B.3 specifies the frame header which shall be present at the start of a frame. This header specifies the source image
characteristics (see A.1), the components in the frame. and the sampling factors for each component, and specifies the
destinations from which the quantized tables to be used with each component are retrieved.

Frame header

Component-specification

— Frame component-specification parameters

I . . [V T|SO0850-93Id02l

Figure B.3 — Frame header syntax

The markers and parameters shown in Figure B.3 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are __
given in Table B.2. In Table B.2 (and similar tables which follow), value choices are separated by commas (e.g. 8, 12) and
inclusive bounds are separated by dashes (e.g. O - 3).

SOFn: Start of frame marker — Marks the beginning of the frame parameters. The subscript It identifies whether
the encoding process is baseline sequential, extended sequential, progressive, or lossless, as well as which
entropy encoding procedure is used.

SOFo: Baseline DCT

SOF1: Extended sequential DCT, Huffman coding

SOF2: Progressive DCT, Huffman coding
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SOF3: Lossless (sequential), Huffman coding

SOF9: Extended sequential DCT, arithmetic coding

SOF1o: Progressive DCT, arithmetic coding

SOF11: Lossless (sequential), arithmetic coding

Lf: Frame header length — Specifies the length of the frame header shown in Figure B.3 (see B.1.1.4).

P: Sample precision — Specifies the precision in bits for the samples of the components in the frame.

Y: Number of lines — Specifies the maximum number of lines in the source image. This shall be equal to the
number of lines in the component with the maximum number of vertical samples (see A.1.1). Value 0 indicates
that the number of lines shall be defined by the DNL marker and parameters at the end of the first scan (see
B.2.5).

X: Number of samples per line — Specifies the maximum number of samples per line in the source image. This
shall be equal to the number of samples per line in the component with the maximum number of horizontal
samples (see A.1.l).

Nf: Number of image components in frame — Specifies the number of source image components in the frame.
The value of Nf shall be equal to the number of sets of frame component specification parameters (Ci, Hi, Vi,
and Tqi) present in the frame header.

Ci: Component identifier—Assigns a unique label to the ith component in the sequence of frame component
specification parameters. These values shall be used in the scan headers to identify the components in the scan.
The value of Ci shall be different from the values of C1 through Ci- 1.

Hi: Horizontal sampling factor — Specifies the relationship between the component horizontal dimension
and maximum image dimension X (see A.1.1); also specifies the number of horizontal data units of component
Ci in each MCU, when more than one component is encoded in a scan.

Vi: Vertical sampling factor — Specifies the relationship between the component vertical dimension and
maximum image dimension Y (see A.1.1); also specifies the number of vertical data units of component Ci in
each MCU, when more than one component is encoded in a scan.

Tqi: Quantization table destination selector—Specifies one of four possible quantization table destinations
from which the quantization table to use for dequantization of DCT coefficients of component Ci is retrieved. If
the decoding process uses the dequantization procedure, this table shall have been installed in this destination
by the time the decoder is ready to decode the scan(s) containing component Ci. The destination shall not be re-
specified, or its contents changed, until all scans containing Ci have been completed.

Table B.2 — Frame header parameter sizes and values

Parameter Size (bits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT Lossless

Baseline

f

i

i

i
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B.2.3 Scan header syntax

Figure B.4 specifies the scan header which shall be present at the start of a scan. This header specifies which
component(s) are contained in the scan, specifies the destinations from which the entropy tables to be used with each
component are retrieved, and (for the progressive DCT) which part of the DCT quantized coefficient data is contained in
the scan. For lossless processes the scan parameters specify the predictor and the point transform.

NOTE — If there is only one image component present in a scan, that component is, by definition, non-interleaved. If there is
more than one image component present in a scan, the components present are, by definition, interleaved.

Sean header

Component-specification

\

— ’ ‘ Scan component-specification parameters

11500850-93/d022
Td Ns T3 N:

Figure B.4 — Scan header syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.4 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.3.

SOS: Start of scan marker — Marks the beginning of the scan parameters.

Ls: Scan header length — Specifies the length of the scan header shown in Figure B.4 (see B.1.l .4).

NS: Number of image components in scan — Specifies the number of source image components in the scan. The
value of Ns shall be equal to the number of sets of scan component specification parameters (Csj, Tdj, and Taj)
present in the scan header.

' Cs,-:_ Scan component selector—Selects which of the Nf image components specified in the frame parameters
shall be the jth component in the scan. Each Csj shall match one of the C; values specified in the frame header,
and the ordering in the scan header shall follow the ordering in the frame header. If Ns > 1, the order of
interleaved components in the MCU is C51 first, Csz second, etc. If Ns > 1, the following restriction shall be
placed on the image components contained in the scan:

NJ

2 H]. x V}. s10,j=1

where Hj and Vj are the horizontal and vertical sampling factors for scan component j. These sampling factors
are specified in the frame header for component i, wherei is the frame component specification index for which
frame component identifier C; matches scan component selector Csj.

As an example, consider an image having 3 components with maximum dimensions of 512 lines and
512 samples per line, and with the following sampling factors:

Component 0 = 4,

Component 1 — 1,

Component 2 = 2

Then the summation ofHj >< Vj is (4 X 1) + (1 X 2) + (2 X 2): 10.

The value of Csj shall be different from the values of Cs 1 to Csj _ 1.
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Tdjl DC entropy coding table destination selector—Specifies one of four possible DC entropy coding table
destinations from which the entropy table needed for decoding of the DC coefficients of component Csj is
retrieved. The DC entropy table shall have been installed in this destination (see B.2.4.2 and B.2.4.3) by the
time the decoder is ready to decode the current scan. This parameter specifies the entropy coding table
destination for the lossless processes.

Taj: AC entropy coding table destination se1ector—Specifies one of four possible AC entropy coding table
destinations from which the entropy table needed for decoding of the AC coefficients of component Csj is
retrieved. The AC entropy table selected shall have been installed in this destination (see B.2.4.2 and B.2.4.3)
by the time the decoder is ready to decode the current scan. This parameter is zero for the lossless processes.

Ss: Start of spectral or predictor selection —In the DCT modes of operation, this parameter specifies the first
DCT coefficient in each block in zig-zag order which shall be coded in the scan. This parameter shall be set to
zero for the sequential DCT processes. In the lossless mode of operations this parameter is used to select the
predictor.

Se: End of spectral selection — Specifies the last DCT coefficient in each block in zig-zag order which shall be
coded in the scan. This parameter shall be set to 63 for the sequential DCT processes. In the lossless mode of
operations this parameter has no meaning. It shall be set to zero.

Ah: Successive approximation bit position high—This parameter specifies the point transform used in the
preceding scan (i.e. successive approximation bit position low in the preceding scan) for the band of coefficients
specified by Ss and Se. This parameter shall be set to zero for the first scan of each band of coefficients. In the
lossless mode of operations this parameter has no meaning. It shall be set to zero.

Al: Successive approximation bit position low or point transform—In the DCT modes of operation this
parameter specifies the point transform, i.e. bit position low, used before coding the band of coefficients
specified by S5 and Se. This parameter shall be set to zero for the sequential DCT processes. In the lossless
mode of operations, this parameter specifies the point transform, Pt.

The entropy coding table destination selectors, Tdj and Taj, specify either Huffman tables (in frames using Huffman
coding) or arithmetic coding tables (in frames using arithmetic coding). In the latter case the entropy coding table
destination selector specifies both an arithmetic coding conditioning table destination and an associated statistics area.

Table B.3 - Scan header parameter size and values

Parameter Size (bits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT Lossless

Baseline Extended

Ls
N5 8

C» j
Tdj 4

Taj

Ss
l__.__._._

Se

Al

Csj shall be a member of the set of C; specified in the frame header.
0 for lossless differential frames in the hierarchical mode (see B.3).

0 if Ss equals zero.
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B.2.4 Table-specification and miscellaneous marker segment syntax

Figure B.5 specifies that, at the places indicated in Figure B.2, any of the table—specification segments or miscellaneous
marker segments specified in B.2.4.1 through B.2.4.6 may be present in any order and with no limit on the number of
segments.

If any table specification for a particular destination occurs in the compressed image data, it shall replace any previous
table specified for this destination, and shall be used whenever this destination is specified in the remaining scans in the
frame or subsequent images represented in the abbreviated format for compressed image data. If a table specification for a
given destination occurs more than once in the compressed image data, each specification shall replace the previous
specification. The quantization table specification shall not be altered between progressive DCT scans of a given
component.

Tables or miscellaneous marker segment

[Marker ] [Marker 1 _ _ _ . [Marker 1segment, segment 2 segment ,as,11SO0870-93/£1023 -

Quantization table-specificationor
Huffman table-specificationor

Arithmetic conditioning table-specificationor
Restart interval delinitionor

Comment
or

Application data

Marker segment

- Figure B.5 — Tables/miscellaneous marker segment syntax

13.2.4.1 Quantization table-specification syntax

Figure B.6 specifies the marker segment which defines one or more quantization tables.

Deline quantization table segment

V‘ -..
'|1SOOB80-93IdO24

Multiple (t = 1, ..., n)

Figure B.6 — Quantization table syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.6 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.4.

DQT: Define quantization table marker — Marks the beginning of quantization tab1e—specification parameters.

Lq: Quantization table definition length — Specifies the length of all quantization table parameters shown in
Figure B.6 (see B.1.1.4).
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Pq: Quantization table element precision — Specifies the precision of the Qk values. Value 0 indicates 8-bit Qk
values; value 1 indicates 16-bit Qk values. Pq shall be zero for 8 bit sample precision P (see B.2.2).

Tq: Quantization table destination identif1er— Specifies one of four possible destinations at the decoder into
which the quantization table shall be installed.

Qk: Quantization table element — Specifies the kth element out of 64 elements, where k is the index in the zig-
zag ordering of the DCT coefficients. The quantization elements shall be specified in zig—zag scan order.

Table B.4 — Quantization table-specification parameter sizes and values

sequential DCT Progressive DCT Lossless
Baseline

n

i=1

Undefined

Undefined

Undefined

The value n in Table B.4 is the number of quantization tables specified in the DQT marker segment.

Once a quantization table has been defined for a particular destination, it replaces the previous tables stored in that
destination and shall be used, when referenced, in the remaining scans of the current image and in subsequent images
represented in the abbreviated format for compressed image data. If a table has never been defined for a particular
destination, then when this destination is specified in a frame header, the results are unpredictable.

An 8-bit DCT—based process shall not use a 16-bit precision quantization table.

B.2.4.2 Hulfman table-specification syntax

Figure B.7 specifies the marker segment which defines one or more Huffman table specifications.

Define Huffman table segment

Multiple (t = 1, .... n)

Symbol-length assignment parameters

 ..- -.-
TISOOBQD-93Id 025

Figure B.7 - Huffman table syntax
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The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.7 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.5.

DHT: Define Huffman table marker — Marks the beginning of Huffman table definition parameters.

Lh: Huffman table definition length — Specifies the length of all Huffman table parameters shown in Figure B.7
(see B.1.l.4).

Tc: Table class — 0 = DC table or lossless table, 1 = AC table.

Th: Huffman table destination identifier — Specifies one of four possible destinations at the decoder into which
the Huffman table shall be installed.

Li: Number of Huffman codes of length i — Specifies the number of Huffman codes for each of the 16 possible
lengths allowed by this Specification. Li’s are the elements of the list BITS.

Vi; Value associated with each Huffman code — Specifies, for each i, the value associated with each Huffman
code of length i. The meaning of each value is determined by the Huffman coding model. The Vi’)-’s are the
elements of the list HUFFVAL.

Table B.5 — Hulfman table specification parameter sizes and values

Paramemr Lossless

The value 11 in Table B.5 is the number of Huffman tables specified in the DHT marker segment. The value mt is the
number of parameters which follow the 16 Li(t) parameters for Huffman table t, and is given by:

In general, mg is different for each table.

Once a Huffman table has been defined for a particular destination, it replaces the previous tables stored in that
destination and shall be used when referenced, in the remaining scans of the current image and in subsequent images
represented in the abbreviated format for compressed image data. If a table has never been defined for a particular
destination, then when this destination is specified in a scan header, the results are unpredictable.
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B.2.4.3 Arithmetic conditioning table-specification syntax

Figure B.8 specifies the marker segment which defines one or more arithmetic coding conditioning table specifications.
These replace the default arithmetic coding conditioning tables established by the S01 marker for arithmetic coding
processes. (See F.1.4.4.1.4 and F.1.4.4.2.1.)

Define arithmetic conditioning segmentI

' nsoosoeaa/doze

n)
L_’/-

Mu|tiple(t=1, ...,

Figure B.8 — Arithmetic conditioning table-specification syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B8 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.6.

DAC: Define arithmetic coding conditioning marl<er—Marks the beginning of the definition of arithmetic
coding conditioning parameters.

La: Arithmetic coding conditioning definition length-Specifies the length of all arithmetic coding
conditioning parameters shown in Figure B.8 (see B.l .1 .4).

Tc: Table class — 0 = DC table or lossless table, 1 = AC table.

Tb: Arithmetic coding conditioning table destination identifier — Specifies one of four possible destinations at
the decoder into which the arithmetic coding conditioning table shall be installed.

Cs: Conditioning table value — Value in either the AC or the DC (and lossless) conditioning table. A single
value of Cs shall follow each value of Tb. For AC conditioning tables Tc shall be one and Cs shall contain a

value of Kx in the range 1 S Kx S 63. For DC (and lossless) conditioning tables Tc shall be zero and Cs shall
contain two 4-bit parameters, U and L. U and L shall be in the range 0 S L S U S 15 and the value of Cs shall be
L+16XU.

The value n in Table B.6 is the number of arithmetic coding conditioning tables specified in the DAC marker segment.

The parameters L and U are the lower and upper conditioning bounds used in the arithmetic coding procedures defined
for DC coefficient coding and lossless coding. The separate value range 1-63 listed for DCT coding is the Kx conditioning
used in AC coefficient coding.

Table B.6 — Arithmetic coding conditioning table-specification parameter sizes and values

Parameter Size (bits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT
Baseline Extended

La

Undefined O-255 (Tc = 0), 1-63 (Tc = 1)
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B.2.4.4 Restart interval definition syntax

Figure B.9 specifies the marker segment which defines the restart interval.
Define restart interval segment

 
TlSODB1D-93/d027

Figure B.9 — Restart interval definition syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.9 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.7.

DRI: Define restart interval marker — Marks the beginning of the parameters which define the restart interval.

Lr: Define restart interval segment length — Specifies the length of the parameters in the DRI segment shown in
Figure B.9 (see B.1.1.4).

Ri: Restart interval — Specifies the number of MCU in the restart interval.

In Table B.7 the value n is the number of rows of MCU in the restart interval. The value MCUR is the number of MCU
required to make up one line of samples of each component in the scan. The SOI marker disables the restart intervals. A
DRI marker segment with Ri nonzero shall be present to enable restart interval processing for the following scans. A DRI
marker segment with Ri equal to zero shall disable restart intervals for the following scans.

Table B.7 - Define restart interval segment parameter sizes and values

Parameter Size (bits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT L0551 as S

T

B.2.4.S Comment syntax

Figure B.1O specifies the marker segment structure for a comment segment.

Comment segnent

I ' .
TISOOOSZD-93/d02B

Figure B.10 - Comment segment syntax
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The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.10 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.8.

COM: Comment marker — Marks the beginning of a comment.

Lc: Comment segment length—Specifies the length of the comment segment shown in Figure B.10
(see B.1.1.4).

Cmi: Comment byte — The interpretation is left to the application.

Table B.8 — Comment segment parameter sizes and values

Parameter Size (bits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT Lossless

K
j 

B.2.4.6 Application data syntax

Figure B.1l specifies the marker segment structure for an application data segment.
Application data segment

' I .
11800930-9!!/(1029

Figure B.11 — Application data syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.11 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.9.

APP“: Application data marker — Marks the beginning of an application data segment.

Lp: Application data segment length—Specifies the length of the application data segment shown in
Figure B.11 (see B.1.l.4).

Api: Application data byte — The interpretation is left to the application.

The APP“ (Application) segments are reserved for application use. Since these segments may be defined differently for
different applications, they should be removed when the data are exchanged between application environments.

Table B.9 - Application data segment parameter sizes and values

Pamneter Sequential DCT Progressive DCT LosslcssSize (bits)

LP
— 
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B.2.S Define number of lines syntax

Figure B.12 specifies the marker segment for defining the number of lines. The DNL (Define Number of Lines) segment
provides a mechanism for defining or redefining the number of lines in the frame (the Y parameter in the frame header) at
the end of the first scan. The value specified shall be consistent with the number of MCU-rows encoded in the first scan.

This segment, if used, shall only occur at the end of the first scan, and only after coding of an integer number of MCU-
rows. This marker segment is mandatory if the number of lines (Y) specified in the frame header has the value zero.

Define number of lines segment

11500940-93/d03O

Figure B.12 — Define number of lines syntax

The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.12 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.10.

DNL: Define number of lines marker — Marks the beginning of the define number of lines segment.

Ld: Define number of lines segment length — Specifies the length of the define number of lines segment shown
in Figure B.12 (see B.1.1.4).

NL: Number of lines - Specifies the number of lines in the frame (see definition of Y in B.2.2).

Table B.10 — Define number of lines segment parameter sizes and values

Parameter Size (hits) Sequential DCT Progressive DCT
Baseline Extended

 
“ The value specified shall be consistent with the number of lines coded at the point where the DNL segment

temiinates the compressed data segment

B.3 Hierarchical syntax

B.3.1 High level hierarchical mode syntax

Figure B.13 specifies the order of the high level constituent parts of the interchange format for hierarchical encoding
processes.
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Compressed image data

TISODQSO-93/d 031

Figure B.13 — Syntax for the hierarchical mode of operation

Hierarchical mode syntax requires a DHP marker segment that appears before the non-differential frame or frames. The
hierarchical mode compressed image data may include EXP marker segments and differential frames which shall follow
the initial non-differential frame. The frame structure in hierarchical mode is identical to the frame structure in non-
hierarchical mode.

The non-differential frames in the hierarchical sequence shall use one of the coding processes specified for SOF“ markers:
SOFo, SOF1, SOF2, SOF3, SOF9, SOFm and SOFH. The differential frames shall use one of the processes specified for
SOF5, SOF5, SOF7, SOF13, SOF14 and SOF15. The allowed combinations of SOF markers within one hierarchical
sequence are specified in Annex J.

The sample precision (P) shall be constant for all frames and have the identical value as that coded in the DHP marker
segment. The number of samples per line (X) for all frames shall not exceed the value coded in the DHP marker segment.
If the number of lines (Y) is non—zero in the DHP marker segment, then the number of lines for all frames shall not exceed
the value in the DHP marker segment.

B.3.2 DHP segment syntax

The DHP segment defines the image components, size, and sampling factors for the completed hierarchical sequence of
frames. The DHP segment shall precede the first frame; a single DHP segment shall occur in the compressed image data.

The DHP segment structure is identical to the frame header syntax, except that the DHP marker is used instead of the
SOF“ marker. The figures and description of B.2.2 then apply, except that the quantization table destination selector
parameter shall be set to zero in the DHP segment.

B.3.3 EXP segment syntax

Figure B.14 specifies the marker segment structure for the EXP segment. The EXP segment shall be present if (and only
if) expansion of the reference components is required either horizontally or vertically. The EXP segment parameters apply
only to the next frame (which shall be a differential frame) in the image. Ifrequired, the EXP segment shall be one of the
table-specification segments or miscellaneous marker segments preceding the frame header; the EXP segment shall not be
one of the table-specification segments or miscellaneous marker segments preceding a scan header or a DHP marker
segment.

Expand segment I

I
TIS 00960-93/dD32

Figure B.l4 — Syntax of the expand segment
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The marker and parameters shown in Figure B.14 are defined below. The size and allowed values of each parameter are
given in Table B.l1.

EXP: Expand reference components marker—Marks the beginning of the expand reference components
segment.

Le: Expand reference components segment length — Specifies the length of the expand reference components
segment (see B.l.1.4).

Eh: Expand horizontally — If one, the reference components shall be expanded horizontally by a factor of two.
If horizontal expansion is not required, the value shall be zero.

Ev: Expand vertically—If one, the reference components shall be expanded vertically by a factor of two.
Ifvertical expansion is not required, the value shall be zero.

Both Eh and Ev shall be one if expansion is required both horizontally and vertically.

Table B.11 — Expand segment parameter sizes and values

Sequential DCT Progressive DCT

B.4 Abbreviated format for compressed image data

Figure B.2 shows the high-level constituent parts of the interchange format. This format includes all table specifications
required for decoding. If an application environment provides methods for table specification other than by means of the
compressed image data, some or all of the table specifications may be omitted. Compressed image data which is missing
any table specification data required for decoding has the abbreviated format.

B.5 Abbreviated format for table-specification data

Figure B.2 shows the high-level constituent parts of the interchange format. If no frames are present in the compressed
image data, the only purpose of the compressed image data is to convey table specifications or miscellaneous marker
segments defined in B.2.4.1, B.2.4.2, B.2.4.5, and B.2.4.6. In this case the compressed image data has the abbreviated
format for table specification data (see Figure B.l5).

Compressed image data

T|SOO970-93/d033

Figure B.15 - Abbreviated format for table-specification data syntax

B.6 Summary

The order of the constituent parts of interchange format and all marker segment structures is summarized in Figures B.16
and B.17. Note that in Figure B.16 double-lined boxes enclose marker segments. In Figures B.16 and B.17 thick-lined
boxes enclose only markers.

The EXP segment can be mixed with the other tables/miscellaneous marker segments preceding the frame header but not
with the tables/miscellaneous marker segments preceding the DHP segment or the scan header.
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Annex C

Huffman table specification

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

A Huffman coding procedure may be used for entropy coding in any of the coding processes. Coding models for
Huffman encoding are defined in Annexes F, G, and H. In this Annex, the Huffman table specification is defined.

Huffman tables are specified in terms of a 16-byte list (BITS) giving the number of codes for each code length from
1 to 16. This is followed by a list of the 8-bit symbol values (HUFFVAL), each of which is assigned a Huffman code. The
symbol values are placed in the list in order of increasing code length. Code lengths greater than 16 bits are not allowed.
In addition, the codes shall be generated such that the all-1-bits code word of any length is reserved as a prefix for longer
code words.

NOTE — The order of the symbol values within HUFFVAL is determined only by code length. Within a given code length
the ordering of the symbol values is arbitrary.

This annex specifies the procedure by which the Huffman tables (of Huffman code words and their corresponding 8-bit
symbol values) are derived from the two lists (BITS and HUFFVAL) in the interchange format. However, the way in
which these lists are generated is not specified. The lists should be generated in a manner which is consistent with the
rules for Huffman coding, and it shall observe the constraints discussed in the previous paragraph. Annex K contains an
example of a procedure for generating lists of Huffman code lengths and values which are in accord with these rules.

NOTE-There is no requirement in this Specification that any encoder or decoder shall implement the procedures in
precisely the manner specified by the flow charts in this annex. It is necessary only that an encoder or decoder implement the function
specified in this annex. The sole criterion for an encoder or decoder to be considered in compliance with this Specification is that it
satisfy the requirements given in clause 6 (for encoders) or clause 7 (for decoders), as determined by the compliance tests specified inPart2.

C.1 Marker segments for Huffman table specification

The DHT marker identifies the start of Huffman table definitions within the compressed image data. B.2.4.2 specifies the
syntax for Huffman table specification.

C.2 Conversion of Huffman table specifications to tables of codes and code lengths

Conversion of Huffman table specifications to tables of codes and code lengths uses three procedures. The first procedure
(Figure C.1) generates a table of Huffman code sizes. The second procedure (Figure C.2) generates the Huffman codes
from the table built in Figure C.1. The third procedure (Figure C.3) generates the Huffman codes in symbol value order.

Given a list BITS (1 to 16) containing the number of codes of each size, and a list HUFFVAL containing the symbol
values to be associated with those codes as described above, two tables are generated. The I-IUFFSIZE table contains a list
of code lengths; the HUFFCODE table contains the Huffman codes corresponding to those lengths.

Note that the variable LASTK is set to the index of the last entry in the table.
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Generale_size_tabIe

HUFFS|ZE( )=l
K= K+1
J=J+1

HUFFSlZE(K) = O
LASTK = K

11501000-93/dO36

Figure C .1 — Generation of table of Hulfman code sizes
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A Huffman code table, HUFFCODE, containing a code for each size in HUFFSIZE is generated by the procedure in

Figure C2. The notation “SLL CODE 1” in Figure C.2 indicates a shift—left~logical of CODE by one _bit position.

Genera1e_code_table

K = 0
CODE=O
SI = HUFFSIZE(0)

HUFFCODE(K) = CODECODE = CODE + 1
K = K + 1

No

CODE = SLL CODE 1
SI = SI + 1

TIS01010-93/d037

Figure C.2 — Generation of table of Huffman codes

Two tables, HUFFCODE and HUFFSIZE, have now been generated. The entries in the tables are ordered according to “
increasing Huffman code numeric value and length.

The encoding procedure code tables, EHUFCO and EHUFSI, are created by reordering the codes specified by
HUFFCODE and HUFFSIZE according to the symbol values assigned to each code in HUFFVAL.
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I = HUFFVAL(K)
EHUFCO(I) = HUFFCODE(K)
EHUFSl(l) = HUFFSIZE(K)
K=K+1

11501020-93/d038

Figure C.3 — Ordering procedure for encoding procedure code tables

C.3 Bit ordering within bytes

The root of a Huffman code is placed toward the MSB (most-significant-bit) of the byte, and successive bits are placed in
the direction MSB to LSB (least-significant-bit) of the byte. Remaining bits, if any, go into the next byte following the
same rules.

Integers associated with Huffman codes are appended with the MSB adjacent to the LSB of the preceding Huffman code.
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Annex D

Arithmetic coding

(‘This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard)

An adaptive binary arithmetic coding procedure may be used for entropy coding in any of the coding processes except
the baseline sequential process. Coding models for adaptive binary arithmetic coding are defined in Annexes F, G.
and H. In this annex the arithmetic encoding and decoding procedures used in those models are defined.

In K.4 a simple test example is given which should be helpful in determining if a given implementation is correct.
NOTE —There is no requirement in this Specification that any encoder or decoder shall implement the procedures in

precisely the manner specified by the flow charts in this annex. It is necessary only that an encoder or decoder implement the function
specified in this annex. The sole criterion for an encoder or decoder to be considered in compliance with this Specification is that it
satisfy the requirements given in clause 6 (for encoders) or clause 7 (for decoders), as determined by the compliance tests specified inPart 2.

D.1 Arithmetic encoding procedures

Four arithmetic encoding procedures are required in a system with arithmetic coding (see Table D.l).

Table D.1 — Procedures for binary arithmetic encoding

Procedure

Code_0(S) Code a “0” binary decision with context—index S

Code_l(S) Code a “1” binary decision with context-index S

Initenc Initialize the encoder

Flush Terminate entropy-coded segment

The “Code_O(S)”and “Code_1(S)” procedures code the 0-decision and 1-decision respectively; 5 is a context-index
which identifies a particular conditional probability estimate used in coding the binary decision. The “Initenc” procedure
initializes the arithmetic coding entropy encoder. The “Flush” procedure terminates the entropy-coded segment in
preparation for the marker which follows.

D.1.1 Binary arithmetic encoding principles

The arithmetic coder encodes a series of binary symbols, zeros and ones, each symbol representing one possible result of a
binary decision.

Each “binary decision” provides a choice between two alternatives. The binary decision might be between positive and
negative signs, a magnitude being zero or nonzero, or a particular bit in a sequence of binary digits being zero or one.

The output bit stream (entropy-coded data segment) represents a binary fraction which increases in precision as bytes are
appended by the encoding process.

D.1.1.1 Recursive interval subdivision

Recursive probability interval subdivision is the basis for the binary arithmetic encoding procedures. With each binary
decision the current probability interval is subdivided into two sub-intervals, and the bit stream is modified (if necessary)
so that it points to the base (the lower bound) of the probability sub-interval assigned to the symbol which occurred.

In the partitioning of the current probability interval into two sub-intervals, the sub-interval for the less probable symbol
(LPS) and the sub-interval for the more probable symbol (MPS) are ordered such that usually the MPS sub-interval is
closer to zero. Therefore, when the LPS is coded, the MPS sub-interval size is added to the bit stream. This coding

convention requires that symbols be recognized as either MPS or LPS rather than 0 or 1. Consequently, the size of the
LPS sub-interval and the sense of the MPS for each decision must be known in order to encode that decision.
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